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About MasterStudio
Introduction
Developing large yet maintainable applications that meet or exceed
customer expectations is not an easy task. Out of the wide variety of
developer tools available, Omnis™ has always excelled in the way it
enables us to achieve this task. Over the past 30 years, Omnis has
evolved from a simple to use (yet limited) 4GL into a mature and
complete (yet complex) development environment. Omnis excels in the
broadness of its feature set, the powerful integrated development
environment, and the ease by which it integrates into available IT
infrastructures and platforms.
The creators of Omnis have been amazingly successful in keeping
Omnis in sync with developments in the rest of the IT industry. This has
allowed developers to keep their focus on the business problems for
which they provide end user solutions. In fact, a large percentage of
Omnis developers have their background and education in areas
outside of Information Technology. Omnis is an extraordinarily suitable
environment for developers who like to keep their focus on the business
problem. We enjoy sinking our teeth into software design challenges
now and then. But most importantly, we want to develop the best
solutions to fit the business problems at hand.

1.1.1

Omnis Studio

Omnis Studio brought object-oriented development concepts into
Omnis, while maintaining a high level of “forward compatibility”: Most
traditional 4GL commands from Omnis Classic are still available. While
this makes the transition to Omnis Studio easier for existing Omnis
Classic developers, it does have some disadvantages for object-oriented
developers coming from other development tools. The broadness of
Omnis Studio's feature set makes it difficult to choose the application
architecture, as there often are multiple ways in which the same thing
can be achieved.
Still, Omnis provides one of the most powerful Integrated Development
Environments combined with a powerful 4GL language that is much
friendlier than competing products. In many aspects, Omnis has stayed
ahead of competing environments, which are now mostly relying on
Java or .Net technologies. Versions 4 and 5 of Omnis Studio allows
Omnis applications to be integrated into these environments even more
DEVELOPER MANUAL
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easily, allowing developers to instantiate Java objects within Omnis, for
example.
1.1.2

MasterStudio

MasterStudio is a framework written in Omnis Studio, consisting of
several libraries, the classes of which form ready-to-use framework
components, allowing quick development of advanced GUI applications.
While MasterStudio was built entirely in Omnis, its main inspiration
comes from other frameworks in the Java community. It thus brings
proven object oriented concepts and additional power to Omnis Studio
developers.
Logical Tiers

One inspiration for the creation of MasterStudio was Apple's
WebObjects™. WebObjects includes Java Client technology that creates
dynamic Swing-based user interfaces based on business rules and the
“Enterprise Object Model”. The success of WebObjects can largely be
contributed to its pure object oriented architecture and its clean
implementations of established object-oriented design patterns.
WebObjects separates database logic, application logic, and user
interface logic into separate logical tiers.
MasterStudio offers a similar yet simplified architecture, where logical
tiers are cleanly distributed over separate Omnis classes. Table classes
handle database logic, aided by Omnis Studio schema classes and object
instances that act as managers for lists, records and individual columns
and fields.
Tasks handle application logic, where a separate task is instantiated for
each application context and each window context. Each context may
instantiate any number of objects that act as subcontrollers within the
corresponding context.

⇒ The concept of contexts is further explained in chapter 4.3.
Window and menu classes provide the user interface, controlled by
object instances that manage these UI components.
1.1.3

MasterStudio Framework Layers

MasterStudio's classes are organized into separate Omnis library files:
one for each framework layer. The Base Classes provide a foundation
layer on top of Omnis Studio itself, adding MasterStudio's unique
architecture and a large number of application-independent reusable
framework components. These classes run independently from any
layers above it. Just like your applications can take advantage of Omnis
Studio itself, you can decide only to use the MasterStudio base classes in
your application, perhaps building your own framework of reusable
components on top of it (depicted as “Future Components” in the
following figure).
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= MasterStudio Framework Layers (colored blue)
On top of the foundation layer, MasterStudio provides a set of classes
that implement advanced framework components used for building socalled Master-Detail windows. These are windows that combine one or
more database entities that have one-to-many relationships. These
intelligent framework components are suitable for quickly building
advanced database entry windows that typically form a large portion of
Omnis Studio development projects.
PlanBoard for Omnis Studio is a framework layer built on top of (and
thus relying on) the MasterStudio foundation layer. It allows Omnis
Studio developers to easily build advanced scheduling applications.
PlanBoard's framework components can be used effectively without
detailed knowledge of MasterStudio. But PlanBoard developers do have
access to MasterStudio's base classes, should they need them.
1.1.4

MasterStudio History

The decision to create a completely object oriented reusable framework
in Omnis Studio was made in 1999 at VDA, one of Europe's largest
Omnis development houses, which was acquired by U.K.-based
Crimsonwing in 2008 (http://www.crimsonwing.com). For over 10
years, VDA had done successful projects and developed vertical market
solutions using Omnis Classic.
Omnis Classic

Since 1996, most of VDA's projects and products were built on top of a
common architecture, which brought powerful reusability by
implementing object-oriented features in Omnis Classic. Inspired by
object-oriented frameworks including those from NeXT™ and OO
implementations found in competing 4GLs, the development team at
VDA led by Mark Smit (who founded Master Object Consultancy in
2000) felt that implementing a clean OO architecture was a valuable
investment. Even in Omnis Classic, where this required quite a bit of
engineering.
This resulted in a single window “superclass” that provided common
functionality of typical application windows, including multiple tab
panes, master-detail relationships, searching, multiple-column sorting,
printing, etc. Delegation —a concept also found in other frameworks
and popularized by NeXT™— allowed developers to create custom
“subclasses” of the superclass. A smart mechanism allowed separation
of the code from the instance variables (then called format variables),
allowing developers to open multiple instances of the same window
“class”.
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The level of reusability achieved by the “superclass” in Omnis Classic
far exceeded VDA's original expectations, where eventually hundreds of
windows in tens of projects and products were using the exact same
code. All applications remained fully compatible with over a hundred
incremental improvements and enhancements of the superclass.
Strict separation of standard functionality (compromising about 80% of
a typical application) from project or product provided an
unprecedented level of reliability and maintainability. Developers were
able to quickly and easily switch between projects and development
teams, because all applications used the same foundation. Common
functionality was added to the superclass by a separate small
development team, which quickly solved any remaining bugs in the
superclass, leading to a noticeable decrease in bug reports and
unprecedented application reliability.

⇒ Regardless of the huge advantages of applying “Single Point Of
Definition” in Omnis Classic, this “one window superclass for all”
approach means that the superclass becomes less and less flexible and
improvements and enhancement are ever more difficult to implement.
VDA's Omnis Classic architecture suffered from the Blob anti-pattern,
which is explained in chapters 3.1 and 3.1.1. Omnis Studio's stronger
OO capabilities allow MasterStudio to avoid this anti-pattern.
PlanBoard

In 1998, an internal project at VDA called for the implementation of a
graphical scheduling component. After researching a number of options
(including the use of externals, most of which were single-platform and
prohibitively expensive), VDA decided to build its own component in
Omnis Classic. Based on successful object oriented concepts described
earlier, PlanBoard reached a level of power and reusability that allowed
VDA to successfully sell PlanBoard to other Omnis Classic developers
all over the world who have integrated it into their own applications.
Master Object Consultancy acquired the rights to PlanBoard. The
completely rewritten Omnis Studio version has already achieved wide
acclaim from the Omnis community.

Master Object
Consultancy

In 2000, Mark Smit left VDA and created a new company specializing in
development of Omnis Studio frameworks, Master Object Consultancy
(http://www.masterobject.com). Since then,
Master Object Consultancy has invested heavily in the development of
PlanBoard and MasterStudio.

MasterStudio

MasterStudio is an application framework that was designed to offer a
clean implementation in Omnis Studio of respected object-oriented
design patterns (see chapter 3.1). Since we do not supply our tools to
end users, it has always been our goal to deliver a reusable framework
that is used by Omnis developers worldwide.
Rather than converting code from Omnis Classic, we started by creating
a list of hundreds of requirements and then creating a UML class
diagram based on knowledge of Java frameworks. We then spent
considerable time mapping the class diagram to Omnis Studio's built-in
superclasses, taking full advantage of Omnis Studio's built-in features,
while ensuring maximum performance and full reusability.
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MasterStudio Resources
This chapter lists resources available to MasterStudio developers.

1.2.1

Release Notes

This edition of the MasterStudio Developer Manual covers
MasterStudio releases 1.1 and 2.0. Differences are indicated where
appropriate. For the latest release notes, please refer to the
Master Object Consultancy website
(http://www.masterobject.com/masterstudio).
1.2.2

About This Manual

This Developer Manual is your immediate resource for technical
information about MasterStudio, although we have avoided
documenting all methods and parameters here, as you are often better
served by looking at the methods themselves. Below is an overview of
the sections of this manual.
Introduction

Section [1] serves as a general introduction to, and description of,
MasterStudio. It tells you what MasterStudio is and where to find
information. It is a recommended first read for all audiences.

Quick Start

Section [2] provides a walkthrough of MasterStudio for Omnis Studio
developers who have no previous knowledge of MasterStudio. In about
2 hours, developers build a completely functional Master-Detail
window.

MasterStudio
Concepts

Section [3] explains important concepts and design patterns used in
MasterStudio. Once you understand these concepts, you'll find it easier
to read sections [4] and [5], which discuss individual framework
components rather than global concepts. This section serves as a great
recap of subjects that were first explained during the MasterStudio
Development I training course.

Foundation
Framework Layer,
Master-Detail

Sections [4] and [5] provide a reference to MasterStudio components,
covering the foundation framework layer and the Master-Detail
framework layer, respectively. These sections serve as a reference for
MasterStudio programming, sorted by subject in order of dependency.
These sections are aimed at experienced Omnis Studio developers who
have successfully completed the MasterStudio Development I training
course.

Programming
Conventions

MasterStudio Class
Reference
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and other Omnis products from Master Object Consultancy. It also
provides guidelines for user interface design. In well-maintainable
applications, consistency is king. This is therefore recommended
reading for any Omnis Studio developer, but especially for those who
use MasterStudio or PlanBoard in their applications.
Section [7] contains an alphabetic listing of MasterStudio classes. It
serves as a quick reference for MasterStudio developers. Each class
refers to the appropriate chapter(s) in which it is described.
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Chapter 7.1 includes class diagrams that show relationships and
dependencies between MasterStudio's classes. This is especially useful
for developers who subclass or enhance MasterStudio's framework
components.
About The Demo Application

MasterStudio ships with a fully functional demo application. It contains
unlocked classes that you can use as examples for building your own
applications.
Libraries

MasterStudio is supplied in a folder containing a
demo library called DemoLibrary.lbs, an
OmnisSQL data file called DemoDatabase.df1
containing sample data, and two subfolders that are
further explained in chapter 4.2.2. To load the demo application, simply
double-click the DemoLibrary.lbs file, or open it from the Omnis
Studio Browser.

Demo Library

DemoLibrary classes (Omnis Studio 5.0, Windows XP)
The demo library contains only two classes that are part of
MasterStudio. One of them is the root context MoContextRoot, an Omnis
task which instantiates the “class broker” MoClassBroker that manages
libraries stored in subfolders and the classes they contain. These two
classes must always be present in your main library in order to take
advantage of MasterStudio for (parts of) your application. The rest of
the MasterStudio framework is located in the MasterStudio1 subfolder
(which may be renamed). This is further explained in chapters 4.2 and
4.3.5.

1
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⇒ MasterStudio library and class naming conventions often use long
names that look best when the Studio Browser is set to Details view, as
shown here. See chapter 2.1.2 if you need help with this.
Opening the Demo Application

When the demo library is opened, its Startup_Task is instantiated. This
task contains custom code that instantiates the MasterStudio root context,
a task that provides basic MasterStudio functionality and remains open
as long as MasterStudio is needed. The root context instantiates the class
broker, which automatically scans the MasterStudio1 subfolder and
opens any libraries it contains.
Registration

When starting up MasterStudio for the first time, you will be asked to
enter your license information.

If you click "Demo" instead, you can preview MasterStudio. This will
leave most classes.

⇒ With MasterStudio 1.x, if you have not entered your developer license
registration key, a reminder message will appear. To evaluate
MasterStudio without entering a license key, click the
"Try Unlicensed" button.

Unregistered framework message (MasterStudio 1.x)
1
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The Startup_Task then tells MasterStudio to instantiate the demo
application context, an instance of task class DemoApplication. The demo
application context tells the class broker to open the DemoModules folder
and its libraries. Then, the demo application context instantiates two
menus in the main menu: Demo and MasterStudio. These menus
provide a user interface to the demo application's features.

⇒ The concept of contexts is further explained in chapter 4.3.
The demo library's Startup_Task implements the
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method. The concept of
delegation is explained in chapter 3.2.1. At the end of that chapter,
you'll find a detailed explanation of how the demo library launches the
demo application context.
Splash Screen

Splash Screen (first launch, Windows Vista)
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Splash Screen (subsequent launches, Mac OS X Leopard)
After loading the demo application, the Startup_Task opens an
appropriate splash screen. Note that the splash screen is actually
MasterStudio's OK message replacement, which automatically adjusts
itself to icon size, text lengths, multiple paragraphs, and button texts.
Chapter 4.8.2 explains these powerful dialog boxes in detail.
User Preferences

When you open MasterStudio for the first time, a folder named
MasterStudio Preferences1 is created on your local hard disk.
MasterStudio 2.0 or higher will automatically create a sub folder in the
preferences folder specific to the current Omnis Studio version and "first
dot" release, e.g. MasterStudio Preferences/OS43/ for preferences
stored using Omnis Studio 4.3.1. For Unicode-versions of Omnis, the
letter U is added, e.g. …/OS50U/.
The location of this folder depends on the operating system:
On Windows NT/2000/XP:
The application data directory in the user profile directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\Application Data\2
On Windows Vista:
The user's local application data folder:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\AppData\Local\3

1
MasterStudio 1.x used subfolder name MasterObjects Preferences. No Omnis
version-specific subdirectory was used.
2
MasterStudio 1.x used the root of the user directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\MasterObjects Preferences\
3
MasterStudio 1.x used the root of the user directory.
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On Mac OS X:
The user's preferences folder:
~/Library/Preferences/
On Linux:
The user's home directory:
~/
MasterStudio creates a Prefs file named after the main library, which is
used to store user preferences. Like any file in the MasterStudio
Preferences folder, you may delete this file. It will automatically be
recreated the next time you open the root context.

⇒ The preferences manager can be subclassed if you don't like the default
way in which preferences are stored. See chapter 4.5.9.
The Demo Menu

The Demo>Database menu allows us to connect to an
OmnisSQL data file. MasterStudio comes with
session subclasses for several databases that are
smart enough to open the appropriate login panel.
The Employees Grid and Planning List menu lines
allow basic editing of the database entities used by
the demo implementation of PlanBoard. Note that
these windows do not use MasterStudio's MasterDetail framework layer; they were simply based on
an Omnis Studio smart list and are similar to the
windows you could build using Omnis Studio's
wizards. Note that the table class on which these lists are based will
automatically send a notification to PlanBoard after employees or
planning slots are modified. This ensures that PlanBoard instances
automatically redraw themselves.
The demo menu contains implementation examples of PlanBoard for
Omnis Studio, an unregistered version of which is included with
MasterStudio. PlanBoard deployment licenses are available separately
(see the Master Object Consultancy website for details).
Remaining options in the Demo menu show an About… dialog for
MasterStudio, and allow users to switch to a different language.
The Exit option (called Quit on Mac OS) quits the demo application
context. This closes the corresponding task instance, but leaves the root
context and Omnis Studio running.
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The MasterStudio menu opens example windows that take advantage of
the Master-Detail framework layer, i.e. classes in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library. These windows manage occupations,
employees and their planning slots. Numerous screen shots in this manual
were taken from these windows to demonstrate MasterStudio's
capabilities.
Users do not need to connect to the database before opening a window
that needs it. MasterStudio's session controller will automatically open
its login panel if it cannot find the data file in its previously known
location.

OmnisSQL Login Panel

⇒ See chapter 1.4 for a description of the user features of the MasterDetail windows found in the MasterStudio menu.
1.2.4

Code Comments

MasterStudio's unlocked classes contain code comments that supersede
descriptions found in this Developer Manual. In general, this manual
describes what individual classes and their most important methods do.
These functional explanations are not found in the classes themselves.
On the other hand, this manual does not describe how MasterStudio's
classes were implemented. This can often be best deducted from the
UML class diagrams (chapter 7.1) and from comments in the source
code.
Code comments often provide additional warnings and details about
expected parameters not found in this manual. For example, the
MoCommand object is initialized by the command controller. The command
itself is never called by you, so its $newCommand method has the
following comment:
MoCommand.
$newCommand

;
;
;

Only to be called by the command controller.
This method is called to initialize the command object.
The command controller uses a prototype object and then
calls this method.

Methods that are intended to be overridden contain a comment that lists
the parameters they receive. After overriding such a method, these
parameters must be added using Studio's method editor. Parameters
use the naming conventions described in chapter 6.1.6, from which you
can deduct their variable type.
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Superclass methods (such as the one below) often contain commented
code that automatically appears in the overridden method. Uncomment
this prototype code to quickly create the overridden method.
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass.
$framesetIsWide

;
;
;
;
;

Return kTrue if you want to use the wide frameset variety
(where the last pane is below the other panes)
Default: kFalse
Parameters: prFramesetController, pPaneId
Quit method kTrue

Methods that are final (i.e. not intended to be overridden) often have a
comment saying so:
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass.
$construct

1.2.5

;
;

Inherited from
MoBaseClasses.MoControllerPaneDelegateSuperclass
You don't normally need to overwrite this method.

MasterStudio classes, methods, and variables follow consistent naming
conventions that will help you understand their meaning. See chapter
6.1.
Training

As the “Quick Start” shows (section [2] of this manual), MasterStudio
can be used to quickly build fully functional and complex windows.
However, to take maximum advantage of MasterStudio's power and to
enhance it so it accommodates the developer's own needs, an in-depth
understanding of object oriented design and familiarity with design
patterns is required.
Taking full advantage of MasterStudio means having a solid
understanding of object-oriented concepts such as inheritance,
instantiation and polymorphism. Even if you are familiar with them,
these concepts can be confusing to developers who have a background
in procedural programming. Therefore, the first two days of the
MasterStudio Development I training course review these OO concepts
and show how they are best implemented in Omnis Studio.
The remainder of the MasterStudio Development I training course focuses
on the actual classes and implementations of design patterns in
MasterStudio, i.e. the specific framework components you'll use and
enhance to create your own applications. This part of the training course
introduces and explains concepts that are listed in sections [4] and [5] of
this manual.
1.2.6

Assumed Knowledge

This Manual

Sections [1], [2], [3] and [6] of this manual only assume knowledge of
Omnis Studio and of basic object-oriented design concepts. Other
sections assume that developers have attended the MasterStudio
Development I training course.

Training

Attendees of the training course need to either be experienced Omnis
Classic developers, programmers who have recently followed an
introductory Omnis Studio training course, or experienced OO
developers coming to Omnis from another tool.
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In all cases, we recommend attending MasterStudio training after having
at least two weeks of immediate exposure to Omnis Studio and its IDE.
Although they may not always point you to the best way to do things in
Omnis Studio, we do recommend reading TigerLogic's Omnis books,
especially Using Omnis Studio and Omnis Programming.
Understanding Omnis Studio's broad feature set will help you
understand and appreciate the added focus and value of MasterStudio's
architecture.
1.2.7

Advanced Reading

Although you don't necessarily need to fully understand it in order to
work effectively with MasterStudio, the book Design Patterns - Elements
of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by the Gang of Four (ISBN
0201633612) is invaluable for developers who design complex OObased applications.
In their book Anti-Patterns, Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects
in Crisis (ISBN 0471197130), William J. Brown et al identify typical
problems that exist in OO-based applications and provide means to not
only identify them, but also to solve them using refactoring.
During the final stages of MasterStudio development, the book
Framework Process Patterns -- Lessons Learned Developing Application
Frameworks by James Carey and Brent Carlson (ISBN 0201731320)
provided invaluable information that helped us focus on getting the
product to market. It is a recommended read for those who are
evaluating frameworks.

1.3

Framework Basics
As mentioned in chapter 1.1.2, MasterStudio is divided into multiple
libraries that each contain classes that belong to a framework layer, where
classes in each layer not only depend on each other, but also on classes
in framework layers below them. MasterStudio framework layers work
directly on top of Omnis Studio itself and only depend on externals that
are installed automatically by the Omnis installer.

1.3.1

Components

In software development, the word component is used in many ways. In
WebObjects Java Client (by which MasterStudio's Master-Detail layer
was inspired), a component is considered a part of the visual interface
such as a window, a tab pane, or a button. Components can be nested
recursively, thus creating complex user interfaces. This use of the word
component is similar to its use in Omnis Studio's component store. In
WebObjects and now in MasterStudio, component controllers manage
nested components.
Framework
Components
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In Omnis Classic, a single “component”, such as a window class, often
did many different things. It was difficult to reuse its code without
reverting to “copy and paste” or without writing “spaghetti code”,
where components called each other's reusable functions directly.
Omnis Studio and other OO-based languages allow you to divide
functions into separate objects, thus increasing the granularity of your
components and making it easier to reuse the same components in other
places. Each component can encapsulate its implementation to the
outside world, thus increasing reliability and decreasing the chances
that someone uses the component in the wrong way.
For example, the dialog box component in MasterStudio consists of a
window and a controller that manages the window. Together, these two
objects become the dialog box component. To do its work, a dialog box
uses other nested components, such as an expanding icon view, an
expanding text view, and a commands component that manages its buttons.

Buttons at the bottom are drawn by the commands component; on Windows
and Linux, the Save button automatically appears on the left.
The same commands component can be used to display buttons at the
right of a complex entry window. In that case, the buttons are connected
to different behavior. But they are still displayed in exactly the same
way as buttons in a dialog box. The buttons can be displayed
horizontally or vertically, in small or large versions. These visual
varieties are all part of the same reusable commands component.
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Buttons on the right are drawn by the commands component; on Windows and
Linux, the Save button automatically appears at the top.

After changing a single attribute, commands are displayed at the top.
Application
Components
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Library DemoMasterDetailClasses of the demo application, for
example, contains several classes that make up the Employees
component, which together can be used to create a fully functional
window:
DemoMdEmployeesDelegate, DemoMdEmployeesGrid,
DemoMdEmployeesPane, DemoMdEmployeesTable
These same classes are reused (nested into) the Occupations window.
Reusability

Components provide the reusability that you can expect from a
framework. Components can be enhanced and updated without risking
breaking other parts of the applications in which they are used. A
component has a well-described function and has as few dependencies
on other components as possible. Wherever you need to implement the
same function, you can simply reuse the component rather than writing
new code. This ensures that complex code can only exist in one place
and thus only needs to be debugged once.

⇒ Creating reusable components requires extra up-front thinking and
design. Fortunately, MasterStudio comes with an architecture and
components where most of this thinking was done for you. Although
MasterStudio provides an ideal environment for adding your own
reusable components and for adhering to the “single point of
definition” concept, you are not obliged to do so. It is up to you to
weigh the advantages (reusability, reliability, maintainability) and
disadvantage (upfront investment) of creating your own reusable
components.
1.3.2

Base Classes

Base classes are found in the MoBaseClasses library and implement
components of the MasterStudio foundation layer. These framework
components are probably useful in any Omnis Studio application. Any
application that you build on top of MasterStudio depends on the base
classes. Other framework layers of MasterStudio (including MasterDetail classes and PlanBoard classes) depend on the presence of the base
classes library.

⇒ A tip on finding classes: As described in chapter 6.1.1, classes use
alphabetic naming conventions. Classes that belong to a single
framework component appear together when sorted alphabetically by
name. For example, database session objects, their login panel windows
and the statement object superclass all have names that start with
MoDatabase. Any context superclass (for application contexts,
window contexts and custom contexts) has a name that starts with
MoContext.
Below is an overview of framework components found in the
MoBaseClasses library. Generally, classes belonging to these
components are prefixed with the same characters. These base
components are explained in detail in section [4].
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- MoBa…: Global base classes that other classes depend on. Provide
global constants, variables, the default class factory, and the default
GUI theme.
- MoDictionary implements the dictionary concept, where an object
can store any number of key-value pairs, where other objects store and
retrieve this object without knowing anything about its contents.
- MoNotification…: These classes implement the observer design
pattern and were modeled after the powerful notification center
concept found in NeXT™ (now Apple's Cocoa foundation
framework).
- MoScratchLibrary provides a solution that allows you to work with
any number of scratch libraries in which you can dynamically create
and alter Omnis Studio classes, even if your main application is run
from a central server.

Command Folder

- MoCommand…: Provide MasterStudio's implementation of the
command design pattern, where user commands are separated from
their views (command bars or menus).

Controller Folder

- MoContext…: Provides superclasses for contexts, which are tasks that
manage applications, windows, and other “parts” of your application
in which objects “live”.
- MoController…: Objects that each are responsible for managing a
part of the application or a part of the user interface. There are highly
generic controllers for managing any subwindow, and very specific
ones that manage a frameset, for example.

Database Folder

- MoDatabase…: Classes that provide database-related functionality,
such as sessions, statements, database-specific login panels, etc. The
table superclass MoDatabaseTableSuperclass implements Omnis
Studio's table class methods so it works with MasterStudio's sessions
and statements.

Manager Folder

- MoManager…: Manager classes that add functionality and intelligence
to MasterStudio's contexts and controllers. Managers typically solve
one specific problem, such as providing platform-independence
(MoManagerPlatform…) or providing a means to store user
preferences (MoManagerPreferencesLocal).

View Folder

- MoView…: A collection of Omnis Studio window classes that can be
used as reusable subwindows, without needing a separate controller.
Examples include an icon container that automatically grows
depending on the size of the icon and a text container that does the
same for multiple-line text. MoViewSuperclass is the superclass for
any window used with MasterStudio, providing default behavior
missing from Omnis Studio's built-in window class.
- MoWindow…: A collection of windows that are managed by
MasterStudio's controllers and are never used directly. They provide
the look of framesets, pane selectors, dialog boxes, etc.
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- #ICONS: This system table contains the icons used by MasterStudio.
You can use these icons in your own applications by setting the
$iconlib property of your libraries to MoBaseClasses.
- #STYLES: The base classes library includes a prototype for field styles
used throughout MasterStudio. These field styles were optimized for
use in cross-platform situations and improve on field styles supplied
with Omnis Studio. It is recommended that you copy this system
table into your own libraries.

1.3.3

Master-Detail Classes

Master-Detail classes, found in the MoMasterDetailClasses library,
implement components of the MasterStudio Master-Detail layer. This
framework layer provides a number of —largely interdependent—
components that allows us to quickly build fully functional windows for
managing database entities. Windows developed using the MasterDetail framework offer advanced features without any coding.
The words Master-Detail are derived from the built-in capability for
nesting master records and detail records, as is the case in many
applications where data entities (tables) are related using 1:n
relationships.
The Master-Detail framework layer allows you to quickly and easily
build anything from a simple pick list...
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...to complex entry windows (here showing the Occupations entity with
nested Employees and nested Planning Slots):

Nested Master-Detail window (Mac OS)
Master-Detail framework components provide all functionality needed
by these windows, including database access with automatic joins
between entities, record locking, multiple-column sorting, nesting of
framesets and tab panes, an interactive Find mode, incremental
searching, smart fetching of visible fields, dynamic buttons, automatic
context menus, status display, keyboard shortcuts, error messages,
multi-language support, saving of user preferences including screen
locations and column widths, etc.
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Nested Master-Detail window (Windows)
Once you create any grid-based window, its data can immediately be
printed as well:

Chapter 1.4 describes the user features of windows built using
MasterStudio's Master-Detail framework layer. Section [2] of this
manual provides a step-by-step guided tour towards building a
completely functional window using the Master-Detail framework
layer. Section [3] explains the concepts that make MasterStudio's
components work in such a powerful way.
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Below is an overview of framework components found in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library. Corresponding alphabetic characters
precede classes belonging to these components. Unless noted otherwise,
individual components are explained in detail in section [5].
Base Folder
Controller & View
Folders

- MoMd…: Global classes that other Master-Detail classes depend on.
Provide constants, variables, and the default class factory.
- MdEntity…: These components are instantiated and work for a
specific database entity. These include the controllers and views for
entity panes and grids which can be nested into framesets managed
by the entity controller, a generic entity table providing all database
functions, and classes for entity reports.
- MdWindow…: Components that provide and manage the outer window
common to all Master-Detail windows, with command buttons and
status area at the top or on the right (other variants can easily be
added by the developer), as well as the Master-Detail window
context superclass and the MasterStudio component store (described
in chapters 2.4.2 and 5.4.5).

Manager Folder

1.3.4

- MdManager…: Manager classes add functionality to Master-Detail
windows, to the entity lists they manage, to their individual records,
and to their individual database columns. MasterStudio uses
standard Omnis lists that are defined from the table superclass.
Rather than coding all of MasterStudio's advanced features into the
table superclass, work is delegated by the table superclass to the list
manager, record manager, and fields manager.
PlanBoard Classes

PlanBoard classes, found in the MoPlanBoardClasses library,
implement components of the PlanBoard framework, which sits on top
of the MasterStudio foundation layer. PlanBoard provides a number of
—largely interdependent— components that allows us to quickly and
easily build interactive graphical scheduling applications.
PlanBoard is a prime example of the level of complexity that can be
managed by MasterStudio's foundation layer, where complex windows
are divided into easily managed subwindows. In PlanBoard, each
resource line is a separate subwindow, managed by a hierarchy of
controller instances. The following screen shot shows a PlanBoard
window that consists of two resource scroll areas tiled below each other.
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PlanBoard for Omnis Studio, showing two resource scroll areas
MasterStudio comes with an unregistered version of PlanBoard and
shares the same demo library. A separate license must be purchased to
deploy PlanBoard applications. See
http://www.masterobject.com/planboard for details. Detailed
information about PlanBoard is found in the
PlanBoard Developer Manual.
1.3.5

Development Classes

Library MoDevelopmentClasses.lbs contains additional classes that
are only used for development purposes. This library is never deployed
to end users. It currently holds the following classes:
- MoControllersView: This window is used to view and debug the
MasterStudio controller hierarchy. It can be opened from the Debug
Controllers option in the MasterStudio menu of the demo application.
- ToolMsDeveloper1: This task class adds the "MasterStudio Developer
Menu" toggle option to the Omnis Studio IDE as an Add-On. When
chosen, this option toggles the "MS" menu, which contains various
developer functions.
1
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- MsDeveloper*: These classes implement the various MasterStudio
developer tools.
- ToolMsComponentStore1: This task class is used to add the
MasterStudio Component Store to the Omnis Studio IDE as an AddOn. See chapter 5.4.5.

1.4

Master-Detail Window Features
This chapter describes the user features that are common to all windows
built using MasterStudio's "Master-Detail" framework layer (introduced
in chapter 1.3.3).

⇒ Examples and screen shots in this chapter were derived from the
MasterStudio demo application. See chapter 1.2.3 for instructions on
how to launch the demo application.
1.4.1
Opening and
Closing a Window

Viewing

When a Master-Detail window is opened for the first time, it opens in
the top-left corner of the user's screen. By default, MasterStudio
windows remember the position and size at which the user closes them,
so they will re-open at the coordinates the user left them. Developers
can control positioning and sizing of MasterStudio windows. See
$openWindow in chapter 4.3.7.
A window can be closed using its close box or the default keyboard
shortcut for your platform (e.g. on the Mac, a window is closed using
<Command>-W). A pick list can also be closed by double-clicking one of
its records.

Tabbing

When viewing records, the user can use the <Tab> key to move the
cursor through them. By default, MasterStudio pane selectors (tab
panes) will automatically switch to the next pane when the user tabs out
of the last field in the previous pane. If the user Shift-tabs out of the first
field in a tabbed pane, the cursor is automatically placed into the last
field of the previous pane. This default behavior can be switched off for
individual panes.
By default, when a user tabs out of the last field of a Master-Detail
entity, MasterStudio activates the next record. When the user Shift-tabs
out of the first field in a record, the last field of the previous record is
selected. This default behavior can be switched off per entity.

Resizing

By default, Master-Detail windows are resizable and do not have
vertical or horizontal scrollbars. To change any of the window's settings,
subclass MasterStudio's corresponding window class and assign the
appropriate attributes to your subclass (such as $growbox, etc).
Panes in complex windows using framesets (described in chapter 4.7) can
be resized by holding the cursor on their border.

1
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Normally, a MasterStudio window context (the window's controller)
remains open when a window is closed. When the window is reopened, it appears immediately and still shows the data that was
previously fetched from the database. To force a window to destroy its
window context and subcontrollers, hold the <Shift> and <Ctrl> keys
while closing it (<Shift> and <Command> on the Mac).

⇒ If an entity uses "pessimistic record locking" (see chapter 5.3.1),
MasterStudio automatically checks whether a window is still
displaying the latest database data as soon as the user starts editing a
record. If the record is no longer current, it is re-fetched from the
database automatically (refreshed).
It is possible to refresh selected records displayed in a window by rightclicking and choosing Refresh Record from the context menu. Note that
the Refresh command is not available if one or more records are being
edited. Users must save or cancel their current modifications before
refreshing.

Context menu on an MD Grid

⇒ If you do not want the Refresh command to appear in the context menu
of your entity, return kFalse from the $showRefresh entity
delegate template attribute (see chapter 5.2.2).
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You can allow users to open any subwindow ("pane") in a new window.
This allows users to view any subwindow "full screen" and even to open
a "tabbed pane" in a new window. Users can thus work with multiple
tabbed panes at the same time.
A pane can be opened in a new window by selecting the corresponding
option from the context menu, or by typing Control/Command-O when
the focus is inside of it.

1.4.2

Selecting and Sorting

In a Master-Detail Grid window, multiple records can be selected by
holding the <Shift> or <Ctrl> keys (<Command> on the Mac) when
clicking on records.

Shift-click to multi-select; Option-click to enter "Entry mode"
Depending on developer preferences for the grid (see chapter 5.4.2), it
can be toggled into "Entry mode" by Control/Option-clicking in one of
its cells, or by pressing the <Return> key.
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Multiple selected records in "Entry mode"
MasterStudio grids allow users to select multiple records even while the
grid is in "entry mode", by <Shift> or <Ctrl>-clicking in the left
margin.
To leave "entry mode" and return to "selection mode", press the <Esc>
key. In "selection mode", you can jump to a specific record by typing the
first character(s) of its meaningful column.

Sorting

By default, Master-Detail lists are sorted by the value of their
meaningful column or by the columns indicated using <SORT> elements
in the database schema (see chapter 5.3.1).
Users can sort Master-Detail grids by single-clicking on individual
column headers. Sort order (ascending or descending) is toggled by
repeatedly clicking on the sorted column.
Multiple columns can be included in the sort (or removed from the sort)
by holding the <Shift> key and clicking on the additional columns.
If no sorting column is specified, records are sorted by the primary key
column defined in their schema class.

1.4.3

Searching

Master-Detail windows can either fetch their list automatically ("static
lists"), or enter Find mode when they are first opened, allowing the user
to specify various search criteria. This is under developer control, as
described under "Find mode" in chapter 5.1.1.
After activating Find mode, users enter search values and hit the Start
Search button. Mandatory or display-only fields automatically become
regular entry fields as long as Find mode is active, allowing users to
specify search values to let MasterStudio perform a "query by example".
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In Find mode, each record is preceded by a search options button
allowing each row in the list to represent search values that are
evaluated as follows to the previous row: And Equals, Or Equals, Not
Equal To, And Larger Than, and And Smaller Than.

The search options button before each row allows the user to add or
remove additional search criteria rows.

⇒ Note that users cannot search for a single quote ('). In search queries,
the single quote is automatically replaced by an underscore (_).
By entering an exclamation mark (!) into a field in Find mode, a user
can specify that MasterStudio must find records where the
corresponding column is empty.

⇒ The ! character is the default value for constant
MdConstants.kMdFindEmptyString, and can thus be changed
easily by subclassing the class factory or by overwriting the constant at
application startup. See chapter 5.1.2.
Users can also search
"larger than" and "smaller
than" values of individual
fields. This is done by
typing the > or <
character, or by choosing
the appropriate option
from the context menu.
When this option is
chosen, the entry field is
split into two halves. The
upper half is used to enter
the "from" value, the
lower half is used to enter
the "to" value. Users can type both values, to have MasterStudio search
for records in a range.
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After typing a from-value and leaving the field, the field style is
changed to "green slanted stripes". After typing an until-value, the field
shows "red slanted stripes". After entering a range, the field contains
vertical blue stripes.

⇒ See chapter 6.3.3 for more information about MasterStudio field styles.
The Clear Command

This command, which only appears if Find mode is available, is used to
clear rows from the display list (without deleting the records from the
database), or to erase search values in Find mode. Refer to the tooltip on
this button for additional options (such as erasing the entire list at once
using the <Shift> key).

The Find Command

This button activates Find mode. In Find mode, the Save button changes
to Start Search: Hitting <Enter> activates searching. After records are
found, View mode is activated. The Cancel Find button is used to exit
from Find mode and return to View mode. This restores the previous
list.

The Append
Command

In Find mode, the main list is cleared. If any records were present in the
list before entering Find mode, then an additional Append button
appears. To replace records already in the list by a new record set,
simply hit Start Search or <Enter>. To add newly found records to the
existing list, hit the Append button or use <Shift>-<Enter>. Note that
the Append button has a tooltip that shows the number of records that
were displayed before activating Find mode.

1.4.4

Inserting, Updating, and Deleting

When users start modifying a record, a Master-Detail window leaves
Viewing mode and enters Editing mode (described in chapter 5.1.1).
If a developer wants the window to behave "modelessly", the user can
simply start typing to edit a record's values. If the window is defined to
have "modal" behavior (see chapter 5.3.1), the user must click on the
"Edit" button before modifications are allowed. If the user starts
modifying a record before clicking on "Edit", the following warning
dialog appears:

Dialog that appears in a "modal" Master-Detail window
Master-Detail grids implement "smart list"-like behavior, where users
can make any number of modifications to records before committing
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them to the database (by clicking the "Save" button or pressing
<Enter>). Each modification is indicated by a small icon in the left
margin of Master-Detail grids:

Record State Icons
Modifications can be undone by clicking the "Cancel" button or by
hitting the <Esc> key. If any new records were inserted or existing
records were modified, the following warning message is displayed:

Users can also right-click individual records and revert them using the
context menu:

Undoing a single modification
Inserting a Record

Deleting Records
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A new record is created by typing it into the last line of a Master-Detail
grid. The cursor can be placed into the last line by typing <Ctrl>-i (or
<Command>-i on the Mac).
A record is marked to be deleted by selecting one or more records and
then clicking on the "Delete" button or by pressing the <Delete> key (or
<Command>-<Backspace> on the Mac). The delete function is a toggle:
The deletion can be undone by executing the delete command again.
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If a record is marked for deletion by using the keyboard, the following
warning message is displayed:

1.4.5
Copying Records

Moving and Copying using Drag & Drop

It is possible to copy one or more selected detail records to one or more
master records by dragging them onto the master grid. This feature is
automatically enabled after you set $dragmode of the detail grid to
kDragData and set $dropmode of the master grid to kAcceptGrid. To
copy detail records, users must hold the <Ctrl> key (on Mac:
<Option>) before dragging. This feature is enabled in the demo
application's Employee Management window.

If no key is held down, the detail records, including any sub detail
records they contain, are moved to the other master record.
MasterStudio will obey all delegate methods before copying: The copy
is only allowed if the user can insert records into the detail list. Delegate
attribute $mayCopyDetailToLine can be used to disallow copying
and/or moving of detail records, even if the detail list is dragable.
Copying Fields
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Users may also copy individual fields from one record to any number of
other records. This is achieved by selecting a number of records in the
grid and then dragging a value onto the selected records. Developers
control which columns can be copied through the <COPY/> element in
the schema class.
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Quick Start Tutorial
This section is a “tutorial” for creating a fully functional window. This
section does not go very far in explaining what goes on under the hood.
For an explanation of the powerful concepts that make this work, read
chapter [3].

What you'll build

This section guides you through the steps needed to create a fully
functional Master-Detail (MD) window. The resulting window allows
you to manage Departments and their Employees. The result will look
like this:

Quick Start Departments Window (Windows XP left, Mac OS X right)
See chapter 2.10.2 for enlarged screen shots.
Although you will create the entire window from scratch, it is assumed
that you use part of the supplied demo application: You will open your
newly created window from the existing demo menu, using the demo
application's database session.
Overview of
required steps

In order to create your first window, you'll first open the supplied demo
application. Then, you'll create a new library that will contain your new
classes. You'll create two schema classes that contain the database
columns for Departments and Employees. Creating these schema classes
is by far the hardest part of this Quick Start.
You'll create a window class (based on a complex grid) that will be used
to display the Departments list. You'll then create a special “entity
delegate”, in which you associate the grid you created with the
Departments schema. This will allow framework to open the
Departments window.
Once you have the working Departments window, you'll create a
separate pane in which users can edit a long Department description
and see each department's primary key number. After adding a line to
your entity delegate, the framework opens your window containing two
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side-by-side panes: One containing the Departments list; the other
containing the description field.
The steps needed to create the Employees grid (which will be nested
into the Departments window) will prove to be exactly the same as
those needed to create the Departments grid. By adding a single line of
code to the Departments entity delegate, you'll tell MasterStudio to
open the Employees entity in a third pane of the Departments window.
Expected
knowledge
As slow as “quick”
can be

More info

2.1

Chapter 1.2.6 explains the knowledge level required to understand this
manual. To successfully complete this tutorial, however, you only need
to know your way around the Omnis Studio IDE.
The steps presented in this tutorial are slower than what your usual
development speed will be. In this section, you create all objects from
scratch, including the database. When you develop MasterStudio
windows, you typically copy existing database schemas and reuse or
existing Omnis windows and menus.
Where appropriate, references are included to corresponding chapters
in later sections of the manual.

Open the Demo Application
After unpacking the supplied .Zip file, you
will end up with a folder similar to the one
shown on the right. The folder contains a
main demo library and an OmnisSQL data
file used to store data entered into the
demo application. The MasterStudio1
folder contains framework libraries
supplied by Master Object Consultancy.
The DemoModules folder contains libraries
used by the demo application.

2.1.1

Open the Main Library

To get started, launch the demo application by double-clicking the
DemoLibrary.lbs file. This also opens libraries from the
MasterStudio2 folder.

⇒ The main library has a Startup_Task that contains some code to
open a separate Omnis task instance called the “root context”.
MasterStudio classes (including the applications you create) are
managed by the root context and can be located in any library file. See
chapter 4.3.5 for more information about the root context.
Once all framework libraries are open, the Startup_Task opens a demo
application, which in turn opens all libraries stored in the DemoModules
folder. The demo application will install a Demo menu and a
MasterStudio menu.
1
2
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If your copy of MasterStudio 2.x has not been registered, you will be
prompted to enter your registration details. You may also elect to click
the "Demo" button. This will leave most MasterStudio classes locked,
but you will still be able to go through this "Quick Start".

⇒ Demo mode may only be used for evaluation. To develop applications
using MasterStudio classes, you must purchase a MasterStudio
Developer License.

After loading all libraries and classes, a welcome message appears. To
accept the Developer License, click the Accept button. This button will
no longer appear the next time you start the demo application on the
same computer.

Initial Splash Screen

⇒ Note that the next time you open the demo application, the dialog tells
you when it was last used. MasterStudio remembers settings by
storing them in a local preferences folder, not in the library itself.
Storing the time of last use is just one example of this. The framework
also remembers file locations, window positions, grid column widths,
etc. Chapter 4.5.9 tells you more about how and where preferences are
stored.
2.1.2

Adjust Omnis Studio Browser Settings

If you haven't done so already, we recommend that you change the
Studio Browser's settings by using its View menu. Activate Details and
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Single Window Mode. MasterStudio libraries may contain hundreds of
classes that are most easily managed in a list. To easily find libraries and
classes, we also recommend that you sort them by name. Once the
framework is loaded, the Omnis Studio Browser looks as shown below.

After changing the view options, right-click and choose "Save Window
Setup" so that the Studio Browser remembers your sorting order and
column width preferences.

⇒ Chapter 6.1 tells you more about naming conventions used for libraries
and classes in MasterStudio.
2.1.3

Logon to the Database

From the Database hierarchical menu in the Demo menu, choose Log
On. The first time you do this, the demo application asks you to point to
the location of its data file. Navigate to the DemoDatabase.df1 file and
click Log On. You can also drag the appropriate Omnis data file from
the desktop into the login panel, or manually type its path.

Click Select… to navigate to a different folder,
or drag the data file into the login panel
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Create Your Own Library
Apart from storing classes in the main library (in this case,
DemoLibrary), MasterStudio allows you to manage your classes in any
number of sub libraries. The framework automatically loads libraries
from the MasterStudio1 folder, which you are not supposed to use for
your own files. Rather, each application has its own (optional)
$subfolderName attribute, specifying a folder that is automatically
opened when the application is launched. MasterStudio finds sub
folders if they are located in the same location as the main library, or if
they are located in the same location as the Omnis Studio executable.

⇒ Although often you'll use MasterStudio to create and run stand-alone
applications, the framework allows you to open multiple applications at
the same time (in the same Omnis runtime instance). Chapter 4.3.6
tells you more about MasterStudio applications and their properties.
Rather than creating an application from scratch, this Quick Start
assumes that you'll use the existing demo application and its menus.
The Demo menu is the main menu of the demo application, containing
general application functions and PlanBoard demo classes, all stored in
the DemoApplicationClasses library. The MasterStudio menu
contains examples of Master-Detail windows, classes of which are
stored in the DemoMasterDetailClasses library. Each menu includes
functions that need the database. So database-specific classes are stored
in a separate library called DemoDatabaseClasses.

⇒ Here, we assume that you'll create a new library. You can also use an
existing library, as long as you make sure its properties are set
correctly (described in chapter 2.2.2 below). Chapter 4.2.2 tells you
more about MasterStudio libraries.
2.2.1

Create New Library

To create your own Quick Start library, choose New… from the Omnis
Studio Browser library menu and navigate to the DemoModules folder.
Then type QuickStartClasses.lbs for the library name and click
Save.

Creating a new library on Windows XP (left) and Mac OS X (right)
2.2.2

Adjust Library Properties
1
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Once you've created your library, press
<F6> to adjust some of its properties in the
Prefs tab, as indicated on the right. First,
make sure that the library's $defaultname
is QuickStartClasses. This ensures that
your classes can always be found, even if
someone changes the name of your library
file.
Although it's not a strict requirement, we
recommend that you switch on
$uniquefieldnames.
Set $canfocusbuttons to kNoFocus. This
ensures that your windows show
consistent behavior between Windows and
Mac OS platforms. Note that MasterStudio
still allows you to switch button focus on
for individual windows or sub windows.
You can set $startuptaskname to empty, because your library will not
have any Startup_Task.
Set $iconlib to MoBaseClasses. This makes MasterStudio icons
available to classes in your library. Alternatively, you can copy the
#ICONS System Class from the MoBaseClasses library into your own
library.
Finally, switch $keyevents and
$rmouseevents in the Action tab to
kTrue. These are the only action attributes
that are assumed to be on. Other event
types, including regular mouse events
and status events, can be managed per
individual window or window object.
Leaving these global library properties off
results in better performance.
2.2.3

Copy #STYLES System Table

MasterStudio makes extensive use of Omnis field styles to maintain a
consistent look and feel between windows. Apart from default styles
supplied by TigerLogic (field styles starting with Ctrl), MasterStudio
offers additional styles whose names start with Mo.
To ensure that framework styles are available for use in your library,
open the MoBaseClasses library in the Omnis Studio Browser and drag
the #STYLES table from the System Classes folder into your
QuickStartClasses library.
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Click Yes when prompted to overwrite the existing #STYLES table
2.2.4

Remove Startup Task

Delete class Startup_Task,
which was automatically
created by Omnis Studio.
2.2.5

Test Loading of your
Library

You can now test whether
MasterStudio correctly loads
your library by closing main
library DemoLibrary. Click
Quit (Mac OS) or Exit
(Windows) when prompted
whether the demo application
should close. MasterStudio closes all of its libraries. Also close the new
QuickStartClasses library so that no classes are left open.

⇒ Because of a bug in the new Omnis Studio 4.1 Browser, when using
Omnis Studio 4.1, closing the application by clicking "Close Library"
hyperlink may not work. When using Studio 4.1, quit the application
by closing it from the menu or by using the keyboard.
Now, after you re-launch the main library (DemoLibrary) by doubleclicking it, all libraries are reopened, including the one you just created.
Each time a library is opened, MasterStudio automatically scans it so it
knows where to find your classes. From now on, you will never need to
worry about the name of your libraries. Classes used by MasterStudio,
including the ones you create, are uniquely identified by their name and
their version number.

⇒ Chapter 4.2 describes how libraries and classes are located and
managed by the Class Broker object.

2.3

Create the Database Schema
In this Quick Start, you create a window that manages Departments and
Employees. In MasterStudio, these are called entities. Your window will
display Departments as the master entity, and Employees as the detail
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entity. In this chapter, we'll create two Omnis schema classes that hold
column definitions for these entities.
2.3.1

Create Schema Classes

⇒ In this tutorial you will create schema classes manually. This may
seem like a tedious process, but it shows you that MasterStudio works
with standard Omnis schema classes. If you currently use your own
wizards, or automatically generate Omnis schema classes from your
SQL database, you will find it very easy to adapt them for use in
MasterStudio.
Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. In the
Class menu, choose New>Schema (in Omnis Studio 4, click on "New
Class" and then click "Schema").
Type QsDepartmentsSchema for the class name. Repeat this step to
create another schema called QsEmployeesSchema.

⇒ Even though MasterStudio allows you to manage classes in a logical
library structure, we still recommend that you prefix class names with
a unique acronym that describes your application or module (in this
case, Qs for Quick Start). Chapter 6.1.4 contains detailed information
about class naming conventions.
Essential class
properties

After creating the schema classes,
select both of them in the browser
and press <F6> to open the Property
Manager. Change two attributes as
shown on the right.
There are two criteria a class must
meet for it to be usable within
MasterStudio. First, the class broker
will only consider classes that contain
an <MO> XML tag in their description.
Second, make sure that you set the
$external attribute of your class so
it can be used in a multi-library
environment.

Setting server table
names

2.3.2
Employees schema
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Double-click each schema class and
fill in the server table name field. For
this Quick Start, we suggest using
QS_EMPLOYEES and QS_DEPARTMENTS,
respectively. You may also enter these
table names using $servertablename in
the property manager.
Add Schema Columns

Add the following columns to the
Employees schema. Don't forget to set
the primary key column to kTrue for
EMP_SEQ. In the description field, enter
<MS></MS> as an empty XML element to
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which you'll add additional column attributes in a moment.

⇒ As explained in chapter 3.2.2, MasterStudio uses XML markup for
framework attributes that aren't part of Omnis Studio's built-in
classes. Please remember that XML elements are case sensitive and
that an opening tag <TAG> must always be followed by a closing tag
</TAG>, unless the element ends in a slash <TAG/>.
Departments
schema

2.3.3

Add the following columns to the Departments schema. Don't forget to
set the primary key column to kTrue for DPT_SEQ. Again, in the
description field, enter <MS></MS>.

Add XML Column Properties

MasterStudio allows you to add a number of XML-formatted attributes
to each schema column. MD windows automatically adjust their
behavior depending on these XML elements. By entering model-specific
(=database-specific) information into the schema class, you don't need
to enter it anywhere else. Even if you use the same schema in multiple
windows, reports, etc.

⇒ See chapter 3.2.2 for more information about XML and the way it is
handled in MasterStudio.
Prompts/labels
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For each column, you specify a string to be used in dialog prompts and
for window labels. To do this, enter the text label between <PROMPT>
and </PROMPT> tags. Note that the text must be between quotes. You
can alternatively use a valid Omnis calculation (for a calculation to be
valid, it may only access global variables, appropriate task variables, or
built-in functions).
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For most columns, you only enter a single text in the <PROMPT> element.
For the primary key column, you should enter two comma-separated
strings (with no spaces in between): The first string should be the entity
name in singular form. The second string is the entity's name in plural
form.

Employees schema with additional XML column attributes
Display-only fields

Default sort order

Add a <DISPLAY/> element to each key column (sequence), signifying
that corresponding fields must be display-only. These fields will only be
enterable in Find mode.
You can use the <SORT> element to define a default sorting order for
records fetched from the database. Here, we enter 1 for an Employee's
last name and 2 for an Employee's first name.

Mandatory columns

Add a <MANDATORY/> element to the last name column. This forces users
to enter a value into the column before records can be saved. Also,
mandatory fields automatically use an appropriate field style (with a
yellow field background in the default theme).

Foreign key joins

For a foreign key relationship, you add a <JOIN>SqlClassName</JOIN>
element, including the name of the schema class that contains the
corresponding primary key. In this case, the EMP_DPT_SEQ column
contains a join to the Departments schema. MasterStudio automatically
binds the foreign key to the primary key of the other schema (in this
case, DPT_SEQ).

Departments schema with additional XML column attributes
Meaningful columns
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Add a <MEANINGFUL/> element to the department name column. When
displaying messages to the user, MasterStudio will use the value in this
column, instead of using the primary key:
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⇒ This Quick Start doesn't use all possible schema field attributes. A
listing of schema field XML elements is found in chapters 4.5.5 and
5.3.1. Class MdEntitySchemaTemplate in library
MoMasterDetailClasses contains XML elements used by MasterDetail classes as a quick reference. See class
MoDatabaseSchemaTemplate for an overview of elements used in
the foundation framework layer.
2.3.4

Create the Database

In this step, we'll create physical database tables in the OmnisSQL data
file. We'll also populate each table with some data that you'll later view
and manage using the finished window.
Make sure that you are still logged on to the database file. Open the
Tables list for the session in the tree list under SQL Browser.
Drag your schema classes from the QuickStartClasses library into the
Tables window. This creates the actual database tables.
QS_DEPARTMENTS and QS_EMPLOYEES now appear in the tables list.
Insert some sample
data

From the table pane, choose Interactive SQL. Execute the following
SQL commands and verify that you successfully inserted some
Departments and Employees:
insert
insert
insert
select
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into QS_DEPARTMENTS values (1,'Accounting','Finance etc.')
into QS_DEPARTMENTS values (2,'IT','Software Development')
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into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
into QS_EMPLOYEES values
* from QS_EMPLOYEES

(1,1,'John','Doe',2000)
(2,1,'Jane','Doe',2000)
(3,1,'Fred','Anderson',2000)
(4,3,'Bill','Gates',16000)
(5,3,'Steve','Jobs',1)
(6,2,'Avie','Tevanian',1)

Create a Departments Entity Grid Pane
In this step, you'll create the “view” that is used to display and manage
Departments. The view is a simple Omnis Studio window class that
includes some code that it inherits from its superclass.

2.4.1

Create an Entity Grid Window Subclass

Select the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser's tree list.
Click on Class Wizard, then Window, and then Subclasses. Finally,
click on MdEntityGridSuperclass:

Change the class name into QsDepartmentsGrid.
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After creating the window class, select it
in the Studio Browser and press <F6> to
open the Property Manager. Like you did
for the schema classes, change the
attributes as shown on the right.
Add an <MO> XML tag in the
$description. Make sure that you set
the $external attribute. And override
(by right-mouse clicking) coordinates
$top, $left, $height and $width. This
ensures that the framework can nest your
window into other windows with an
appropriate size, instead of the size fixed
into the superclass.

2.4.2

Copy Default Complex Grid

Now you're ready to add a complex grid
to your window. Although, theoretically,
you can create such a complex grid from
scratch (the only real requirement is that
its name is MdGrid), it is much easier to
copy it from an existing window.
Reusable objects for MD windows are
derived from class MdWindowComponentStore in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library.

⇒ It is possible to copy reusable objects into the main Omnis component
store library. This Quick Start assumes that you haven't done so and
leaves the default Omnis Studio component store untouched.
The "MasterStudio Component Store" is automatically installed as an
“Add-On Tool” so it is easily accessible from the Omnis Studio IDE.

Opening the MasterStudio Component Store
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Opening the MasterStudio Component Store
(Omnis Studio 4 Add-On Tools toolbar option)

⇒ Note that the Add-On Tool opens a copy of class
MdWindowComponentStore. If you accidentally change anything in
the component store window, simply close and reopen it.

MasterStudio Component Store
At the top of the MasterStudio Component Store is a complete complex
grid that you can simply drag into the Departments grid window. Note
that its name must remain MdGrid. The complex grid has kEFclient for
its $edgefloat attribute, so the grid automatically fills the entire grid
area.
Please Note!
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⇒ When you drag the complex grid out of the MasterStudio Component
Store window, make sure that you don't accidentally drag its
container, sbMdGridContainer. The complex grid is positioned in a
scroll box so that its $edgefloat can be kEFclient, even though it
doesn't occupy the entire Component Store window.
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Modify and Add Grid Fields

Once you've added the complex grid to your window, remove the
multi-line entry field, efGridMultiLineEntry. To select the field, you
may need to <Ctrl>-click it first (Command-click on the Mac). Then, drag
the single-line entry field efGridEntryField from the second column
into the first column. Rename it into efDepartmentName.
The $text attribute of both the entry field and the sort button must be
changed to the database column name, in this case, DPT_NAME. As usual,
you can use the <F9> Catalog to easily find schema column names.
Since this first grid window will only have one field, you should remove
the second column (containing a checkbox) from the complex grid, and
change its $columns attribute to 2. Also, remove the hyperlink button
(with the magnifying glass icon) next to the sort button in the first
column. Your window class should now look like the following screen
shot.

⇒ The objects you drag from the MasterStudio Component Store window
are standard Omnis fields that have predefined attributes and (usually)
a single line of code in their $construct method. Chapter 4.5.5 tells you
how these window objects work, so you can create them yourself. For
example, an entry field must contain the following line of code in its
$construct method:
Quit method
$ctask.$mdManagerFields().$registerEntryField($cfield)

2.5

Create a Departments Entity Delegate
You have now done enough work for MasterStudio to open a fully
functional window managing Departments. The only thing left to do, is
to specify a title for your window and to tell the framework that it
should use the QsDepartmentsSchema schema class and the
QsDepartmentsGrid grid pane. Instead of including all this information
as parameters, you do this by creating a separate entity delegate class.

2.5.1

Create the Entity Delegate Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser.
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Create a subclass of MdEntityDelegateSuperclass in your library,
naming it QsDepartmentsDelegate.

Essential class
properties

Just like when you created the other classes, press <F6> to open the
Property Manager. Enter <MO></MO> into the $desc attribute, and set
$external to kTrue.

⇒ This requirement goes for all classes used with MasterStudio. If you
forget either the <MO> tag or $external, then you'll receive a “Class
not found” error message when the class is used for the first time. This
is a good time to re-verify that all classes you created have the <MO>
tag and that they are all $external.
2.5.2

Override Departments Delegate Methods

Open the entity delegate subclass you just created
(QsDepartmentsDelegate). You'll see a bunch of superclass delegate
methods that exist for you to override as needed. For this Quick Start,
you'll only need to override three methods:
$sqlClassName

Right-click the $sqlClassName method and choose Override Method.
Then, enter the following line of code:
Quit method 'QsDepartmentsSchema'

⇒ Note that the name of your schema class is case sensitive here!
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Next, override the $paneName method, and enter the following line:
Quit method 'Quick Start Departments Window'

You can return any name that you'd like for your window.
$initFrameset

Finally, you'll tell the framework how your window should look. You
do this by overriding the $initFrameset method, and entering the
following line of code:
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(1,1,
'QsDepartmentsGrid','MdEntityGridControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

Note that these strings are also case sensitive. The superclass method
has a "template" comment that you can use to easily "fill in the blanks",
after which you can uncomment the line.

⇒ This is all that is needed to create a simple MasterStudio window.
$addPaneForFrame tells the framework to ”open the Departments
grid in pane 1 of frame 1, using a generic entity grid controller with
this delegate instance (the notation path to which is iObjectPath)”.
This is further explained in chapters 5.2 (about MD Entity
Controllers) and 4.7 (about Framesets).
See chapter 3.2.1 for a detailed explanation of the delegation concept.

2.6

Open the Departments Window
You are now ready to open the Departments window, by adding a
menu option that opens the window.

2.6.1

Add a Menu Line to the MasterStudio Menu

While holding the <Shift> key, select any option from the installed
MasterStudio menu. This opens the method editor for the
corresponding menu class. Press <F3> to edit the menu class. Add a
new menu line with $text “Quick Start Departments”. Then, add the
following code to its $event method:
Quit method MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass(
'QsDepartmentsDelegate').$openWindow()

⇒ This method tells the “Master-Detail Class Factory” to open a new
window context, using your delegate class as its entity delegate. The
resulting window context is then instructed to open its view using
$openWindow(). More information about MD window contexts is
found in chapter 5.1. Window contexts in general are explained in
chapter 4.3.7. The MD class factory is explained in chapter 5.1.3.
2.6.2

Test Your Departments Window

Before you can see the results of your work, you should first close
library DemoLibrary and re-open it so that a new menu instance is
created. Once you've restarted the demo application, you can test your
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window by opening it from the menu line you created. The window
should look similar to the following.

Departments Grid

⇒ If your window doesn't open, the most likely cause is a misspelled class
name. An error message usually tells you what's wrong.
If you don't even receive an error message, you can set a “Break on
field change” on the Omnis #ERRCODE field (found under the Hash tab
of the Catalog). This will cause Omnis to enter the debugger as soon as
it interprets invalid notation.
You can also set the $reportnotationerrors library preference.
Omnis will break into the debugger as soon as it encounters a notation
error.

2.7

Add an Entity Pane
In this chapter, you'll add a second pane to the Departments window,
enabling users to enter a long description for each department. The pane
also shows each department's primary key number.

2.7.1

Create an Entity Pane Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. Create a
subclass of MdEntityPaneSuperclass named QsDepartmentsPane.

⇒ This is similar to the steps in chapter 2.4.1, except here we're using the
MD entity pane superclass, rather than its --more complex-- grid
subclass. An entity pane is intended for fields that belong to a single
record. An entity grid is intended for managing multiple records.
Technically, a grid is also a pane, so they have many things in
common.
Essential class
properties
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After creating the window class, select it in the browser and press <F6>
to open the Property Manager. Just like you did for the Departments
grid, enter an <MO> XML tag in the $description. Make sure that you
set the $external attribute. Finally, override (by right-mouse clicking)
coordinates $top, $left, $height and $width.
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Copy Field Prototypes

Double-click the QsDepartmentsPane window you just created, as well
as MdWindowComponentStore from the MoMasterDetailClasses
library. Drag a multi-line entry field as well as an entry field from the
MasterStudio Component Store window into your pane. These fields
are grouped with text fields to their left, containing a calculation that
yields appropriate field prompts that you entered into the schema class.
Enter the column names into these calculations (which become
[iMdP('DPT_DESCRIPTION')] and [iMdP('DPT_SEQ')]).
Give the entry fields
appropriate names (such as
mlDescription and
efSequence), and change their
$text attribute into
DPT_DESCRIPTION and
DPT_SEQ, respectively. The
window now looks similar to
the screen shot on the right.
Note that MasterStudio dynamically changes the field style of your
entry fields, depending on whether they are mandatory, display-only,
etc. These field styles don't influence the $effect attribute, so you
retain full control over the look of field borders. In a complex grid, you
may want to give entry fields kBorderNone, where on a pane
kBorderCtrlEdit is more appropriate.
If you want, you can set the $edgefloat attribute for the entry fields so
they resize themselves with the window border.

⇒ MasterStudio does not impose restrictions on how you align window
fields. See chapter 6.3 for general user interface guidelines that will
help you maintain a consistent look and feel that matches the layout of
standard framework windows.
2.7.3

Add Pane to Departments Frameset

To activate the new Departments pane you just created, add the
following line to the $initFrameset method of
QsDepartmentsDelegate:
$initFrameset

Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(2,1,
'QsDepartmentsPane','MdEntityPaneControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

⇒ This second $addPaneForFrame tells the framework to ”open the
Departments pane in pane 1 of frame 2, using a generic entity pane
controller with this delegate instance (the notation path to which is
iObjectPath)”.
$framesetInitExpanded

Override the $framesetInitExpanded method and enter the following
line of code:
Quit method kFalse
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Test Your Departments Window

The Departments window should open as follows after selecting your
menu option:

Frameset showing Departments Grid and Departments Pane

⇒ It is possible that you do not see any changes to the window. Once a
window's controllers are instantiated, they will remain open. Reopening the window simply makes the "view" visible to the user, but
does not re-open any of the underlying controllers, does not re-query
the database, does not re-read the definitions from the schema class,
and does not re-evaluate $initFrameset in the entity delegate. This
means that even very complex windows built in MasterStudio will reopen themselves very quickly.
If you make modifications to existing classes (for instance, if you
change a column in a schema class, or if you change code in an entity
delegate), then you can force an MD window to completely refresh
itself by holding the Ctrl (on Mac: Command) and Shift keys while you
close the window. This forces an MD window to destruct its window
context (task) and its subcontrollers. Alternatively, you can also
choose Log Off from the database menu. This forces all MD windows
to destruct themselves.

2.8

Create a Detail Grid
In this chapter, you'll create a second entity grid, this time for
Employees.

2.8.1

Copy the Departments Grid

The fastest way to create the Employees grid, is to duplicate the
Departments grid. In the Studio Browser, right-click class
QsDepartmentsGrid, duplicate it, and rename the duplicate into
QsEmployeesGrid. Since you are creating a new class, you do not need
to Find and Replace occurrences of the class copy:
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Modify and Add Employee Grid Fields

Double-click QsEmployeesGrid, and set attribute $columns of its
complex grid to 4. Then, duplicate the existing entry field into the other
columns by control- (Mac OS: option-) dragging. Do the same for the
sort button. Finally, modify the $text attribute of these objects so it
corresponds to the appropriate EMP_ column names in the Employees
schema for first name, last name and salary. The Employees grid should
now look as follows:

Employees Grid

2.9

Create the Detail Entity Delegate
Like you did for the Departments entity in chapter 2.5, you'll create an
entity delegate subclass for the Employees entity. The delegate tells
MasterStudio that it should use the Employees schema and the entity
grid you just created.

2.9.1

Create Entity Delegate Subclass

Open the QuickStartClasses library in the Studio Browser. Then
create a subclass of object MdEntityDelegateSuperclass. Name the
new entity delegate class QsEmployeesDelegate.
Essential class
properties
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Press <F6> to open the Property Manager. Enter <MO></MO> into the
$desc attribute, and set $external to kTrue.
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Override Employees Delegate Methods

Open the entity delegate subclass you just created
(QsEmployeesDelegate). For this Quick Start, you'll only need to
override two methods:
$sqlClassName

Right-click the $sqlClassName method and choose Override Method.
Then, enter the following line of code:
Quit method 'QsEmployeesSchema'

Note that the name of your schema class is case sensitive here!

$initFrameset

Override the $initFrameset method, and enter the following line of
code:
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(1,1,
'QsEmployeesGrid','MdEntityGridControllerGeneric',iObjectPath)

⇒ Note that these strings are also case sensitive. The superclass method
has a "template" comment that you can use to easily "fill in the
blanks", after which you can uncomment the line.

2.10

Activate the Detail Entity
In the previous chapter, you created an entity delegate associating the
Employees grid to the Employees schema. You can theoretically open a
separate Employees window, just like you did for Departments in
chapter 2.6. Instead, in this chapter we'll enhance the Departments
delegate so that it opens the Employees delegate as a detail entity.

2.10.1

Add Detail Entity to Departments Frameset

Add a third line to the $initFrameset method of
QsDepartmentsDelegate:
$initFrameset
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Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(3,1,
'QsEmployees','MdEntityController','QsEmployeesDelegate')
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Test Your Departments-Employees Window

Like you did in previous steps, try out your Departments window. It
should now have a third frame containing the Employees list for each
department. After resizing the frames to a comfortable width and
height, the window should look similar to this (note the visual
differences that MasterStudio manages between Mac and Windows):

Quick Start Departments Window (Mac OS X)

Quick Start Departments Window (Windows XP)
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Where to Go from Here
In this section, you've created a simple Master-Detail window by
creating schema classes, appropriate grid and pane views, and simple
delegate classes to bind these together. We recommend that you now
read section [3], which explains important concepts and design patterns
that are at the heart of MasterStudio's power.
Most of the actual work done by a MasterStudio window is
implemented in framework superclasses of which you created
subclasses. In the demo version of MasterStudio, most of these
superclasses are locked. Licensed developers receive fully unlocked
source code (except for the license manager).
Sections [4] and [5] of this manual explain the inner details of
MasterStudio's classes, as well as the other contexts, controllers,
managers and views that make up MasterStudio. These sections are not
intended to be read from start to finish, like this Quick Start was. Rather,
they offer a reference to interdependent functional areas. Classes
described in later chapters often depend on those explained in earlier
chapters.
To help you get a deep understanding of MasterStudio,
Master Object Consultancy has developed special training courses. It is
highly recommended that you attend the introductory one-week
training course before starting with advanced features explained in the
following chapters.
If you don't have a basic understanding of UML notation (Unified
Modeling Language), it is also a recommended learning subject.
Chapter 7.1 contains a UML class diagram for MasterStudio.
Understanding UML will help you read this class diagram, and thus
will help you understand the relationships between MasterStudio
framework components.
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MasterStudio Concepts
This section explains important concepts that are used throughout
MasterStudio. An understanding of these concepts is essential for your
understanding of MasterStudio's components, which are described in
sections [4] and [5] of this manual.
This section is useful for any Omnis Studio developer, and serves as a
great recap of basic MasterStudio concepts for those who have
completed the MasterStudio Development I training course.

3.1

Design Patterns
MasterStudio makes extensive use of object-oriented features such as
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. It is beyond the scope of
this manual to explain these basic object-oriented features in detail.
Once you are familiar with object-oriented development concepts, the
MasterStudio Development I training course will teach you how these
basic OO-concepts are implemented in Omnis Studio and MasterStudio.
It is useful to note that the architecture of MasterStudio was largely
based on solutions and design principles found elsewhere, often
referred to as design patterns. In this chapter, we'll give you a description
of some of the essential design patterns we implemented in
MasterStudio.
Although books and web-based materials about design patterns are
mostly based on different programming languages (such as Smalltalk,
Objective C, C++, Java, and C#), we have found that knowledge
represented by design patterns is extremely useful for Omnis Studio
development.
Master Object Consultancy certainly did not write the book on design
patterns, and we are well aware that much of what we are saying here is
a practical simplification of what design patterns are all about. If you
would like to know more about design patterns, we recommend
reading the book Design Patterns - Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented
Software by the Gang of Four (ISBN 0201633612). The following
chapters of this manual describe important design patterns in
MasterStudio; each chapter includes a short pattern definition from the
Design Patterns book.
Design patterns offer a way to document reoccurring software
problems. They describe how to solve problems in an efficient and
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future-proof way. Although mapping design patterns to Omnis Studio
classes is not always trivial, you will find that design patterns help us
build solutions that make our software easier to enhance and reuse. By
using design patterns, we invest in knowledge and understanding of
other software systems. Moreover, if we use a recognized pattern to
solve a problem, our code should be easier to understand and maintain
by other developers.
Design Patterns in
MasterStudio

One of the great strengths of object-oriented development is that it
allows us to apply real world modeling, where objects in our
programming language match objects or components that exist in the
real world. Design patterns allow us to implement these objects
(theoretically, in any programming language) according to the best
practices they describe.
The use of an established design pattern ensures that our solution will
eventually work well, where methods and algorithms we think up
ourselves sometimes end up not working as well as we hoped. Because
design patterns identify recurring problems and solutions, we can be
sure that the components we build are reusable by others, as long as we
stick with the gist of each design pattern.
MasterStudio includes components that represent elements found in
typical Client-Server applications. MasterStudio includes components
that manage reusable parts of windows (tab panes and icon arrays,
framesets, status areas), database entities (tables and managers that do
their work based on schema classes), database sessions and statements,
dialog messages, etc.
Unlike Omnis Studio's built-in classes, MasterStudio classes provide
completely functional implementations of these components, largely
based on recognized design patterns. MasterStudio's components work
in a way that is compliant to UI standards, yet “look” and database
independent. MasterStudio's foundation layer was designed so it is
useful in any Omnis Studio application.

Anti-Patterns

Design patterns have become so popular, that the pattern concept is also
being applied to other areas in software development. In their book
Anti-Patterns, Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects in Crisis
(ISBN 0471197130), William J. Brown et al introduce the concept of
anti-patterns. As opposed to design patterns, anti-patterns identify
recurring worst practices in OO, and provide solutions to these common
problems.
One easily recognizable anti-pattern that many developers have run into
is called the Blob. This anti-pattern specifies that a single class should
never have more than a certain number of methods and attributes. A
class that does have a large number of methods is often a sign of
procedural design in disguise. Often, evolved prototypes and
applications converted from Omnis Classic lead to this, where haste and
sloth allow us to keep extending a class, where it would really be better
if we were to refactor the class into multiple simpler classes.
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The Model-View-Controller Paradigm

The Model-View-Controller design paradigm (MVC in short) helps
developers create well-maintainable applications by cleanly dividing
the responsibilities of the application into separate logical objects. MVC
originated in the early years of object-oriented software development.
The Smalltalk programming language (most notably its built-in object
browser) made extensive use of it. Later, the NeXTstep application kit
was largely based on MVC. It later evolved into Apple's Cocoa
Application Kit and WebObjects™ Java Client frameworks. Most
modern frameworks, many of them Java-based, use the MVC paradigm
in some way. Many parts of Omnis Studio also implement MVC, even
though much of it is hidden from the Omnis developer by the 4GL
language and high-level classes that often combine the controller with
either a model or a view.
One aspect of well-maintainable applications is that it should be easy to
fix bugs when they occur. MVC helps us move toward that goal because
it guides us in determining which objects perform each specific task. In
MVC applications, every object gets a clear responsibility to be either
part of the model, the view, or the controller. When a bug is detected, it is
often more obvious which object could have been the cause of it.
Moreover, you can almost be certain that a specific function is only
located in one place, effectively achieving single point of definition.
Perhaps an even bigger advantage of the MVC paradigm is that it
promotes reuse of model and view objects. The architects of the MVC
paradigm realized that model and view usually carry out responsibilities
that are not application-specific. Well-designed model objects and view
objects can be reused in different applications without any changes. The
MVC paradigm implies that controller objects may very well be the only
part of an application that is application-specific.
Once we have cleanly separated out the model, view and controller, we
can start thinking about creating fully functioning windows that work
completely independently from the underlying database. We should be
able to simply replace the model by a different one, and our views still
work, perhaps by changing a line or two of code in the controller. We
can also easily switch to a different view without any changes in the
model.
MVC Theory

Of course, the above goals can be achieved in many ways. The MVC
paradigm guides us by not only telling us the goal, but also showing us
how to achieve it. Most importantly, it helps us decide how a controller
manages the model and the view. Without going into too much detail,
we'll summarize the most important steps that a controller takes to
connect the model(s) with the view(s). These steps correspond to the
arrows in the picture below.
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Before any object can exist, you need to instantiate at least one controller
that is responsible for starting up an application or for constructing an
application component. Once the root controller is instantiated, it
connects to a model. The model can be any object that represents data to
be managed by an application or component: It could be data stored in a
SQL database. It could just as well be text stored in a flat file or even
XML data retrieved from the Internet.

Controller creates a
view

In order to do anything meaningful, an application or component needs
at least one view. A view is anything that represents data from the
model. It could be a window. It could also be a popup menu. Or it could
be a report or an XML export file. Once a view is instantiated, the
controller tells it which model to use. This implies that a view doesn't
know anything about the model until its controller gives it that
information. The controller obviously has a choice of which view to use.
And different controllers connecting it to different models could use the
same view.

View interrogates
controller

View accesses
model

Model returns data
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Before a view is of any use, it needs a reference to the model it should
use. It gets that information from its controller. If a view needs its own
separate database connection, it might ask its controller to create one.
Once the view knows the model it should use, it very likely works
independently from its controller until user actions take place that the
controller handles.
Once the view knows what model to use, it usually accesses the model
without needing further intervention from its controller. It is important
to realize that the model may be given some parameters by the view
about how it should return its data (for instance, which columns from
the database are needed by the view). However, the model should know
nothing about the presentation of the data. That is the sole responsibility
of the view, which may get some additional information (such as user
preferences) from its controller.
Once one or more views have registered an interest, a model supplies
data to its views, and the model keeps track of changes in the data by
those views.
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MVC and Omnis Studio

One of the great things about MVC is that it allows views and models to
be reused and combined in flexible ways. Omnis Studio goes a long way
towards giving developers separation between the view and the model.
View objects and model objects are mostly implemented as window class
instances (windows) and table class instances (lists).
As a 4GL, Omnis Studio makes it very easy to simply instantiate a
window and have it construct a table (list). In a $construct of a typical
Omnis window, you might find the following code:
Do iSqlList.$definefromsqlclass('SqlClassName')
Do iSqlList.$select()
Do iSqlList.$fetch(kFetchAll)
Do iSqlList.$smartlist.$assign(kTrue)
If iSqlList.$linecount=0
Do iSqlList.$add()
End If

Here, the window itself is responsible for managing its data, which it
holds in the iSqlList variable. As a result, many Omnis Studio
applications create strong links (dependencies) between the window, its
menus or toolbars, and the database (session and table). There is
nothing wrong with that for rapid development, although the above
code will end up in all your windows.

⇒ Well, there might me more wrong with this than we think. The above
code only works if class SqlClassName exists in the same library. The
window still opens if the .$select fails. If the select fails, our code
still tries to fetch records. And we assume that SqlClassName has a
valid session to work with. As Omnis developers, we could be tempted
to immediately and easily fix these deficiencies by modifying the code.
But what if our application has hundreds of windows?
We could create a window superclass that contains the common code.
If all our windows inherit from this common superclass, then we still
have the code in one place. But what happens if certain windows have
slightly different behavior? What happens if we want to nest one
window into another?
Before we know it, the common window superclass is full of code that
is only used by certain subclasses. Although technically this works fine
in Omnis Studio, our window superclass would be very difficult to
maintain because it would suffer from the Blob anti-pattern.
Some developers call such a class as a “God class”, because it becomes
the one class that is the heart of the application architecture.
Inevitably, such a class suffers from the following symptoms and
consequences:
- Disparate collection of unrelated attributes and operations;
- Lack of cohesiveness of the attributes and operations;
- Lack of object oriented architecture;
- Lack of any architecture;
- Lack of architecture enforcement;
- Specification for disaster.
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Where anti-patterns such as the Blob help us identify our mistakes,
design patterns allow us to avoid them.
If you want to create reusable components, it makes sense to remove the
controller from the window and implement it as an independent object
class or task class. The controller then acts as a container of the model or
a pointer to a central model. The controller can also keep track of its
view's state. Using this technique, you can easily create “persistent”
windows that open showing exactly the same data as before they were
closed. Contrast this to a standard Omnis window instance that loses its
instance variables (data and model) when closed.
Rather than managing its data itself, the $construct of a window
would only need to set a reference to its controller's data, as in:
Set reference iSqlListRef to prList.$ref

The controller now holds the intelligence to manage the list. It can build
the list before opening its view (window). If building the list fails, the
window can simply remain closed after the table class displays an
appropriate error message. Once fetched, the list can be kept in
memory, even if the window is closed temporarily (or if the window is
replaced by another view capable of displaying the list). Multiple views
(e.g. subwindows) can even display and work with the data (list) at the
same time.
MasterStudio, like other advanced object oriented frameworks, takes
this concept even further, where lists are not managed by the window
controller, but by separate list managers, record managers, and fields
managers. Each object has a clear responsibility for which the code is
only in one place, even if you build applications containing hundreds of
windows and database tables.

⇒ When setting a reference to a list, always set it to …List.$ref. If you
omit .$ref, then Omnis Studio may create a copy of the list, rather
than a reference to the list. In the debugger, a reference to the list has a
submenu that exposes the list itself, as shown below.
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By its official definition, MVC is an aggregate design pattern. MVC is
really a combination of multiple design patterns that cooperate,
including Composite, Chain of Responsibility, Observer, Strategy, Factory
Method and Decorator. The first three of these are explained in the
chapters below. You can read more about all of these design patterns in
the book Design Patterns - Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by
the Gang of Four (ISBN 0201633612).
The Composite Pattern

If there is one thing that distinguishes MasterStudio applications from
other Omnis Studio applications, it must be the powerful way in which
MasterStudio implements the Composite design pattern. Following this
pattern, windows and their individual parts or components (fields,
subwindows, etc.) are organized in a hierarchy. Each component can
itself have any number of subcomponents.
From the Design Patterns book: “The Composite design pattern composes
objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. Composite lets
clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly.”
Architecture of a
MasterStudio
Window

To clarify how the composite design pattern is used in MasterStudio,
let's look at the Planning Slots window from the MasterStudio menu of
the demo application. In MasterStudio terminology, this is called a
Master-Detail window (or MD Window) because it uses classes from the
Master-Detail framework layer.
In this example, we are looking at a window that manages a single
entity, Planning Slots. So in this example, Planning Slots is the master
entity. MasterStudio's framesets allow you to easily nest entity windows,
effectively creating Master-Detail relationships in a single window.
Think of windows that manage Orders (master entity) and Order Lines
(detail entity), for example.
After we create the Planning Slots window shown here, we can later
nest it into another window, where the Planning Slots entity becomes a
detail entity.

⇒ Although this example shows a window created using the MasterDetail framework layer, the Composite design pattern is actually
implemented by classes in the foundation layer (base classes library).
The PlanBoard framework layer also uses the Composite
subwindowing architecture. You can easily create your own reusable
components that automatically use the Composite design pattern and
work independently from Master-Detail and PlanBoard windows.
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In the picture below, you see that the Planning Slots window (1) really
consists of a number of nested subwindows. The outer window has a
subwindow representing the window header (2), which itself has two
subwindows for command bar and status display (3).

⇒ Note that here we use a “command bar”, not Omnis Studio's built-in
toolbar class. MasterStudio's command bar has several advantages: It
can be nested into any number of subwindows and it does not occupy
the entire width or height of a window. It can also be subclassed and
enhanced with any objects from the Component Store.

Below the header, the main window has a subwindow representing the
main entity frameset, in this case consisting of just one frame (4). In this
single frame, a subclass of the entity grid superclass (5) is instantiated,
containing a complex grid for managing Planning Slots (6).

⇒ Note that DemoMdPlanningSlotsGrid is the only applicationspecific window class that the developer had to create for this fully
functional window. The other window classes are part of
MasterStudio's foundation and Master-Detail framework layers. These
framework classes are reused extensively. As a MasterStudio
developer, you may subclass or replace any of MasterStudio's built-in
classes. Once you do, all application windows will conform to your
standards, but they still have the same structured architecture
provided by the Composite design pattern.
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Some of the subwindows of the Planning Slots window are relatively
static and do not need a dedicated controller object to manage them. In
Omnis Studio, we can simply add these subwindows to their container
window using the Omnis window editor. In the previous picture, static
subwindows are indicated by thin black arrows. The horizontal
header (2), command bar and status area (3) are already placed in their
container window class. In other words, the $classname attribute of
those subwindow fields is already assigned:

Class MdWindowMainHorizontal contains a fixed subwindow with class
name MdWindowHeaderHorizontal

Class MdWindowHeaderHorizontal contains a fixed subwindow with class
name MdCommandBarSmallHorizontal
No additional coding is needed for Omnis to open these static
subwindows: When you instantiate the outer window, the nested
subwindows are instantiated automatically.

⇒ The command bar at the top of the window is dynamic and is
controlled by a “command bar controller”. In order for such a dynamic
subwindow to register itself with the corresponding controller, it needs
to know its container window. In Omnis Studio, you can pass a
reference from a container window into a subwindow by entering
$cinst as the $parameters attribute of the subwindow. In the
example above, when subwindow swMdCommandBar_1 is instantiated,
its $construct receives one parameter, containing a reference to the
containing subwindow instance.
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Although the border and header of typical windows usually are quite
static, each window you build will have areas that are specific to your
application and window. In MasterStudio, each of these dynamic areas is
implemented as a subwindow. You typically create your own
subwindow classes using Omnis' built-in tools or wizards, without
needing to worry about the rest of the main window and any other
subwindows around it.
Dynamic subwindows (really, components) require intelligent code so
that they behave appropriately. A command bar, for example, displays
commands available in the main window at any time, depending on the
state of the main window's controllers and subcontrollers. And, of
course, we want the Planning Slots window to work with the
corresponding complex grid-based subwindow we especially created
for this purpose.
In MasterStudio, your dynamic subwindows are instantiated into
“standard” containers such as Master-Detail windows, framesets, or
pane selectors (tab panes or icon arrays). MasterStudio manages the
Composite hierarchy of subwindows for you.

Components

As described in chapter 1.3, components are reusable parts of an
application. UI components in the Planning Slots window all have many
reusable functions, even the dynamic command bar and the complex
grid that also have functions or fields that might only occur be used this
window.
Command bars work the same, regardless of whether they use small
buttons or large and regardless whether buttons are stacked
horizontally or vertically. Therefore, the “intelligence” of MasterStudio
command bars is not programmed in the window class, but in a
separate command bar controller object.
A complex grid in a MasterStudio Master-Detail window always has
similar behavior, regardless of the database entity or its columns and
fields. Therefore, the “intelligence” of Master-Detail grids is not
programmed in the window class, but in a separate entity grid controller
object.

Component
Controllers

So, a component controller manages each dynamic component in a
MasterStudio application. The controller class needed depends on the
function of the component:
- Master-Detail window (1): MdWindowContext;
- Command bar (3): MoCommandController;
- Entity frameset (4): MdEntityController;
- Planning Slots grid (5) and (6): MdEntityGridControllerGeneric.
Component controllers are responsible for managing (and often
instantiating) their corresponding components (subwindows). So,
unlike static subwindows described earlier, a dynamic subwindow may
receive its $classname property from its component controller. Before
the component controller does this, the subwindow is empty. In
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MasterStudio, such an empty subwindow acts as a placeholder, with
MoWindowSuperclass as its $classname:

Subwindow swMdEntity_1 acts as a placeholder for whatever the
corresponding component controller decides to put there.
So a component controller can dynamically change the $classname
property of its corresponding subwindow. It can thus determine on-thefly which view to use. A component controller may even switch the
$classname of a subwindow after the parent window is already open,
thus dynamically changing the user interface without destructing any
data that is held in the controller instance.

⇒ If you know Omnis Studio, you'll find it easy to understand how static
subwindows are automatically opened (instantiated) as the parent
window opens. Omnis Studio actually instantiates the inner
subwindows first (calling their individual $construct methods),
before instantiating the outer window (its $construct is called last).
This is OK for static subwindows, because they usually do not need
data from their parent window.
MasterStudio component controllers are instantiated before their
corresponding components (subwindows). By the time the subwindow
is instantiated, the controller hierarchy is already in place. The
subwindow only needs to register itself with the corresponding
controller, which then passes it references to the data the window
needs. MasterStudio has window superclasses that manage this
behavior. In MasterStudio, you typically do not add any code to
window classes.
MoWindowSuperclass is the superclass for any dynamic subwindow
that is managed by a controller. It contains the code that “binds” the
subwindow to its controller at runtime. MoWindowSuperclass
inherits from MoViewSuperclass. MoViewSuperclass is the
superclass for any MasterStudio (sub)window.
If a subwindow does not inherit from MoViewSuperclass, then it
will not pass user events to MasterStudio's controller hierarchy. Right
mouse context menus will not work, and other events (such as
keyboard events) will not be passed up to the rest of the window.
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The Composite structure of a window corresponds to the hierarchy into
which its component controllers are organized. In MasterStudio, before
the Planning Slots window is opened, the following controllers are
instantiated:
MdWindowContext (the main window's controller, implemented as an
Omnis task) is instantiated. In its $finishInitialization method, a
subcontroller MoCommandController is instantiated for managing the
command bar at the top of the window. Also, an MdEntityController
is instantiated that manages the main entity frameset (the area below the
header). In its $finishInitialization method, the entity frameset
controller instantiates MdEntityGridControllerGeneric that manages
the Planning Slots grid.
Together, these controllers from a composite controller hierarchy that
controls the Planning Slots window:

Composite controller hierarchy and its resulting window
Note that these are not the only objects that control the Planning Slots
window. Often, individual controllers instantiate managers to delegate
some of their work. For example, the entity controller instantiates the
entity list (table class instance), a list manager, a record manager, and a
fields manager.
Destruction of
Controllers

As you've seen above, controllers in the composite architecture of
MasterStudio are instantiated in a hierarchy. This same hierarchy is
used when controllers and subcontrollers are destructed. When you try
to close a MasterStudio controller, it will call the $mayClose method of
any of its subcontrollers. If any of the subcontrollers fails to close (i.e.,
returns kFalse from $mayClose), then the controller will also refuse to
close.
For example, when you try to close an entity window, one of its
controllers may still have unsaved data. It will probably open a dialog
like the following:

If the user cancels, then the subcontroller returns kFalse from
$mayClose. The main window will stay open. If the user presses Save,
then the subcontroller tells its data to save itself, and then returns kTrue
from $mayClose if saving was successful. If the user presses Don't Save,
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the subcontroller also returns kTrue. The main window closes if all
subcontrollers returned kTrue from $mayClose.

⇒ This is similar to the way Omnis Studio handles the $canclose
method in window and task instances, except that it also works on
object instances. We chose the name $mayClose to avoid confusion:
$canclose of a MasterStudio context (task) calls $mayClose.
A context implements the controller interface (is a controller), and
thus is part of the MasterStudio controller hierarchy.
When an Omnis Studio object instance is no longer used, it is eventually
destroyed by Omnis. But an Omnis object instance does not have a
$destruct method. However, when a MasterStudio controller is
destroyed, it gets a chance to “clean up” by implementing the
$willDestruct method.
As an example, MasterStudio's component controllers implement this
method to persistently store the latest coordinates, widths and heights
of their window. The next time the corresponding controller is
instantiated it can retrieve those coordinates and restore the view so it
looks exactly the same to the user.
3.1.3

The Chain of Responsibility Pattern

Once we organize the components of a window into a hierarchy, where
a separate controller manages each component, how do we handle
events that occur in any of these components? When a user presses a
key while the cursor is in a nested subwindow, what happens if this key
happens to be a shortcut that should trigger some action in the main
window? You do not want the event to “stop” at the component where
it occurred. Rather, you want the event to “travel up” the hierarchy of
controllers, so that each controller can catch the event and do
something.
From the Design Patterns book: “The Chain of Responsibility design pattern
avoids coupling the sender of a request to its receiver by giving more than one
object a chance to handle the request. It chains the receiving objects and passes
the request along the chain until an object handles it.”
Omnis Event
Handling

MasterStudio Event
Handling
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In complex nested windows, Omnis Studio's event handling is limited
to passing the event from the field where it occurs to its containing
subwindow. First, an event reaches the $event method of the current
field. Unless the event is handled there without passing it to the next
handler, the $control method of the containing subwindow is called.
Contrary to what you might expect, Omnis Studio doesn't then call the
$control method of the containing subwindow. Instead, the event is
passed up to the outer window, possibly skipping various "containers".
MasterStudio's implementation of the Chain of Responsibility design
pattern takes advantage of the hierarchy of controllers created by the
Composite design pattern to pass events up the controller hierarchy. Each
controller gets a chance to react to the event, to stop it, or to pass it to
the next controller.
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MasterStudio event handling: Events pass up the entire controller hierarchy;
controllers can “detour” events to other controllers, as seen here where
MdWindowContext lets MoCommandController trap keyboard events bound
to individual commands.
Dynamic Context Menus

MasterStudio also uses the Chain of Responsibility design pattern to
create dynamic context menus. When a user right clicks anywhere on a
MasterStudio window, the window superclass will pass this right click
to a MasterStudio manager that will then ask each controller to add its
current commands to the context menu.
The following picture shows the context menu that is displayed when
the user right clicks on the complex grid in the Planning Slots window.
The Entry Mode and Print 40 Planning Slots options were added by the
entity grid controller. Previous Planning Slot, Next Planning Slot and
Delete Planning Slot were added by the entity frameset controller. Save
was added by the MD window context. Finally, About Demo App was
added by the context menu manager (it will open an About dialog for
the application context, from which the user can open the About dialog
for MasterStudio).
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⇒ You can create your own controllers that add their commands to the
context menu. You can also subclass any of MasterStudio's controllers
and add your own commands to them.
The context menu itself is built by the MasterStudio license manager,
MoManagerLicense. This class is locked, as it forces the display of the
“About MasterStudio” dialog box in the last option of the context
menu, which includes MasterStudio and Omnis Studio copyright
information that may not be removed.
3.1.4

The Observer Pattern

In the previous chapters, we've seen how MasterStudio implements a
composite hierarchy of controllers that manages our application and its
windows. The hierarchy of controllers allows us to construct and
destroy the controllers in an orderly fashion. The Chain of Responsibility
allows us to pass events up the controller hierarchy, and create dynamic
context menus that include any commands that belong to the objects the
user right clicked on.
But what if controllers in our application depend on each other?
MasterStudio's controller hierarchy allows us to communicate with our
supercontroller and our subcontrollers, but what if we need to send a
message to a controller we don't even know exists, let alone where it
exists in the controller hierarchy?
For example, if we modify a record in one window, we probably want
to redraw any other windows that also display that record. If we switch
to a different user language, we probably want all windows to redraw
themselves in the appropriate language. After we fetch records from the
database, we probably want any subwindows that display that data to
redraw themselves.
The Observer design pattern nicely solves this problem, by letting objects
listen to (observe) notifications that are sent (posted) by other objects.
The senders of notifications do not even need to know who is listening;
notification centers are responsible for delivering the notifications to the
observers.
From the Design Patterns book: “The Observer design pattern defines a oneto-many dependency between objects so that when one object changes state, all
its dependents are notified and updated automatically.”
Database Menu Example

The Observer design pattern is used in the Demo application's Database
submenu. This menu allows users to log on and off from the database,
and allows them to choose a different database. The menu's class is
MoDatabaseMenu and can be found in the MoBaseClasses library.
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Dynamic Database Menu
In MasterStudio, the database menu receives a reference to the session
object is should use as a parameter in its $construct method. The
database menu adjusts its menu lines according to the current state of
the corresponding session: Log On is only enabled when the session is
currently logged off. To achieve this, the menu lines must be enabled
and disabled at the appropriate times, depending on the state of the
database session.
The database menu solves this problem by observing the
kMoNotificationSessionStateChanged notification, which is sent by
MasterStudio sessions whenever their state changes. The notification
itself is an object that can hold any value. In this case, the notification
holds the Omnis constant kSessionStateLoggedOff or
kSessionStateLoggedOn, depending on the new session state.
Other notifications may include a different data type, such as a string, a
number, an object instance, or even a complete list (although it is
probably more memory efficient to pass the notation path to the list).

⇒ MasterStudio provides its own constants for notification names,
allowing you to select them from the <F9> Catalog, rather than
manually typing the string they represent. Constants must always be
prefixed by MoConstants. (or MdConstants. for Master-Detail
framework constants) allowing MasterStudio to find them from within
any library. See chapter 4.4.1 for a detailed description of
MasterStudio's implementation of custom constants.
The great thing about notifications is that posters do not need to know
about observers. You can probably imagine that in different applications,
the session state might be represented by a palette icon or by the state of
a button in a toolbar. You may have other objects that need to close
themselves after the user logs off. Rather than having to modify the
session object itself whenever session state views are added, the session
simply sends its session state changed notification. Any view object that
needs to redraw itself registers as an observer of the notification, and
thus can redraw itself automatically at the appropriate times.
Notification Centers
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listening to a notification before the sender is instantiated. A sender may
already exist before an observer starts listening to the notification.
The picture below shows a typical notification event cycle, where a
database menu adds itself as an observer of 'StateChanged' notifications
from the specific session at reference path 'pathToMySession'. The
database menu will typically do this once, in its $construct method,
giving the notification center the name of the method that it wants to be
called whenever the notification is posted (in this case, $evMethod).

⇒ Before an observer is destroyed, it must remove itself from the
notification center using the $removeObserver method. This is
usually done in the $destruct method of a window or menu, or from
the $willDestruct method of a controller.
When that session object posts its notification, the notification center
translates it into a notification object, which is then passed to the
original object's $evMethod method.

In MasterStudio, notifications are either sent immediately, or they can
be appended or queued. This allows us to avoid the Omnis Studio
method stack limit that could easily be exceeded if one notification
causes another notification to be posted, which in turn causes yet
another notification to be posted, etc. Appending or queuing
notifications causes these notifications to be sent one after another,
rather than recursively adding them to the method stack.
If the same notification is sent multiple times in a row, a MasterStudio
notification center can coalesce (filter) the notification so that the
notification is only sent out once. This is useful for notifications that
happen often, such as redraw notifications. For example, if three objects
in the same window want to redraw themselves, you may not want
their window to redraw itself three times causing unnecessary flashing.

⇒ Notifications and notification center methods are further explained in
chapter 4.11.
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Foundation Layer Notification Examples

To give you an idea of where notifications come in useful, here are some
notifications that are used in MasterStudio's foundation framework
layer:
- kMoNotificationSessionStateChanged: See above.
- kMoNotificationLanguageChanged: This notification is sent after
the user switches to a different user language. Often, windows and
menus only need to redraw themselves because MasterStudio's
language managers automatically change their global translatable
string variables to the appropriate language. Note that MasterStudio
subwindows (components) can also reload themselves, even
automatically changing to a different window class for the new
language. This allows us to switch field layout for a specific user
language.
- kMoNotificationHideTaskObjects: This notification is sent when a
window context (task) becomes inactive, usually because the user has
brought another window to the top. At this point, the window's
palettes or menus may want to hide themselves.
- kMoNotificationRevealTaskObjects: This notification is sent by a
window context when it becomes active.
Master-Detail Layer Notification Examples

Here are some notifications that are used in MasterStudio's MasterDetail framework layer:
- kMdNotificationEntityActivated: This notification is sent
whenever an entity in a complex window (containing multiple
database entities) receives the focus. The entity will probably enable
its commands (displayed in the command bar or window menu);
other entities will probably disable their commands.
- kMdNotificationCurrentRecordChanged: This notification is sent
whenever a different record becomes the current record in an entity
list. View objects may want to redraw themselves when this happens.
You could also use notation to change an icon or enable/disable
fields depending on the values of the newly selected record.
- kMdNotificationModeChanged: This notification is sent after a
window's mode changes between viewing, editing, and finding. Note
that MasterStudio uses custom constants to denote these different
predefined modes: kMdModeViewing, kMdModeEditing, and
kMdModeFinding.
3.1.5

The Abstract Factory Pattern

The previously discussed design patterns are powerful for
implementing the Model-View-Controller paradigm: They help us build
complex yet maintainable GUI applications. The Abstract Factory design
pattern is a more general design pattern that is used heavily throughout
MasterStudio to avoid creating fixed references all over our code.
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Using the abstract factory pattern, we created factory objects that return
appropriate objects, constants or references, depending on conditions
that are often determined at design time, but sometimes change at
runtime.
From the Design Patterns book: “The Abstract Factory design pattern
provides an interface for creating families of related or dependent objects
without specifying their concrete classes.”
Factory Example 1:
Platform Managers

Omnis Studio allows most of our code to run cross-platform with no
additional work on our part. Sometimes, however, code implements
platform specific functionality. Traditionally, we use sys(6) function
calls to test the current platform. Other sys functions also contain
platform-specific constants, such as sys(9), which contains the path
delimiter. Before we know it, our applications have sys() calls like this
one all over the place:
If mid(pPath,len(pPath),1)=sys(9)&not(pos(sys(6),'MX'))
Calculate pPath as mid(pPath,1,len(pPath)-1)
End If

The disadvantage of having this check all over our code, is that we often
check the same thing and perform the same code in many places. Also,
as new platforms are added to Studio, we must go back to each
occurrence of sys(6) and make sure that the check still works.
Sys(6)='M' and Sys(6)='W' are no longer sufficient.
MasterStudio uses the Abstract Factory design pattern to implement a
platform manager superclass, in which any platform-specific function is
defined. Then, multiple subclasses (one for each platform) implement
the actual platform-specific code. When MasterStudio is first launched,
it automatically instantiates the appropriate platform manager subclass,
currently one of the following:

Inheritance Tree for MoManagerPlatformSuperclass
Note that MasterStudio's platform manager is more specific than
sys(6): By checking sys(7) before instantiating the platform manager
subclass, MasterStudio allows for different code for Windows “families”
(Windows9x or Me, Windows NT or 2000, Windows XP, Windows
Vista).
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The method above can now be written as follows:
If mid(pPath,len(pPath),1)=sys(9)&not(MoManagerPlatform.$isMac)
Calculate pPath as mid(pPath,1,len(pPath)-1)
End If

Platform managers come in especially useful in situation where each
platform requires multiple lines of code. For instance, the MasterStudio
platform manager contains a method that can be used to open a URL in
the user's web browser:
Do MoManagerPlatform.$openURL('http://www.masterobject.com')

On the Mac, the concrete platform manager subclass contains:
$openURL

Calculate script as con('open location("',pURL,'")')
Do $runapplescript(script) returns errorCode
Quit method errorCode=0

On non-Unicode Windows, the same method contains:
$openURL

Register DLL ("shell32.dll","ShellExecuteA","JJCCCCJ")
Call DLL ("shell32.dll","ShellExecuteA",0,"open",pURL," "," ",1)
Quit method kTrue

⇒ Platform managers are further explained in chapter 4.5.8.
Factory Example 2:
Class Broker

Omnis Studio's notation language allows us to use classes by their name
if they are stored in the same library as the current class. If a class is
stored in a different library, then we need to prefix the class name by its
library name:
Do $root.$libs.MyLibraryName.$classes.MyClassName.$new()
returns iMyObjectInstance

This doesn't give us much flexibility when we start reorganizing our
application: If we move a class to another library, we must manually
search and replace it in our existing code.
MasterStudio uses a Class Broker implementing the Abstract Factory
design pattern to solve this problem. Rather than coding class references
directly, we ask the class broker to return a reference to the class. The
class broker is smart enough to figure out which library holds the latest
version of the class.
Do MoContext.$classRef('MyClassName').$new()
returns iMyObjectInstance

⇒ MoContext.$classRef redirects to method $classRef of the class
broker for the current context. See chapter 4.2 for a detailed
explanation.
Rather than referencing class and library names directly in our code, the
MasterStudio class broker allows us to simply use the class name. This
allows us to move classes into a different library later, without needing
to change any code. We can also patch a class, increment its version
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number, and send a new library containing just that one class to our
users. The next time they launch our application, the class broker
automatically sees the newer version of the class. Any code that used
the old class will now use the new class.

⇒ The Class Broker behaves like a class factory, but its use in
MasterStudio is not really compliant to the formal definition of the
Abstract Factory pattern because the Class Broker usually is not
subclassed. Still, you could subclass the Class Broker and create your
own version that returns different classes under certain conditions.
Factory Example 3:
Class Factories

Many of MasterStudio's components can be used “as is”, with little or
no coding required. As you've seen in previous chapters, MasterStudio
components often consist of multiple classes. Components often call
(i.e., rely on) other components.
In MasterStudio, dependencies and relationships between framework
classes and components are loosely bound by using class factories: Rather
than referring to each other directly, objects call class factory methods that
return the name of (or reference to) other objects. Instead of:
Do $root.$libs.MoBaseClasses.$classes.MoCommand.$new()

...or using the class broker with a fixed class name:
Do MoContext.$classRef('MoCommand').$new()

...MasterStudio components will use:
Do MoContext.$classRef(MoClassFactory.$nameOfCommand).$new()

The $nameOfCommand method of the MasterStudio class factory returns
'MoCommand', so these three methods do exactly the same thing. But if
you subclass the class factory, you can return the name of a different
command class, perhaps 'MySpecialCommandObject'. If you do, any
other code including any part of MasterStudio will automatically use
your class instead of 'MoCommand'.

⇒ MoClassFactory is a task variable that points to the base class
factory. The Master-Detail framework layer has its own class factory
that is referenced by task variable MdClassFactory. These class
factories are further explained in chapters 4.2.7 and 5.1.3.
Factory Example 4:
Themes

The abstract factory design pattern is often used to separate the look
and feel of an application into so-called user interface kits or theme
factories. The MasterStudio base class factory instantiates a theme
manager that is responsible for any methods and attributes that are user
interface-specific, including the use of icons, colors, etc.
By using a separate theme factory class for anything that influences the
look and feel of an application, MasterStudio allows developers to
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change any of these properties by simply subclassing the theme factory
class, MoBaTheme.
The current theme can be referenced using notation
MoClassFactory.$theme().$attributeOrMethodName. This is further
explained in chapter 4.15.
3.1.6

The Prototype Pattern

The last, simple design pattern that we mention in this section is
Prototype. Sometimes constructing an object instance using the $new
method call is expensive: The $construct method may need to do a lot
of work. This overhead can become particularly noticeable if many
object instances are created in a loop. In such cases, it makes sense to
first instantiate an object prototype, and to simply copy that prototype
instance whenever more instances are required.
MasterStudio uses prototypes for object instances of which many
instances are constructed, such as dictionaries, notifications, and
commands. Prototype instances are usually created in MasterStudio's
class factories (see chapter 3.1.5, example 3). To obtain an object
prototype, you call the corresponding $prototype… method, as in:
Calculate myObject as MoClassFactory.$prototypeDictionary

From the Design Patterns book: “The Prototype design pattern specifies the
kinds of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and creates new objects
by copying this prototype.”

3.2

Additional Concepts
This chapter explains important concepts that are used throughout
MasterStudio.

3.2.1

Delegation

From the Design Patterns book: “Delegation is a powerful concept and an
extreme example of object composition. It shows that you can always replace
inheritance with object composition as a mechanism for code reuse.”
Subclassing
Mechanisms

MasterStudio is built to be as flexible as possible to the developer.
Components that implement the abstract factory design pattern (see
chapter 3.1.5) are easily subclassed or replaced so that we can adopt
their behavior to our wishes. Still, creating subclasses requires extra
work and thorough understanding of their superclass. As a general rule
of thumb, creating subclasses only makes sense if you need a class that
does everything that the superclass does, but differently. Or if you need
to do everything that the superclass does, and more.

Reuse without
Subclassing

As you've seen in previous chapters, MasterStudio components are
largely reusable without needing to subclass them for every application.
When you create a Master-Detail window, you only provide the
window class (containing fields to be displayed to the user) and the
schema class or table class (defining the model). MasterStudio's
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component controllers then handle the logic. In most cases, very little
coding is required to create a fully functional window.
Of course, MasterStudio's controllers do need some information from us
before they can open a window using our view and model classes. As
you've seen in chapters 2.5 and 2.9 of the Quick Start, delegate objects are
used to manage this information. A delegate object contains attributes and
delegate methods needed by a framework or application component.
Rather than creating a subclass of the component (and rather than
passing large numbers of parameters to its $construct method), we
pass our delegate class to the component so it can do its work. The
component calls our delegate methods whenever it needs to know
information it cannot know by itself.
From the Design Patterns book: “Delegation makes it easy to compose
behaviors at runtime and to change the way they're composed.”
Delegate
Superclasses

The developer of a reusable component can usually guess variables and
methods that might need different information each time the
component is used in an application. A frameset controller, for example,
needs one or more subcontrollers that manage the components it contains.
So, a frameset delegate must have a method that returns this information
to the frameset controller.

⇒ Note that in the following examples, our frameset will hold only one
frame. A MasterStudio frameset is a subwindow that can display 1, 2,
or 3 frames, conceptually similar to HTML framesets. The MasterDetail framework always nests our grids and panes into a frameset,
even if we use only one frame and one pane. See chapter 4.7 for detailed
information about framesets.
Whenever we need a frameset, we instantiate a frameset controller and
pass it a reference to our frameset delegate. Our delegate must contain
at least an $initFrameset method. In fact, frameset controllers need
about 15 methods in the frameset delegate. Rather than adding these
methods to your delegate object manually, you should inherit your
delegate object from the frameset delegate superclass
(MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass). Delegate superclasses
contain all the methods and attributes that the corresponding controller
needs.
The delegate parameter passed to the controller may be a reference to an
already instantiated object, but we can also pass the class name of our
delegate object to the frameset controller. In that case, the frameset
controller will instantiate our delegate object before it calls
$initFrameset.
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On the left of the picture below, you see controllers that are instantiated
by a typical MD window that manages one entity. These controllers are
reusable MasterStudio components that do not need to be subclassed for
each application or window. Instead, you create an entity delegate
object (in this case, MyEntityDelegate) that is used by the window
context, the entity frameset controller, and the entity grid controller.

Framework components on the left; your application components on the right.

⇒ Note that the framework components use many more classes that we
don't need to look at now, including several window classes and
managers (object classes). See chapter 7.1 for the UML class diagram.
Delegation Example 1:
Entity Grid Window

To get an idea of how the entity delegate is used, let's look at a code
example, assuming that we have created an entity delegate that
manages a simple grid-based window for managing employees. Our
entity delegate subclass has three overridden methods:

Our entity frameset delegate, subclass of MdEntityDelegateSuperclass
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The other classes we created for this example are the schema class and
the window class:

Our schema class

Our entity grid (subclass of MdEntityGridSuperclass)
To open our window, a window context is needed. Rather than opening
the window context manually, we can use the MD class factory. We
would typically enter the following code behind the menu line that
opens our window:
Our Menu Line

Do MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass(
'MyEmployeesDelegate').$openWindow()

Note that we simply pass the name of our delegate class. The class
factory will pass this to the $openContext method of the contexts
manager. This opens and returns an MD window context (class
MdWindowContext):
MdClassFactory

Quit method MoManagerContexts.$openContext(
MoContext.$application, ;; add subcontroller to current app.
pContextClassName_opt, ;; 'MdWindowContext' by default
pInstanceName_opt,
;; defaults to delegate class name
#NULL,
;; no delegate for the context itself
pClassName).$ref
;; pClassName is passed to the context

The MD window context opens a window manager that instantiates the
entity frameset controller (class MdEntityController), passing our
delegate class name as the first parameter.

⇒ The concept of contexts is explained in chapter 4.3.
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Manager

Set reference iMdEntityControllerRef to
MoContext.$addSubcontroller(
MdClassFactory.$nameOfEntityController,
MdConstants.kMdTypeNameEntity,
1,
kTrue,
pfMdDelegate,
pfMdDelegate).$ref
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;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

'MdEntityControler'
controller type
first controller
public controller
pane Id
pane Delegate

The MD window context opens a window manager that instantiates the
entity frameset controller (class MdEntityController, subclass of
MoControllerFrameset), passing our delegate class name as the pane
ID as well as the pane delegate.
Our Entity Delegate

The entity frameset controller instantiates our delegate object. It then
calls its $sqlClassName method to find out which schema class it
should use (our delegate returns 'MyEmployees').
The entity frameset controller then calls our delegate's $initFrameset
method to configure the frameset:
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(
1,
;; the first frame
1,
;; the first pane
'MyEmployeesGrid',
;; pane ID is default window class
'MdEntityGridControllerGeneric',
;; the controller for our grid
iObjectPath)
;; the delegate object for our grid

In $initFrameset, our delegate object tells the entity frameset
controller to add a pane for frame 1, using MyEmployeesGrid as the
pane ID and MdEntityGridControllerGeneric as the subcontroller
that manages our grid component. The generic grid controller assumes
that the pane ID we passed (MyEmployeesGrid) matches the name of
the window class it must use.
Finally, the MD window manager calls our delegate's $paneName
method to figure out the name of the grid window. In this case,
$paneName returns 'My Employees Window'. Here's a screen shot of
the window that opens when we select our menu line:

The resulting employees window instance based on our grid window class, our
schema class, and our entity delegate object
Alternate ways to
pass a delegate to a
controller
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Instead of using the delegate object class name, the delegate parameter
we send to a pane controller may also be the notation path to an object
that is already instantiated, or a reference to an open task. In that case,
the pane controller doesn't need to instantiate the delegate object.
Delegation Example 2:
Opening Contexts

Some framework components need a delegate only in special situations.
In such cases, where you typically only need to implement one or two
delegate methods, you probably don't want to use a separate delegate
object class. For these framework components, no delegate superclasses
are provided. Instead, you can pass a reference to any of your own
objects, in which you implement only those delegate methods that you
want to use.
For example, a context (task) supports the $contextShouldConstruct
delegate method. When you open a context, an object can pass the
context a reference to itself as its delegate. Usually, this is a reference to
the task from which you open the new context. The context will
construct itself, but before finishing its initialization, it calls your
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method. There, you can execute
any code that needs to be performed right before the context is open.
From $contextShouldConstruct you must return either kTrue or
kFalse. If you return kFalse, then the context will not finish opening.
Instead, the new context will close itself.
This is especially useful if you want to conditionally open a context. For
example, when you open a new window context, you may need a
database session to be active. You could implement the
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method in the application context
from which you open the window context. There, you check that the
session is active, or you log on. If logon fails, you return kFalse from
$contextShouldConstruct. The window context will not open.
Demo Library
Startup_Task

$construct

The Startup_Task of the demo library implements the
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method to open its demo
application context. As a result, if the demo application context
somehow fails to launch, then MasterStudio's root context is also closed.
Let's now look at the code of the Startup_Task that opens the
MasterStudio root context and then opens the demo application context.
Do $clib.$tasks.MoContextRoot.$openonce('',$cinst)
Returns MoContextRoot

MoContextRoot is one of two MasterStudio classes that must be located
in our main library. Here, the $construct method in the startup task
uses $openonce to open the MoContextRoot task. The first empty
parameter causes Omnis to use 'MoContextRoot' as the task instance
name. The second parameter is the first parameter that the root context
receives in its $construct. The root context takes this parameter as its
delegate. In this case, $cinst points to the current task, being
$root.$itasks.DemoLibrary.
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⇒ Note that Omnis Studio names the task instance for a Startup_Task
after the $defaultname of its library, in this case DemoLibrary.
This allows us to distinguish between startup task instances from
multiple libraries.
$contextShouldConstruct

The root context instantiates the class broker, which opens libraries in
the MasterStudio1 subfolder. Right before the root context finishes its
initialization, it calls $contextShouldConstruct of its delegate, in this
case, our Startup_Task.

⇒ Of course, a context only calls a delegate method if it has been
implemented in the delegate. For example, in the demo library's
startup task, there is no method called $contextSubfolderName so
the root context uses the default subfolder name MasterStudio. If we
add a $contextSubfolderName to our startup task, we can have it
return a different subfolder name for the root context to use.

Startup_Task of library DemoLibrary (MasterStudio 2.0)
Our $contextShouldConstruct method contains the following code:
Do [pObjectPath].$managers().$managerContexts().$openContext(
[pObjectPath].$ref, 'DemoApplication')
Returns DemoApplicationRef
Quit method DemoApplicationRef.$class ;; return kTrue if success

⇒ This line is somewhat complicated, because
$contextShouldConstruct receives a parameter pObjectPath
1
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that points to the newly created context, in this case, the root context.
This is because the new Omnis task has not finished constructing itself
yet, and so it is not yet part of the $root.$itasks group. In other
words: The pObjectPath parameter that it receives is the only way
for our delegate method to know the path to the newly created root
context instance.
Note that the root context calls our startup task (its delegate) right
before it finishes initializing. This means that the root context's class
broker instance has already opened the MoBaseClasses library, from
which it has instantiated several manager objects. One of these managers
is the contexts manager, whose $openContext method is called here to
open the demo application context.
When a new context is opened it needs a reference to its supercontroller,
in this case, the root context. So we pass [pObjectPath].$ref to the
new application context. The demo application context becomes a
subcontroller of the root context, a reference to which is returned into a
task variable DemoApplicationRef here. If DemoApplicationRef
contains a valid reference, the result of $contextShouldConstruct
evaluates to kTrue. If the demo application context could not be opened,
$contextShouldConstruct evaluates to kFalse, causing the root
context to close itself.
3.2.2

Use of XML Markup

Omnis Studio's built-in classes offer many built-in attributes. When
creating reusable components, it is often desirable to add your own
attributes that can be set and modified by the developers who use your
components. Before MasterStudio, Omnis developers have typically
chosen from the following ways in which to add custom data to Omnis
classes:
Storing Custom
Data in Omnis
Libraries

- Using custom classes containing methods with comments that are
accessed from code. This is also useful for custom settings that need
to be saved per user, as long as the library is stored on the user's local
system or in the user's profile directory. MasterStudio does not use
custom methods to store component attributes, but PlanBoard does
use custom methods to store user preferences in classes located in
scratch libraries (see chapter 4.14).
- Using a proprietary way to store settings in the $desc attributes of
objects. Developers often use separators such as commas or caret
signs (^) to store custom attributes in a string.
- Omnis Studio 4.0 introduced the $userinfo attribute which can be
used by developers to store their own information within classes and
their objects.
All these ways to store custom attributes are inherently flawed, because
they often involve a developer-specific way to store data, after which
the $desc or $userinfo methods can no longer be used by other
developers.

XML Advantages
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of schema columns and classes. XML is a standardized format that
allows other vendors to add their own elements without interfering
with XML that is already placed inside the $desc string.
MasterStudio uses predefined tags <MO> (for class attributes) and <MS>
(for schema column attributes, see chapters 4.5.5 and 5.3.1). See class
MoDatabaseSchemaTemplate for an overview of elements used in the
foundation framework layer and class MdEntitySchemaTemplate for an
overview of elements used in the Master-Detail framework layer.

Schema class containing MasterStudio attributes. Note that the description
field also holds text outside the <MS> element. That text is not used by
MasterStudio, and could hold XML from other vendors.
For storing custom attributes, MasterStudio uses a simplified (limited
yet very fast) way to store and parse XML, described below. The official
XML specification can be found at http://www.w3.org/XML/.
Basic XML Rules

XML formatting applies strict formatting rules using tags delimited by <
and > characters. These strict rules make XML especially suitable for
storing and retrieving attributes quickly, even simply using Omnis
Studio's built-in string handling functions such as pos() and mid().
Each element has a case-sensitive name, which in MasterStudio always
uses uppercase, as in <TAGNAME/>. An element can contain data (or
other nested elements), in which case the data is delimited by a closing
tag that has the same name as the opening tag preceded by a slash, as in
<TAGNAME>data or nested elements</TAGNAME>. If an element does
not contain data, it can simply end with a slash, as in <TAGNAME/>.

⇒ Note that, unlike the XML specification, MasterStudio does not trim
white space: Therefore, you should not add spaces around the data in
an element. See $xmlFromTag below.
Escaped Characters

Data or contents in an XML element may not contain reserved
characters <, &, ', ", and >. According to the official XML specification,
these characters must be escaped using the & sign, where < becomes
&gt;, & becomes &amp;, ' becomes &apos;, " becomes &quot;, and >
becomes &gt;.

⇒ The official XML specification also allows us to escape characters
using their decimal value, as in &#60;. However, this is not currently
supported in MasterStudio. MasterStudio assumes that attributes and
values use Studio's built-in character set (Unicode, or MacRoman8 in
pre-Unicode versions of Omnis).
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MasterStudio's function manager MoManagerFunctions includes simple
XML parsing functions that MasterStudio's components use to read the
XML from the $desc attributes:
MoF.$xmlFromTag(pfXML, pTag, pfrAttributes_opt, pkNormalizeNY_opt)
returns XmlOrNormalizedText

Returns the XML contained by tag pTag from pfXML, stripping the tag
and its contents from pfXML and returning element attributes in
pfrAttributes_opt. If pkNormalizeNY_opt=kTrue, then escaped
characters are de-escaped.
Note that $xmlFromTag returns 1 if an empty element (<TAG/>) is
encountered and 0 if the element is not present in pfXML.
$xmlFromTag does not trim spaces; the contents of an element should
start immediately after the opening tag: <TAG> WRONG! </TAG>
<TAG>RIGHT!</TAG>.
$attributeFromXML

MoF.$attributeFromXML(pfXML, pAttribute, pkNormalizeNY_opt)
returns XmlOrNormalizedText

Returns the value contained by attribute pAttribute from pfXML,
stripping the attribute and its contents from pfXML. If
pkNormalizeNY_opt=kTrue, then escaped characters are de-escaped.

⇒ Omnis Studio 3.x only stored 255 characters in the $desc attribute.
This limit was eliminated in Omnis Studio 4.
3.2.3

Dictionaries

The concept of dictionaries implemented in MasterStudio is popular in
many object-oriented frameworks and languages. It involves the use of
dictionary objects that can store any number of key-value pairs.
Information stored in dictionary objects can easily be passed between
objects in your application. It offers a more generic solution to storing
named values than Omnis Studio's lists do. Conceptually, you may
think of a dictionary as a simple Omnis list containing a key column and
a value column, using standardized setters to store values and a
standardized getter to retrieve values.
MasterStudio uses dictionaries in places where data must be stored in a
generic way. For instance, a MasterStudio database session uses a
connection dictionary that holds the information needed to log on to the
database. Depending on the database and Omnis DAM, MasterStudio's
login panels and sessions use different keys. The connection dictionary
can be retrieved from the session instance before closing an application,
stored in the user preferences, and retrieved the next time the user starts
the application. This allows the application to log on using the previous
connection information.

⇒ Connection dictionaries are further explained in chapter 4.10.4.
Key-Value Pairs
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are case sensitive, so 'key', 'Key' and 'KEY' are different. It is
recommended that you always use constants or global variables for
dictionary keys, so that you cannot accidentally misspell their names.
The type of the value is undefined. In MasterStudio, a dictionary can
store any of the following value types: a string, a number, a binary, a
date, or an object.
Dictionary Object

$set(pKey, pfValue)

A dictionary object is an object instance of class (or that inherits from
class) MoDictionary. Internally, it manages a list of key-value pairs.
You use setters and getters to define and read these key-value pairs.
You use the $set method of a dictionary instance to define a new keyvalue pair, or to overwrite the value of an existing key.
Do myDictionary.$set('KEY',pfValue)

Here, pfValue is a field reference parameter, so you cannot pass a
quoted string. For this reason, MasterStudio dictionary objects have
separate setters for setting different value types:
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

$get(pKey,
pfrType_opt,
pfrSubtype_opt)
3.2.4

myDictionary.$setCharacter('KEY','string')
myDictionary.$setLongInteger('KEY',10000000)
myDictionary.$setNumber('KEY',50/53)
;; see chapter 6.2.2
myDictionary.$setDate('KEY','01 AUG 03') ;; depends on #FD
myDictionary.$setTime('KEY','10:45')
;; depends on #FT
myDictionary.$setDateTime('KEY','01 AUG 03 10:45')
;; depends on #FDT

To retrieve a value from a dictionary, you call its $get method.
Optionally, you can have the dictionary return the value's type and
subtype.
Debugging Multiple Object Instances

Due to the extensive component reuse in MasterStudio, you will often
have multiple instances of the same class active at the same time.
Wherever possible, MasterStudio will automatically assign a unique
name to every instance so that you can easily identify it in the debugger.
It is easy to debug MasterStudio sessions, database menus, statements,
notification centers, controllers, and managers, because they use unique
and easily recognizable instance names (each controller and context
returns its instance name from the $controllerName attribute).
To debug the values of a specific object instance, select the
corresponding instance name in the Omnis Studio debugger, as shown
below.
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Showing multiple instances (right click on Omnis Studio 4.3.1 stack pane)
The above screen shot shows the open instances of the list manager after
opening the three Master-Detail windows of the demo application.

⇒ Developers moving to Omnis Studio from Omnis Classic have not
typically worked with multiple instances. They are used to the
"Current Record Buffer" (CRB), where each variable can only have
one value that can easily be debugged in the <F9> Catalog.
MasterStudio objects do not typically use the CRB, so the developer
must select a specific object instance before the corresponding variables
can be debugged.
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Foundation Framework Layer
This section describes components provided by MasterStudio's
foundation framework layer, implemented by classes in the
MoBaseClasses library.

⇒ Note that this section only describes the most relevant public methods
and attributes of these components. In MasterStudio, all method
names start with a $-sign, allowing you to override even private
methods and methods that are only used in inter-component calls. If
you cannot find a method or attribute here, please refer to the source
code provided.

4.1

Installation
In previous sections of this manual, we've worked with the demo
library that ships with MasterStudio. This chapter explains how you can
prepare your own main library for use with MasterStudio.

4.1.1

Omnis Environment Prerequisites

Master Object Consultancy has taken precautions so that MasterStudio
runs alongside your current application. However, before working with
MasterStudio, you should ensure that the following rules are observed:
- Install Omnis Studio 4.3.11 or higher2.
- MasterStudio expects keyboard events and right mouse events to be
switched on. If you install MasterStudio windows into your own
library, you should make sure that the $keyevents and
$rmouseevents attributes (in the Action tab of the property
manager) are switched on.
- For best performance, it is recommended that you leave the global
library properties $mouseevents and $statusevents in your
libraries set to off. We have noticed that redrawing subwindows can
become slower if these events are on, especially on the Windows
platform. Omnis Studio allows you to switch on these events for just
those window objects that really need them.
1
MasterStudio 1.1 is supported on Omnis Studio 4.1 through 4.3.1. MasterStudio is no
longer supported on earlier versions of Omnis Studio.
2
MasterStudio 2.0 is fully supported on Omnis Studio 4.3.1 and 5.0. See
http://www.masterobject.com/masterstudio for current information about support
for later Omnis Studio versions.
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- MasterStudio windows use field styles found in the #STYLES table of
the MoBaseClasses library. To use these field styles, simply copy the
#STYLES table into your libraries. Remember to keep a copy of your
current #STYLES table so you can easily add your field styles to
future upgrades of MasterStudio. The current version of
MasterStudio does not dynamically create or change field styles so
you can set the $optimizestyles property of your libraries to kTrue
(in the Prefs tab of the property manager).
- MasterStudio and PlanBoard use their own icons, found in the
#ICONS table of the MoBaseClasses library. If you copy views (such
as windows and menus) into your own libraries, or if you want to
use these icons yourself, then you should set the $iconlib property
of your libraries to MoBaseClasses (in the Prefs tab of the property
manager). If you want to, you can also copy the entire #ICONS table
to your own library. See chapter 6.4.1 for more information about
icons.
- Be sure to assign a $defaultname to your own libraries. Note that
this name may not contain any periods. Avoid any characters that
may confuse Omnis notation (such as spaces and dollar signs).
- If you plan to use the PlanBoard framework layer, be sure that you
also read the installation chapter of the PlanBoard Developer Manual
(available separately).
4.1.2

Copying Base Classes

Even if you keep MasterStudio classes in their own libraries, you still
need to copy two1 base classes: MoContextRoot and MoClassBroker.
After copying these classes from the DemoLibrary.lbs file, make sure
that these classes are $external and that the class broker's
$designtaskname is set correctly:

In addition, each class has an XML string in its description that contains
at least the <MO> tag. Make sure that you don't accidentally remove it.
1
With MasterStudio 1.x, you also need class MoMasterStudioLicense and class
MoPlanBoardLicense if your application uses PlanBoard.
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MoContextRoot

MoContextRoot is the root context (or Omnis task, see chapter 4.3) for
any component instances that rely on MasterStudio. It provides services
to those components, and acts as the supercontroller for other contexts
that are opened, such as application contexts and window contexts.
Your current application probably is not based on MasterStudio, so it
has its own task(s) that run separately. Perhaps your application only
uses the Startup_Task. Chapter 4.1.3 tells you how to open the
MasterStudio root context from your existing task.

MoClassBroker

MoClassBroker is an object that is instantiated by MoContextRoot to
find classes that are needed by the framework. It is responsible for
finding and opening the appropriate subfolders, opening other libraries,
and keeping track of the location of MasterStudio classes. Apart from
the fact that MoClassBroker must be in the same library as
MoContextRoot, you won't need to do anything with it in your
application.

⇒ Since you are now going to be accessing the MasterStudio1 folder
from your library, you must make sure that it's in the same folder, or
in the folder of the Omnis executable.
4.1.3

Opening the MasterStudio Root Context

As mentioned earlier, the root context is a task that all MasterStudio
classes depend on. It provides them with services (such as the class
broker) and acts as the root of the controller hierarchy (see chapter
3.1.2). This is why the class is named MoContextRoot.
The Startup_Task of the demo library automatically starts the root
context. Since, eventually, you will no longer work with the demo
library, you should add a line of code to the $construct method of one
of your tasks and open MoContextRoot, as follows:
Do $clib.$tasks.MoContextRoot.$openonce(''{,$cinst}) Returns
MoContextRoot
;; Note: The first parameter is empty:
;;
There is no space between the quotes!

The first parameter you pass to the root context must be empty, which
ensures that Omnis names the task instance MoContextRoot.
Optional:
Delegation

The second (optional) parameter tells the root context which object opened it.
The root context allows that object to act as its delegate, which means that your
object (in this case: your task) is called before the MasterStudio root context
opens itself and before it closes itself, and at other predefined moments. See
example 2 in chapter 3.2.1, as well as chapter 4.3.9.
Once the MasterStudio root context is open, it
should show up in the notation inspector under
the $itasks node.
If a task called DemoApplication is listed here,
then you probably still had the demo library's
root context started up as well. You should first close that root context,
and then open MoContextRoot from your own library. If you have the
1
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MoDeveloperClasses library open (and after entering a full developer
license), various development tool tasks (prefixed by ToolMs) may
appear as well.
The root context needs access to the other MasterStudio classes from the
MoBaseClasses library. The root context will not open unless the
MasterStudio1 folder is in the same folder as your library, or in the
Omnis executable folder2.
Task Variable

We recommend that you create a task variable called MoContextRoot of
type Item reference, so that you can easily refer to the MasterStudio root
context from any object instantiated by your own task.

Optional:
$canclose

You don't need to explicitly close the MasterStudio Root Context. However,
future framework components may want the opportunity to “clean up” after
themselves and may possibly refuse to close if the user cancels out. For those
cases, you can add the following statement to the $canclose method of your
task. It ensures that any MasterStudio classes are implicitly closed before your
application closes.

$canclose

;; Define a single parameter of type Boolean: pkIsQuitNY
;; It will be true if the application was quit from the main menu
Quit method pick(MoContextRoot.$class,kTrue,
MoContextRoot.$close(pkIsQuitNY))

4.1.4

License Registration

After downloading a new version of the framework libraries,
MasterStudio requires entry of a developer license key. After entering
your license key, MasterStudio displays the developer license in its
"About" box, instead of "UNREGISTERED".

1

MasterStudio 1.x used subfolder name MasterObjects
In Windows Vista, this is the TigerLogic folder in the user's local application data
folder.
2
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Until you enter the license key, the following message appears at
startup1:

4.1.5

Upgrading MasterStudio

Detailed update instructions for new versions of MasterStudio are
posted at the Master Object Consultancy website at
http://www.masterobject.com/masterstudio.
In most cases, you only need to replace the old files in the
MasterStudio2 folder. If the new version of MasterStudio includes new
versions of MoContextRoot or MoClassBroker, then these classes must
be copied into your main library.

⇒ When you first launch the updated version of MasterStudio 2.x, you
will be prompted to re-enter your license.
If you have replaced or subclassed any MasterStudio classes by your
own classes, then you will want MasterStudio to automatically update
its $superclass references so they now point to your class. If you
remove the <MO_CHECK> element from the $vcsbuildnotes attribute of
all MasterStudio libraries, then this update is performed automatically
by the class broker (see chapter 4.2.2).

4.2

The Class Broker
One of two MasterStudio classes in your main library, the class broker
MoClassBroker is responsible for managing classes in any number of
sub libraries. The class broker opens and closes sub libraries and returns
references to their individual classes by maintaining a class registry.
MasterStudio never refers to classes directly, as in:
Set reference myClassRef to
$root.$libs.MoBaseClasses.$classes.MoDatabaseSessionOmnis.$ref

Instead, we use the class broker to return a reference to the class:
Set reference myClassRef to
MoContext.$classRef('MoDatabaseSessionOmnis').$ref

A major advantage is that MasterStudio allows us to move classes into
different libraries, without needing to update any references in our
code. Also, when the class broker scans libraries for classes, it
1

In MasterStudio 1.x, the license key must be entered into object class
MoMasterStudioLicense in your main library.
2
MasterStudio 1.x used subfolder name MasterObjects
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automatically remembers their highest available version number. This
ensures that MasterStudio (and your applications) automatically use a
newer version of a class that you can provide in a separate patch library.
Referencing the
Class Broker

$classBroker

The class broker is automatically instantiated by the root context (see
chapter 4.3.5). Assuming that task variable MoContextRoot points to the
root context instance ($root.$itasks.MoContextRoot), the class
broker can be accessed using
Do MoContextRoot.$classBroker(). …

Normally, subcontexts use the same class broker. Their $classBroker
attribute also returns a reference to the class broker instance.
Do MoContext.$classBroker(). …

To get a reference to any class, you use the $classRef method, as in:
$classRef

Set reference myClassRef to
MoContext.$classBroker().$classRef('ClassName').$ref

Since this is a function that is used very often, each context also
provides a $classRef shortcut, which redirects to the class broker's
$classRef method. So you may also use:
Set reference myClassRef to
MoContext.$classRef('ClassName').$ref

4.2.1

Subfolders

When a MasterStudio context (task) is opened, it automatically asks the
class broker to open any subfolder that matches its $subfolderName
attribute. The subfolder is scanned for files with names that end in .lbs.
The class broker opens these libraries without running their
Startup_Task method. However, to automatically instantiate tasks in
libraries opened by the class broker, you can add a <STARTUP/> element
to their $description class attribute. See chapter 4.2.4.
$openSubfolder(
pSubfolderName)

$closeSubfolder(
pSubfolderName,
pkFlushNowNY_opt
)
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This class broker method opens libraries in a named subfolder, and
returns kTrue if this succeeded. MasterStudio searches the
folder/directory of the main library to find a folder named
pSubfolderName. It also scans the folder/directory of the Omnis
executable.
$closeSubfolder closes any libraries in the subfolder that were
previously opened by the class broker. By default, this does not actually
close the libraries. Instead, the libraries are marked as unused. This saves
time, so that if another application subsequently opens the same
subfolder, then its libraries are already open. Libraries that remained
open after $closeSubfolder will be closed when the class broker is
destroyed (when the root context is closed). You can force any unused
libraries to be closed by calling $flushLibraries.
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Libraries

MasterStudio is supplied as a folder containing a number of libraries
distributed over multiple subfolders. The libraries of MasterStudio itself
are located in the MasterStudio1 subfolder (which can be given a
different name as explained in chapter 4.3.9). This is the only folder
supplied by Master Object Consultancy that you typically need to use
MasterStudio in your own applications.
When you deploy your application, you
will always leave out library
MoDevelopmentClasses.lbs. Depending
on whether you use the Master-Detail
framework layer or PlanBoard, you may
also leave out
MoMasterDetailClasses.lbs or
MoPlanBoardClasses.lbs. See chapter 1.3
for an overview of the classes in each
MasterStudio library.
Libraries are usually opened and closed automatically as the
corresponding MasterStudio contexts are opened and closed. As long as
a library is located in the appropriate subfolder that matches
$subfolderName of the context, and as long as the library's name ends
in .lbs, it will be opened automatically by the class broker.
Library Class Scan

Right after the class broker
opens a library, it checks
whether its contents has
changed from the last time
the library was opened. It
does this by maintaining a
checksum in the library's
$vcsbuildnotes attribute
(see picture).
The <MO_CHECK> XML
element is automatically
added to the
$vcsbuildnotes attribute
after the class broker checks each library. This does not prevent you
from using the version control system in any way.
If any of the library's classes have changed, the class broker will scan
them. The class broker checks any class references they contain, such as
references to $superclass and $designtaskname. For window class
objects, $classname of subwindow objects is also checked. If the class
broker encounters an invalid reference (such as a reference to a class
that you have moved into a different library), it automatically updates
the reference.

⇒ You can bypass the automatic updating of cross-library class references
by the class broker (which may take a long time for large libraries). To
skip the updating process, hold the mouse over the working message
that appears during startup.
1
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Note that the updating process is only necessary if there are crosslibrary class references that changed since the last launch. If you did
not add classes to a new library and if you did not move classes across
libraries, you can skip the updating process safely.

⇒ If you replace any of MasterStudio's classes by copying a subclass into
one of your own libraries (see chapters 4.2.5 and 4.2.6), then the class
broker may not update its $superclass references, because the
framework library's checksum is still correct. If your own library
contains a newer version of an existing framework class, you must
manually remove the <MO_CHECK> element from the
$vcsbuildnotes of library MoBaseClasses and/or library
MoMasterDetailClasses.
Libraries Opened
Manually

4.2.3

If you opened a library yourself, you should call the class broker's
$registerLibrary method so that the class broker scans its classes.
You can then access your classes using the $classRef method. After
closing your library, you should call $deregisterLibrary.
Classes

As explained above, the class broker returns references to classes found
in libraries it has opened, or in libraries that were added using the
$registerLibrary method. If you want to add an individual class to
the class broker's registry (perhaps after you create the class
dynamically), you should use the $addClass method.
Classes that you use through the MasterStudio class broker must have a
unique name, even if they are stored in different libraries. If the class
broker encounters the same name twice, it assumes that one of the
classes is a replacement for the other (see below).

⇒ We strongly recommend using a unique naming strategy for your
classes. See chapter 6.1.4 for hints and suggestions. If you do have
classes with duplicate names, they will still work fine, although you
cannot access them through the MasterStudio class broker.
Class Attributes

The class broker only considers classes that have their $external
attribute set to kTrue. Also, their $desc attribute must contain an <MO>
XML tag. This ensures that MasterStudio doesn't touch classes that
belong to your existing applications.

$version

As the class broker adds classes to its internal registry, it checks their
$version attribute. If the class broker encounters a duplicate name (i.e.
a second occurrence of the class in a different library), then it will use
the class with the highest $version attribute.
The $version check is done alphabetically, so that alphabetic characters
are always evaluated higher than numbers. Therefore, if you subclass a
MasterStudio class, we recommend giving your subclass a higher
version number by prefixing its $version attribute by a unique code
(such as the name of your company).
MasterStudio classes use the following version numbering convention:
1.2.3 b4, where 1 is a major upgrade, 2 is a major update, 3 is a minor
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update, b indicates a beta version and 4 indicates a major beta
increment.
4.2.4

Automatic Instantiation of Classes

For some class types, you can have the class broker instantiate them
immediately (i.e., when their library is first opened):
- Tasks:
The class broker opens these libraries without running their
Startup_Task method. However, to automatically instantiate tasks
in libraries opened by the class broker, you can add a <STARTUP/>
element to their $description class attribute.
- Managers:
The class broker of MasterStudio 2.x will also instantiate manager
objects if they contain a <STARTUP/> element to their $description
class attribute. Managers are described in chapter 4.5.
4.2.5

Patching Classes

When a library is first opened by the class broker, it is automatically
scanned for classes that match the attributes described in the previous
chapter. These classes are automatically added to the class registry.
Patch Library

$vcsbuildnotes

MasterStudio allows you to patch individual classes. You can send a
small patch library to end users, without needing to redeploy the entire
application. To do this, you simply copy the new version of the class
into an empty library. Make sure that the new class has a version
number that evaluates as a higher string than the original class'
$version attribute.
Before you send out the patch library, make sure that it does not contain
an <MO_CHECK> element in its $vcsbuildnotes attribute. If it does, the
user's class broker may not update its cross-library references.
Also, depending on the type of class you are patching, make sure that
the attributes of the patch library (such as $iconlib, $keyevents and
$rmouseevents) and its #STYLES system table match the attributes of
the class' original library.

4.2.6

Subclassing Classes

You can also use the $version attribute to have MasterStudio (and your
own applications) use a subclass of a MasterStudio class, rather than the
original MasterStudio class. This allows you to enhance MasterStudio
classes without touching the original MasterStudio libraries.
After you create a subclass of a MasterStudio class, copy it into your
own library and rename it so the subclass has the same name as its
superclass. Prefix the subclass' $version by the name of your company,
so that it evaluates higher than the original class. Then, set $external to
kTrue and add the <MO> tag to the $desc attribute.
Finally, remove the <MO_CHECK> attribute from the $vcsbuildnotes
attribute of the MasterStudio library. The next time you open the root
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context, the class broker will recognize that a newer version of the class
exists. The class broker will automatically replace any references to the
original class by references to your new subclass.

⇒ Whenever you subclass an Omnis Studio window class, make sure that
you overload its $top, $left, $height, and $width properties.
Otherwise, the subclass window will only open with the superclass'
size and coordinates.
4.2.7

Class Factories

⇒ Before reading this chapter, please read chapter 3.1.5 about the
Abstract Factory design pattern.
MasterStudio consists of a large number of components that each
consist of one or more classes. Although most components can be
reused “as is”, you may want to enhance or even replace certain
MasterStudio classes in your own applications.
To make it easy to replace individual classes, MasterStudio implements
the abstract factory design pattern to implement dependencies between
classes. Instead of calling and referencing each other directly,
MasterStudio classes use two class factories to get the names of classes to
be used. These class factories are MoBaClassFactory (for base classes
belonging to components in the MasterStudio foundation layer) and
MoMdClassFactory (for MD classes belonging to components in the
Master-Detail layer).
Task variable
references

Class factory objects are instantiated by the contexts (tasks) in which
they are needed (see chapter 4.3). In any MasterStudio context, you call
the base class factory using task variable MoClassFactory. In MasterDetail window contexts, you call the MD class factory by using task
variable MdClassFactory.

Class Names
($nameOf…)

Each class factory has a large number of methods that start with
$nameOf. These methods all return the names of classes to be used. For
example:
Calculate className as MoClassFactory.$nameOfNotificationCenter
;; myClassName contains 'MoNotificationCenter'

If you want to use a different notification center throughout your
application, you can create a subclass of MoBaClassFactory and
override the $nameOfNotificationCenter method, returning the class
name of your notification center implementation. See “Subclassing a
Class Factory” below.
Class References

For classes that are used frequently, MasterStudio's class factories keep
item references in addition to their names. Instead of getting to a class
using its name, we can now use the class reference:
Set reference rClass to MoClassFactory.$notificationCenter
;; rClass points to
$root.$libs.MoBaseClasses.$objects.MoNotificationCenter

This is faster than referencing the class through the class broker,
avoiding the search in its class registry.
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As described in chapter 3.1.6, prototypes are object instances that are
constructed before they are needed. The MasterStudio base class factory
has several $prototype… methods that return these prepared object
instances. For example:
Calculate myDictionary as MoClassFactory.$prototypeDictionary
;; myDictionary contains a dictionary object instance

Prototypes are especially useful for objects of which many instances are
created.
Initialization of
Globals

Class factories are the first objects that are instantiated by MasterStudio
contexts. Their $construct thus provides a good place for initialization
code. When they are instantiated, MasterStudio class factories initialize
global settings, variables and constants for the corresponding
framework layer. These are described in chapters 4.4 and 5.1.2.

Factory Methods

Since each framework layer has its own class factory, MasterStudio also
implements framework-specific factory methods there. For example, to
open a Master-Detail entity context, the $entityContextForClass
method is called:
Set reference iMyEmployeesWindowContextRef to
MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass('MyEmployeesDelegate').$ref
;; iMyEmployeesWindowContextRef points to
$root.$itasks.MyEmployeesDelegate

This specific factory method is further explained in chapter 5.1.3.
Subclassing a Class
Factory

After you override a default class factory (MoBaClassFactory or
MoMdClassFactory), you must tell MasterStudio's contexts to use your
class factory instead of the default one.
To have MasterStudio use a different base class factory, implement the
$contextClassFactoryName delegate method (see chapter 4.3.9). To
have MasterStudio use a different MD class factory, override the
$mdClassFactory method in your application context (see chapter
4.3.6).

⇒ This mechanism provides an alternative to subclassing or replacing a
MasterStudio class using the class broker (as was explained in chapter
4.2.6). The advantage here is that the subclass or replacement can have
a different class name and thus can reside in the same library.

4.3

MasterStudio Contexts
In MasterStudio, a context is an environment for object instances to live
in. An object's context provides variables and methods described on the
following pages. Each MasterStudio context is an instance of an Omnis
task class. All contexts inherit from the root context, which implements
the controller interface allowing it to instantiate subcontrollers including
subcontexts.

⇒ Although it is not a subclass of the controller object, a context does
implement the public interface (methods and attributes) of a controller,
as they are described in chapter 4.6.1. For conceptual information
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about the controller hierarchy, please read chapter 3.1.2 about the
Composite design pattern.
Subcontexts

MasterStudio subcontexts include application contexts and window
contexts. An application context provides services that are global for a
specific application that you build. For example, an application context
usually opens one or more database sessions that are used by the
application's window contexts.
Each main application window that you build will be opened by a
window context. A window context is the controller for a stand-alone
window. It manages and “holds” the window's data, so that the data is
persistent, even if the user temporarily closes the visible window. Each
window context instantiates a number of subcontrollers that manage
individual parts of the window. These parts are called components.
Each window context thus instantiates one or more component
controllers.

A typical controller hierarchy
MasterStudio contexts appear as nodes in
the $itasks branch of the Omnis notation
inspector. The picture on the right shows
the $itasks node after the Employees
window of the MasterStudio demo
application is opened.
Note that Omnis does not necessarily show
contexts in order, and does not distinguish
between their levels in the controller
hierarchy (root, application, window). The
instance of a library's Startup_Task is named after the library's default
name, DemoLibrary in this example.
Note that the window context DemoMdEmployeesDelegate is named
after the delegate class used for the Master-Detail window context. This
name is also used for the window instance (which appears in the
$iwindows node as long as the window is actually open).
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Opening and Closing Contexts

Contexts are usually opened from within the supercontroller they
belong to. For example, a window context is typically opened by the
corresponding application context. The contexts manager's
$openContext method is used to open a new context. When a context
is opened, you must pass it a reference to its supercontroller, so it can
“nest” itself in the controller hierarchy. The contexts manager is further
explained in chapter 4.5.3.

⇒ The root context and application contexts can also be instantiated from
the Omnis Studio Browser. Simply right-click their class and choose
the Open Task command.
$close

$finishInitialization

A context is closed by calling its $close() method, or by choosing
Close Task in the Omnis Studio Browser. Note that closing an
application context will also close any of its window contexts.
This method is called right after it finishes its $construct. You should
override this method to initialize your own variables and objects, or to
add your own subcontrollers. Normally, you should return kTrue.
If your own code fails, you may return kFalse to close the context. This
will fail if $mayClose returns kFalse. If you want to test whether the
context may open or not, you should use $shouldOpen instead of
$finishInitialization.

⇒ Instead of overriding $finishInitialization, you may implement
the $contextFinishInitialization delegate method (see chapter
4.3.9).
$mayClose

If any of the subcontexts refuses to close itself, then the application
context (or root context) will also refuse to close. Any controller (and
thus any context) may refuse to close by returning kFalse from its
$mayClose method.

⇒ Instead of overriding $mayClose, you may implement the
$contextMayClose delegate method (see chapter 4.3.9).
$shouldOpen

A context's $shouldOpen method is called right before the context
finishes initializing itself. If you override this method and return
kFalse, then the context will not open (automatically closing itself
instead of finishing the initialization process). In that case, the context's
$mayClose method is not called.
You should override $shouldOpen instead of $construct if you want
the context's services (notification center, managers) to be available
when checking whether the context may indeed be opened.
Note that the context is not yet connected to the controller hierarchy
when $shouldOpen is called, so you may not add subcontrollers at this
stage. Use $finishInitialization instead.

⇒ Instead of overriding $shouldOpen, you may implement the
$contextShouldConstruct delegate method (see chapter 4.3.9).
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Like any controller, a context implements $willDestruct. Override this
method (instead of $destruct) to clean up your own objects and
variables before the context closes.

⇒ Instead of overriding $willDestruct, you may implement the
$contextWillDestruct delegate method (see chapter 4.3.9).
4.3.2

Context Variables

A MasterStudio context provides a number of variables that point to
essential services provided by the context. Here's an alphabetic listing of
variables available in any MasterStudio context:
MoClassFactory

MoClassFactory points to the default class factory, which is
instantiated by the root context and copied into every subcontext
(unless the subcontext uses a different class factory class). For a detailed
description of class factories, see example 3 in chapter 3.1.5 and chapter
4.2.7.
You can use MoClassFactory to get names of MasterStudio component
classes, references to MasterStudio components, and object prototypes.
See example 3 in chapter 3.1.5.

MoConstants

MoConstants points to constants provided by the MasterStudio
foundation layer. See chapter 4.4.1. The example below returns a list of
all subcontrollers for the current context.
Calculate list as
MoContext.$controllerEnumeration(
MoConstants.kMoEnumerationSubcontrollers)

MoContext

MoContext points to the current context itself. Rather than using
$ctask, you should always refer to MoContext. This is because in
Omnis Studio, $ctask may point to a different task while objects are
still being constructed. $ctask also may point to a different task than
expected when objects in different tasks call each other.
The following line of code is found behind the Quit/Exit option in the
Demo application menu:
Quit method MoContext.$close()

MoContextRoot

MoContextRoot points to the root context. You use this reference to
refer to services uniquely provided by the root context, such as
observing the global notification center (see chapter 4.11.1):
Do MoContextRoot.$notificationCenter().
$addObserver(MoContext.$objectPath,
'$evLanguageChanged',
MoConstants.kMoNotificationLanguageChanged)

MoF
MoManagerContexts
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to open subcontexts and to manage multiple applications (to be
implemented in a future version of MasterStudio).
MoManagerFunctions

MoManagerFunctions points to the functions manager, which is
instantiated by the root context (see chapter 4.5.4). The functions
manager offers miscellaneous functions that enhance Omnis Studio's
feature set. You can use shortcut MoF instead of typing the full name of
this task variable:
Set reference iMoPrimaryKeyRef to
MoF.$primaryKeyOfSchemaClass(
MoF.$classRefForName($cinst.$sqlclassname)).$ref

MoManagerLanguage

MoManagerLanguage points to the MasterStudio language manager,
which is responsible localization of the base framework layer (see
chapter 4.13). You can use the language manager to get the current
language using MoManagerLanguage.$currentLanguage.

MoManagerPlatform

MoManagerPlatform points to the platform manager, which is
instantiated by the root context (see chapter 4.5.8).
The platform manager should be used for anything platform-specific. It
essentially replaces Omnis' sys(6) and sys(7) functions:
Calculate MoPublic.MoTxRightMouse as
pick(MoManagerPlatform.$isMac,'right-click','Ctrl-click')

MoManagerPreferencesLocal

MoManagerPreferencesLocal points to the local preferences manager,
which is instantiated by the root context. See chapter 4.5.9 for more
information on saving local user preferences.

MoManagerSchemas

MoManagerSchemas points to the schemas manager, which is
instantiated by the root context (see chapter 4.5.10).

MoManagerWindows

MoManagerWindows points to the windows manager, which is
instantiated by each application context. The windows manager
provides services that manage the windows in an application, including
saving and restoring coordinates (see chapter 4.5.11).

MoNC

MoPublic

MoNC points to the notification center of the current context. It is
synonymous (but faster and easier to type) to
MoContext.$notificationCenter().
MoPublic points to global variables provided by the MasterStudio
foundation layer. The file class referenced by this variable mostly
contains localized versions of strings used in MasterStudio. See chapter
4.4.2.

⇒ Note that application contexts add the MdClassFactory reference,
which points to the class factory for the Master-Detail framework layer
(only if the MoMasterDetailClasses library is present).
MD window contexts offer references MdClassFactory,
MdConstants, and MdPublic.
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Context Methods

In addition to being a controller (see chapters 3.1.2 and 4.6) and
providing context variables (see above), a MasterStudio context also
provides a number of services that objects in the context can use.
$application

This attribute returns a reference to the current application context. It
can be used to access the application context from within any of its
window contexts, as in:
Ok message [MoContext.$application().$objectPath]
;; displays the Omnis reference path to the application context

$classBroker

$classRef

This attribute returns a reference to the class broker (described in
chapter 4.2). Normally, MasterStudio only uses one class broker, which
is instantiated by the root context. So by default, subcontexts return a
reference to the root context's class broker.
Use $classRef to call the class broker's $classRef function. This
method is provided as a handy shortcut; the following lines do exactly
the same thing:
Set reference myClassRef to
MoContext.$classRef('ClassName').$ref
Set reference myClassRef to
MoContext.$classBroker().$classRef('ClassName').$ref

$codeError

Method $codeError is used by MasterStudio components to handle
code error messages in a standardized way, with minimal impact on the
Omnis Studio method stack. Rather than including an Ok message in
your code, you can call MoContext.$codeError, passing a reference to
the current method (usually $cmethod), the error text, and optionally
the error type:
- MoConstants.kMoErrorTypeTrace causes the error to be sent to the
trace log only. Does not do anything if you are running in a runtime
version of Omnis.
- MoConstants.kMoErrorTypeWarning,
MoConstants.kMoErrorTypeFatal,
MoConstants.kMoErrorTypeUnexpected: Appends an appropriate
error text (localized for the user's language) and displays an error
message. In developer versions of Omnis, this error includes a
message reminding you how to break into the code:

If you enter the debugger, be sure to never clear the method stack, for if
you do, MasterStudio's event handling may no longer work. After
checking the code in the debugger, simply press the Go button. If you
do accidentally clear the method stack, you should close and re-open
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the root context. This is most easily accomplished by closing the main
library and reopening it.
In runtime mode, the same message looks as follows:

$contextIcon

$contextName

$contextIcon is the icon used by the context instance. MasterStudio
uses it for the About… menu line icon in its context menus. An
application context's icon is displayed in the dialog message that
appears before the application is closed. By default, this method returns
$contextIcon of the supercontroller (so a subcontext has the same icon
as its containing context).
$contextName is the descriptive name used by the context instance.
MasterStudio uses it as the default title of any dialogs and panels
opened in the context, as well as in the text of the application's close
warning dialog.

$delegate

The $delegate attribute of a context returns a reference to its delegate,
or #NULL if the context has no delegate. See chapter 3.2.1 about the
delegation concept and chapter 4.3.9 about context delegate methods.

$focusButtons

MasterStudio component controllers manage the Omnis Studio
$canfocusbuttons attribute on a per-subwindow basis, rather than a
per-library basis. The context $focusbuttons attribute provides a
default for all of its subcomponents. By default, MasterStudio contexts
return their library's $canfocusbuttons attribute. A context can
override this and return kFocus, kNoFocus, or kPlatformDefault. See
chapter 4.6.2 about components.

$left, $top, $width,
$height

These context attributes return the coordinates of the context area. For
window contexts whose window instance is open, this returns the
coordinates of the corresponding window instance. For other contexts,
this returns the coordinates of the main screen. MasterStudio uses these
coordinates to center dialog boxes on top of their corresponding
component.

$managers

Each context has a number of managers that do most of its work. These
managers are object instances that are managed by a managers manager.
The managers manager is an object that is responsible for constructing
an destructing context managers. The root context's managers are
instantiated by the root managers manager described in chapter 4.5.1.
Subcontext managers are instantiated by the subcontext managers
manager described in chapter 4.5.2.
The $managers attribute returns the managers manager of the context.
It allows you to access any manager instantiated by a context, even if it
is not the current context (for which you could use the MoManager…
references).
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You can even call a manager from outside any MasterStudio context by
calling the root context's managers directly, as in:
Do $root.$itasks.MoContextRoot.$managers().
$managerContexts().$openContext(
$root.$itasks.MoContextRoot,'DemoApplication')
Returns iDemoApplicationRef

$notificationCenter

This attribute returns a reference to the notification center of the context.
Each context has its own notification center, as is explained in chapter
4.11.1.
To get to the current application's notification center, use
MoContext.$application().$notificationCenter().$….
To get to the global notification center, use
MoContextRoot.$notificationCenter().$….
To call the notification center of the current context, you can use
MoContext.$notificationCenter().$…, but it is easier and faster to
use context variable MoNC.

$palettes

This method returns a reference to a subcontext's palettes manager. See
chapter 4.5.6.

$subfolderName

This attribute returns the name of the subfolder whose libraries will
automatically be opened by the class broker when the context is
constructed. If this attribute is empty, then no subfolder is opened by
the context. See chapter 4.2.1.

⇒ Instead of overriding the $subfolderName attribute, you may
implement the $contextSubfolderName delegate method (see
chapter 4.3.9).
4.3.4

Product Information

Each context can implement methods that
provide information about the product the
context represents. The root context, for
example, returns attributes for MasterStudio
Framework for Omnis. A PlanBoard window
context returns information about PlanBoard
for Omnis Studio. Your application should return information about Your
Application.
Product attributes include $productIcon, $productText,
$productCode, $productName, $productCopyright, $productUrl, and
$productVersion. Please refer to the source code for information on
the type of values that each method must return.
Subcontexts that belong to the same product (such as window contexts
that were instantiated by an application context) will automatically
return the product attributes of their supercontroller. As shown on the
right, each window context automatically appends an About... command
to its context menus. This option opens a dialog box showing product
information that automatically includes copyright information for any
supercontrollers.
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Automatic About... Dialog for any Context

⇒ The contents of the About... dialog are managed by the MasterStudio
license manager, MoManagerLicense. This class is locked, as it forces
the display of the dialog box in the last option of the context menu.
4.3.5

Root Context

The root context, class MoContextRoot, is the first MasterStudio
component that you instantiate from your main library. This results in a
single task instance ($root.$itasks.MoContextRoot) that provides
functions needed by MasterStudio. From within any MasterStudio
context, you access the root context using task variable MoContextRoot.
It is recommended that you also define a task variable in your own tasks
and have it reference the root context. This is explained in chapter 4.1.3.
The root context may only be instantiated once. You can test whether
the root context is already open by using the following test:
If isnull($root.$itasks.$findname('MoContextRoot'))
…

The root context first instantiates the class broker, which in turn opens
the other MasterStudio libraries.
Before instantiating its managers, the root context opens the base class
factory. So if you provide an alternative class factory using the
$contextClassFactoryName method, then you can influence the
managers that the root context instantiates. See chapter 4.3.9.
Managers of the root context are instantiated by the root managers
manager. See chapter 4.5.1.
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Application Contexts

An application context
provides global services,
including database
sessions and a manager
that keeps track of the
application's open
windows, for each
application you build using MasterStudio. To create your own
application context, subclass MoContextApplicationSuperclass. For
an example of what an application context typically does, see class
DemoApplication in the DemoLibrary library.
If your application needs classes from its own sub libraries, override the
$subfolderName attribute and return the name of the folder in which
they reside (see chapter 4.2.1). Give your application a name and an icon
by overriding $contextName and $contextIcon. Enter your
application's product information into the product attributes (see
chapter 4.3.4).
You normally override $shouldOpen to instantiate the application's
database sessions and to check the environment. If this fails (for
instance, if the user is running on the wrong operating system version)
you can return kFalse causing the application context to remain closed.
An application's $finishInitialization method usually installs
global application menus, toolbars and palettes and it replaces the file
menu. The $willDestruct method should remove these objects before
the application context is closed.
An application context is instantiated using the context manager's
$openContext method (see chapter 4.5.3).
$mayClose

By default, the application context will open a dialog message before a
user closes the application:

Your application can change this default behavior by overriding
$mayClose.
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You should override the $session attribute and have it return a
reference to the correct database session object instance. Master-Detail
windows call this method, passing in the name of the corresponding
SQL class name as the first parameter. You can use this parameter to use
a different database session for each window or even for each database
entity.
Switch pClassName
Case 'SpecificSchemaClass'
Quit method iSpecificSessionObjectInstance.$ref
Default
Quit method iDefaultSessionObjectInstance.$ref
End Switch

$textForError

Your application may override the $textForError method to return
application-specific or translated database error messages. Whenever
$sqlerror of a MasterStudio table class is called, an error message is
queued. MasterStudio automatically appends these error messages, and
displays them in a single error dialog with appropriate previous and
next buttons:

Default error message
By overriding $textForError and entering the following code, the
same error message changes to something friendlier:
Switch pErrorCode
Case -80
Quit method 'This is a friendly warning...////
Something went wrong in the database.'
Default
Quit method pErrorText
End Switch

Overridden error message using $textForError
Users can still click on the More Info... button to reveal the original error
message:
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The same error message after clicking the More Info button
Note that $textForError receives parameters that include any known
details about the error, including a reference to the method that caused
it. This allows you to return very specific error messages to the user.
Refer to the source code of MoContextApplicationSuperclass for the
full parameter list.
4.3.7

Window Contexts

A window context is an
Omnis task that acts as the
controller of a standalone
window in an application.
In many cases, you do not
need to create your own
window context class.
Master-Detail windows use
the MdWindowContext class; PlanBoard windows use the PbContext
class. To create your own window contexts, create a subclass of
MoContextWindowSuperclass.
A window context, like any other context, implements the controller
interface. It also implements all the methods and attributes of a
component controller (see chapter 4.6.2). A window context's component
is the window class instance: $componentIsPrepared returns kTrue if
the window instance is open; $component returns a reference to the
open window instance (or #NULL).
Like any component, a window context must add subcontrollers for any
of its subcomponents by calling $addSubcontroller in its
$finishInitialization method. See chapter 4.6.2.
Opening a
Window Context

A window context is instantiated before the corresponding window is
opened using the $openWindow method (described below). A basic
window context is instantiated by using the contexts manager's
$openContext method (see chapter 4.5.3). Master-Detail contexts can
also be opened using the $entityContextForClass method of the
MD class factory. A PlanBoard window context is automatically opened
by the PlanBoard delegate object.
When a window is first opened or brought to the front, the window
context's $eventResponder will post the
MoConstants.kMoNotificationRevealTaskObjects notification to the
window context's notification center. By listening to this notification,
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your window implementation can install appropriate palettes, toolbars,
etc. when the window becomes active.
When another window becomes active (or when the window is closed),
the default $deactivate method will post the
MoConstants.kMoNotificationHideTaskObjects notification to the
window context's notification center. By listening to this notification,
your window implementation can hide any objects that need to be
hidden while the window is inactive.
Closing a
Window Context

The window context maintains the window's data until the window
context is specifically closed. A window context is closed by calling its
$close() method, by closing any of its supercontrollers (such as the
corresponding application context or the root context), or by rightclicking its class in the Omnis Studio Browser.

⇒ As a handy shortcut, MasterStudio also allows you to close a
window's context by holding the <Shift> and <Ctrl> keys while
clicking on the Window's close box (<Shift> and <Command> on the
Mac). This allows you to easily debug a window and its controllers by
re-instantiating it after you change its code. Note that you do not need
to close the window context after you modify anything in a
corresponding window class.
$bringViewToFront

This method brings a context's view to the front. This is similar to
Omnis Studio's $bringtofront window method, except that it works
for the window context rather than the window itself. This method
returns kFalse if the window is not currently open.

$closeWindow

This method is used to close a window context's view. This method can
fail if any of the subcontrollers returns kFalse from its $mayClose
method. The method returns kTrue if the window instance was closed
already.

$contextName

When its window is open, a window context returns the window title
from its $contextName attribute. Otherwise, the attribute returns an
empty string.

$openWindow

You use the $openWindow method to have the window context open its
view. If the window is open already, this calls $bringViewToFront.
Just like you can with the Omnis rWindowClass.$open() method, you
can pass an optional window location and coordinates to the
$openWindow method. In addition to the standard kWindow… location
constants, MasterStudio allows you to pass
MoConstants.kMoWindowSaved to have the window restore the
previously used coordinates from the user preferences.
MoConstants.kMoWindowSaved is the default location for MasterStudio
window contexts, where additional coordinate parameters you pass into
the method will only be used the very first time the window is opened.
Rather than calling $openWindow directly, you can open a window by
sending a notification. To enable this, $openWindow accepts a
notification object instead of a window location constant. So you can
trigger a window to be opened by calling $openWindow as part of the
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$notifyOnce method (see chapter 4.11.2). In this case, $userInfo of the
notification should contain the window location constant.
By default, MasterStudio automatically remembers the coordinates and
sizes of windows (and framesets) by storing them in the local user
preferences file. When a window is opened for the very first time (or
after the user has deleted the preferences file), you can specify the initial
coordinates and sizes by calling the following method in the windows
manager (see chapter 4.5.11):
Do MoManagerWindows.$initializeCoordinates(
MoContext.$objectPath, '0,0,720,480')

$windowClassName

You override this method and return the name of the window class to
be used by the window context, unless your window context has
overridden the $generateComponent method, which you could use to
switch window classes on the fly, or even generate a window class
dynamically.
You do not need to override $windowClassName if your window class
matches the instance name of the window context.

4.3.8

Custom Contexts

You can create your own contexts by subclassing
MoContextSubSuperclass. You would do this if you needed a
persistent, well-encapsulated (thus independent) environment in which
to instantiate objects. Your own contexts can become subcontrollers of
any other contexts, so that they are automatically closed when your
supercontroller closes.
You can subclass MoContextSubSuperclass if you want to define
global task variables that are accessible from any of your other contexts.
You must do this using the class broker's versioning mechanism, as
described in chapter 4.2.6.
Managers of subcontexts (including application contexts and window
contexts) are instantiated by the subcontext managers manager. See
chapter 4.5.2.
4.3.9

Context Delegate Methods

Rather than subclassing a context, you can implement any of the
following delegate methods. You pass a reference to your delegate
object as the fourth parameter of the $openContext method, or as the
first parameter if you open a context directly using $open().
pObjectPath

Each delegate method that you choose to implement receives the object
path of the context instance as its first parameter. This allows your
delegate to work with multiple context instances.

⇒ Delegation is described in detail in chapter 3.2.1. Please read the
second example in that chapter before proceeding.
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$contextClassFactoryName

Implement this delegate method to have your context use a different
base class factory (thus overriding the default name
MoBaClassFactory).

$contextFinishInitialization

Implement this delegate method to execute code before the context
finishes initializing itself. It is called right before the default
$finishInitialization method (see chapter 4.3.1). If you return
kFalse, then the context will call its own $close() method.

$contextMayClose

You may implement this method and return kFalse to stop the context
from closing. This method is called after the default $mayClose method
(see chapter 4.3.1).

$contextRootLanguage

Implement this message if you want to override the default language
that MasterStudio uses when it is first launched. Return the 2 or 5character language and region code, as described in chapter 4.13. The
language you return becomes the default language for any other objects
that are instantiated.

⇒ This delegate method is only available for the root context. It does not
receive any parameters.
$contextShouldConstruct

Implement this delegate method to execute code that determines
whether the context should indeed open. It is called right before the
default $shouldOpen method (see chapter 4.3.1). Return kTrue if the
context should finish opening.

$contextSubfolderName

This delegate method, if present, overrides the $subfoldername
attribute for the context. It allows you to specify the name of a folder
that the class broker must open before it initializes the context.

$contextWillDestruct

4.4

This delegate method, if present, is called right before the context is
unconditionally destroyed, right before the default $willDestruct
method (see chapter 4.3.1).

Global Variables and Settings
MasterStudio provides global constants and variables that are used by
framework components. This chapter describes the most important
global constants and variables that are available in the base framework
and in Omnis Studio itself. Chapter 5.1.2 describes constants and
variables provided by the Master-Detail framework.

4.4.1

Base Constants (MoConstants.kMo...)

MasterStudio uses fields in a standard file class to store constants that
are used throughout the framework. MasterStudio uses the file class
whose name matches attribute $nameOfBaConstants of the base class
factory (MoBaConstants by default).

⇒ You could theoretically copy this file class and add your own fields.
However, this is not recommended, as you'll have to do this each time
you receive a MasterStudio update. Instead, you should create your
own file class for your own constants.
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Constant names are prefixed with kMo…
Task variable MoConstants automatically points to the values of these
constants. This reference is defined in each MasterStudio context (see
chapter 4.3.2). To use a constant, you must prefix it by MoConstants..
When you need them in your code, constants are most easily dragged
from the Variables tab in the Omnis Studio Catalog (<F9>).
MasterStudio file classes start with characters Mo, so they are always
grouped together:

MasterStudio base constants with tooltip, viewed in the Omnis Studio Catalog
MoConstants.kMo...

As one of the very first things that happens when the root context is
opened, base constants are initialized by the base class factory.
Most constants have tooltips that describe their use. This manual only
describes constants as they are used by individual components
described in sections [4] and [5] in this manual.

⇒ You should always use MoConstants.kMoConstantName rather
than the value it represents. Future versions of MasterStudio may use
different internal values for the same constant.
Tokenized Class
Variables

One disadvantage of using the MoConstants reference, is that the
constants are not tokenized by Omnis Studio resulting in slightly
decreased performance. For constants that are used very often,
MasterStudio framework speed was enhanced by copying the constants
into class variables.
In practice, this means that constants (kMo... and kMd... variables)
were replaced by class variables whose name starts with "ck". For
example, controllers, contexts, and managers offer the following
constant variables that you can use instead of
MoConstants.kMoVarName:
ckCoalesceKeepFirst, ckCoalescingOnName,
ckCoalescingOnObjectPath, ckNoCoalescing,
ckConditionContextOpened, ckConditionRedraws,
ckEnumerationPublicSubcontrollers,
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ckEnumerationSubcontrollers, ckMessageTypeAsk,
ckMessageTypeDanger, ckMessageTypeInfo, ckMessageTypeWarning,
ckPostASAP, ckPostNow, ckPostWhenIdle
It is important to recognize that these class variables are initialized
explicitly (usually in $construct or $connectToSupercontroller of
the first instance), rather than using the Omnis "initial value" field.
Otherwise, the tokenized constant values are not initialized
automatically if they are first referenced by a method in a subclass.
4.4.2

Base Variables (MoPublic.Mo...)

For global variables, MasterStudio uses the file class whose name
matches attribute $nameOfBaPublic of the base class factory
(MoBaPublic by default).
Global variable names start with MoPu…. Translated string names start
with MoTx…. Task variable MoPublic automatically points to the values
of these variables. This reference is defined in each MasterStudio context
(see chapter 4.3.2). To use a variable, you must prefix it by MoPublic..
As with constants, the easiest way to select variable names is to drag
them from the Omnis Studio Catalog (see the previous chapter).
MoPublic.MoTx...

Global variables starting with MoTx… are used to hold strings,
automatically translated into the user's language by a language manager
(see chapter 4.13).

MoPublic.MoPu...

Global variables starting with MoPu… are used to keep track of global
MasterStudio states while handling events and executing code:
- MoPublic.MoPuRespondersAreDisabled is temporarily incremented
while MasterStudio is executing code or handling events. As long as
this variable is larger than zero, MasterStudio will not accept any
new events. This avoids that MasterStudio pushes more methods
onto the Omnis method stack while it is already executing code,
when additional user events come in.
If MasterStudio did not use this variable to stop event handling
temporarily, then Omnis mouse events and tab changes could cause
events to be handled before the previous code finishes executing.
To temporarily disable event handling while your code executes, use
the following code:
Calculate MoPublic.MoPuRespondersAreDisabled as
MoPublic.MoPuRespondersAreDisabled+1
;; Your code here
Calculate MoPublic.MoPuRespondersAreDisabled as
MoPublic.MoPuRespondersAreDisabled-1

⇒ Note that MoPublic.PuRespondersAreDisabled must always be
incremented and decremented in the same method.
If you clear the method stack while Omnis is executing a nested
method, the decrement may never happen, causing MasterStudio's
controllers to remain disabled. MasterStudio will no longer react to
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user events, dialog boxes will no longer react to button presses, and
keyboard or mouse events will seem to be delayed.
If this happens, we recommend closing the root context and reopening
it. Or, you can manually reset thePuRespondersAreDisabled
variable by right-clicking it in the Omnis Studio Catalog.
- MoPublic.MoPuMsgCanceled is a global Boolean variable that
contains kTrue after a MasterStudio message is dismissed using its
Cancel command. It is conceptually similar to Omnis Studio's built-in
msgcanceled() function, which does the same for Omnis' built in
message boxes. See chapter 4.8.2 for more information about
MasterStudio dialog messages.
- MoPublic.MoPuEnteringData is a global Boolean variable that is
kTrue while MasterStudio is using Omnis' Enter data command.
Certain events (such as context menu handling) are disabled while
this is true, avoiding exceeding the Omnis Studio method stack limit.
4.4.3

Omnis Modes and Preferences

Omnis Studio has a large number of global settings, found in the
$root.$modes and $root.$prefs branches of the Omnis notation tree.
Please refer to chapter 4.1.1 for a listing of prerequisites needed for
MasterStudio to work well in the Omnis Studio environment.
Below is a listing of global settings that may be temporarily modified by
MasterStudio's components.
$maxcachedclasses

The base class factory (class MoBaClassFactory) increases the Omnis
class cache ($root.$prefs.$maxcachedclasses) using the value
returned from its $minimumCachedClasses method.
MasterStudio will not decrease the class cache if it was already higher
than $minimumCachedClasses.

$showsystemfocus

$stacklimit

When $root.$prefs.$showsystemfocus is kTrue, then Omnis will
draw a border around a field or grid that currently contains the cursor.
Unfortunately, Omnis does not always reliably remove this focus border
when working with nested subwindows and grids, which are used
extensively in MasterStudio. Therefore, MasterStudio window contexts
will automatically switch off this preference while they are active. The
setting is reset to the previous value as soon as a non-MasterStudio task
becomes the active task.
MasterStudio requires the Omnis method stack limit to be at least a
certain value to work reliably. The base class factory (class
MoBaClassFactory) increases the Omnis method stack limit
($root.$modes.$stacklimit) using the value returned from method
$minimumMethodsOnStack.
MasterStudio will not decrease the method stack limit if it was already
higher than $minimumMethodsOnStack.
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Managers
Managers are objects that provide services and add functionality to
other objects. MasterStudio contexts and controllers typically instantiate
several managers that allow them to offer a wide variety of services.
As described in chapters 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, MasterStudio contexts provide
task variables and a $managers attribute that allow you to access their
often-used managers directly.
This chapter describes MasterStudio's base managers and explains their
most relevant methods.

⇒ The License Manager, MoManagerLicense, is a locked class used to
manage your MasterStudio license information. It is not described in
this chapter.
Language managers are described in chapters 4.13 and 5.1.2.
Managers in the Master-Detail framework layer are described in
chapters 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.4.4.
Managers inherit from MoManagerSuperclass, whose most important
attributes are listed here:
$objectIsValid

A manager returns kTrue if it was instantiated successfully. Otherwise,
the manager returns #NULL. This allows a controller to test whether its
manager is working properly (a controller may return kFalse from its
$finishInitialization method if any of its managers could not be
created). Also see chapter 6.2.6.

$objectPath

This returns the notation path to the object. When constructing a
manager instance, its object path must always be passed as the first
parameter of the $new() command. This concept is further explained in
chapter 6.2.3.

$objectPath
Changed

Most managers are instantiated once, basing their initial object path on
the path of the controller that instantiated them. If the manager object
instance is then copied to a different controller, its object path changes.
The new controller must inform the manager object instance that its
path has changed by calling the $switchObjectPath method.
Right after this happens, the $objectPathChanged method is called.
Here, you can execute code that depends on the manager's object path.
For instance, the manager can register itself as a notification observer
with its new object path “address” (see chapter 4.11 about notifications).

$objectPathWillChange
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The $objectPathWillChange method is called right before the path of
a manager object instance is changed (because it was copied to a
different container object, i.e. to a different variable). In this method, the
manager should deregister itself with any other objects that were aware
of its path. For instance, the manager can deregister itself from any
notification centers it was observing using their $removeObserver
method.
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Root Managers

When the MasterStudio root
context is opened, it instantiates
the root managers manager, class
MoManagersRoot. This manager,
which is usually stored in the
MoBaseClasses library but can
be overridden using the class
factory, is responsible for
constructing and destructing the
managers of the root context. It is
also responsible for data
exchange between objects in
MasterStudio (see below).
The root managers manager
instance can be accessed using notation MoContextRoot.$managers. As
is explained in chapter 4.3.2, the root context sets item references to
most of its managers so you can easily access them using MoManager…
instead of MoContextRoot.$managers().$manager….
$finishInitialization

When the root managers are instantiated, the managers themselves are
not accessible immediately. The $finishInitialization method of
the root managers manager is called after it has finished constructing all
of the root managers.

Accessor Methods

Currently, the root context managers manager opens managers that can
also be accessed using the $managerContexts (see chapter 4.5.3),
$managerFunctions (see chapter 4.5.4), $managerLicense (locked class
used for MasterStudio Developer License management),
$managerPlatform (see chapter 4.5.11), $managerPreferences (see
chapter 4.5.9), and $managerWindows (see chapter 4.5.11).
Data Exchange Facilities

In a dynamic application built with MasterStudio, objects often need
data from each other. For instance, when a user selects (double-clicks) a
record in one window, it may need to be pasted into another window.
Although we need dependencies between objects, we do not want to
hard-code these dependencies, because controller instances may have a
different reference (notation path) each time they are used.
One way of creating “dynamic dependencies” between objects is to use
the Observer design pattern described in chapter 3.1.4, where one object
can observe notifications sent by another object.
The root managers manager offers another facility enabling data
exchange between objects. This is based on the concept of data suppliers
and data requesters. A data supplier is an object that makes some kind of
data available to another object in the application. The requester calls
the data supplier, which in turn registers itself with the root managers
manager as a data supplier for the requester.
Example: GotoReturn Mechanism
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button is used to look up another entity, the $gotoData method of the
other entity finds the appropriate record(s) and either returns it to the
requesting entity immediately, or opens a grid window in which the
user can make a selection. The data supplier activates a command that
can be used to return its selection to the data requester. When the user
selects one or more records using this command, the requester's
$returnData method is called.

Goto-Return Mechanism

⇒ The Master-Detail list manager implements the Goto-Return
Mechanism (see chapter 5.3.3).
Requester Interface

A data requester must implement a $cancelDataSupply method that is
called whenever the data supplier becomes invalid. The requester must
call $cancelDataRequests when it is destroyed.

Supplier Interface

A data supplier must implement a $cancelDataRequest method that is
called whenever a requester becomes invalid. The supplier must call
$cancelDataSupply when it is destroyed.

$registerDataSupplier

When an object requests data from another object, the other object must
call $registerDataSupplier to register itself. This creates a temporary
dependency between the supplier and the requester. The supplier must
always call $cancelDataSupply before it is destroyed, usually in its
$destruct or its $willDestruct method.
A data supplier must remember who has requested its data by keeping
track of the requester's object path:
Do MoContextRoot.$managers().$registerDataSupplier(
iObjectPath,pReturnObjectPath_opt)

$cancelDataRequests
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An object that asks another object to supply it with data (i.e., the
requester) must call $cancelDataRequests before it is destroyed. This
breaks the dependency between the requester and any of its suppliers.
At this moment the data supplier's $cancelDataRequest method is
called automatically, allowing the data supplier to disable the
mechanism by which users can activate the data transfer.
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When a data supplier is destroyed, it calls the $cancelDataSupply
method. This breaks the dependency between the supplier and any of
its requesters. At this moment, the $cancelDataSupply method of each
requester is called automatically.
Subcontext Managers

When a MasterStudio subcontext
is opened, it instantiates the
subcontext managers manager,
class MoManagersSubcontexts.
This manager, which is usually
stored in the MoBaseClasses
library but can be overridden
using the class factory, offers
methods for constructing and
destroying managers.
$openManager

A manager (i.e. a subclass of
MoManagerSuperclass) is
instantiated by calling
MoContext.$managers().
$openManager. You pass in the name of the class to be constructed and
the object variable in which the manager instance will be created. This
variable must be added to the context. If it is an instance variable, then a
manager instance will be created for each instance of the class. If the
variable is a class variable, then only one manager instance will be
created, regardless of the number of window instances.
The following method is used by each application context to open a
windows manager:
Do iContextManagers.$openManager(
MoClassFactory.$nameOfManagerWindows, ;; class name
iContextApplicationManagerWindows)
;; instance variable

$openManagerByRef

This method is used to open a manager to which you already have a
class reference.
The following method is used by the Master-Detail window context to
instantiate its MD window manager (this uses a reference to the class to
avoid having to look up the class name each time an MD window is
opened):
Do iContextManagers.$openManagerByRef(
MdClassFactory.$managerWindow,
;; reference to the class
iMdManagerWindow,
;; instance variable
cMoMdLanguages)
;; first $construct parameter

4.5.3

Contexts Manager

The contexts manager, class MoManagerContexts unless overridden in
the class factory, is used to open MasterStudio contexts (described in
chapter 4.3) and to manage MasterStudio applications. The contexts
manager is instantiated in the root context and can be referenced using
task variable MoManagerContexts.
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This method is used to open a context by specifying its supercontroller,
class name, optional instance name, and optional delegate. The method
returns a reference to the newly opened context, or a reference to #NULL
if the new context returned kFalse from its $shouldOpen or
$finishInitialization methods.
By default, the new context's instance name matches its class name. If a
context with the same instance name is open already, a reference to that
context is returned.
The following method could be used to open a new subcontext from
within its parent context:
Do MoManagerContexts().$openContext(
$cinst,'TaskClassName','myContextInstanceName',$cinst)
Returns iSubContextRef

⇒ Application management functions provided by the contexts manager
are not part of the current MasterStudio specification and so are not
documented here.
4.5.4

Functions Manager

The functions manager, class MoManagerFunctions, is an object
instantiated by the root context, providing miscellaneous functions that
enhance Omnis Studio. The functions manager can be referenced using
task variable MoF (shortcut for the longer MoManagerFunctions that was
used before MasterStudio 1.1).
Below is a listing of the most relevant methods that you are likely to use
in your code, divided into Class Functions, General Functions, String
Functions, Window Functions, Window Object Functions.

⇒ Please refer to chapter 3.2.2 for a description of the use of XML in
MasterStudio. Message functions and dialogs are explained in chapter
4.8.2.
Class Functions

The following functions are handy for working with Omnis classes:
$classNameForRef

MoF.$classNameForRef(prClass) returns the name of a class
referenced by prClass, where the name returned has the Omnis
LibraryName.ClassName convention.
Calculate myClassName as MoF.$classNameForRef(rClass)
;; myClassName now contains 'MoBaseClasses.MoNotification',
assuming that rClass points to
$root.$libs.MoBaseClasses.$objects.MoNotification

$classRefForName
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named class, where pClassName uses the Omnis LibraryName.ClassName
convention that is often found in Omnis attributes such as $classname,
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Set reference rClass to
MoF.$classRefForName('MoBaseClasses.MoNotification').$ref
;; rClass now points to
$root.$libs.MoBaseClasses.$objects.MoNotification

$primaryKeyOfSchemaClass

Function MoF.$primaryKeyOfSchemaClass(prClass) returns a
reference to the primary key column of class prClass.
Set reference iMoPrimaryKeyRef to
MoF.$primaryKeyOfSchemaClass(
MoF.$classRefForName('DemoPlanningSlotsSchema')).$ref
;; iMoPrimaryKeyRef now points to
$root.$libs.DemoDatabaseClasses.$schemas.
DemoPlanningSlotsSchema.$objs.PLN_SEQ

$schemaOfSqlClass

Function MoF.$schemaOfSqlClass(prClass) returns a reference to the
schema class of the passed prClass reference, where prClass can be a
schema class or a table class.
General Functions

This section contains functions that enhance the general Omnis Studio
function set:
$addListColumnsFromList

$fld

$getpict

Method MoF.$addListColumnsFromList( pfNewList,
pfOriginalList) adds all columns of the original list to the new list.
This is similar to defining the new list from the original list using
$copydefinition, except that it does not remove any columns or
values that are in the list already. Contrary to $copydefinition, the
new list does not copy the other list's table class definition.
Function MoF.$fld('literal') returns the value of a literal, allowing
you to pass a literal into a method that would normally only accept field
parameters.
MasterStudio cache of often-used pictures, such as the record status
icons displayed at the left of complex grids. For this purpose, the
function manager implements an in-memory picture cache that greatly
enhances the performance of the OmnisIcn Library.$getpict
function for pictures that are used repeatedly.
If you use function OmnisIcn Library.$getpict to repeatedly retrieve
the same icon pictures in your libraries, you can replace the function by
MoF.$getpict to speed that up.

$isNullOrEmpty

Method MoF.$isNullOrEmpty(pValue) returns kTrue if pValue is
empty, zero, or #NULL , as shown in the following example from a table
class that checks whether the primary key of the current row contains
any value:
If MoF.$isNullOrEmpty($cinst.[iPrimaryKeyName])
;; the primary key column does not contain any value
End if

$keyEventChangedData
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change a field's contents. In that case, $keyEventChangedData returns
kFalse.
This method should only be called from within an On evKey event
handler, event responder or control responder (see chapters 4.6.1 and
4.6.3), or after testing pEventCode:
Switch pEventCode
Case evKey
If MoF.$keyEventChangedData
;; the current field changed
End if
End Switch

String Functions
$addQuotes

This function returns a string enclosed in quotes. If the string contains
double quotes, then the string is enclosed in single quotes. Otherwise,
the string is enclosed by double quotes.
If a string contains both quotes and double quotes, then the double
quotes are converted to single quotes, and the string is returned
enclosed in double quotes.
Calculate myString MoF.$addQuotes("McDonald's")
;; myString now contains "McDonald's" (including the quotes)
Calculate myString MoF.$addQuotes('"Hello World"')
;; myString now contains '"Hello World"' (including the quotes)

$concatenateIndirections

This function removes Omnis indirections (square brackets) from a
string, and replaces them by a concatenation that can be evaluated using
the eval() function.
The following string:
Expand [$cinst.$expansionFrame().$controller().$paneName]

...becomes:
con("Expand ",$cinst.$expansionFrame().$controller().$paneName)

$conciseText

This function returns a concise version of a text variable you pass into it,
suitable for display in a tooltip. Carriage returns and line breaks are
replaced by bullets. If the text is too long, it is automatically suffixed by
an ellipsis.

$embed

MoF.$embed(pString,pPrefix,pSuffix) returns pString embedded
in pPrefix and pSuffix, unless the string is null or empty (in which
case an empty string is returned).

$getFromCsv

MoF.$getStringsFromCsv(pString, pRequestedStringIndex_opt)
returns a list with a single column containing the strings of commaseparated string pString. If you pass pRequestedStringIndex_opt
(containing the number of the requested string, e.g. 2 for the second
string) then this function returns the Xth string.
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MoF.$getStringsFromCsv(pString,pfr1…pfr10) puts the commaseparated values from pString into variables pfr1 through pfr10,
returning the number of strings found.
Calculate numberOfStrings as
MoF.$getStringsFromCsv('a,b,c',iVar1,iVar2,iVar3,iVar4)
;; numberOfStrings now contains 3,
iVar1 contains 'a',
iVar2 contains 'b',
iVar3 contains 'c',
iVar4 is unchanged.

$removeAmpersand

MoF.$removeAmpersand(pString) returns pString, where any
ampersand signs have been removed, unless two ampersands in a row
are encountered.
Calculate myString as
MoF.$removeAmpersand('Romeo & Juliet')
;; myString now contains 'Romeo Juliet'

$stripInstanceNumber

MoF.$stripInstanceNumber(pString) returns pString, stripped
from any trailing numbers preceded by an underscore. This allows us to
remove an instance number from Omnis instance names, as in:
Calculate myString as
MoF.$stripInstanceNumber('MyWindow_12')
;; myString now contains 'MyWindow'

Window Functions

The following functions enhance working with windows and
subwindows.
$adjustWindowWidth/Height

These functions allow a window instance to be adjusted horizontally or
vertically, where the window expands or shrinks dynamically around
its center point. These functions take a reference to the window instance
and the difference in pixels:
Do MoF.$adjustWindowWidth(rWind,-20)
;; shrinks the window instance by 20 pixels,
where its $left is increased by 10 pixels

$bringWindowToFront

This function brings the window to the front, working around Omnis
Studio's default $bringtofront method, which de-minimizes windows
that have been minimized. $bringWindowToFront(prWind) does not
do anything and returns kFalse if prWind is minimized.

$prepareSubwindow

This function prepares a window class for use in a subwindow
container. If necessary, MasterStudio adapts the window's coordinates
so it is displayed with the same height and width as the original
container in the open window.

$left/$topForObject

Function MoF.$leftForObject(prObject) and
MoF.$topForObject(prObject) return the left or top coordinate of any
window object relative to its subwindow. This enables you to correctly
position an object on top of another object prObject, even if the other
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object is nested in a container (such as a paged pane, a grid, or a scroll
box).
$windowLeftForObject

Function MoF.$windowLeftForObject(prObject) returns the left
coordinate of any window object, regardless of how it is nested into
container objects. This is especially handy for positioning objects on top
of an object the user is currently working with.

$windowTopForObject

Function MoF.$windowTopForObject(prObject) returns the top
coordinate of any window object, regardless of how it is nested into
container objects.
Window Object Functions

$listOfGrid
$moveToNewPosition

$queueClick

$setTargetToObject
$windOfObj
4.5.5

Method MoF.$listOfGrid(prGrid) returns a reference to the list used
by the grid object instance.
This method moves an object instance (or window instance) to a new
position, using a fluid animation from its current coordinates to the new
coordinates specified. MoF.$moveToNewPosition(prObj,200,300)
moves the object's $left to 200 and the object's $top to 300.
Method MoF.$queueClick(prObj_opt) queues a click on the object
reference specified. prObj must be an object on an open (sub)window
instance. If prObj is not passed, then this function queues a click on the
current object ($cobj).
This function works around a problem in Omnis Studio's
$ctarget.$assign() method. It sets the cursor to the object passed.
MoF.$windOfObj(prObj) returns a reference to the object's containing
(sub)window instance.
List Fields Manager

The fields manager, class
MoManagerListFields unless
overridden in the class factory, is
used to manage individual fields
on a view (subwindow) that
show data from the model (entity
list). The fields manager reads
XML attributes from the schema
class and uses them to handle
database fields appropriately.
The fields manager manages the
relationship between window
fields and corresponding
database columns. A single
database may be displayed by
any number of fields on a complex window. The fields manager makes
sure that all these fields use the same labels, database prompts, and
visual attributes. The fields manager also ensures that the contents of all
instances of a field are redrawn after the corresponding list column
changes.
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⇒ Chapter 3.2.2 explains MasterStudio's handling of XML attributes.
Elements handled by the fields manager are described below.
The fields manager is instantiated by the window context, as well as by
each controller that manages a list. This means that there always are two
or more instances of a fields manager open at the same time.
A controller tells the fields manager about the schema columns it works with by
calling $addModelDefinition for every database column that may be used
by window fields. Most methods of the fields manager are beyond the scope of
this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you need additional
help creating custom framework components.
Registering Fields

The window context must have a public method that returns a reference
to its list fields manager, e.g. $myManagerFields (the Master-Detail
window context uses $mdManagerFields). As each subwindow opens,
database fields register themselves with the global list fields manager
instance by calling a $register… method, as in:
Do $ctask.$myManagerFields().$registerEntryField($cfield)

For maximum speed, this method uses $ctask instead of MoContext
(which takes a fraction longer to evaluate the method).

⇒ The $register... methods accept a second parameter
pkIsPreparedNY_opt. If you pass kTrue, then the field's visual
styles will not be controlled by the fields manager. This allows you to
give the field any visual style and still have its events handled by the
fields manager:
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After all subwindows have instantiated, their component controllers ask
the fields manager to prepare their component using the
$prepareFieldsForComponent method. At this time, the fields
manager adjusts the attributes of each field so that they match the
database column definition.
$prompt

Once a fields manager is instantiated and objects have registered their
schema columns with it, you may use the $prompt attribute to retrieve
text (labels) from the <PROMPT> elements (which are explained on the
next page). $prompt accepts three parameters:
- pColumnName: The name of the database column as it was added
using $addModelDefinition.
This is usually the column name as it appears in the schema, but
might be the column name prefixed by a join alias and two
underscores (__). See chapter 5.3.1 about the <JOIN> element.
- pIndex_opt: The index of the individual string within the commaseparated list in the <PROMPT> element. The first string corresponds
to index 1, which is also the default.
- pkTitleCaseYN_opt: By default, the fields manager will capitalize
the first character of the string returned. If you pass kFalse, then the
string is returned “as is”.
Example: $prompt('EMP_IS_EMPLOYED',3) returns Employed
(assuming that the schema column contains <PROMPT>'state,no
longer employed,employed'</PROMPT>).

$redrawColumn

This method allows you to automatically redraw all field instances for a
column name. Obviously, this only works for fields that previously
registered themselves with the fields manager.
Supported Schema XML Elements

The fields manager reads the following XML elements from the <MS>
element in the description of each schema column. See class
MoDatabaseSchemaTemplate for an overview of elements used in the
foundation framework layer.

⇒ The following XML elements are copied into attributes of the
MoDatabaseSchemaColumn instances managed by the schemas
manager. The column objects make it very easy to read the column
attributes (you do not need to do any XML parsing yourself). See
chapter 4.10.1 for a full list of column attributes.
<DISPLAY>

This indicates that the database column should be display-only. For
such columns, add <DISPLAY>1</DISPLAY> or preferably <DISPLAY/>
because it takes less space in the description fields. Matches the
$display attribute of the schema column object.
The fields manager uses this to give the field the
MoClassFactory.$theme().$styleDisplayField field style,
MoMdDisplayField by default. See chapter 4.15.
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⇒ Regular fields use field style
MoClassFactory.$theme().$styleEntryField,
MoMdEditField by default.
<HIDE>

This indicates that the database column should be hidden. This function
is reserved for dynamic data grid fields and wizards that automatically
create window classes, but currently MasterStudio does not use it.
Matches the $hide attribute of the schema column object.

<MANDATORY>

Use <MANDATORY/> to indicate that a database column must have a
value before records may be inserted or updated. The Master-Detail list
manager uses this to popup a warning dialog if the user tries to save
records in which the column is empty.
The fields manager uses this to give the field the
MoClassFactory.$theme().$styleEditFieldMandatory field style,
MoMdEditFieldMandatory by default. See chapter 4.15.
Matches the $mandatory attribute of the schema column object.

<PROMPT>

The prompt element is used to display user prompts, create tooltips,
and add labels for window and report fields and column headers. For
regular database columns, enter a single string that describes the
column, as in <PROMPT>'last name'</PROMPT>. Use lowercase with no
leading or trailing spaces unless the string itself must always be
uppercase.
For the primary key column, you must enter two comma-separated strings
representing the singular and plural names of the database entity, as in
<PROMPT>'employee,employees'</PROMPT>. This matches the schema
column $promptSingular and $promptPlural attributes. Note that
there should be no space after the comma.
For columns using an enumerated value (such as those
used by radio buttons), enter a description followed by
strings that represent the values, starting with value 0:
<PROMPT>'sex,unknown,male,female'</PROMPT>
(for the employee sex radio button, which uses value 0 as unknown) or
<PROMPT>'state,no longer employed,employed'</PROMPT> (for an
employee status checkbox).
Contents of this element are evaluated using
eval(), so you may include a function or
global variable, as in
<PROMPT>con(“Hello ”,”World”)</PROMPT>. The evaluation can also
access global MasterStudio variables or task variables or attributes
added to your window context subclass, as in
<PROMPT>MoContext.$yourAttribute</PROMPT>.

⇒ Other methods and attributes of the fields manager are beyond the
scope of this manual. The Master-Detail framework layer uses a
subclass of the fields manager to manage pane and grid fields (see
chapter 5.4.4). Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you need
additional help or training creating your own framework components
that subclass the fields manager.
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Palettes & Palette Managers

MasterStudio subcontexts may instantiate a palettes manager that allows
them to manage one or more context-specific palettes. A palette is a
simple window class that inherits from MoWindowPaletteSuperclass.

⇒ See chapter 4.3 for more information about contexts.
The default palette manager (MoManagerPalette unless overridden in the
class factory) manages a palette instance. It is very similar to a component
controller (see chapter 4.6.2), except that a palette manager does not
become part of the controller hierarchy.

⇒ Depending on the complexity of your palette, you do not necessarily
need to subclass the palette manager itself. Rather, you can add code to
your palette window class. This is because palettes typically do not do
any work while they are closed, and they often do not have any data
that needs to be persisted in the controller.
The palettes manager (class MoManagerPalettes unless overridden in
the class factory) listens to notifications
kMoNotificationHideTaskObjects and
kMoNotificationHideTaskObjects in order to open and close its
palettes at the right moment. The palettes manager is automatically
instantiated when the $palettes attribute of a subcontext is first
accessed.
$palettes

$addPalette

This context attribute (available in subcontexts such as window contexts
and application contexts) returns a reference to the palettes manager
instance. You may also pass a parameter pClassNameManager_opt or
pIndex_opt, in which case the method returns a reference to the
corresponding palette manager.
This method is used to instantiate a palette manager and add it to the
palettes manager's registry. Below is an example of how this method is
used by the PlanBoard context:
Do MoContext.$palettes().
$addPalette(
PbClassFactory.$refLegendPalette,
MoConstants.kMoPositionWindow+
MoConstants.kMoPositionOutside,
'PbLegendManager')

;;
;;
;;
;;

get the palettes manager
call $addPalette
reference to palette
initial position

;; name of palette manager

A palette can initially be opened at a certain location relative to a
window, a window object, or to the screen, using a combination of
kMoPosition… constants:
- kMoPositionWindow positions the palette relative to a window
instance.
- kMoPositionObject positions the palette relative to a window
object.
- kMoPositionScreen positions the palette relative to the screen.
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To one of the above constants, you may add
kMoPositionRightDefault, kMoPositionLeft,
kMoPositionInsideDefault, and/or kMoPositionOutside, where the
palette is opened in the right margin (inside right position) of the object
or screen by default. The palette manager is smart enough never to open
a palette off-screen.

This palette was opened using:
MoConstants.kMoPositionWindow+
MoConstants.kMoPositionOutside

This palette was opened using:
MoConstants.kMoPositionWindow

This palette was opened using:
MoConstants.kMoPositionWindow+
MoConstants.kMoPositionLeft
$palette

This attribute of the palettes manager returns a reference to the
individual palette manager matching pManagerClassName and
pIndex_opt. The following calls do the same thing:
Set reference myPaletteRef to
MoContext.$palettes().$palette('MyPaletteManager').$ref
Set reference myPaletteRef to
MoContext.$palettes('MyPaletteManager').$ref
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Pane Object Managers

A pane object manager manages a specific object in a pane (see chapter
4.7.2). It is instantiated by a pane controller. A pane object manager
inherits from MoManagerPaneObjSuperclass.
Pane object managers are specialists in handling specific types of Omnis
fields, such as a complex grid. Rather than programming their common
functions into the component controller, a pane object manager can be
instantiated to manage a complex window object. A single pane may
have multiple objects that have their own pane object manager.
A pane object manager is instantiated the very first time a pane's
$connectPaneObjToManager is called, usually in the pane controller's
$componentWillConstruct method.
$objWillConstruct

$objWillDestruct

This method is called when the corresponding complex object is
constructed. The pane object manager may dynamically alter the
complex object before it is displayed.
This method is called right before the complex object is destroyed (i.e.
right before the container subwindow is closed).
Concrete pane object manager subclass
MoManagerPaneObjComplexGrid is used to store and restore column
widths for complex grid instances.

4.5.8

Platform Manager

⇒ To fully understand platform managers, please read example 1 in
chapter 3.1.5 about abstract factories first.
As one of the first things that happen when you launch MasterStudio, a
concrete platform manager instance is instantiated in the root context.
The class of the manager matches the current platform, as returned from
$nameOfManagerPlatform of the base class factory.
The class factory contains most platform-specific code in MasterStudio.
The following are the most important attributes and methods:
$characterChecked

$characterUnchecked
$commandInversionSign

This attribute returns the character to be used as a checkmark in
MasterStudio-created reports. MasterStudio uses this character to
indicate checkbox values that evaluate to kTrue.
This attribute returns the character to be used to indicate checkbox
values that evaluate to kFalse.
This attribute returns +1 if Cancel and OK commands are to be displayed
on the right or at the bottom of command bars (following Apple's
Human Interface Guidelines). On PC platforms, the order of these
commands is reversed by returning -1.

⇒ You may override this attribute if you want MasterStudio commands
to always appear in the same place, regardless of the user platform.
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Commands ordered using Apple's guidelines (Save is last command)
$command-InversionSign: 1

Commands ordered using Microsoft's guidelines (Save is first command)
$command-InversionSign: -1
$focusDialogButtons
$icon…
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This getter returns the name of the current platform (e.g. "Mac OS X
Leopard" or "Windows Vista").
These attributes return platform-dependent sizes and pixel distances
used throughout MasterStudio. See the attributes themselves for a brief
description.
File-Related Platform Functions

$doesFileExist

$pathSpace

$preferencesFolder
$preferencesFolderRoot

$writeToFile

$doesFileExist(pPath) returns kTrue if the file or directory pPath
exists. This function was created to circumvent cross-platform problems
with the Omnis Studio command.
This attribute returns the character(s) that are to be used as spaces in
filenames. POSIX filenames used in Linux and Solaris do not allow
regular spaces.
This attribute returns the path of the operating system's user preferences
directory.
This attribute returns the path of MasterStudio's root directory for
storing preferences. This is a subdirectory of $preferencesFolder
whose name starts with the name of the main library (containing
MoContextRoot).
MoManagerPlatform.$writeToFile(pContents, pPath_opt,
'TEXT', pCreator_opt) writes binary or text information from
variable pContents into a file. If pPath_opt is empty, then the user is
prompted for a location. In this example, TEXT is used as the Mac OS file
type.
If the file does not exist, it is automatically created. If the file already
exists, it is overwritten. The method returns kTrue if the write
succeeded.
General Platform Functions

$assignShortcutkey

This method is used to assign a keyboard shortcut to a menu line.
Do MoManagerPlatform.$assignShortcutkey(
prObj,
;; a reference to the menu line object
asc('A',1)+
;; use the ASCII value of the letter
kCommand+kShift)
;; use Omnis modifier constants

$attributesOfFieldStyle

This method returns a reference to the attributes of a named
MasterStudio field style for the current platform (see chapter 6.3.3).

⇒ To retrieve a field style from a different library than the one containing
the functions manager, pass its internal name as the second (optional)
parameter.
$isLeopard
$isMac
$isVista
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Returns kTrue on any Windows version.
This method opens the specified URL using the local operating system's
default browser.
This method returns the binary representation of a text variable, where
double backslashes (//) are converted into platform-specific new line
characters. This allows us to write text message into a file that has the
appropriate line endings for the current platform.
Preferences Manager

The preferences manager, class MoManagerPreferencesLocal unless
overridden in the class factory, is instantiated by the root context to
store and retrieve preferences.
The default preferences manager automatically saves these preferences
into a UU-encoded text file when the MasterStudio root context is
closed. As explained in chapter 1.2.3, MasterStudio creates a local
preferences folder, used by the preferences manager for storing these
user preferences.

⇒ The preferences manager works completely independently and can be
subclassed or replaced to store preferences in a different way.
The preference manager implements the dictionary interface, allowing
you to set and get values like you do with any dictionary object. See
chapter 3.2.3 for an explanation of dictionaries and their methods.
$destructionDateTime

4.5.10

This attribute returns the date and time at which the preferences
manager was last destroyed. This usually matches the moment at which
the root context was last closed. The preferences manager stores this
value into its internal dictionary.
Schemas Manager

The schemas manager, class MoManagerSchemas unless overridden in
the class factory, is instantiated by the root context to manage database
schema objects: instances of class MoDatabaseSchema, each of which
containing a list of MoDatabaseSchemaColumn objects (see chapter
4.10.1). By keeping an in-memory list of schema objects and their
column attributes, MasterStudio provides the fastest possible way to
access schema and column attributes.
It is important to note that schema definitions are only available after
the root context finishes initializing. This means that you cannot use
schema objects or MasterStudio tables during $shouldOpen or
$finishInitialization of the application context. If you need to
access the database during startup of your application, use
MoNC.$notifyOnce to call your method after initialization of your
application has finished.
$getSchema
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⇒ Other methods and attributes of the schemas manager are beyond the
scope of this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you
need additional help or training for creating your own framework
components.
4.5.11

Windows Manager

The windows manager, class MoManagerWindows unless overridden in
the class factory, is used by application contexts to manage their
windows. MasterStudio windows store and retrieve their coordinates in
the windows manager instance.
When the window manager is constructed by its context, it
automatically retrieves stored coordinates from the preferences
manager (see above). When the windows manager is destroyed, it
stores the coordinates dictionary in the preferences manager.

⇒ Because coordinates are stored in a dictionary variable in the windows
manager, they are only written to disk when the application is closed
normally. By keeping these variables in memory, maximum
performance is guaranteed while using the application.
The windows manager also offers services to windows, allowing
windows to open themselves at their previously used location, centered
on top of each other, or stacked.
$initializeCoordinates

By default, MasterStudio automatically remembers the coordinates and
sizes of windows and framesets by storing them in the local user
preferences file. When a window is opened for the very first time (or
after the user has deleted the preferences file), you can specify the initial
coordinates and sizes by calling the following method before opening
the window or frameset (for Master-Detail windows: typically from
$entityWillInitialize in the entity delegate):
For a window:
Do MoManagerWindows.$initializeCoordinates(
MoContext.$objectPath, '0,0,720,480')

For a frameset:
Do MoManagerWindows.$initializeCoordinates(
MoContext.$objectPath,'146,250,0',
kFalse, iPaneControllerRef.$paneId)

(This example can also be found in the demo library, class
DemoMdEmployeesDelegate)

⇒ Other methods and attributes of the windows manager are beyond the
scope of this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you
need additional help or training for creating your own framework
components.
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Controllers & Components
Controllers and components act as Controllers and Views of the ModelView-Controller paradigm by implementing the Composite and Chain
of Responsibility design patterns. These concepts are explained in detail
in chapters 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3.
This chapter lists the functions of the controller interface and the way in
which MasterStudio component controllers and their components
interact with each other.

4.6.1

Controllers

The controller interface is provided by abstract superclass
MoControllerSuperclass. When instantiated, a controller instance
becomes a branch in the MasterStudio controller hierarchy, which is
headed by the root context.

A typical MasterStudio Controller Hierarchy
(showing instantiated controller instances in a running system)
Inheritance Tree
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⇒ You can read the inheritance tree from the right to the left, where a
class on the right “is” a class on the left. So, an entity controller
(MdEntityController) is a frameset controller
(MoControllerFrameset), which is a pane controller
(MoControllerPaneSuperclass), which is a subwindow controller
(MoControllerSubwindowSuperclass), which is a component
controller (MoControllerComponentSuperclass), which is a
controller (MoControllerSuperclass). An entity controller thus
inherits all of the attributes and methods of these superclasses.

MasterStudio Controller Object Inheritance Tree
(showing relationships between superclasses and subclasses)
Contexts

Methods and attributes described here are also available in task
MoContextRoot and its subclasses, which also implement the controller
interface. See chapter 4.3 for a detailed explanation of MasterStudio
contexts.

MasterStudio Context Task Inheritance Tree
(showing relationships between superclasses and subclasses)
Controller Attributes & Accessors

Controllers in the hierarchy have a type name and an index, accessible
through attributes $type and $index described below.
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Some functions can be performed on specific controllers with a certain
type name and index. However, important MasterStudio features will
automatically work on the entire controller hierarchy:
- When a controller is closed, any of its subcontrollers are also closed.
A controller cannot be closed if any of its subcontrollers refuses to
close by returning kFalse from its $mayClose attribute.
If a controller has a very large number of subcontrollers that are
instantiated and destroyed dynamically, this process can slow down
the application considerably. You can prevent subcontrollers'
$mayClose from being called by making them private instead of
public. When MasterStudio calls any subcontrollers in the hierarchy
to close them, it will skip any subcontrollers that are not public.
- When an event occurs, it is automatically passed up the entire
controller hierarchy, unless a controller explicitly stops the event. So
private controllers have full event handling capabilities.

$controllerEnumeration

$controllerEnumeration(pkEnumerationType,pTypeName_opt)
returns a list of controllers. This list has one column containing a
reference to the controller(s) returned.
The following example shows how a controller destroys its
subcontrollers by looping through an enumeration of its subcontrollers:
Calculate list as $cinst.$controllerEnumeration(
MoConstants.kMoEnumerationSubcontrollers)
For list.$line from list.$linecount to 1 step -1
Do list.C1.$destructSubcontroller(kFalse)
End For

Controllers returned depend on pkEnumerationType:
- MoConstants. kMoEnumerationControllerAndSubcontrollers
returns a list of all subcontrollers, including the controller itself.
- MoConstants.kMoEnumerationSubcontrollers returns a list that
includes all subcontrollers, excluding the controller itself.
- MoConstants.kMoEnumerationControllerAndPublicSubcontroll
ers returns a list of all public subcontrollers, including the controller
itself.
- MoConstants.kMoEnumerationPublicSubcontrollers returns a
list of all public subcontrollers, excluding the controller itself.
- MoConstants.kMoEnumerationSupercontrollers returns a list of
any supercontrollers, excluding the controller itself.
You can use pTypeName_opt to filter the enumeration so that only
controllers with a specific type name are included.

⇒ $controllerEnumeration accepts a negative value for the
controller enumeration type. If you pass in a negative value, then the
list of controllers is returned in reverse order.
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⇒ For improved performance in subclasses of contexts, controllers, and
managers, you can use tokenized class variables
ckEnumerationPublicSubcontrollers and
ckEnumerationSubcontrollers to refer to these kMo...
constants. See chapter 4.4.1.
$controllerName
$mayClose

This attribute returns the unique name that MasterStudio assigns to
each controller instance.
This method returns kTrue if the controller may be closed, or kFalse if
not. If your subcontroller has unsaved data, you may override this
method and return kFalse unless the user activates its Save function.
$mayClose is conceptually similar to Omnis Studio's $canclose
method.

⇒ For subcontext classes, please also refer to $mayClose as it is
described in chapter 4.3.1.
$objectPath
$superController

This method returns the controller's notation path by which it can be
accessed. See chapter 6.2.3 for a detailed explanation.
This method returns a reference to the supercontroller of the controller,
i.e. the controller that is the controller's parent in the controller
hierarchy. The root context returns a reference to #NULL.

As shown above, you can also use $superController(pTypeName) to
get a reference to the first supercontroller that has an internal type name
that matches pTypeName. This allows subcontrollers to communicate
with a specific supercontroller, regardless of the number of controllers
that are between them in the hierarchy.
$typeName, $index

When added to the controller hierarchy, a controller instance gets a
$typeName and an optional $index, allowing controllers in the
hierarchy to be identified by their type and a number if there is more
than one controller of the same type.

⇒ The type name and optional index are normally assigned when the
controller is added to the hierarchy. However, a controller can change
its internal type name or index. Note that the controller's
supercontroller will then still refer to the type name and index it
originally assigned to the subcontroller (each controller buffers the
type name and index for each of its subcontrollers). However, after a
controller changes its type name or index, its subcontrollers will see
the new type name and index when they use $superController or
$controllerEnumeration.
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Controller Operations

⇒ Many controller methods are private and are therefore not discussed in
this manual.
$addSubcontroller

This method is used to add a subcontroller to the controller hierarchy.
The method supports the following parameters:
- pClassNameOrObject: You must either pass the name of the
controller class (which will be automatically instantiated into an
object variable by the controller), or a prototype controller object
instance.
Controllers don't usually need parameters in their $construct, so
you can pre-instantiate them and pass them to $addSubcontroller
as a prototype, saving time when adding a large number of identical
subcontrollers. The prototype object is copied into an internal
instance variable.
- pTypeName: Enter any type name for the subcontroller. It is
recommended that you define a constant for type names, so that you
cannot accidentally enter the wrong type name when referring from
one controller to another.
- pIndex_opt: If you enter more than one controller of the same
typename, you may want to pass a unique index number that
identifies them. $index defaults to 0.
- pkIsPublicYN_opt: Use kFalse if you want the controller to be
private (see the discussion under Controller Attributes & Accessors at
the beginning of this chapter). Defaults to kTrue.
- Additional parameters are passed into the
$superControllerChanged method of the subcontroller.
$addSubcontroller returns a reference to the newly created controller.
After using $addSubcontroller, the subcontroller's
$superControllerChanged method is called automatically. This allows
the subcontroller instance to prepare itself for use before it finishes
initializing when its $finishInitialization is called.
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⇒ While$addSubcontroller is called during the addition of the
subcontroller, $finishInitialization is not. You must not forget
to call $finishInitialization of the subcontroller after
$addSubcontroller and test for success, as in:
Set reference iMdEntityControllerRef to
MoContext.$addSubcontroller(
MdClassFactory.$nameOfEntityController,
MdConstants.kMdTypeNameEntity,
1,
kTrue,
pfMdDelegate,pfMdDelegate).$ref
If iMdEntityControllerRef.$finishInitialization
… ;; continue, the subcontroller finished successfully
Quit method kTrue
Else
Quit method kFalse
End if

Subcontrollers are usually added to the controller hierarchy in
$finishInitialization of their supercontroller. You cannot add
subcontrollers to a controller until the controller is part of the controller
hierarchy. This means you cannot add subcontrollers to a controller
during its $construct, or during $shouldOpen of a context.
$commandResponder

A controller's $commandResponder method is called whenever a user
opens a view that displays commands, usually by right clicking on a
window object. MasterStudio then follows the chain of responsibility
design pattern, allowing each controller to add its commands to a
command controller instance. See chapter 3.1.3 for an explanation of the
design pattern and chapter 4.12 for an explanation of commands and
command controllers.
To pass an event up the chain of responsibility, $commandResponder
must return a reference to the next controller in the hierarchy. The
default implementation does this as follows:
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref

The command controller to which $commandResponder should add its
commands is passed into $commandResponder as its first field reference
parameter pfCommandController. You must add this field reference
parameter to the method after you override it. The second parameter,
pOrder, contains the default order in which the commands will be
sorted by the controller.
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A command responder may add commands to the command controller
using its $newCommand or $addCommand methods (the following example
is fictitious):
Do pfCommandController.$addCommand(
iMdCommandPrevious,pOrder+1,cap(iSchemaPromptRecord))
Do pfCommandController.$addCommand(
iMdCommandNext,pOrder+2,cap(iSchemaPromptRecord))
Do pfCommandController.$addCommand(
iMdCommandDelete,pOrder+3,cap(iSchemaPromptRecord))
Do pfCommandController.$newCommand(
kTrue,iObjectPath,'$toggleGridMode',pOrder+4,
kBMuser,con(MoPublic.MoTxEditMode,MoPublic.MoTxOption,
39522,'','',0,iMdGridModeCanChange,iMdGridModeIsEnterable)
If $cinst.$printIsEnabled
Do pfCommandController.$newCommand(
kTrue,iObjectPath,'$printWithKeyModifiers',pOrder+5,
kBMuser,MoPublic.MoTxPrint,
39510,'',MdPublic.MoMdShortcutPrint,-kCommand)
End If
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref

$controlResponder

A controller's $controlResponder method is called whenever events
are passed up the chain of responsibility by any of the controller's
subcontrollers. See chapter 3.1.3 for an explanation of this design
pattern.
To pass an event up the chain of responsibility, $controlResponder
must return a reference to the next controller in the hierarchy. The
default implementation does this as follows:
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref

To handle an event, you can use the Omnis Studio on ev… mechanism
to trap it. To pass other events up the chain, don't forget to add an On
default handler that returns a reference to the next event handling
controller (typically, by including the same Quit method statement as
above).
On evKey
If pSystemKey=kUp|pSystemKey=kLeft
Process event and continue (Discard event)
Queue tab (Shift)
Quit method ;; return empty to not pass the event
Else If pSystemKey=kRight|pSystemKey=kDown
Process event and continue (Discard event)
Queue tab
Quit method ;; return empty to not pass the event
Else
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref
End If
On default
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref
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If you override a controller's existing $controlResponder, rather than
returning iControllerSuperRef.$ref to pass the event up the
hierarchy, you should return $cinst.$inherited. This will cause the
overridden method's default implementation to run before the event is
pushed up the controller hierarchy:
On default
; Let the superclass (normal pane) handle the event
Quit method $cinst.$inherited

Note that this MasterStudio event handling mechanism allows you to
redirect events to any object, even if they are not part of the usual
controller hierarchy.
$destructSubcontroller

You call this method in a subcontroller to destroy it unconditionally.
$destructSubcontroller(pkIncludeSubcontrollersYN_opt) calls
$willDestruct of the subcontroller, but it does not call its $mayClose.
If pkIncludeSubcontrollersYN_opt is kTrue (by default), then the
subcontroller will first destroy any of its subcontrollers. If you pass
kFalse, then you must ensure that you first destroy the subcontrollers
yourself. You can only do this if you first create a subcontroller
enumeration and then loop through them in reverse order.

$finishInitialization

$invokeMethod

This method is called by the object that called $addSubcontroller to
finish initializing the subcontroller. The subcontroller may override this
method. It should return kTrue if initialization succeeded.
This method can be used to call a method in any number of controllers
in the hierarchy, using a controller enumeration constant (see
$controllerEnumeration described at the beginning of this chapter).
Do $cinst.$invokeMethod(
MoConstants.kMoEnumerationPublicSubcontrollers,
'','$activateComponent',
kFalse)
;; calls $activateComponent of all public subcontrollers

⇒ This method can be relatively slow, as it builds the enumeration every
time the $invokeMethod is called. If you intend to iterate over a large
number of controllers repeatedly, you may be better of to build the
enumeration once (using $controllerEnumeration) and store it in
a list.
$supercontrollerChanged

This method is called right after a controller is first connected to the
controller hierarchy, or after it is moved to a different branch in the
controller hierarchy. The controller subclass may implement this
method to finish constructing itself before $finishInitialization is
called by the supercontroller.

⇒ If you are simply using a controller subclass, override
$finishInitialization only. If you want to create a reusable
controller class that will be subclassed later, implement
$supercontrollerChanged. This allows subclasses to override
$finishInitialization without them needing to Do
inherited.
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This method is called right before a controller is removed from the
controller hierarchy unconditionally, after its $mayClose returned
kTrue. A controller subclass can override this method to clean up right
before the object is destroyed.
Components and Dynamic (Sub)Windows

While some controllers (including the root context and application
contexts) implement invisible functions of your application, most
controllers manage a specific part of the user interface. These controllers
are called component controllers. In MasterStudio, most components are
window classes that are used as nested subwindows.
All controller-managed (i.e., dynamic) components inherit from
MoWindowSuperclass. This window class provides a small number of
standard methods that are used to automatically link subwindow
instances to the subwindow objects in their containing windows. In
MasterStudio, you rarely need to touch the methods of a window class.
The corresponding component controller does most of the work.

⇒ Not all subwindows in a typical MasterStudio application will need a
controller to manage them. If a subwindow does not connect to a model
(i.e. if it does not need data), or if a subwindow only needs one or two
variables that it can read from another controller or from the window
context, then you should consider subclassing from
MoViewSuperclass rather than MoWindowSuperclass. A
subwindow that inherits from MoViewSuperclass does not require
its own controller, yet it functions nicely in the same window as other
(more dynamic) subwindows that do use a controller. See chapter 4.9.
Creating A Reusable
Component

To create a window component (managed by a component controller)
or a main window (managed by a window context), you create a
subclass of MoWindowSuperclass by clicking on Class Wizard >
Window… > Subclasses.

Use the Omnis Studio Browser to create new components
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⇒ For the window to work correctly, you should override a number of
attributes of the newly created window subclass, as is explained in
chapter 2.4.1.
You add objects to your window class using Omnis Studio's regular
window editor, or by dragging from the MasterStudio Component Store
(discussed throughout section [2] and in chapter 5.4.5).
If your component manages data from the model, you should define
variables in the component controller and corresponding item
references in the component class. You then add a setter method to the
component, which is called in the component controller's
$componentWillConstruct method.
The following screen shot shows the implementation of the MasterDetail entity pane superclass, a ready-to-use component provided in the
Master-Detail framework layer. Note that you do not add any code to
this window class, and that the MasterStudio entity pane superclass
only contains seven methods that are specific to entity panes.

Method $mdConstruct is called by the component controller when the
component (subwindow) is opened. Note that the window class does
not have any methods that modify the data from the model. Rather, the
component only has references to the model and lets the controller act
on the data.
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Binding components with their controllers

If your component is used as a standalone window, then its controller
must be a window context whose $windowClassName attribute contains
your window class name. Alternatively, you may also open the window
context using the window class name as its task instance name. See
chapter 4.3.7.
If your component is used as a subwindow in another window, then its
controller is a subclass of object class
MoControllerComponentSuperclass. For your subwindow to
automatically find its controller (and vise versa), the subwindow object
name must match the component controller's $typeName and $index,
separated by an underscore (_).
The following picture shows the window class used as the reusable
component for Master-Detail windows. It contains two subwindows.
The header subwindow at the top is not controlled by a separate
controller, so it has a fixed $classname attribute (which is set to
MdWindowHeaderHorizontal, resulting in the toolbar and status area to
show up).

Subwindows in the main window: swMdButtonbar, swMdEntity_1
The client area of the window class contains an empty subwindow
named swMdEntity_1. This component is controlled by a controller that
dynamically places the appropriate subwindow class in this area, as
soon as the main window is opened. The component controller has
$typeName set to swMdEntity and its $index is set to 1.
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⇒ If the subwindow object has the wrong name, then it will not find its
controller. The following error message will appear if you when you
open the main window:

$name,
$classname,
$cinst

For the component to work correctly, its subwindow object must have
$classname set to MoWindowSuperclass and $parameters set to
$cinst:

Required subwindow object properties for nesting MasterStudio components.

⇒ Even though the actual subwindow class will be set by the component
controller, you must use MoWindowSuperclass as a placeholder.
Otherwise, the subwindow will not register itself with the controller
hierarchy.
⇒ $classname may also be set to the window class that must eventually
appear in the subwindow object. This speeds up opening the
subwindow a little. Of course, you should use MoWindowSuperclass
if the eventual component window class is determined on-the-fly by the
component controller.
4.6.3

Component Controllers

A component controller is a special kind of controller that controls a
component on a window (usually, a subwindow instance). Every
component controller inherits from
MoControllerComponentSuperclass. A component controller is added
to its supercontroller using $addSubcontroller (see chapter 4.6.1).
When doing this, we must make sure that $typeName and $index match
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the name of the corresponding subwindow object (as explained in the
previous chapter).
….$addSubcontroller(MdClassFactory.$nameOfEntityController,
'swMdEntity', ;; typeName
1,
;; index
…)
;; (together: swMdEntity_1)

A main window is opened by its window context. The window context
must instantiate subcontrollers for each component (i.e. dynamic
subwindow) contained in the main window class. It usually does this in
its $finishInitialization method. A subcomponent (subwindow)
may again hold nested components (dynamic subwindows). Each
parent component controller adds the component subcontrollers, again
in its $finishInitialization method.
Prepared
Components

Active and Inactive
Component
Controllers

A controller's component is considered prepared once the controller's
(sub)window is open. A component controller is always instantiated
before its component (view), so instance variable
iComponentIsPrepared starts off being kFalse.
A component controller is considered active by default. The
corresponding instance variable iComponentIsActive therefore starts
off being kTrue, unless any of the controller's supercontrollers is
inactive. In the latter case, the supercontroller returns kFalse from its
$subComponentShouldBeActivated attribute.
Some component controllers can become inactive temporarily, such as
those managing a component nested into a tabbed pane. A controller's
$deactivateComponent method is called when any of its
supercontroller components has become inactive. This in turn calls
$componentWillBeDeactivated (which may be overridden). By
default, $componentWillBeDeactivated returns kTrue, causing the
component controller to also deactivate any subcontrollers.
$componentShouldBeActivated is called right after a controller's
supercontroller has become active.
While a component controller is inactive, it might not need to do all the
work it would otherwise do. For example: Only one tab in a tabbed
pane can be active at once, even though every tab may have a dynamic
component with a corresponding controller. If only one tab is visible, we
probably want the controllers in other tabs not to do any work because
that would only slow down the application. Each controller can
therefore check its $active state before performing any work.
A component's state is controlled by its $activateComponent and
$deactivateComponent methods, as well as by
$componentShouldBeActivated.
A component controller manages its component's $active attribute so
that it is always in sync with iComponentIsActive.

⇒ Pane controller delegate objects and their subclasses described in
chapter 4.7 allow $componentShouldBeActivated and
$componentWillBeDeactivated to be overridden without
subclassing the component controller.
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A pane selector (see chapter 4.7.4) will not allow a user to activate a
pane if it returns kFalse from $componentShouldBeActivated.
Component Controller Attributes & Accessors
$component

This attribute returns a reference to the component, i.e. a reference to the
corresponding (sub)window instance. This attribute returns #NULL if the
component is not prepared (see $componentIsPrepared, below).

⇒ If a component controller calls its component or accesses attributes of
its component, make sure that it only does so if the corresponding
window is open by checking $componentIsPrepared (or the
corresponding iComponentIsPrepared instance variable). If the
component controller manages object attributes on the corresponding
subwindow, then it should synchronize these attributes when the
component is constructed again, i.e. during
$componentWillConstruct (see below).
$componentIsActive

Returns kTrue if the component controller is active. By default, a
component controller is considered active when it is first constructed
(i.e. when the subwindow is first opened), unless any of its
supercontrollers is currently inactive. Note that a component controller
may be active while $componentIsPrepared returns kFalse.

$componentIsPrepared

This attribute returns kTrue if the corresponding component is
instantiated, i.e. while the corresponding window instance is open. If
this attribute returns kFalse, then $component returns #NULL. Be sure
to only call the component while it is prepared.

$focusButtons

MasterStudio component controllers manage the Omnis Studio
$canfocusbuttons attribute on a per-subwindow basis, rather than a
per-library basis. A context's $focusbuttons attribute provides a
default for its subcomponents, as is explained in chapter 4.3.3.
The $focusButtons attribute of a component controller allows you to
override the default setting for a component. You must return kFocus,
kNoFocus, or kPlatformDefault.

$left, $top,
$width, $height

These attributes return the coordinates of the controller's component,
relative to the screen. This allows us to center and position objects right
on top of a specific component. If the component is not currently
prepared, the coordinates of the application context are returned.

⇒ These attributes do not match those of the subwindow object (whose
coordinates are relative to its container).
Component Controller Operations

Below is a summary of commonly used component controller methods.
$componentDidConstruct
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parent component's $construct method finishes executing.
$componentDidConstruct is especially useful in cases where complex
code in $componentWillConstruct exceeds the Omnis method stack.
Just like $componentWillConstruct, $componentDidConstruct
receives a reference to the newly constructed component.
$componentWillConstruct

This method is called during the $construct of the component. At this
time, the controller usually calls one of the component's methods,
passing in references to its data.
In short: This is where the controller connects the view to the model.
$componentWillConstruct receives a reference to the component
instance as its first parameter, prComponent. This is because the regular
reference to the component, iComponentRef, is not available until the
component has finished its $construct.

⇒ During $componentWillConstruct, attribute $component is not
available either.
The following example shows the essential steps performed by a
Master-Detail pane controller when its pane is first opened:
Do prComponent.$mdConstruct(
iMdEntityListRef.$ref,iMdEntityControllerRef.$ref)
;; gives the subwindow the references its needs
Do iMdEntityControllerRef.$managerFields().
$prepareFieldsForComponent($cinst,prComponent,'iMdListRef')
;; tells the fields manager to prepare the component's fields
Do prComponent.$currentRecordChanged
;; allows the subwindow to adjust its objects
for the current record

The following example is taken from the PlanBoard pane controller. It
adjusts the pane's width according to the width of the scrollbar on the
current platform:
Calculate prComponent.$width as
prComponent.$width-1+MoManagerPlatform.$scrollBarBorderH
Calculate prComponent.$height as
prComponent.$height-1+MoManagerPlatform.$scrollBarBorderV

⇒ If you create your own component controller subclass, note that
$componentWillConstruct may already be implemented in the
controller superclass. In that case, don't forget to Do inherited.
$componentWillDestruct

This method is called right before the component is destroyed, i.e. right
before the (sub)window closes. To refer to the component from this
method, you may use iComponentRef or $component.
In this method, a controller might store the component's previous
coordinates and attributes into an instance variable, so that it can restore
them the next time $componentWillConstruct is called.

$eventResponder
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This is the event handler that is called whenever an event originates at
the component. This is usually right after the subwindow's $event
method is triggered by Omnis. By default, $eventResponder calls
$controlResponder of the supercontroller.
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⇒ $eventResponder works exactly like $controlResponder (see
“Controller Operations” in chapter 4.6.1). Refer to chapters 3.1.1,
3.1.2, and 3.1.3 for an explanation of the design patterns and concepts
behind MasterStudio's event handling.
$generateComponent

$redraw

This method is called right before a controller's component is opened. A
component controller may override this method and dynamically
change or generate the window class right before the component is
opened by the controller's $prepareComponent method.
This method is called to redraw a controller's component. Note that
normally $redraw only does anything if instance variables
iComponentShouldRedraw or iComponentShouldReload are kTrue.
This allows us to send a $redraw to each controller in the component
hierarchy. Only components that actually need to redraw themselves
will do so.
$redraw takes these optional parameters:
- pkSetContentsYN_opt: Pass kFalse if you don't want the
component's $contents to be redrawn (matches Omnis Studio's first
built-in $redraw parameter).
- pkRefreshNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want Omnis to redraw the
component immediately, rather than at the end of event handling or
at the end of a loop (matches Omnis Studio's second built-in $redraw
parameter).
- pkReloadNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the subwindow to be
reloaded, even if its controller doesn't think this is necessary because
iComponentShouldReload is kFalse. (this parameter is currently
available for subwindow controllers only)
- pkForceNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the subwindow to be
redrawn, even if its controller doesn't think this is necessary. (this
parameter is currently available for subwindow controllers only)

$subComponentDidConstruct

This method is called right after a subcomponent finishes constructing
itself (i.e., right after a subwindow has been instantiated). A component
controller might use this method to update its component depending on
attributes of the subcomponent.

⇒ Other attributes and methods of component controllers are beyond the
scope of this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you
need additional help or training creating your own framework
components.
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Framesets and Panes
⇒ This chapter assumes knowledge about delegation (explained in chapter
3.2.1) and components and controllers (explained in chapter 4.6).
Framesets are MasterStudio components that are used to dynamically
display subwindows in any number of frames of their parent window
(container). Rather than hard-coding the relationships and positions of
subwindows, MasterStudio frameset controllers automatically open the
appropriate frameset window for your own panes.
A frameset is a container for one, two, or three panes. When a pane is
instantiated in a frameset, it is said to be instantiated in one of its frames.
Framesets can be nested, allowing each frame to hold another frameset.
If one frame is defined to hold more than one pane, then MasterStudio's
frameset controller automatically instantiates a pane selector. A pane
selector allows users to
select one of the panes of a
frame by displaying tabs or
an icon array, for example.
A frameset is controlled by
a frameset controller instance,
class
MoControllerFrameset.
Although you could subclass such a controller, you are more likely to
create frameset delegate objects (subclasses of
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass) that define what the
frameset instances should look like. Frameset delegate methods are
explained in chapter 4.7.3.

⇒ Each frame holds one or more panes, where each pane is controlled by a
pane controller (class MoControllerPaneSuperclass). Panes and
pane controllers are further described in chapter 4.7.2. Framesets can
be nested because the frameset controller itself is a subclass of
MoControllerPaneSuperclass.
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Nested Framesets and Panes in a custom MasterStudio application
4.7.1

Frames and Frameset Layouts

A frame is one of the subwindows in a frameset. The number of frames
is determined by the number of panes added in the $initFrameset
method of a frameset delegate (see chapter 4.7.3).
This chapter shows the visual effects of implementing frameset delegate
methods.

⇒ Depending on the configuration of a frameset, the frameset controller
automatically instantiates and manages the appropriate subwindow
instance. Subwindow classes used by the frameset controller are found
in the base classes library, their names prefixed by
MoWindowFrameset….
1 Frame
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If a frameset is defined to only display one pane, then the frameset only
has one subwindow, i.e. only one frame:
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2 Frames

If the frameset is defined to have two panes with different frame
numbers, the frameset controller automatically instantiates a frameset
window holding two subwindows:

3 Frames

Similarly, a frameset with three frames instantiates three subwindows:

Nested Framesets

By nesting framesets, each individual frame may contain a frameset
containing one to three nested frames:

Expanding and
Collapsing Frames

The first frame in a frameset may is expandable and collapsible,
depending on the value returned from the $framesetIsExpandable
attribute described below. When the first frame is expanded, it covers
the entire screen, temporarily hiding the other frames of the frameset.
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Users can expand and collapse a frameset by using a button in its
upper-left hand corner, or by holding <Command>/<Ctrl> and
<Option>/<Alt> while typing the left or right arrow keys (when any of
the frameset's frames currently has the focus):
- <Ctrl>-<Alt>-→ expands the frameset
(<Command>-<Option>-→ on the Mac)
- <Ctrl>-<Alt>-← collapse>s the frameset
(<Command>-<Option>-← on the Mac).

⇒ If the focus is in a nested frameset, then the inner frameset is expanded
or collapsed by these keyboard shortcuts. To expand or collapse the
outer frameset, also hold the <Shift> key while pressing the right or
left arrow.
Expandable framesets can also be expanded or collapsed by doubleclicking on the main grid (double-clicking on "Politician" in the list
shown above), unless the list is used as a pick list (opened from a
Hyperlink). In a non-enterable grid, the <Return> key can also be used
to toggle the frame set.
$framesetIsInverted

$framesetIsWide
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Using $framesetIsInverted, developers may flip a frameset so the
first frame appears on the opposite side:

Using $framesetIsWide, the last frame can be made to span the entire
width of the frameset:
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Normally, the bottom-right frame of a frameset will grow or shrink as
the user resizes the main window.

$framesetInvertedHeader=kFalse: Bottom right frame resizes.
After returning kTrue from $framesetInvertedHeader, the bottom or
right frameset is fixed as a header. The left or top frame will then resize
as the user resizes the main window:

$framesetInvertedHeader=kTrue: Top left frame resizes.
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$framesetIsExpandable

By returning kFalse from this method, the frameset can no longer be
collapsed or expanded. If you do this, make sure that
$framesetInitExpanded (explained below) is also overridden to return
kFalse.

$framesetInitExpanded

By default, a frameset will automatically open in expanded mode,
meaning that the first frame is fully expanded and fills the whole screen
(shown below). In the previous examples, $framesetInitExpanded
was overridden and returned kFalse.

Frame Sizes

When a frameset is first opened, its frames start off at a very small size.
The user can resize frames, and MasterStudio automatically remembers
frame sizes in the user preferences. Initial frame sizes can be set by
calling $initializeCoordinates of the windows manager (see chapter
4.5.11).

Resizing Frames

By default, a frameset allows users to resize the individual frames by
dragging their borders. MasterStudio frameset window classes already
have their $dragborder attributes set to allow this. Each frameset
instance (identified by its unique combination of pane id and its
containing window's instance name) automatically stores and restores
the previous frame sizes set by the user.

⇒ If you do not want a frameset to be resizable, you could override the
$componentWillConstruct method of its nested pane controllers to
adjust the $dragborder attribute and coordinates of individual
subwindows.
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Panes and Pane Controllers

A pane can simply be defined as
a named subwindow, i.e. a
subwindow that has specific
meaning to a user. The pane
window itself is a subclass of
MoWindowSuperclass. You do
not normally need to change a subwindow class for it to be used as a
pane in a frameset.
The pane controller manages the pane, and provides attributes that can
either be overridden in a subclass of MoControllerPaneSuperclass, or
implemented in a pane delegate.
A frameset holds one or more panes in each of its frames. A frameset
itself is also a pane, so framesets can be nested.
Instantiating a Pane
Controller

A pane controller is usually added to the controller hierarchy using
$addSubcontroller (see chapter 4.6.1). The fifth parameter must be the
pane controller's id (see $paneId below). The sixth (optional) parameter
is used to identify the pane delegate object. You can either pass the
notation path to an existing object instance, the name of the delegate
class to be instantiated, or a reference to the object or task instance to be
used as the pane's delegate.
If you pass the name of the pane delegate class, the pane controller will
automatically instantiate it, passing any additional parameters into its
$construct method.

Using a Pane in a
Panel

Rather than nesting a pane into the main window using a frameset or
pane selector, a pane can also be instantiated into a panel. See chapter
4.8.
Pane Controller Attributes & Accessors

$canPrint

If the pane can be printed, it must implement a $print method.
MasterStudio's Master-Detail entity grid controllers currently
implement this feature. The entity list manager automatically adds a
Print command to the pane's context menu if it returns kTrue from
$canPrint.
A pane controller must return kFalse if it does not implement a $print
method.

$paneDelegate
$paneHasFocus
$paneIconId
$paneId
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This attribute returns a reference to the pane's delegate (or #NULL if no
delegate is used by the pane controller).
This accessor returns kTrue if the pane currently has the focus, i.e. when
any of the pane's objects (or nested panes) contains the cursor.
This attribute returns the icon number to be used when displaying the
pane in a pane selector (see chapter 4.7.4).
Each pane must have a unique string by which it can be identified in its
container. This allows the pane instance to store its settings in the
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preferences manager, and retrieve those settings when it is later
reopened by using this same unique identifier, usually by also including
the instance name of the containing window.

⇒ Unless the pane delegate provides an alternative name for the window
class to be used by the pane controller, the pane controller assumes that
its pane id matches the window class name to be used. See
$paneWindowClassName below.
$paneName

MasterStudio framesets allow nesting of panes,
where the name of the first pane is used as the
window title. If more than one pane exists in a
frame, then a pane selector is inserted into the
composite hierarchy (see chapter 4.7.4). A pane
selector names its tabs or icons according to the
$paneName attribute of each nested pane controller. The pane name is
also used in the tooltip of the frameset expansion button (see picture on
the right).

$paneTip

This attribute returns a string to be used as the pane's tooltip. It is used
by other MasterStudio components, such as the pane selector (see
chapter 4.7.4), to display an appropriate tooltip when the user holds the
mouse over the pane:

$paneWindowClassName

This method returns the name of the window class to be used by the
pane controller. By default, the pane controller assumes that it can use
the pane id as the window class to be used. This attribute thus does not
typically need to be overridden.
Pane Controller Operations

$connectPaneObjToManager

As explained in chapter 4.5.7, complex objects in a pane may use a pane
object manager to do their work. $connectPaneObjToManager(prObj,
pManagerClassName) must be used to instantiate the manager, and to
link it to its object instance. This is usually done from the controller's
$componentWillConstruct method.
Do $cinst.$connectPaneObjToManager(iMdGridObjRef,
'MoManagerPaneObjComplexGrid')
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Once the manager is instantiated, it remains open even if the component
is temporarily closed. So the manager can be used to 'persist' component
attributes while the pane is closed temporarily (or reloaded).
$focusPane

This method is used to place the cursor into the first field of the pane,
i.e. to give it the focus. This method does nothing if the component is
not currently prepared (i.e. if the pane subwindow is not open), unless
you pass kTrue as the first parameter, pkForceNY_opt.

⇒ Other attributes and methods of pane controllers are beyond the scope
of this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you need
additional help or training creating your own framework components.
Frameset Controller Operations and Attributes
$setExpanded

You can call this method of a frameset controller to set its expanded
state. You can read a frameset's current expanded state by using
attribute $isExpanded (see chapter 4.7.1).
Pane Delegate Methods

Reusable panes are usually managed by implementing a pane delegate
object, rather than subclassing the pane controllers. To implement the
delegate object, you will normally create a subclass of
MoControllerPaneDelegateSuperclass which provides all the
delegate methods and attributes expected by the pane controller.
A pane delegate object must implement, and allows us to override, the
following pane attributes that were described above: $paneIconId,
$paneName, $paneTip, $paneWillBeDeactivated,
$paneWindowClassName.
Parameters

Pane delegate methods receive a parameter pPaneId, matching the pane
id of the pane controller instance. Multiple pane instances may thus use
the same delegate, where the delegate uses a switch statement to
determine the return value, as in:

$paneName

Switch pPaneId
Case 'DemoMdEmployeesGrid'
Quit method 'Employees Complex Grid'
Case 'DemoMdEmployeesPane'
Quit method 'Employee Info Pane'
Case 'MdEntityGridDataGeneric'
Quit method 'Simple Employee Data Grid'
Default
;; Name for the entire frameset
Quit method 'Employees'
End Switch

In addition, the pane delegate must implement the following methods:
$mayAddPanel
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By returning kTrue from method $mayAddPanel in a pane delegate,
users can open the pane in a separate window. This instantiates a panel
controller containing a placeholder for a single pane, which is opened
stacked on top of, and with the same size as the parent window. Panels
initially open stacked on top of the main window, but they will reappear where they were last closed.
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Users can open a pane in a separate window by selecting "Open in New
Window" from the context menu or by typing Control/Command-O
while the cursor is in that pane. This shortcut can be modified by
changing public variable MoShortcutNewWindow.
Pane selectors (tabbed panes or icon arrays, described in chapter 4.7.4)
can also be opened in a new window. This removes the nested sub
panes from the parent window and shows them in the new window.

⇒ If you have any panes (subclasses of
MoControllerPaneSuperclass) that trap keyboard events in
$controlResponder, make sure that they call the control responder
in the superclass by using Quit method $cinst.$inherited at
the end of the On evKey section. Otherwise, those panes cannot be
opened in a new window by using the keyboard shortcut.
See chapter 1.4.1 for a screen shot and a user explanation.
$paneShouldBeActivated

Allows the pane delegate to override the behavior of
$componentShouldBeActivated. See chapter 4.6.3.

$paneWillBeDeactivated

Allows the pane delegate to override the behavior of
$componentWillBeDeactivated. See chapter 4.6.3.

$printTip
4.7.3

This attribute allows each pane to have its own tooltip for its optional
print command.
Frameset Delegate Methods

Most framesets are managed by a frameset delegate, rather than by
subclassing the frameset controller. A frameset delegate must subclass
from MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass, which inherits
from MoControllerPaneDelegateSuperclass (see the previous
chapter for a listing of pane delegate methods, which are also supported
in the frameset delegate).

⇒ If one of a frameset's frames has more than one pane, then the frameset
controller automatically instantiates a pane selector controller for
which the frameset delegate also becomes the delegate object. This
allows you to add code to the frameset delegate that gets executed when
events occur in one of its pane selectors. See "Pane selector delegate
methods" in the next chapter).
Instance Variable

Parameters

$framePaneSelectorType
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In any delegate method that you override, you can use
iPaneControllerRef to refer to the frameset controller instance. In
most cases, however, you are better off using one of the following
parameters.
Frameset delegate methods receive parameters prFramesetController
and pPaneId, allowing the delegate object to return different values,
depending on the frameset instance. So a single delegate object can
service multiple framesets.
This method may be overridden to change the pane selector type that
should be used if more than one pane exists in a frame (see chapter
4.7.4). The default is MoConstants.kMoPaneSelectorTabs. This
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method receives a third parameter pFrameIndex, allowing you to use a
different pane selector type depending on the frame index.
$frameset…
$initFrameset

Methods and attributes whose names start with $frameset determine
the look and feel of the frameset. They are explained in chapter 4.7.1.
This method must always be overridden. It defines the pane
controller(s) to be instantiated into the frame(s) of the frameset. You add
pane controllers into frames by calling
$addPaneForFrame(pFrameIndex, pPaneIndex, pPaneId,
pPaneController, pDelegate_opt) of the frameset controller:
- pFrameIndex indicates the number of the frame in the frameset. The
first frame must use 1; additional frames use 2 and 3 (use nested
framesets if you need more frames in a window). If you repeat the
same frame number, multiple panes will be instantiated into that
frame. The frameset controller automatically adds a pane selector
into this frame (see chapter 4.7.4).
- pPaneIndex is a number that uniquely identifies a pane within a
frame. Use 1 or any number equal to or lower than the total number
of panes in the frame. Do not reuse the same pane index within a
frame. If multiple panes are used in a frame, their index determines
the order in which they appear in the pane selector (see chapter
4.7.4).
- pPaneController must be the name of the controller class that
manages the pane. Note that the pane controller might not be
instantiated immediately: A pane selector may delay the instantiation
of subcontrollers until their pane is activated.
- pDelegate_opt is the optional pane delegate to be used by the pane
controller. You can either pass in the name of the class or the notation
path of the delegate instance.
Do iPaneControllerRef.$addPaneForFrame(
frameIndex,
paneIndex,
paneId,
classNameController{,
classNameDelegate or delegatePath})

Note that a frameset delegate may manage multiple (possibly nested)
frameset instances. In that case, you should use the prPaneController
parameter when calling $addPaneForFrame:
Do prPaneController.$addPaneForFrame(
frameIndex,paneIndex,paneId,classNameController{,
classNameDelegate or delegatePath})

$nameOfControllerPaneSelector
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This method is used by the frameset controller to determine the pane
selector controller class to be used if more than one pane exists in a
frame (see chapter 4.7.4 below). By default, a frameset uses
MoClassFactory.$nameOfControllerPaneSelector, which returns
MoControllerPaneSelector by default.
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By default, this method returns kFalse, meaning that the frameset does
not show a pane selector if only one pane exists (see chapter 4.7.4 below
for more information about pane selectors).
Pane Selectors

A pane selector is an
intelligent component that
allows users to switch
between multiple panes. It is
controlled by a pane selector
controller, class
MoControllerPaneSelector
by default. MasterStudio frameset controllers automatically instantiate a
pane selector if the user defines a frame to hold more than one pane. But
pane selectors may also be instantiated manually (using
$addSubcontroller).
Currently, MasterStudio allows two main visual styles for pane
selectors, using horizontal tabs or vertical icons. A third pane selector
type, kMoPaneSelectorInvisible, can be used to implement
"invisible" pane selectors that are managed by your own code.

kMoPaneSelectorTabs (left) and kMoPaneSelectorIcons (right)
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Individual views used by the pane selector controller (including
window classes MoWindowPaneSelectorTabs and
MoWindowPaneSelectorIcons) may add appropriate context menu
commands, allowing users to change the look and feel even further. For
example, both the tab and the icon array allow users to switch to a
“small icons” view:

Adding Panes

Panes are added to a pane selector using the $addPane method. The
pane selector controller is responsible for adding the subcontroller for
each pane added: Each pane subcontroller is automatically instantiated
before the pane selector is opened (allowing the pane selector to retrieve
the pane's information such as $paneName and $paneTip). A
subcontroller's $finishInitialization method is called as soon as the
pane is selected by the user, i.e. as soon as the pane becomes active.

⇒ Instantiation of the pane selector can be sped up considerably by
having subcontrollers do most of their work in
$finishInitialization rather than in any methods that are
executed before it (such as $supercontrollerChanged).
When a pane is activated, its $activateComponent method is called,
which in turn calls $componentShouldBeActivated. If any of these
methods returns kFalse, then the user cannot select the pane. It is
recommended that the controller that returns kFalse gives some user
feedback about this (e.g. by displaying a message or sounding the bell).
Keyboard
navigation
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MasterStudio pane selectors can be operated using the keyboard. Users
can switch between tabs or icons by pressing the <Ctrl>-<Tab> or
<Ctrl>-<Shift>-<Tab> keys while the focus is in any field within the
pane selector. On the Mac, the same thing is achieved by pressing
<Command>-<Option>-<Tab> or <Command>-<Option>-<Shift><Tab>.
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Pane Selector Attributes & Accessors
$currentPaneIndex

This attribute the index of the currently selected pane (e.g., 1 for the first
pane).

$paneIconId,
$paneName,
$paneTip

These attributes return the name of the name, tooltip, and icon of the
currently selected pane. The pane selector object acts as a "facade" to the
controller object of the currently selected pane.

$selectedPaneController

This attribute returns a reference to the controller of the currently
selected pane.
Pane Selector Delegate Methods

Pane selector controllers can use a delegate, for which you should
subclass MoControllerPaneSelectorDelegateSuperclass.
Pane selector delegate methods include
$subpaneSelectorInitialized, $subpaneInitialized,
$subpaneActivated, $subPaneDeactivated, and
$subPaneShouldAutoTab. These delegate methods give developers
fine-grained control over pane selectors: You can execute code right
when a pane selector controller is initialized, when each sub pane is
initialized, when a sub pane is activated, and when a sub pane is
deactivated. $subPaneShouldAutoTab, which returns kTrue by default,
allows you to override "auto-tabbing behavior" for individual panes in
your windows.
These delegate methods receive a reference to the corresponding pane
controller, allowing you to access any of their attributes (including their
pane id, $paneId).
When a pane selector is automatically instantiated by a frameset
controller, the frameset's delegate (e.g., the entity delegate) also becomes
the delegate for each pane selector initialized by that frameset.
Pane Selector Operations
$activatePane

This method is used to activate one of the pane selector's panes. The
following optional parameters are accepted:
- pPaneIndex_opt: The index of the pane to be activated. You can pass
0 if you want to activate a pane by its id.
- pPaneId_opt: The id of the pane to be activated.
- pkShouldFocusNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the pane controller
to put the focus ($ctarget) to the first field of the newly activated
pane.

$addPane

This method is used to add a pane to the pane selector controller. The
method expects the following parameters:
- pPaneIndex: The index of the pane to be added. Use a unique
number to identify each pane.
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Note that this number does not necessarily correspond to the order in which
the panes are displayed: The order by which $addPane is called determines
the order of individual panes. A frameset controller automatically sorts
panes of a frame by their index number before calling $addPane of the pane
selector.
- pPaneId: The unique id to be used by the pane subcontroller (see
chapter 4.7.2).
- pClassNameController: The class name of the pane controller to be
instantiated.
- pClassNameOrPathOfDelegate_opt: The optional name of the
delegate class or the notation path to the delegate instance.
$initializePane

$redrawSelectors

$removePane

This method allows a pane controller that is nested under a pane
selector to be initialized before it is activated. Normally, a pane selector
will call $finishInitialization only for the subcontroller that
matches the currently visible pane (tab or icon). This speeds up
initialization of a complex window: Subcontrollers for invisible tabs do
not need to finish initializing. Method $initializePane accepts the
same parameters as $activatePane: pPaneIndex_opt and
pPaneId_opt.
This method can be used to force redrawing of the individual tabs or
icons in a pane selector. You should call this method after the text or
tooltip of one of the sub-panes changes.
Pane selectors support dynamically adding and removing sub panes
while they are already open. Method $removePane removes an existing
pane from the pane selector.

⇒ Dynamically removing a pane may change the "mapping" between the
"tab number" or "icon array line" with the corresponding pane index.
To map the "line number" to the pane index in your own pane selector
subclasses, use the iSelectorLineMapping list that is defined in
MoWindowPaneSelectorSuperclass.
$setSelectorShowSingle

Call this method and pass kTrue as the first parameter if you want the
pane selector to show up, even if there is only one pane to be displayed.

$setSelectorType

Call this method and pass MoConstants.kMoPaneSelectorTabs if you
want the pane selector to use tabs (which is also the default) and
MoConstants.kMoPaneSelectorIcons if you want the pane selector to
use an icon array.

⇒ Other attributes and methods of pane selectors are beyond the scope of
this manual. Please contact Master Object Consultancy if you need
additional help or training creating your own framework components.
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Panels
⇒ This chapter assumes knowledge about delegation (explained in
chapter 3.2.1), the functions manager (explained in chapter 4.5.4), and
components and controllers (explained in chapter 4.6).
Previous chapters in this
manual described
components that are nested
into a main window, where
each component controller
manages a part of the window and is a subcontroller of the window
context. A panel is a container for components that also belong to the
main window, but are displayed in a separate window. A panel controller
is a subcontroller (subclass of MoControllerPanelSuperclass) that is
added to its supercontroller using $addSubcontroller, just like any
other component controllers.
Once instantiated, the panel controller opens a window in which it
usually instantiates additional component controllers that become a
branch in the main window's controller hierarchy. Panels can center
themselves above their supercontroller, as is shown by the following
screen shot:

A panel centered above the grid that the user is about to print
A panel controller inherits from, and thus supports the attributes and
methods of component controller (see chapter 4.6.3). In addition, a panel
controller supports the following attributes and methods.
$closeWindow

$enterData
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This method closes the panel's window and returns kTrue if closing
succeeded (it will fail if any subcontroller returns kFalse from its
$mayClose method).
Although all MasterStudio windows are modeless, they can implement
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panel waits for the user to either close the panel or press the default
command. A modal panel is also known as a dialog box.
It is up to the panel controller subclass to set instance variable
iPanelEnterDataIsActive to kFalse so that $enterData leaves
Omnis' Enter data statement.
$enterData returns instance value iPanelEnteredData, which is
usually set by a subcontroller that calls $setEnteredData.
If $enterData is called while the panel's window is closed, it is opened
automatically and closed again after the user dismisses the dialog.
$enteredData
$openWindow

$panelName
$setEnteredData
4.8.1

This attribute returns a value that was set after a user action in the panel
or any of its subcontrollers.
This method is used to open the panel controller's window. In most
cases, this is done immediately after instantiating the panel controller
(typical panel controllers only remain alive as long as their
corresponding window is being used).
This attribute is passed to the panel window as its title. By default, it
returns $contextName of the current window context.
A panel subcontroller calls this method to set the value that is returned
from the $enterData method.
Dialog Boxes

A dialog box is a panel that is used to display data to (and possibly ask
data from) the user. Modal dialog boxes usually subclass
MoControllerPanelDialogSuperclass, which automatically
instantiates a command controller to manage the dialog's commands.
When a modal command is selected, $executeModalCommand is used to
dismiss the dialog and return the appropriate value.
Adding a Dialog Box
Controller

$dialog

A command controller can be opened (and added to the controller
hierarchy) by calling the $dialog method of the functions manager,
accessible using task variable MoF (shortcut for MoManagerFunctions).
This method adds the dialog box panel to the controller hierarchy and
returns a reference to the newly created panel controller instance.
MoF.$dialog() accepts the following optional parameters:
- prSupercontroller_opt: This is the controller to which the dialog
box panel controller is added. If you omit this reference parameter,
the dialog will use the root context as its supercontroller.
- pPanelWindowClassName_opt: This is the type name to be used for
the panel controller, which is used as the panel's window class name
by default.
MasterStudio panel components usually override their
$windowClassName attribute so you do not normally need to pass this
parameter.
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- pIndex_opt: This is the index for the panel subcontroller.
Usually, only one panel is opened so you do not need to pass an index.
4.8.2

Messages

MasterStudio provides an easy way to display messages for the user,
effectively replacing Omnis Studio's built-in message commands.
Messages are managed by class MoControllerPanelDialogBox, which
automatically opens the appropriate window classes that make up the
view.
A dialog box automatically adjusts itself to the current platform's user
interface and uses appropriate button texts for the current language.
Users can tab through the individual buttons of a multi-button dialog
box to make their selection. Dialog boxes automatically increase their
height and width to accommodate their text and buttons. Double
forward slashes (//) in the text are replaced by a carriage return.
The dialog box controller offers 4 main ways in which you open modal
dialog boxes:
- An easy-to-use and flexible $message() method that allows you
simply open a dialog with text, an icon, and 1 to 9 buttons with text.
- An $okMessage() method that allows you to open dialogs that
behave the same as Omnis' built-in OK Message.
- A $yesNoMessage() method that replaces Omnis' built-in Yes/No
Message.
- A $noYesMessage() method that replaces Omnis' built-in No/Yes
Message.
All four methods offer a very simple calling interface to manage a
dialog box. Just like Omnis Studio's built-in methods, $okMessage,
$yesNoMessage and $noYesMessage support four parameters:
Parameters for
$okMessage,
$yesNoMessage,
$noYesMessage

pText: The text to appear in the dialog box.
pkMoMessageType_opt: Specifies the type of message (and thus the icon
that will be used). Use one of the following
MoConstants.kMoMessageType… constants:
- kMoMessageTypeInfo for dialogs that show information (default for
$message and $okMessage)
- kMoMessageTypeWarning for dialogs that warn the user
- kMoMessageTypeDanger for dialogs that appear in a very dangerous
situation
- kMoMessageTypeAsk for dialogs that ask a question (this is the
default for $yesNoMessage and $noYesMessage).
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⇒ For improved performance in subclasses of contexts, controllers, and
managers, you can use tokenized class variables ckMessageTypeAsk,
ckMessageTypeDanger, ckMessageTypeInfo, and
ckMessageTypeWarning to refer to the kMo... constants. See
chapter 4.4.1.
pkCancelButtonNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the dialog to have an
additional cancel button. After a user cancels a Yes/No or No/Yes
dialog box, the flag is cleared and public variable
MoPublic.MoPuMsgCanceled is set to kTrue. Do not use the Omnis
built-in msgcanceled() function!
pkCancelSoundBellNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the dialog to beep.
After calling one of the above methods, the Omnis flag (#F) is changed
in the same way as Omnis' built-in messages, as specified in the Omnis
Studio reference Manual. To test whether the user has canceled out of a
dialog, use global variable MoPublic.MoPuMsgCanceled.
The value of the flag (kTrue or kFalse) is also returned by these
methods. So instead of testing the flag, you can call a dialog as part of
an If-statement:
If MoF.$dialog(MoContext).$yesNoMessage(…)
;; the user has selected "Yes".
Else
;; the user has selected "No" or "Cancel"
End if

Parameters for
$message

Unlike the above-mentioned replacements for Omnis' built-in methods,
$message() allows you to specify the text of up to 9 individual
buttons.
pText: The text to appear in the dialog box.
pkMoMessageType_opt: See above.
pOkButtonNumber_opt: A number that indicates which button is the
OK button (0 if none). A 1 would signify that the first button is the OK
button, a 2 signifies that the second button is the OK button, etc.
pCancelButtonNumber_opt: A number that indicates which button is
the cancel button (0 if none).
pButton1_opt … pButton9_opt: Pass one or more strings that
correspond to the button(s) of the dialog box. If you don't pass any
buttons, MoPublic.MoTxOK is used.
If you pass only one button, then the flag is not affected by $message().
Otherwise, the flag is set if the user selected the Ok button and it is
cleared otherwise. MoPublic.MoPuMsgCanceled is set if the user
canceled out of the dialog box.
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The $message() method always returns the text of the selected button.
The easiest way to handle multi-button dialogs, is by using a switch
statement:
Switch MoF.$dialog(MoContext).$message(
'Ok?',,1,3,"Save","Don't Save","Cancel")
Case "Save"
…
Case "Don't Save"
…
Case "Cancel"
…
End Switch

Opening a
Dialog Box

To open a dialog, always use the functions manager to get the reference
to the instance of a dialog controller:
Do MoF.$dialog($cinst).$methodName

…where you pass a controller instance as a parameter. The dialog box
controller becomes a temporary subcontroller under that controller. If
you don't open the dialog from within a controller instance, you can
open it as part of the current context:
Do MoF.$dialog(MoContext).$methodName

Or if you're opening a dialog box from behind a window, you could use
a reference to its (sub)window controller:
Do MoF.$dialog(iComponentControllerRef.$ref).$methodName

Dialog Box Layout
Guidelines

MasterStudio automatically adjusts dialog boxes to user platform
standards. For extra friendly dialogs, keep the first text paragraph short
and to the point. Additional text can be appended in separate
paragraphs (prefixed by four slashes: ////) and appears in a smaller
font.
Dialog box text becomes scrollable if it does not fit on the screen. In fact,
only the second and additional paragraphs have a scroll bar, so you
must add '////' at some point to create at least one paragraph break.
Text may also start with '////'. In that case, the dialog box only contains
small-font text.
For button texts, it is recommended that you choose descriptive names
rather than “Yes” or “No”.
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Save Dialog, Mac OS X

Save Dialog, Windows XP
$queueMessage

MoF.$queueMessage allows you to queue OK messages. If you queue
more than one message, it will automatically be appended to the first
message. This has several advantages:
- The messages do not hit the method stack if you are queuing them
from within a complex nested method.
- The messages appear as one message to the user, so if you add the
messages from within a loop, the loop will have finished before the
user needs to click OK.

Two queued warning messages, shown in one dialog.
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To queue a message, you pass its text and optionally the type of
message (or icon id) and the path to the current context, as in:
Do MoF.$queueMessage('Text',
MoConstants.kMoMessageTypeWarning,
MoContext.$objectPath)

4.8.3

Report Destination Dialog

The MasterStudio functions manager offers a
$promptForReportDestination method, allowing you to open a
friendly dialog in which the user selects a report destination. The report
destination dialog itself is controlled by pane controller
MoControllerPaneReportDestination, which is nested into a
standard panel.
MoF.$promptForReportDestination returns kTrue if the user made a
selection. It accepts the following parameters:
- prSupercontroller: A reference to the supercontroller of the panel
(see chapter 4.8.1).
- pkDoSetupNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the dialog to allow the
user to set the page setup (if “printer” is chosen, see screenshot) or to
choose the export file (when “file” is chosen):

- pkIncludeFileYN_opt: Pass kFalse if you do not want the “Export
to file” option to show up (see previous screen shot). By default, the
dialog includes this option:
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- pkShowMoreOptionsNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the dialog to
include a “More Options” button, which opens Omnis Studio's
standard Prompt for destination dialog allowing users to select
any report destination:

The previous screen shot was the result of the following method call:
Quit method MoF.$promptForReportDestination(
prPaneController.$ref,kFalse,kTrue,kTrue)
;; Opens a dialog for this context, no Page Setup button,
with file export button, "more options" button.

4.8.4

Login Panels

⇒ In the current version of MasterStudio, login panels are not yet
implemented as panels. Rather, they are simple Omnis window classes
(subclasses of MoDatabaseLoginPanelSuperclass) that contain
their own logic.
A login panel is a dialog that is used by a MasterStudio database session
(see chapter 4.10.2) to prompt the user for database-specific connection
information. Each database type has its own dialog window, showing
appropriate fields.
The purpose of a login panel is to allow the user to edit the session's
connection dictionary, a dictionary containing key-value pairs needed for
the database to login.
A login panel is completely managed by the session: A MasterStudio
session will automatically open its login panel when needed. You can
force a session to prompt for connection information (effectively logging
off and switching to a different database) by calling its
$editConnectionDictionary method.

Login panel for OmnisSQL (Mac OS X).
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The login panel for OmnisSQL allows users to select an Omnis database
file (which usually has extension .DF1). Users can click on “Select...” to
choose a different file, or they can drag the file into the window.

Login panel for Oracle (Windows XP).
4.8.5

Custom Panels using a Nested Pane

Window class MoWindowPanelDialogBoxWithPane can be used to
create custom panels that are used to display any nested pane. The
contents of the panel can be any pane, controlled by any pane controller
(see chapter 4.7.2).

⇒ This method of opening a custom panel is used by
$promptForReportDestination (see chapter 4.8.3). Creating your
own panels is beyond the scope of this manual. Please contact
Master Object Consultancy if you need additional help or training
creating your own panels.

4.9

Standalone View Objects
Previous chapters described dynamic MasterStudio components that are
managed by a component controller. The MasterStudio base classes
library also includes a few standalone window and menu classes that do
not need a controller to manage them. Their class name is prefixed by
MoView….
The window classes are used as subwindows in your own window
classes by dragging them from the Omnis Studio component store.
These windows inherit from MoViewSuperclass, allowing them to
participate in MasterStudio event handling, and reacting to right-mouse
clicks.
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Expanding Icon

$iconid

Class MoViewExpandingIcon is a subwindow that displays an icon after
you assign its $iconid attribute.

$desiredHeight

After assigning $iconid, this attribute returns the subwindow's desired
height in pixels.

$desiredWidth

After assigning $iconid, this attribute returns the subwindow's desired
with in pixels.

4.9.2

Expanding Text

$text

Class MoViewExpandingText is a subwindow that displays text after
you assign its $text attribute. The text must be a string in which new
lines are separated by chr(13); you can use the following code to easily
replace // by carriage returns:
Calculate iDialogText as replaceall(pText,'//',chr(13))

The expanding text object automatically uses a smaller font for the
second and additional paragraphs (which are separated by two carriage
returns).
$desiredHeight

After assigning $text, this attribute returns the subwindow's desired
height in pixels.

$desiredWidth

After assigning $text, this attribute returns the subwindow's desired
with in pixels.

4.9.3
$text, $iconid

$centerText
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LCD Status

Window class MoViewLcdStatus is used to
display window status (an icon and a
corresponding text) in a subwindow that looks
like a Liquid Crystal Display. After constructing the subwindow, you
simply assign its $text and $iconid attributes.
By default, the LCD status window
shows one icon on the left. By
assigning kTrue to $centerText in the
subwindow's $construct method, you can have the text appear
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centered in the subwindow, with the window context's icon displayed
on the right:
Do $cfield.$centerText.$assign(kTrue)

4.9.4

Dynamic Popup List

Menu class MoViewDynamicPopupList is used to popup a list-based
menu from an $event method behind a window object. The menu is
opened using the following method lines:
$event

Set reference ref to
MoContext.$classRef('MoViewDynamicPopupList')
Popup menu ref

The dynamic popup menu dynamically creates its menu lines by calling
the $popupList method of $cobj. This method must return a reference
to a list with menu line names in its first column, as in:
$popupList

Quit method iColorsList.$ref

If the flag is kTrue after executing the Popup menu statement, the
current line of the list is automatically set to the menu line selected by
the user.

⇒ Be careful not to accidentally add any menu lines to the
MoViewDynamicPopupList menu class. The dynamic popup menu
will no longer work if the class already contains any menu lines.
4.9.5

Progress Bar

Class MoViewProgressBar can be used as a progress bar at the top or
bottom of a containing subwindow. The progress bar must be a hidden
subwindow that automatically reveals itself when its $increment
method is called in a loop.

⇒ MasterStudio framesets (described in chapter 4.7) have a hidden
progress bar subwindow in class MoWindowFramesetSuperclass,
which is used to display a progress bar for "save" operations in
Master-Detail windows. For an example of how to call an in-window
progress bar, search for $progressbar in class
MdManagerListGeneric.
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$increment

After calling the $start method once, you increment the progress bar
value by calling this method. If the increment is other than 1, you
should pass in parameter pIncrement1_opt.

$start

The progress bar is started by passing the total number of steps to be
performed pTotal and optional parameters pText_opt and
pDelay90_opt. The delay (90 ticks by default, i.e. 1.5 seconds) ensures
that the progress bar remains hidden during very short routines.
Do ...subwindowRef.$start(20,'Saving...',30)

$stop

This method is called to hide the progress bar.

4.10

Database Access
This chapter describes MasterStudio components that you will use to
access the database. Like most Omnis Studio applications, MasterStudio
uses table classes, session objects and statements to implement database
functionality.

⇒ Note that this chapter does not explain what table classes, session
objects, and statement objects do. MasterStudio's implementations of
these objects simply enhance functions already found in the version 3
DAMs, which are sometimes called “Non-Visual DAMs”. Before
reading this chapter, make sure that you understand the “SQL
Programming” chapter in the Omnis Programming manual.
4.10.1

Table Classes and Schema Classes

Table classes are a special type of Omnis class that you use to
implement the way that you interact with the database. Table classes are
always related to schema classes to define lists. An Omnis list that is
defined from a table class is a table instance whose columns correspond
to those defined in the related schema class.

⇒ The Master-Detail framework layer does not currently support the use
of query classes. Instead, you use foreign key elements in schema
classes to create joins between tables. This has several advantages,
including the ability to use recursive joins and the ability to join the
same schema multiple times. Also, to fetch columns from a joined table,
you do not need to create a separate query class.
Subclassing the
MasterStudio table
class

MasterStudio sessions enhance Omnis Studio sessions by encapsulating
and extending them using the Facade design pattern. To easily and
transparently work with MasterStudio sessions, you should let your
database tables inherit from MoDatabaseTableSuperclass.
The MasterStudio database table superclass provides default
implementations of all standard Omnis database methods, including
$select, $insert, $fetch, etc.

Advantages

MasterStudio's methods work with the MasterStudio session object,
providing the following advantages:
- Icons on views and window objects can automatically indicate
whenever there is any database access.
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- MasterStudio provides enhanced error handling, where standard
error texts are automatically translated and can be easily overridden
by the table subclass and by the application context (see chapter
4.3.6).
- The table superclass provides automated mechanisms for generating
sequence numbers for newly inserted records.
- A table instance that inherits from MoDatabaseTableSuperclass
automatically reads XML elements from the corresponding schema
class, allowing fast access to schema attributes and translated field
names.
Instantiating a
Table

A table instance is created by performing $definefromsqlclass on a
list, passing a reference to the class as the first parameter. A
MasterStudio table needs two parameters in its $construct:
pObjectPath (containing its object path) and prSession (a reference to
the session object). These construction parameters must be passed into
$definefromsqlclass after leaving an empty parameter:
Do iPbResources.$definefromsqlclass(
MoContext.$classRef('DemoEmployeesTable'),,
con(iObjectPath,'.',nam(iPbResources)),
MoContext.$application().$session)

;; empty parameter

⇒ See chapter 6.2.3 for more information about object paths.
Inheriting from
MoDatabaseTableSuperclass

To take advantage of the MasterStudio table superclass, set the
$superclass attribute of your current table classes to
MoBaseClasses.MoDatabaseTableSuperclass (use a different library
name if you renamed the library or moved the class into your own
library).

⇒ If you intend to use the Master-Detail framework layer, you must
subclass from MdEntityTableSuperclass (see chapter 5.3.2).
Make sure that any default table methods that you had overridden now
use Do $cinst.$inherited.$methodname instead of
$cinst.$default.$methodname. Where you used Do default, now
use Do inherited.
Also, ensure that you no longer use $sessionobject and
$statementobject. Instead, use $moSessionObject and
$moStatementObject to set a reference to the session or statement you
want to use.
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The following example shows how a table subclass instance can use the
MasterStudio statement object to perform SQL and implement
MasterStudio error handling:
Set reference rStatement to $cinst.$moStatementObject
Begin statement
Sta: ...
End statement
Calculate flag as rStatement.$prepare()*rStatement.$execute()
If not(flag)
Do $cinst.$sqlerror(kTableUpdateError)
End If
Quit method flag

MasterStudio Schema XML Elements

A MasterStudio table instance automatically reads the following XMLformatted elements from the description field of the primary key in the
associated schema class.

⇒ Chapter 3.2.2 explains MasterStudio's handling of XML attributes.
<SEQ>

For generating sequence numbers, MasterStudio uses the name of the
primary key column, unless a <SEQ>SEQ_FIELD</SEQ> element is added
to the primary key in the schema class. Matches the $sequenceName
attribute of the schema object.
For OmnisSQL, the MasterStudio session object automatically creates a
database table in which a record is created for each named sequence,
storing the last sequence number used.
On Oracle, MasterStudio uses native Oracle sequences (that must be
created on the server using a script), unless you override
$sequenceUsesTable in your table subclass. So you can have
individual tables use the MasterStudio sequence table rather than a
native Oracle sequence. Instead of overriding the $sequenceUsesTable
method, you should then add a TABLE attribute to the <SEQ> element, as
in:
<SEQ TABLE="1">SEQ_FIELD</SEQ>

⇒ The Master-Detail framework layer supports many more schema
attributes. See chapter 5.3.1.
MasterStudio Schema and Column Objects

MasterStudio caches schema definitions by reading schema classes (and
the XML information in their descriptions) at startup. After reading all
schemas, MasterStudio creates an internal list of schema dependencies,
i.e. Master-Detail relationships.
After this, schema and column information can be read from attributes
in MoSchema and MoSchemaColumn objects managed by the schemas
manager (see chapter 4.5.10).
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Returns a reference to the schema class on which the schema object was
based.

$moColumns

Returns a list containing MoDatabaseSchemaColumn object instances in
the first column.

$findColumn

Returns the column object whose name matches parameter
pColumnName.

$promptSingular

This attribute returns a string in the current language that contains a
human-readable name for a single record.

$promptPlural

This attribute returns a string in the current language that contains a
human-readable description for multiple records.

Schema Attributes

The other attributes of a schema object correspond to values defined in
the schema itself or in XML elements in its description. The following
list shows the method names and the corresponding XML elements and
attributes. Grayed out attributes are only available for schemas used by
the Master-Detail framework layer (see chapter 5.3.1).
$batchSize .................................
$caseMode .................................
$commitMode .............................
$countMode ...............................
$isModal ....................................
$lockFieldName ..........................
$lockingMode .............................
$meaningfulColumnName.............
$menuMode ...............................
$primaryKeyName ......................
$refetchMode .............................
$schemaName ............................
$searchIsFixed ...........................
$searchMode ..............................
$sequenceName .........................
$sequenceUsesTable ...................
$servertablename .......................
$view ........................................
$viewContext .............................

Column Attributes

<BATCH>
<CASE>
<COMMIT>
COUNT attribute of <BATCH>
<MODAL>
<LOCKFIELD>
<LOCK>
<MEANINGFUL>
<MENU>
Name of the primary key column
<REFETCH/>
Name of the schema class
FIXED attribute of <BATCH>
MODE attribute of <BATCH>
<SEQ>
TABLE attribute of <SEQ>
As defined in the schema class
<VIEW>
CONTEXT attribute of <VIEW>

Column objects have the following attributes. Custom MasterStudio
attributes are managed by the list fields manager (see chapter 4.5.5).
Grayed out attributes are only available for schemas used by the
Master-Detail framework layer (see chapter 5.3.1).
$coltype, $colsybtype, $colsublen .
$columnName ............................
$copyable ..................................
$couldBeNull ..............................
$display.....................................
$fetchLevel ................................

As defined in the schema class
As defined in the schema class
<COPY/>
As defined in the schema class
<DISPLAY>
<FETCH> (may be set
dynamically by the list manager)
$hide......................................... <HIDE>
$isLockField................................ <LOCKFIELD>
$joinAlias ................................... ALIAS attribute of <JOIN>
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$joinClassName .......................... <JOIN>
$joinIsOuter ............................... OUTER attribute of <JOIN>
$joinSchemaName ...................... <JOIN> (returns the schema
class name if the join is on a
table class)
$mandatory ............................... <MANDATORY>
$meaningful ............................... <MEANINGFUL>
$primarykey............................... As defined in the schema class
$promptsCalculation .................... <PROMPT>
$sortDescending ......................... DESC attribute of <SORT>
$sortOrder ................................. <SORT>
MasterStudio Table Attributes
$moSessionObject

This method returns a reference to the MasterStudio session object that
is used by the table instance. A MasterStudio session is usually linked to
a table instance using the session's $bindToList method. See chapter
4.10.2.

⇒ From within the table instance, your code may also refer to
iMoSessionRef.
$moSchemaObject

This attribute returns the schema object corresponding to the table
instance (see "MasterStudio Schema Objects" on the previous page).
Although MasterStudio tables automatically obtain their "schema
object" upon instantiation (available through a list's $moSchemaObject
attribute), you can also obtain a schema definition by using
MoManagerSchemas.$getSchema (see chapter 4.5.10).

$moStatementObject

This method returns a reference to the MasterStudio statement object
that is used by the table instance (see chapter 4.10.5). A MasterStudio
statement is usually linked to a table instance using the statement's
$bindToList method.
An alternative way to retrieve a reference to the statement instance of a
list, is to call $statementObjectOfList(pfTableInstance) of the
session object. This is especially useful if you are unsure whether the list
actually uses a MasterStudio session. See chapter 4.10.2.

$objectIsValid

$objectPath

$textForError
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This attribute returns #NULL if the table instance could not be
constructed, e.g. if it doesn't have a valid session. Under normal
circumstances, this method must return kTrue. You can test this
attribute after $definefromsqlclass to test whether the list was
constructed correctly.
This returns a string containing the Omnis notation path that can be
used to communicate with the table instance (list). See chapter 6.2.3 for
more information about object paths.
This attribute may be overridden to return a specific text for any
database error that is caused by the table instance. If you do not
override this attribute, MasterStudio uses text that is returned by the
application context (see chapter 4.3.6).
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Session Objects

As mentioned in the previous chapter, MasterStudio
sessions enhance Omnis Studio sessions by
encapsulating and extending them using the Facade
design pattern.
MasterStudio sessions support most default attributes
and methods that are described in the Omnis Studio
manuals.
MasterStudio session objects are
subclasses of
MoDatabaseSessionSuperclass.
For each database type
(OmnisSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, etc.), a separate subclass is used. Thus,
MasterStudio uses the Abstract Factory design pattern to differentiate
between different database types (see chapter 3.1.5 for more information
about this design pattern).
Advantages

MasterStudio sessions offer a number of enhancements and advantages
over Omnis Studio's default session objects:
- MasterStudio sessions use a subscription mechanism. Session objects
automatically notify objects that depend on them when the user tries
to log off.
- A MasterStudio session will log on automatically when any object
tries to subscribe to it.
- A MasterStudio session will automatically open an appropriate
connection dialog (login panel) if it needs information from the user
(such as a name and a password, or the location or alias of the
database). See chapter 4.8.4 for more information about login panels.
- MasterStudio sessions use connection dictionary objects, allowing an
application to store and retrieve database settings regardless of the
type of database.
- MasterStudio sessions provide automatic error handling, displaying
a custom dialog box that allows users to look at error details, copy
them to the clipboard, or export them to a text file.
- MasterStudio sessions can create a database table for generating
unique record numbers (sequences).
- MasterStudio sessions and statements can automatically display
database access status by changing any icon into a database symbol
during database operations.

Instantiating a
Session Object
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A MasterStudio session object is instantiated by using $new with the
corresponding class. This is typically done in the $shouldOpen method
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; Load a database session object for OmnisSQL
Do MoContext.$classRef('MoDatabaseSessionOmnis') Returns rClass
Do rClass.$new(con(iObjectPath,'.',nam(iDemoSession)),'',kTrue)
Returns iDemoSession
If isnull(iDemoSession.$objectIsValid)
Do MoContext.$codeError($cmethod,
'Could not create database session',
MoConstants.kMoErrorTypeFatal)
Quit method kFalse
End If
Quit method kTrue

⇒ Note that creating a session instance does not log it on to the database.
It simply verifies that the DAM could be loaded and fills the object
variable.
The $construct of a session object takes the following parameters:
- pObjectPath: You must provide the session object with a notation
path that uniquely points to its corresponding variable. See chapter
6.2.3 for more information about object paths.
- pDatabaseVersion_opt: Depending on the type of database, you
may need to pass in a database version allowing the session subclass
to select the appropriate DAM. The subclass instantiates the DAM in
the $startSession method into which this parameter is passed.
- pkUseSequencesTableNY_opt: If you pass kTrue, then the session
object will automatically check whether a MasterStudio sequences
table exists in the database. If not, the table will be created
automatically right after logon.
You must set this parameter to kTrue for OmnisSQL sessions, because
OmnisSQL does not have a native mechanism for maintaining sequence
numbers.
- pfConnectionDictionary_opt: If you have previously stored or
created a connection dictionary for the session, you may pass it into
its $construct method (you may also use
$setConnectionDictionary before logon).
- pkCharacterMapping_opt and pkCharacterMappingTable_opt:
These parameters fill instance variables iSessionCharacterMapping
and iSessionCharacterMappingTable, allowing a session subclass
to set the appropriate character mappings.
These instance variables are reserved for use in future subclasses.
Referencing a
session

In typical applications, session objects are instantiated in the application
context. You can reference an application's session object(s) by calling its
$session method:
Set reference rSession to MoContext.$application().$session

See chapter 4.3.6 for more information about application contexts.
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If you pass kTrue for parameter pkUseSequencesTableNY_opt, the
session automatically creates a sequences table in the database. Unless
overridden in the class factory, the database table is constructed by table
class MoDatabaseSequencesTable, which uses schema
MoDatabaseSequencesSchema, resulting in table name
MO_DATABASE_SEQUENCES on the server.
MasterStudio table classes use the session's $uniqueSequenceForTable
method to create unique record numbers in their $insert method.

Subscribing to a
Session

Objects that need a connection to the database should first subscribe to
the database session by calling its $subscribe method. This method
only returns kTrue if the session succeeded in logging on to the
database. When your object no longer needs access to the database, it
should call $desubscribe. This is usually done in the object's
$destruct or $willDestruct method.
While your object is subscribed to a session (i.e., before calling
$desubscribe), the session assumes that it still needs access to the
database. If the user tries to log off or close the session, your object's
$sessionShouldLogoff method is called by the session. If you return
kFalse, then the session will not be logged off.

Closing a Session

A session is closed by calling its $close method. Note that $close may
fail (return kFalse) if any objects are still subscribed to the session, or if
there are still any open database statements (cursors).
Session Attributes & Accessors

A MasterStudio session implements most attributes of a standard
Omnis session. In the session superclass
(MoDatabaseSessionSuperclass), these default attributes are found
under the default accessors header. Refer to the Omnis Studio help and
the Omnis Programming manual for more information about these
attributes.
Below is a summary of those MasterStudio-specific attributes that you
are likely to use.
$connectionDictionary
$constrainMasterForDetail

This attribute returns a copy of the session's connection dictionary
object. See chapter 4.10.4.
Method $constrainMasterForDetail(pMasterSchemaName,
pDetailSchemaName, pDefaultConstraint) allows you to control
whether MasterStudio enforces a delete constraint when a user tries to
delete a master record that still has details linked to it. By default,
MasterStudio will "deny" such a deletion when OmnisSQL is used. For
Oracle, MasterStudio does not enforce the constraint by default. The
attribute function should return either
MoConstants.kMoConstrainNone or
MoConstants.kMoConstrainDeny.
You should only override this function if you want to change the
database default. Individual schema classes can override the database
default by implementing the CONSTRAIN= attribute in the <JOIN>
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element, which defaults to MoConstants.kMoConstrainByDatabase
(meaning that the join constraint follows the session attribute).
By default, MasterStudio enforces a "deny" constraint for users of
OmnisSQL: When a user tries to delete a record that still has details
linked to it, the following message will be displayed:

For Oracle, this constraint is off by default (allowing the constraint to be
handled by the database). By overriding the
$constrainMasterForDetail session attribute, you can change the
default behavior. You can also define the constraint for each individual
join by adding a CONSTRAIN= attribute to the <JOIN> element of the
foreign key (see chapter 5.3.1).
$damSessionObject

This method returns a reference to the Omnis Studio session object that
is contained in the MasterStudio session instance. You do not normally
need to access the Omnis session object directly.

$defaultStatement

A MasterStudio session always creates a default statement object, which is
a statement instance that is used for standard database access. The
default statement is used whenever $newStatement is called without
specifying a statement name.

$isOmnisSql
$isOracle

This attribute returns kTrue if the session uses Omnis SQL.
This attribute returns kTrue if the session uses Oracle.

$isPostgreSQL

This attribute returns kTrue if the session uses PostgreSQL.

$objectIsValid

This attribute returns #NULL if the session could not be constructed, e.g.
if it couldn't find the appropriate Omnis DAM. Under normal
circumstances, this method returns kTrue. You can test this attribute
after $new to test whether the session was constructed correctly.

$objectPath

This returns a string containing the Omnis notation path that can be
used to communicate with the session. See chapter 6.2.3 for more
information about object paths.
Session Operations

A MasterStudio session implements most methods that are also found
in the standard Omnis session it encapsulates. In the MasterStudio
session superclass (MoDatabaseSessionSuperclass), these default
attributes are found under the default methods header. Refer to the Omnis
Studio help and the Omnis Programming manual for more information
about these attributes.
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Below is a summary of MasterStudio-specific methods that you are
likely to use.
$addAccessIcon,
$removeAccessIcons

Any object with an $iconid attribute can be registered with the session,
so that the session temporarily changes the icon id to a database symbol
during database access. An object is usually registered in the
$componentWillConstruct method by passing the object path of the
controller to which the icon belongs, and a reference to the object itself:
Do iMdSessionRef.$addAccessIcon(iObjectPath,prComponent.$objRef)

In $componentWillDestruct, the access icon must be removed so that
the session doesn't try to change an icon for an object that no longer
exists:
Do iMdSessionRef.$removeAccessIcons(iObjectPath)

⇒ See chapter 4.6.3 for more information about component controllers.
$bindToList

A table instance (list) is bound to a MasterStudio session by calling
$bindToList(pfTableInstance). This sets the list's $sessionobject
to the corresponding Omnis session instance. If the session is currently
logged on, the list's $statementobject is set to the default statement of
the session.

$editConnectionDictionary

This method opens the session's login panel, allowing users to modify
database connection settings. If you pass kTrue for parameter
pkModalNY_opt the login panel is opened as a modal window. In that
case, $editConnectionDictionary returns kTrue if the user
successfully logged on, and kFalse if the user cancelled out of the login
panel.

⇒ See chapter 4.10.4 for more information about connection dictionaries.
$handleSqlError

This method is called to activate the sessions' default error handler
(which queues errors and displays them later).
The following call shows how a table instance calls this method from its
$sqlerror method:
Quit method iMoSessionRef.$handleSqlError(
prMethod_opt.$ref, ;; refers to the method that caused the error
prStatement_opt.$ref, ;; refers to the statement object
pErrorType, ;; the error type
$cinst) ;; refers to the object that implements $textForError

⇒ See $textForError in chapter 4.3.6 for more information about
MasterStudio SQL error handling.
$newStatement

iSessionRef.$newStatement(pStatementName_opt,
pkUseOwnCursorYN_opt) returns a new statement object if
pkUseOwnCursorYN_opt is kTrue. By default, it returns a reference to
the session's default statement (see chapter 4.10.5 for more information
about statements).

$setConnectionDictionary

Use this setter to restore the connection dictionary for the session
instance. See chapter 4.10.4.
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Any object that accesses the database calls this method. The method
returns kTrue if the session could log on to the database and kFalse if
not. An object that subscribes to the session must call $desubscribe
before it is destroyed.
An object that calls this method must implement a
$sessionShouldLogoff method, which is called by the session
instance before the session logs off. Subscribing objects must return
kTrue from $sessionShouldLogoff, unless they want to stop the
session from logging off by returning kFalse.
$subscribe accepts three parameters:
- pObjectPath: The notation string that uniquely points to the object
that subscribes to the session (see chapter 6.2.3 for more information
about object paths).
Normally you will pass the iObjectPath variable or the
$objectPath attribute. If a standalone window instance needs access
to the database, you could simply use its $fullname:
;; $construct of the window instance:
If not(iSessionRef.$subscribe($cinst().$fullname))
Do $cinst.$close()
Quit method
;; void
End If
;; $destruct of the window instance:
Do iSessionRef.$desubscribe($cinst().$fullname)

- pkMayGrantSessionLaterNY: If this parameter is kFalse, then
kTrue is returned if logon succeeded. If the session is not logged on
already, it will do so immediately. This may be a problem if your
method is already several levels on the method stack before you call
$subscribe: The log on sequence may add too many methods to the
stack (especially if it needs to open the login panel).
Use pkMayGrantSessionLaterNY=kTrue if you already have more
than 5 methods on the stack before calling $subscribe. If
pkMayGrantSessionLaterNY=kTrue, then kTrue is returned
immediately only if the session is already logged on. Otherwise, the
session is granted (or denied) later, using a separate
$sessionGranted or $sessionShouldLogoff call. If this parameter
is kTrue, then the calling object must implement a $sessionGranted
method.
- pPostAtCondition_opt: This forces the session to log on after a
certain condition is met. See chapter 4.11.4 about posting conditions.
Do iMdSessionRef.$subscribe(
iObjectPath,
kTrue,
MoConstants.kMoConditionContextOpened)

Do not forget to implement a $sessionGranted method which is called
after the session successfully logs on if
pkMayGrantSessionLaterNY=kTrue.
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$statementObjectOfList

This method, which takes a list as its only parameter, returns a reference
to the statement object that is currently bound to that list. If the list uses
a MasterStudio session, then a reference to the MasterStudio table
instance is returned. Otherwise, this method returns a reference to the
list's default $statementobject.

$uniqueSequenceForTable

This method returns a unique new record number for list
pfTableInstance. The session subclass determines whether this is
done by fetching a native sequence number, or by incrementing a
counter in MasterStudio's sequences table (see “using a sequences table”
earlier in this chapter).

⇒ Other session attributes and methods are beyond the scope of this
manual. The session superclass has a number of delegate-like methods
that you can override if you create your own session subclasses. These
include $startSession, $prepareDatabase, $shouldLogon,
$logonFailed, and $finishLogon. Please contact
Master Object Consultancy if you need additional help or training
creating your own session subclasses.
4.10.3

Database Menus

MasterStudio provides a standard database
menu class, MoDatabaseMenu (unless
overridden in the class factory). This menu can
be used as a cascaded menu in your application,
where each database session gets its corresponding database menu
allowing users to log on, log off, or change connection information.
To install a database menu, enter the following code into the $cascade
attribute of the containing menu line:
MoContext.$classRef(
MoClassFactory.$nameOfDatabaseMenu) (MoContext.$session,kTrue) /*

Note the space between the first set of parentheses and the second set of
parentheses: $classRef returns a reference to the class to be used as the
submenu. MoContext.$session and kTrue are passed into the menu
instance as the first two parameters of its $construct.
The database menu takes two parameters in its $construct:
- prSession_opt: You can pass a reference to the session object
instance with which the menu must do its work. If you do not pass
this parameter, the menu will automatically use the database session
object that is returned from
MoContext.$application().$session.
- pkDisplayConfirmationsNY_opt: If kTrue, then the menu will
automatically display a dialog message after the user has used it to
log on or log off, similar to the following screen shot:
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⇒ If you use more than one instance of MoDatabaseMenu, you must add
/* to the end of the $cascade attribute of the parent menu. This
causes Omnis Studio to generate a new instance of the menu, instead
of reusing the same instance.
4.10.4

Connection Dictionaries

⇒ Chapter 3.2.3 explains the dictionary concept.
A connection dictionary is a dictionary object that stores information
needed by a session to connect to the database. Each session type
(OmnisSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, etc) needs different information,
represented by different keys in the dictionary. A session's connection
dictionary can be retrieved using its $connectionDictionary attribute
and restored using $setConnectionDictionary.
In order to avoid typing mistakes in the keys of a connection dictionary,
MasterStudio offers a number of constants that are prefixed by
kMoDatabaseKey…. Both OmnisSQL and Oracle sessions need
kMoDatabaseKeyHostname, kMoDatabaseKeyUsername, and
kMoDatabaseKeyPassword. All databases except OmnisSQL also
support kMoDatabaseKeyRememberPassword, a Boolean that causes the
password to be saved in the connection dictionary.
Saving and
restoring a
connection
dictionary

Although connection dictionaries have an important meaning to
sessions and login panels (and to your users), your application does not
usually need to know anything about their contents. You can use the
standard preferences manager (see chapter 4.5.9) to store and retrieve
connection dictionaries, as is explained below.
Before quitting, an application may save its session's connection
dictionary by getting it from the session and storing it in the preferences
manager. In the demo application, this is done in $willDestruct of the
application context:
;; connectionDictionary is a local object variable
Calculate connectionDictionary as
iDemoSession.$connectionDictionary
Do MoManagerPreferencesLocal.$set(kDemoConnectionDictionary,
connectionDictionary)

To restore the session's connection information, the application restores
the connection dictionary in the application's $finishInitialization
method:
Do MoManagerPreferencesLocal.$get(kDemoConnectionDictionary)
Returns connectionDictionary
Do iDemoSession.$setConnectionDictionary(connectionDictionary)
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Database Statements

Just like it does with sessions, MasterStudio encapsulates Omnis
statements into its own statement object instances based on class
MoDatabaseStatement (unless $statementClassName was overridden
in the session).

A session instance with a default statement and multiple custom statements
MasterStudio statement objects work with the corresponding session
instance to ensure that the session automatically redraws the
appropriate database access icons when there is any database activity.
A MasterStudio statement behaves very similarly to Omnis Studio's
built-in statements, except that you should always refer to MasterStudio
statements by setting references to them rather than copying them.

⇒ Omnis Studio's session and statement instances can be copied (using
calculate theStatement as list.$statementobject, but that
does not actually create multiple instances. This unusual behavior does
not work for MasterStudio sessions or statements: You would actually
create a copy of them.
Getting a reference
to a statement

There are several ways in which you can get a reference to a
MasterStudio statement.
A MasterStudio session instance automatically creates a default
statement right after it logs on to the database. This statement can be
accessed using the session's $defaultStatement method:
Set reference rStatement to iSessionRef.$defaultStatement

The previous example is the same as calling $newStatement on the
session without asking for a unique cursor:
Set reference rStatement to
iSessionRef.$newStatement(,kFalse).$ref

Once a MasterStudio table is instantiated (using
$definefromsqlclass) and “bound” to the session using its
$bindToList method, the table instance's default statement can be
accessed using the table's $moStatementObject method:
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Set reference rStatement to $cinst.$moStatementObject

Once a table is instantiated as a list, you can also get a reference to its
statement by using the session's $statementObjectOfList method:
Set reference rStatement to
iSessionRef.$statementObjectOfList(iList).$ref

Finally, you can use a session's $newStatement method to get a
reference to a new statement:
Set reference rStatement to
iSessionRef.$newStatement('MyRepeatedUpdateWithBindVars').$ref

Statement Attributes, Accessors, and Methods

A MasterStudio statement implements most attributes and methods of a
standard Omnis statement. Refer to the Omnis Studio help and the
Omnis Programming manual for more information about these attributes.

⇒ The $prepare statement in the MasterStudio statement object will
not prepare the same database statement twice. This improves
performance for multiple repeated database actions, such as updates,
deletes, or repeated selects.
In order for $prepare to determine whether the SQL statement is the
same, you must pass the full SQL string into it as the first parameter
and a reference to the table instance as the second parameter. If you
have already written the statement using STA: commands, the third
parameter must be kTrue.
(Note that OmnisSQL will crash if a select statement containing one
or more joins is repeated. MasterStudio's table superclass
automatically detects this)
$bindToList

This method “binds” the statement to a list instance so that the list's
$statementobject is set to the appropriate Omnis statement contained
in the MasterStudio statement instance.

⇒ You do not normally need to call this method because a MasterStudio
session automatically binds a list to its default statement as the session
is bound to the table instance.
$close

$damStatementObject
$objectPath
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Contrary to standard Omnis statements, MasterStudio statements
should be closed when they are no longer used. This causes the
statement to de-register itself from its session. Note that a MasterStudio
session will refuse to log off from the database if it still has open
statements.
This attribute returns the Omnis Studio statement object that is
encapsulated by the MasterStudio statement instance.
This returns a string containing the Omnis notation path that can be
used to communicate with the statement. See chapter 6.2.3 for more
information about object paths.
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Notifications
MasterStudio uses the concept of notifications and notification centers to
implement the Observer design pattern.

⇒ Before reading this chapter, please refer to chapter 3.1.4 for a detailed
description of the Observer design pattern.
Overview

A notification is an object instance that stores a notification name (a
string that identifies a message), the object path of the sender (its
notation string) and optional user information (a binary parameter). A
notification center stores the paths of objects that want to be notified
(observers register themselves using $addObserver).
When a notification is posted using $postNotification, the
notification center sends that notification to all observers that are
interested in it (matching the notification name and optionally the path
of the sender). Observers receive the complete notification instance, so
they have access to its name, the object path of the sender, as well as the
$userInfo. Since $userInfo is a binary, it can contain anything (such
as a string, number, object or even a list).
Notifications can optionally be queued (so that they are sent after event
handling is finished) and/or coalesced (so that a notification is only sent
once, even if it has been posted multiple times, e.g. from within a loop).

4.11.1

Notification Centers

MasterStudio uses multiple notification center instances that are
responsible for sending messages to objects that have registered an
interest:
- A global notification center (for global messages, e.g.
kMoNotificationLanguageChanged is sent to any objects that want
to be notified when the user language has changed),
- An application notification center (for messages that are exchanged
within an application context, e.g.
kMoNotificationSessionStateChanged is sent to any objects that
want to be notified when a session object has logged on or off), and
- A window notification center (for messages between subcontrollers
of a window context, e.g. kMoNotificationRevealTaskObjects is
sent to any objects that want to be notified when the window has
become the active window).
- Each custom context also instantiates a corresponding notification
center.
$notificationCenter
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You can call the different notification centers by using the
$notificationCenter attribute of a context. To access the current
context's notification center, use context variable MoNC, which is a
shortcut for MoContext.$notificationCenter(). See chapter 4.3.3.
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Sending Notifications

Notifications are sent using the $postNotification method. It accepts
the following parameters:
- pNotificationOrName: A notification object instance, or the name of
the notification. Senders and receivers (observers) of notifications
must use exactly the same name. It is therefore strongly
recommended that you use a dedicated constant for the notification
name. See chapter 4.4.1 for more information about MasterStudio
constants.
- pObjectPath: The object path of the sender of the notification. See
chapter 6.2.3 for more information about object paths.
- pUserInfo_opt: Any binary value or object instance that is passed
with the notification to each observer.
Do not pass an item reference such as $cinst, $cfield, or $cobj into
pUserInfo_opt. Rather, use an object's notation path if you want to pass
a reference to it. Most MasterStudio instances have an iObjectPath
variable and a corresponding $objectPath accessor that you can use for
this purpose. Window object instances can use their $fullname attribute.
- pkPostModeNow_opt: The optional posting mode for the notification
(see below). kMoPostNow is the default posting mode.
- pkCoalescingModeNone_opt: The coalescing mode for the
notification. Normally, notifications are sent each time
$postNotification is called. If you are calling $postNotification
from a loop, you may want the notification to be sent only once, after
the loop finishes. To do this, queue the notification and pass
kMoNotificationCoalescingOnName, optionally with
kMoNotificationCoalescingOnObjectPath. The notification center
will then filter the notification by its name and/or the sender's object
path so that it is sent only once.
Coalescing option kMoNotificationCoalesceKeepFirst allows
notifications to be coalesced, whereby the first notification is sent
rather than the last one. To activate this function, simply add
MoConstants.kMoNotificationCoalesceKeepFirst to any of the
other coalescing modes.
Do MoNC.$postNotification(
kDemoNotificationPlanBoardSlotsChanged,
iObjectPath,,
MoConstants.kMoPostWhenIdle,
MoConstants.kMoNotificationCoalescingOnName
)

⇒ For improved performance in subclasses of contexts, controllers, and
managers, you can use tokenized class variables
ckCoalesceKeepFirst, ckCoalescingOnName,
ckCoalescingOnObjectPath, and ckNoCoalescing to refer to the
kMoNotification... constants. See chapter 4.4.1.
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- pPostCondition_opt: The posting condition for the notification (see
chapter 4.11.4).

⇒ MasterStudio notification centers can also queue a one-time
notification by using the $notifyOnce method described in the
following chapter.
4.11.3

Posting Modes

The current version of Omnis Studio has a very strict method stack
limit, which prevents us from calling too many nested methods. One
way to get around this limitation is to queue notifications. A queued
notification is sent at a later time, when most methods have "popped off
the stack".
When you post a notification, normally it is sent immediately.
Observers of the notification thus receive it right away. This works fine,
as long as there are less than about 12 methods on the stack when you
post the notification, and as long as any observer only takes one or two
methods on the stack. If you're not sure about the method stack when
you post a notification, you should add a fourth parameter to the
$postNotification method.
Do MoNC.$postNotification(
notificationName,
YourObjectPath,
'optionalUserInfo',
MoConstants.kMoPost… ;; posting method
)

The fourth parameter should be one of the following three constants:
- MoConstants.kMoPostNow: This is the default posting method. The
notification is sent immediately; this will add to the method stack so
you have to be careful about the complexity of methods performed
by its observers.
- MoConstants.kMoPostASAP: With this posting method, the
notification is "appended" to any notifications already being sent by
the notification center instance. If the notification center is not
currently sending any notifications, then the notification is sent
immediately (as with kMoPostNow). If the notification center is
currently sending a notification, then the new notification is
appended to a list so it is sent after other "appended" notifications
already on that list.
Note that there typically are multiple notification centers (one for the root
context, one for the application context, and one for each window), each of
which has its own list of appended notifications. So a kMoPostASAP
notification will sometimes be sent immediately, even though another
notification center is already sending notifications to which the notification
center could have been appended.
So, kMoPostASAP posts the notification immediately, unless the
notification center instance is sending notifications already. In that
case, the notification is sent after the other notifications. Now you'll
understand that ASAP stands for As Soon As Possible. Note that
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kMoPostASAP notifications are sent before kMoPostWhenIdle
notifications (see below). kMoPostASAP gives you more control over
the order in which notifications are sent.
As you may have guessed, kMoPostASAP can still be dangerous if
there are many methods on the stack. Whenever possible, use
kMoPostWhenIdle.
- MoConstants.kMoPostWhenIdle: This posting method will postpone
sending of your notification until most methods have "popped off"
the method stack. This is the safest way of posting notifications, in
that you can be pretty sure that the method stack is almost empty
when your notification is sent.
A possible disadvantage of kMoPostWhenIdle is that the notification
is sent at an unknown time; notifications from other notification
centers may or may not be sent first. kMoPostWhenIdle notifications
are usually sent after kMoPostASAP notifications, even if the
kMoPostWhenIdle notifications were posted first. Therefore,
kMoPostWhenIdle notifications are ideally suitable for redraw
operations.

⇒ For improved performance in subclasses of contexts, controllers, and
managers, you can use tokenized class variables ckPostASAP,
ckPostNow, and ckPostWhenIdle to refer to the kMoPost...
constants. See chapter 4.4.1.
$holdNotifications,
$releaseNotifications

MasterStudio "knows" when notifications need to be held, by calling
$holdNotifications at the beginning of event handlers (and in
complex methods that you call from a menu, such as $openContext),
and by calling $releaseNotifications at the end of those methods.
$holdNotifications increments a counter (a class variable in the
notification center). As long as the counter is larger than 0, any
kMoPostWhenIdle notifications are "held", until the last
$releaseNotifications call.
Note that this mechanism works well as long as each
$holdNotifications c call is followed by a $releaseNotifications
call. If the corresponding $releaseNotifications call is missed
(perhaps because you cleared the method stack or accidentally included
a Quit all methods statement), then the "holding counter" will not be
decremented so queued notifications will no longer be released. The
only way to fix this situation is to manually reset the counter
(cNotificationsBeingHeldLevels in class MoNotificationCenter)
to 0.

⇒ You can pass a "hold level" to
$notificationCenter().$holdNotifications: By passing a
value of 2 or higher, you can release notifications in multiple phases
using release conditions (as explained in chapter 4.11.4).
$notifyOnce
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$notifyOnce method that allows you to post a one-time notification
without needing to manually add an observer for it.
$notifyOnce accepts the following parameters:
pObserverPath,
pSelector,
pNotificationOrUserInfo_opt,
pPostCondition_opt,
pkCoalescingModeOnNameAndObjectPath_opt,
pkPostModeWhenIdle_opt
Simply pass the full path of the object you want to call, and the name of
the method to be called. The third and fourth parameters may
optionally specify the notification to be sent (or the user info) and the
posting condition (see below).
Normally, $notifyOnce will coalesce (filter) notifications with the same
name and object path. So if you do want the notification to be sent
multiple times if $notifyOnce is called multiple times, you should
specify kMoNotificationNoCoalescing as the fifth parameter:
Do MoNC.$notifyOnce(
objectPath,
'$activatePane',,,
MoConstants.kMoNotificationNoCoalescing
)

$notifyOnce adds a one-time observer to the notification center that is
removed immediately after the notification is sent.
4.11.4

Conditional Notifications

Sometimes you want to allow queuing of a notification, but you still
need a guarantee that the notification is sent before a certain condition
occurs (not just when Omnis is idle). For instance, when you open a
window context, you want to finish initializing any of its subcontrollers
before the context can be used. Or, before you enter an "enter data"
statement you want all objects to be redrawn.
MasterStudio allows you to add such a posting condition to the
$notifyOnce or $postNotification methods. Your method is still
called when there are fewer methods on the stack, but right after the
condition is met. Currently, MasterStudio components trigger the
following conditions:
- MoConstants.kMoConditionCommand: This condition is raised before
the command controller executes a command (see chapter 4.12).
- MoConstants.kMoConditionContextOpened: This condition is
triggered right after the current context is opened.
- MoConstants.kMoConditionShowMessages: This condition is
triggered before a modal situation occurs, before which you may
have queued (error) messages that need to be displayed first.
- MoConstants.kMoConditionRedraws: This condition is triggered
before any modal or long-lasting method is called so you can force a
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timely redraw of window objects (rather than redrawing after the
modal dialog is closed or after the long-lasting method has finished).

⇒ For best performance in contexts, controllers, and managers, you may
use tokenized class variables ckConditionContextOpened and
ckConditionRedraws rather than using MoContants....
4.11.5

Receiving Notifications

Observers are listeners to named notifications. Optionally, they listen to
notifications that are sent by a specific sender.
$addObserver

An observer registers itself for receiving of notifications by calling
$addObserver.
Do MoNC.$addObserver(
iObjectPath,
'$redrawMdPanes',
MdConstants.kMdNotificationRedraw,
iMdParentEntityControllerRef.$objectPath
)

$addObserver takes the following parameters:
- pObserverPath: The unique notation path of the observer instance
itself. See chapter 6.2.3 for more information about object paths.
- pSelector: The name of the observer method that is called when the
notification is sent. Pass the name of the method between quotes,
including the dollar sign.
- pNotificationName: The unique name of the notification to listen
for. Note that you can start listening to a named notification, even if
the sender(s) do not yet exist.
- pObjectPath_opt: If the observer only wants to listen to
notifications from a specific sender, it may include the object path of
the sender here. Note that this usually only works if you know that
the sender exists as long as the observer is alive.
$removeObserver

An observer must call $removeObserver before it is destroyed. This is
usually done in the $destruct or $willDestruct method.

⇒ If an object instance forgets to call $removeObserver, the
notification center will raise a notation error when the notification is
sent. This may slow down the application and cause instability. This
error can be detected by setting a “Break on field change” on the
Omnis #ERRCODE variable.
As a general rule of thumb, always add a $removeObserver call
right after you type the $addObserver method.

4.12

Commands & Command Controllers
The concept of commands allows components to have their own set of
commands that are subsequently mapped to a visual object such as a
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button bar or a menu. When components become active, their
commands appear automatically in the views associated with the
command controller. MasterStudio's command components offer a
simple-to-use implementation of the Command design pattern.
Commands are simple instances of object class MoCommand that hold a
text (name), tooltip, icon, keyboard shortcut, enabled state, button mode
and order. When a command is executed, the command calls a specific
method in a specific object or component. This component is known as
the target of the command. The method called is known as the
command's target method.
A command instance is always associated with a single command
controller. The command itself does not know by which views (menus,
toolbars, palettes, etc) it is displayed, if any.
Active and Inactive
Commands

Although each command instance is “managed” by a command
controller, a command really belongs to the component (controller or
context) that created it. This is the object or task where the command
instance variable is declared.
Multiple components in a complex window may add commands to a
single command controller, so that they appear in the main command bar.
If multiple components add an identical command to a command
controller, then the command controller must know which component
or target is currently active. The command is only displayed for the
current target.
Commands are considered identical if they have the same target method.
If multiple components add the same command to a command
controller, they must tell the command controller whether they are
currently active or not. The command controller assumes that only one
component can be active at the same time. This is usually the
component that currently has the user focus.
Components that can be active or inactive must therefore call the
command controller's $activateTarget method when they become
active. The command controller automatically inactivates any
commands from other components that have matching target methods.

4.12.1

Command Controllers

MasterStudio uses command controller class MoCommandController,
unless this is overridden in the class factory. A command controller
inherits from component controller because it may manage a command bar,
which is MasterStudio's powerful alternative to Omnis' toolbar
component.

⇒ Standard component controller attributes and methods are explained
in chapter 4.6.3.
Instantiating a
Command
Controller
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- pCommandMenuName_opt: This is the text for the menu that is to
display the commands. If you omit this parameter, then the
command controller installs no menu.
Command Ordering

$respondToKeyEvent

A command controller orders its commands according to the
conventions of the current platform. Please refer to
$commandInversionSign in chapter 4.5.8.
A command controller (which usually manages visible button bars and
command menus from which users activate commands) may invoke
commands at the appropriate keyboard shortcuts, even if these
shortcuts are not currently present in a menu instance. To make this
work, you must call …CommandController.$respondToKeyEvent from
within the $controlResponder of the window context or component
controller that contains the command controller. $respondToKeyEvent
returns kTrue if the command was handled.
If the command controller did not handle a key press, the component
controller must return the supercontroller to pass the keyboard event up
the controller hierarchy:
On evKey
If not(iCommandController.$respondToKeyEvent)
Quit method iControllerSuperRef.$ref
End If
Quit method
;; nothing

⇒ See chapter 4.6.1 for more information about $controlResponder.
Dynamic Context
Menus
4.12.2

Command controllers are also used to build dynamic context menus.
See chapter 3.1.3, and $commandResponder in chapter 4.6.1.
Command Objects

In most cases, command objects are added to a command controller
immediately, i.e. right when they are instantiated. To make this as easy
as possible, MasterStudio allows you to instantiate new commands by
calling $newCommand of the command controller. The command
controller then copies the command prototype from the class factory
and sends it the $newCommand message.
$newCommand

This method creates and returns a new command instance that is
automatically bound to the command controller. It accepts the following
parameters:
- pStartAsActive: Pass kTrue if your component is currently the
active component and kFalse if not. See the discussion about “active
and inactive commands” above.
- pTargetControllerPath: This must be the object path of the target.
Usually, you pass iObjectPath or $objectPath of the target
controller reference.
- pTargetMethod: This is the name of the target method.
Note: Commands from different targets are only considered identical if they
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have matching target method names, not if they have a matching name
($text).
- pOrder: The order by which you want the command to appear in
command views. MasterStudio provides a number of constants
prefixed by kMoCommandOrder… that you can use to separate
command groups:
kMoCommandOrderGapInterval is the minimum interval at which a
gap (separator) is inserted into buttons or menu.
kMoCommandOrderGroupInterval is the standard interval for groups
of buttons.
kMoCommandOrderControllerInterval is the interval inserted for
commands added by succeeding command responders. See
“dynamic context menus” in chapter 3.1.3 and $commandResponder
in chapter 4.6.1.
kMoCommandOrderCustom: Numbers higher than this are reserved for
custom use (commanded are appended to the end of standard
command groups)
kMoCommandOrderInverted: Commands higher than this will be
inverted (moved to the left or the top) on the Windows/PC platform
(see chapter 4.5.8). Note that OK and Cancel (button modes kBMOK and
kBMCancel) are positioned at twice this number
kMoCommandOrderLast: Numbers higher than this are always
displayed last and are never inverted.
- pkButtonMode: Use one of the following button mode constants
(built into Omnis Studio): kBMUser, kBMOK, or kBMCancel.
MasterStudio automatically highlights the OK button and inverses
OK and Cancel depending on the current platform. Also, the OK
button is linked to the <Enter> key and the Cancel button is linked to
the <Esc> key.
- pText: The name of the command displayed to the user.
- pIconId: The id number of the icon to be used for the command.
- pTooltip_opt: An option tooltip to be displayed while a user holds
the mouse over a command button.
- pKey_opt: A single letter that corresponds to the <Ctrl> key
(<Command> on the Mac) that the user must press to activate the
command.
- pkModifiers_opt: Add one or more Omnis modifier key constants
(such as kCommand, kShift, kOption) to indicate additional keys that
need to be held down when pKey_opt is pressed.
Normally, the command is only activated if the exact modifier key
combination given is held down. If you pass a negative number, then the
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command is also activated whenever the user holds additional modifier keys
(such as shift or alt/option).
- pkIsEnabledYN_opt: Determines whether the command is currently
enabled or not.
- pkIsSelectedNY_opt: Determines whether the command is
currently selected or not (this is only visible in menu views and
context menus).
Example

Changing attributes
of a command

Calculate iMdCommandNext as iMdCommandControllerRef.$newCommand(
iAmActiveYN,
iObjectPath,
'$nextCommand',
5,
kBMuser,
'&Next',
39502,
'Go to the next record',
'N',
-kCommand,
enabledNY
)

The attributes of a command can be changed on the fly by using
$setButtonMode, $setEnabled, $setSelected, $setIconId,
$setText, $setTooltip, or $setShortcutkey followed by $setKey.
Calling one of these setters immediately updates any views that are
currently visible. If you don't want the corresponding buttons or menu
lines to be refreshed immediately, you may pass kFalse as the second
parameter of these setters, pkForceRefreshYN.
These setters return kTrue if the corresponding attribute has changed. If
you did not choose an immediate refresh of the command, you could do
the refresh after setting the last attribute, as follows:
If iMdCommandOk.$setEnabled(kTrue,kFalse)|
iMdCommandOk.$setTooltip('Select the record',kFalse)|
iMdCommandOk.$setIconId(39505,kFalse)|
iMdCommandOk.$setText('Select',kFalse)
Do iMdCommandControllerRef.$refreshCommand(iMdCommandOk)
End If

Executing a
command

Target method
parameters

A command is executed automatically when the user activates a
corresponding button, menu line, keyboard shortcut, or context menu
option. You can also execute a command programmatically by calling
its $execute method.
When a command is executed, the target method of the target controller
is called, passing the name of the command (i.e., its $text attribute) as
the first parameter pCommandText.
If you execute a command programmatically using $execute, you may
pass up to 10 additional parameters to the target method. These are
passed as parameters pf2 through pf11 into the target method.
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Command Views

MasterStudio currently includes
two visual object types that
display commands: command
bars and the command menu.
Command Bars

Command bars are simple window classes whose sole purpose is
displaying commands. The command controller controls them. To use a
command bar in your own window, you simply drag it from the Omnis
component store into your window. As for any controller-managed
subwindow, do not forget to enter $cinst into the $parameters
attribute of the subwindow object.
Note that command bar subwindows automatically resize themselves as
the number of buttons increases, as shown in the following screen shots.

MoCommandBarLargeHorizontal (grows left)

MoCommandBarSmallHorizontal (grows right)

MoCommandBarLargeVertical (grows upward)
Command Menus

Command menus (class MoCommandMenu by default) are also controlled
by the command controller. They are either installed into the main
menu bar by the command controller (when its corresponding
component becomes visible), or when the user right-clicks on any screen
object.

⇒ Be careful not to accidentally add any menu lines to the command
menu class after you open it in the Omnis Studio Browser. It will no
longer work correctly in combination with the command controller if it
already contains any menu lines.

4.13

Supporting Multiple Languages
MasterStudio uses so-called language managers to manage languagespecific strings, attributes, and methods used throughout the framework
and your applications. Language managers inherit from class
MoManagerLanguageSuperclass, which inherits from
MoManagerSuperclass (see chapter 4.5 for a detailed description of
managers).
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The MasterStudio
foundation framework
layer uses the language
manager whose name
matches attribute
$nameOfBaLanguages of
the base class factory.
The Master-Detail framework adds language-specific variables
provided by manager MdManagerLanguages. PlanBoard for Omnis
Studio manages its language-specific strings in class
PbContextLanguages.
When the MasterStudio root context is first opened, the default
language (en) is used, unless you implement the
$contextRootLanguage method in the delegate of the root context.
Task Variable

Translation

To access attributes of the MasterStudio language manager, use context
task variable MoManagerLanguage. To read the current language, for
example, use MoManagerLanguage.$currentLanguage.
MasterStudio's default language managers use file classes to store
public variables that are filled by methods in the language managers
themselves. The use of public file class variables and their
corresponding task variables is explained in chapter 4.4.
You may create your own subclass of any language manager to
implement additional translations, which may use file class variables or
any other means to retrieve translated strings (such as Omnis string
tables, or translated strings fetched from the database).
Note that you are not limited to localizing strings. You can implement
any other type of language-dependent routine in the language manager
subclass.

Switching
Languages

You can switch to another language by sending the
kMoNotificationLanguageChanged notification to the root notification
center, passing the new language/region code as its $userInfo.
All language managers automatically receive this notification and call
the appropriate language method.
Do MoContextRoot.$notificationCenter().$postNotification(
MoConstants.kMoNotificationLanguageChanged,
iObjectPath,
iDemoCurrentLanguage,
MoConstants.kMoPostASAP)

Language Codes

Each language manager implements a method for each supported
language. At the time of writing, the MasterStudio foundation
framework layer supports American English ($en), German ($de),
Dutch ($nl) and Italian ($it). Other framework layers may support
fewer languages, in which case they will revert to the default language.
For an updated listing of the languages supported by each framework
layer, please consult http://www.masterobject.com/products.
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If you add your own language, its lowercase method name should
correspond to any of the following language and region codes (prefixed
by the dollar sign):
af Afrikaans
sq Albanian
ar-sa Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
ar-iq Arabic (Iraq)
ar-eg Arabic (Egypt)
ar-ly Arabic (Libya)
ar-dz Arabic (Algeria)
ar-ma Arabic (Morocco)
ar-tn Arabic (Tunisia)
ar-om Arabic (Oman)
ar-ye Arabic (Yemen)
ar-sy Arabic (Syria)
ar-jo Arabic (Jordan)
ar-lb Arabic (Lebanon)
ar-kw Arabic (Kuwait)
ar-ae Arabic (U.A.E.)
ar-bh Arabic (Bahrain)
ar-qa Arabic (Qatar)
eu Basque
bg Bulgarian
be Belarusian
ca Catalan
zh-tw Chinese (Taiwan)
zh-cn Chinese (PRC)
zh-hk Chinese (Hong Kong SAR)
zh-sg Chinese (Singapore)
hr Croatian
cs Czech
da Danish
nl Dutch (Standard)
nl-be Dutch (Belgium)
en English
en-us English (United States)
en-gb English (Great Britain)
en-au English (Australia)
en-ca English (Canada)
en-nz English (New Zealand)
en-ie English (Ireland)
en-za English (South Africa)
en-jm English (Jamaica)
en English (Caribbean)
en-bz English (Belize)
en-tt English (Trinidad)

4.14

et Estonian
fo Faeroese
fa Farsi
fi Finnish
fr French (Standard)
fr-be French (Belgium)
fr-ca French (Canada)
fr-ch French (Switzerland)
fr-lu French (Luxembourg)
gd Gaelic (Scotland)
gd-ie Gaelic (Ireland)
de German (Standard)
de-ch German (Switzerland)
de-at German (Austria)
de-lu German (Luxembourg)
de-li German (Liechtenstein)
el Greek
he Hebrew
hi Hindi
hu Hungarian
is Icelandic
in Indonesian
it Italian (Standard)
it-ch Italian (Switzerland)
ja Japanese
ko Korean
ko Korean (Johab)
lv Latvian
lt Lithuanian
mk FYRO Macedonian
ms Malaysian
mt Maltese
no Norwegian (Bokmal)
no Norwegian (Nynorsk)
pl Polish
pt-br Portuguese (Brazil)
pt Portuguese (Portugal)
rm Rhaeto-Romanic
ro Romanian
ro-mo Romanian (Moldavia)
ru Russian
ru-mo Russian (Moldavia)
sz Sami (Lappish)

sr Serbian (Cyrillic)
sr Serbian (Latin) sk Slovak
sl Slovenian
sb Sorbian
es Spanish (Spain Traditional)
es-mx Spanish (Mexico)
es Spanish (Spain Modern)
es-gt Spanish (Guatemala)
es-cr Spanish (Costa Rica)
es-pa Spanish (Panama)
es-do Spanish (Dominican Republic)
es-ve Spanish (Venezuela)
es-co Spanish (Colombia)
es-pe Spanish (Peru)
es-ar Spanish (Argentina)
es-ec Spanish (Ecuador)
es-cl Spanish (Chile)
es-uy Spanish (Uruguay)
es-py Spanish (Paraguay)
es-bo Spanish (Bolivia)
es-sv Spanish (El Salvador)
es-hn Spanish (Honduras)
es-ni Spanish (Nicaragua)
es-pr Spanish (Puerto Rico)
sx Sutu
sv Swedish
sv-fi Swedish (Finland)
th Thai
ts Tsonga
tn Tswana
tr Turkish
uk Ukrainian
ur Urdu
ve Venda
vi Vietnamese
xh Xhosa
ji Yiddish
zu Zulu

Scratch Libraries
Scratch libraries are Omnis Studio library files that are managed by
instances of MasterStudio object class MoScratchLibrary. Scratch
libraries are always located in a local user directory, and are therefore
ideally suited for storing user settings and temporary classes that are
created dynamically.
A scratch library file has .tmp as its extension and is stored in the
Temporary Items folder in the default preferences folder (the platformspecific location of which is defined in chapter 1.2.3).
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You instantiate a scratch library by passing the following parameters
into the
MoContext.$classRef(MoClassFactory.$nameOfScratchLibrary).
$new call:
$construct

- pName: The name of the library to be created (or opened if it already
exists).
- pVersion: A version number for the class library. If you open a
different version of a scratch library, MasterStudio automatically
deletes its classes so that you can use the library as if it were new.
- pkAddToClassBrokerNY_opt: If you pass kTrue, then the scratch
library's classes are automatically registered with the class broker so
that you can access them using the $classRef method.
- pkForceDeleteClassesNY_opt: If you pass kTrue, then the scratch
library's classes will be deleted, even if the scratch library has the
correct version number.

Using a scratch
library

You can use a scratch library just like any other library after you get a
reference to the open library using:
Set reference rLib to iScratchLibrary.$library
;; assuming that iScratchLibrary holds your object instance

Closing a scratch
library

Rather than closing the scratch library itself, you should close a scratch
library by calling the object's $close() method. This will automatically
remove any of the library's classes from the object broker's registry.
Class Functions

The scratch library object supports the following functions that facilitate
working with dynamically created classes in a scratch library:
$classCopy

This function returns a reference to a copy of the class that you pass into
it as the first parameter. This effectively creates a clone of the original
class.
- prClass: Pass a reference to the class you want to copy into the
scratch library.
- pIndexOrName_opt: If you pass a name (which must consist of 4
characters or more), then the copy of the class gets this name. If you
pass a number, then the class copy will have the name of its original,
to which an underscore and the index number are passed. If you do
not pass anything, the original class name is extended with _0.
- pkAddToClassBroker_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the new class
copy to be registered with the class broker and kFalse if not. If you
do not pass this parameter, then the class is still registered with the
class broker if pkAddToClassBrokerNY_opt was kTrue when the
scratch library was originally opened.
- pkRemoveIfExistsNY_opt: Normally, a copy of the class is created
in the scratch library. If the copy already exists, $classCopy simply
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returns a reference to the existing class unless you pass kTrue into
pkRemoveIfExistsNY_opt.
$deleteClasses

This method unconditionally removes any classes from the scratch
library.

$removeSubclasses

This method removes any subclasses for the scratch library class of
which you pass a reference as the first parameter.

$subClass

This function returns a reference to a subclass of the class reference
passed into it as the first parameter. It otherwise works exactly like
$classCopy described above.

⇒ If a class with the new name already exists, it is overwritten by a new
subclass if it was not a subclass of the original class already.

4.15

User Interface Themes
In MasterStudio, a central theme object is used to hold properties that are
user interface dependent, such as colors, cursors, icons, and styles. By
grouping these UI-dependent properties into a single class, it becomes
trivial to implement different themes and to switch between them in the
future.
The base class factory (described in chapter 4.2.7) has a $theme attribute
that returns a reference to an instance of object class MoBaTheme. So you
can modify the look and feel of MasterStudio by subclassing MoBaTheme.

⇒ See chapter 4.2.6 for a detailed explanation on how to easily subclass
MasterStudio classes.
MasterStudio components access the current theme by calling
MoClassFactory.$theme().$attribute.

⇒ Note that many classes store a copy of theme-specific attributes in a
class variable, effectively caching the properties defined in the theme
for improved speed. For modifications in the theme object to become
visible throughout your application, you must close and re-open its
libraries.
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Master-Detail Framework Layer
This section describes components provided by MasterStudio's MasterDetail framework layer, implemented by classes in the
MoMasterDetailClasses library. This section assumes knowledge of
the concepts described in section [3] and the base components described
in section [4].
MasterStudio's base components (described in the previous section) are
generic and are suitable for building almost any type of application.
Master-Detail components (described in this section) have a more
specific purpose: They are primarily intended for building windows (or
parts of windows) that handle database entities in a standardized way.
Powerful controllers do almost all the work for you: To create fully
functional windows, you typically spend most of your time on the
schema and table classes and on the layout of window fields.
Like PlanBoard, the Master-Detail framework layer depends on the
Foundation framework layer. PlanBoard does not need any of the
Master-Detail classes and vise versa. In fact, library
MoMasterDetailClasses is not part of the PlanBoard for Omnis Studio
distribution, and you don't need to ship any PlanBoard classes if you
build Master-Detail applications.
In this section, Master-Detail is often abbreviated to MD. Chapter 5.1 gives
a global overview of the Master-Detail framework. Chapters 5.2 through
5.4 describe the individual classes that implement Master-Detail
components, logically grouped by Controller, Model, and View from the
MVC paradigm.

⇒ Note that this section only lists the most important public methods and
attributes of these components. In MasterStudio, all method names
start with a $-sign, allowing you to override even private methods and
methods that are only used in inter-component calls. If you cannot find
a method or attribute here, please refer to the source code provided.

5.1
Should you use MD
Components or
Base Components?
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subclassed (enhanced) or replaced. For most data entry applications,
MD components offer sufficient flexibility. You can easily change the
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unmodified. However, their implementation does assume a certain way
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Even if MD components only do 80-90% of the work, you can easily
extend their classes so they become suitable for your specific
application. Of course, MD components can easily be combined with
your own window components.
If MD components do less than 80% of what you want your windows to
do, then you should consider creating your own reusable components
on top of the MasterStudio foundation layer, using the MD layer as an
example.
MD Overview

The MD framework layer is all about working with database entities.
Each database entity corresponds to an Omnis Studio schema class and
with an associated table in the database.
MasterStudio provides a table superclass that you can use unmodified,
or that you can subclass to provide your own database methods. An
entity table instance is managed by a list manager, a record manager, a
field manager, and a visual frameset controller for the entity called the
entity controller.
Each entity controller manages a frameset containing one or more entity
panes or entity grids. Like any framesets, entity framesets can be nested
to allow for master-detail relationships. These are entity relationships
based on joins between the schema classes.

5.1.1

Window Architecture & Command Bar

Windows that contain MD components are usually controlled by a
special window context called the MD window context, class
MdWindowContext. Of course, you may create your own subclasses of
this class (that you can use by passing their name into the
MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass method described in
chapter 5.1.3).
The following picture shows subwindows that make up a typical
MD window. MasterStudio comes with MD window classes for
displaying a command bar at the top (class MdWindowMainHorizontal)
or on the right (class MdWindowMainVertical). If you want, you can
create your own subclasses of MdWindowMainSuperclass that use a
different layout.
Window Modes

Entity Frameset
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Each standard MD window has a header that is used to display a
command bar (chapter 4.12.3) and a status window (chapter 4.9.3) that
shows the current window mode: Viewing while unmodified data is
being displayed, Editing while records are being inserted, modified, or
deleted, and Finding while the window is in an optional mode where the
user enters search values (see explanation below). The MD window
context has a task variable MdMode that holds a constant that indicates
the current mode: kMdModeViewing, kMdModeEditing, or
kMdModeFinding.
An MD window has a main frameset that instantiates one or more
subwindows called entity panes and entity grids, further explained in
chapters 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
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MD subwindow architecture
The MD window context does not do very much itself. To manage the
MD window, it instantiates an MD window manager, class
MdManagerWindow. The MD window manager instantiates the
MD language manager (chapter 5.1.2), the MD fields manager (chapters
4.5.5 and 5.4.4) and adds the main entity frameset controller:
The main frameset in an MD window is controlled by the master entity
controller, class MdEntityController which inherits from
MoControllerFrameset. This is further explained in chapter 5.2.
Find mode

Find mode is only available after you add a <BATCH>XXX</BATCH>
element to the primary key of a schema, where XXX is a number that
represents the number of records that should be fetched from the
database. If there are more records in the database, then a dialog box
allows the user to either stop fetching, fetch another batch, or fetch all
records. It is recommended that you set the batch size to a reasonable
value (e.g. 500, depending on the number of columns in the view) so
that it never takes more than a few seconds to fetch records before the
message appears.
Once you add a <BATCH> element to a schema, corresponding windows
will initially open in Find mode, where the user may enter values before
pressing <Enter> to search the database.
See chapter 1.4.3 for an overview of user search options available in
Find mode.
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Globals & Language Manager

As explained in chapter 4.4, MasterStudio uses file classes to hold global
variables and constants. Classes in the MD framework layer use classes
MoMdConstants (accessible through task variable MdConstants) and
MoMdPublic (accessible through task variable MdPublic). Constants
used by MD classes are prefixed by kMd.
Global MD variables are prefixed by MoMd. Most of these are languagespecific strings that are managed by the MD language manager, class
MdManagerLanguages. See chapter 4.13 for more information about
supporting multiple languages.
Some global variables are not language specific, so they are defined in
the MD class factory (see below). These include icon ids that are used to
represent record states (MoMdIconId…) and keyboard shortcuts used in
MD windows (MoMdShortcut…). To change these variables, you can
either override the class factory, or assign different values in a subclass
of the MD language manager (which is instantiated after the class
factory).
5.1.3

Class Factory

As explained in chapters 3.1.5 and 4.2.7, a class factory offers a central
location for classes and objects that are used throughout a framework
layer. The MD class factory (class MoMdClassFactory) can be
overridden to easily replace standard MD components by your own
subclasses or replacements.
$entityContextForClass

The MD class factory has a special factory method that you use to open
a new MD window context. The method makes it very easy to open
MD window contexts, without needing to call $openContext manually.
Set reference iMyEmployeesWindowContextRef to
MdClassFactory.$entityContextForClass('MyEmployeesDelegate').$ref
;; iMyEmployeesWindowContextRef now points to
$root.$itasks.MyEmployeesDelegate

$entityContextForClass accepts the following parameters:
- pClassName: This must be the name of the entity delegate class or —
if the schema class contains a <VIEW> element— the entity table
subclass, or the schema class.
- pInstanceName_opt: If you only open one instance of the
MD window context, then you may leave this method empty. The
instance name will then be identical to pClassName. If you want to
open the same MD window context multiple times, you must pass in
a unique instance name for each one.
- pContextClassName_opt: This optional parameter (containing
'MdWindowContext' by default) allows you the window context class
that is used.
$entityContextForClass returns a reference to the MD window
context or #NULL if the window context could not be opened. If a
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window context with the same instance name is already open, then the
method simply returns a reference to it.
5.1.4

Entities

MD windows are all about managing entities, i.e. records of a specific
type in a database. Entities in the MasterStudio demo application
include occupations, employees, and planning slots. Each entity is defined
by a regular Omnis Studio schema class that defines its server table
name and database columns. MasterStudio controllers and managers
read special attributes from each table class in order to provide fully
functional windows without writing any code.
In a typical relational database, instances of an entity are represented by
rows in a database table. Each row has columns that represent the
attributes of the entity. In object-oriented frameworks, however, entities
are usually defined by a class and entity attributes are instance variables
of the class.
Lists

Records

In Omnis Studio and MasterStudio, the attributes of an entity are
defined by a schema class. You work with entity instances (records) by
fetching rows from the database into an Omnis list. Using
$definefromsqlclass, Omnis Studio allows us to link a list to specific
schema columns and to an Omnis table class that implements database
functions. MasterStudio also does this, and then adds additional
columns to the list that are used to hold joined columns (from related
entity schemas) and other columns that MasterStudio adds to manage
records.
MasterStudio, like many object oriented abstraction layers, assumes that
each entity instance (i.e. database or list row) has a unique primary key
column. In MasterStudio, this can be either a number or a string. This
unique number or string identifies a single record.
Each record in an MD entity list has a state that indicates whether it is
being modified, was just added, or is being marked for deletion.
MasterStudio maintains this state by adding custom columns to the
entity list.
Before a user modifies a record, the record manager automatically
creates a snapshot of it. A snapshot is an Omnis row that keeps a copy of
the original record.

⇒ MD list and record managers enhance behavior of Omnis lists in a
similar way that Omnis Studio's “smart lists” do. MD list and record
managers are more powerful than Omnis smart lists. They offer better
control of snapshots (which replace the list history in smart lists) and
allow unlimited nesting of lists within lists. Because they are
completely implemented in Omnis code, it is also easier to enhance or
modify their behavior.
List, Record, and
Fields Managers
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MasterStudio provides a generic table class for MD entities
(MdEntityTableGeneric). This class uses a list manager that does
entity/list-specific work, a record manager that does record-specific work
(functions that work on a single database row), and a fields manager that
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manages the relationship between entity columns with corresponding
fields that are displayed on an MD window.
The generic entity table class itself performs very little work: It delegates
most of the work to its managers. This makes it easy to subclass the
generic entity table to implement your own application-specific
database actions.
Entity Controllers

A MasterStudio entity controller automatically instantiates a table class
(i.e., it defines a list) and dynamically binds it to the correct entity
schema. An entity controller uses the generic entity table class, unless
you specify your own table subclass: You only need to subclass the
generic entity table class if your entity needs special (non-standard)
code to perform database actions.

Entity Delegates

An entity controller in MasterStudio is also a frameset controller. You
do not normally subclass the entity controller. Instead, you create an
entity frameset delegate that contains any code specific for your entity
frameset. MasterStudio provides generic pane controllers and grid
controllers that manage any of the views (window classes) that you add
to the frameset. A pane controller manages a subwindow that
displays/edits a single record. A grid controller manages a subwindow
that displays multiple records.

Joins

In relational databases, entities are typically related to each other by a
foreign key: A dedicated column in a detail record that contains the
primary key of the master record.
Although Omnis Studio provides query classes that allow us to define
relationships between schema classes, these are quite limited. A query
class does not allow recursive joins (a table linked to itself), for example.
Instead of using query classes, MasterStudio joins tables by reading
information from <JOIN> elements in each schema class (see chapter
5.3.1). If you want an entity controller to fetch columns from multiple
tables, you can simply specify those join columns in the entity delegate.
MasterStudio avoids having to create a separate query class for each
window.

5.2

MD Controller Classes
⇒ Before reading this chapter, please read chapter 3.1.2 about the
composite design pattern and chapter 4.6.3 about component
controllers.
This chapter describes the component controllers that manage the
entities in an MD window. The following picture shows the
relationships between these controllers.
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MD window controller hierarchy
5.2.1

Entity Controller

A MasterStudio window
always instantiates a
master entity controller, an
instance of class
MdEntityController. An
entity controller is a
frameset controller that
instantiates a single entity
list based on an entity
table. An entity controller also instantiates the list manager, record
manager, and fields manager.
An entity controller is the “hub” for anything that is related to one
entity in an MD window. Any controllers and managers that are
instantiated by the entity controller keep a reference to it. You do not
normally subclass the entity controller. Rather, you implement an entity
delegate for each entity that you manage in a window. If you want to use
the same entity as part of a second window, the other window can use
the same entity delegate.
Entity Controller Attributes and Accessors

An entity controller inherits all attributes and methods from frameset
controller, pane controller, subwindow controller, component controller, and
controller. An entity controller implements the following additional
attributes and accessors that you may want to use from within delegate
methods, panes, or grids:
$commandController

This method returns a reference to the entity's command controller. In a
standard MD window, this is the main command controller that
manages the commands displayed on top, or at the right of the window.
See chapter 4.12.1.

$entityList

This accessor returns a reference to the entity list (which is an instance
variable of the entity controller instance).

$isMaster

This attribute returns kTrue if the entity instance is the master instance
in the MD window (i.e., if the entity is not nested below another entity
controller).
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This attribute returns a reference to the fields manager (see chapter
5.4.4).

$managerList

This attribute returns a reference to the list manager (see chapter 5.3.3).

$managerMode

This attribute returns a reference to the object that manages the entity's
mode. For the master entity in a window, this returns a reference to the
MD window manager. A detail entity's mode is managed by the parent
entity's record manager.

$managerRecord
$masters

$parentEntityController
$session

This attribute returns a reference to the record manager (see chapter
5.3.4).
For detail entities, this attribute returns the nesting level, i.e. the number
of parent controllers above them in the controller hierarchy. The master
entity always returns 0.
This attribute returns a reference to the parent entity controller, or
#NULL if this is the parent entity controller.
This accessor returns a reference to the session used by the entity. Note
that an entity controller gets its session by calling the $session method
of the application context (see chapter 4.3.6), unless the entity delegate
overrides this behavior.
Note that the application context may return a different session for each
entity controller instance — even for entity controllers in the same
window.

⇒ See chapter 4.10.2 for more information about MasterStudio sessions.
Entity Controller Operators

You are only likely to ever call the following entity controller method
from within your code:
$redrawMdPanes

This method sends a redraw notification to any panes and grids that are
related to the entity. You must call this method after you update any of
the entity's data in code.

⇒ The fields manager automatically redraws multiple field instances if
the user modifies their data and the list manager automatically
redraws all panes when the current record changes. So you normally
do not need to redraw anything from your code.
5.2.2

Entity Delegate

Each entity controller
instance needs information
from an entity delegate to
do its work. An entity
controller inherits all of the
methods and attributes of
a frameset delegate (see
chapter 4.7.3). MasterStudio provides a generic entity delegate as well as
an abstract superclass for you to subclass:
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By adding a <VIEW> element to a schema class in which you specify an
entity grid window class, you can create a fully functional MD window.
You simply pass the name of the schema class into the
$entityContextForClass class factory method (described in chapter
5.1.3). In that case MasterStudio instantiates an entity controller that
uses MdEntityDelegateGeneric.
In most cases, however, you'll want to customize your MD window. Or
you'll want the MD window to show more than just a single entity grid.
In those cases, you create a custom entity delegate by subclassing
MdEntityDelegateSuperclass. The name of your entity delegate is
then passed into the $entityContextForClass class factory method.
Instance Variables

The entity delegate superclass has a few handy instance variables that
you may use in any attributes or methods that you override:
- iMdListRef points to the entity list.
- iMdManagerFieldsRef points to the fields manager instance.
- iMdManagerListRef points to the list manager instance.
- iMdManagerRecordRef points to the record manager instance.
- iPaneControllerRef points to the entity controller instance.
Entity Delegate Initialization Methods

Here is a listing of the attributes that you may implement in an entity
delegate object so that the entity controller can initialize itself. These
methods are called only once, after the entity controller is constructed.

⇒ An essential initialization method not described here is
$initFrameset, which is used to define the panes, grids, and nested
framesets for the MD window. $initFrameset is described in
chapter 4.7.3.
$addCustomColumns

Using this method, you can add your own custom columns to the entity
list. When this method is called, the list has a fields manager but no
record manager yet. The record manager will add its columns after your
own custom columns.
You must use standard Omnis list notation to add the columns:
Do iMdListRef.$cols.$add(colName,type,subType)

⇒ If you add custom columns to the list at a later time (after this method
is called), you must use the list manager's $addColumn method:
Do …ManagerListRef.$addColumn(pColumnName,pType,pSubtype_opt)

⇒ $addModelDefinition of the fields manager can be used to add
column definitions for custom columns that were added to a list. If a
column is not defined in the fields manager, it cannot be used to
automatically manage corresponding fields on a pane or grid using the
definitions for the corresponding schema column.
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Override this method to add joined columns to the entity list. These
columns must exist in a joined table (through the <JOIN> element of a
foreign key column). Pass the server table name (or its alias) and the
corresponding column name.
You can add join columns by entering one or more $addJoinColumn
calls, as shown below. By default, pkIsMandatory is kFalse if the join is
an outer join.
Do iMdManagerListRef.$addJoinColumn(
'SERVERTABLE_OR_ALIAS_NAME',
'COL_NAME',
pkIsDisplayNY_opt,
pkIsMandatory_opt,
pkCouldBeNull_opt,
pPromptsCalculation_opt)
Quit method
;; void

Note that pkIsDisplayNY_opt and pkIsMandatory_opt can be used to
override the default <DISPLAY/> and <MANDATORY/> elements of the
joined column. Often, a joined column is display-only, where it may be
enterable in a window where it is a column of the main entity.
The following line of code is used by the demo application to get the
occupation description field for an employee.
Do iMdManagerListRef.$addJoinColumn('EMPOCC','OCC_DESC',kTrue)
Quit method
;; void

$entityDidInitialize

Override this method to do your own stuff after the entity controller
finished initializing itself. The first parameter pkIsMainEntity is a
Boolean indicating whether this is the main parent entity with the
context.
Note that the entity controller has already instantiated its subcontrollers
when this method is called. You can use this method to add your own
commands, finish initializing your own variables, etc.
The following call adds an extra command to the current entity, so that
it shows up in the command bar when the entity is activated:
;

Parameters: isActive,objectPath,targetMethod,order,
buttonMode,text,iconId,tooltip_opt,
shortcutkey_opt,modifiers_opt,iEnabled
Calculate iYourExtraCommand as
iPaneControllerRef.$commandController().$newCommand(
pkIsMainEntity,iObjectPath,'$extraCommand',
MoConstants.kMoCommandOrderCustom,kBMuser,'Extra Command',
1797,'','I',kCommand,kFalse)
Quit method
;; void

$entitySearchBatchSize

Override this method to limit the number of records that will be fetched
from the database. If you don't override this method, the <BATCH>
element in the schema definition determines the maximum number of
records. See chapter 5.3.1.
If you return 0, all records are fetched and no Find mode is available (i.e.
the list is a static list).
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You may override this method to return a reference to the session object
that you want the entity to use. If you do not override this method, the
entity calls the application context's $session attribute to get a
reference to its session.

⇒ See chapter 4.10.2 for more information about MasterStudio sessions.
$entityWillInitialize

This method is called right before the entity controller is initialized. At
this point, the list or its managers have not yet constructed. You only
need to override this method if you have frameset variables that need to
be initialized before $finishInitialization of the controller is called.
$entityDidInitialize is called after the entire frameset and its
managers are ready.
Don't forget to Do inherited if you override this method.

$entityWillDestruct
$fieldsManagerClass
$listManagerClass

$mayInsertEntity
$parentEntityController

Override this method to clean up your delegate right before the entity
controller is destroyed.
Override this method if you want the entity to use a non-standard fields
manager. By default, the entity uses the fields manager defined in
MdClassFactory.$nameOfManagerFieldsGeneric.
Override this method if you want the entity to use a non-standard list
manager. By default, the entity uses the list manager defined in
MdClassFactory.$nameOfManagerListGeneric.
Override this method and return kFalse if this entity may not be
inserted (even if the table class allows the privilege).
Normally, an entity controller finds its parent entity controller by
looking up the controller hierarchy and finding a supercontroller whose
type name matches constant kMdTypeNameEntity. If the entity
controller doesn't find a parent controller in the hierarchy, it assumes
that it's the parent entity controller.
If the parent entity controller isn't situated above the current entity
controller in the controller hierarchy (for instance, if the parent entity is
in another frame of the same frameset), you must override this method
and return a reference to it.

$recordManagerClass

Override this method if you want the entity to use a non-standard
record manager. By default, the entity uses the record manager defined
in MdClassFactory.$nameOfManagerRecordGeneric.

$searchIsFixed

Return kTrue from this delegate method if you don't want Find mode to
be available. If you return kFalse (default), then the value of the FIXED
attribute for the BATCH element in the schema is used.

$sqlClassName

You must override this attribute and provide the name of the schema or
table class for the entity. If you do not provide a table class, then the
entity controller uses table MdEntityTableGeneric.
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Entity Delegate Methods

The following delegate methods are called during the life of an entity
delegate, i.e. after $entityDidInitialize and before
$entityWillDestruct.
$addContextCommands

You can override this method to add your own context menu
commands for the entity. Like a normal $commandResponder method,
this method receives the two parameters: pfCommandController and
pfOrder.
You normally use pfCommandController.$newCommand or
pfCommandController.$addCommand to add new commands to the
command controller. See chapter 3.1.3 about the Chain of Responsibility
design pattern, chapter 4.6.1 about $commandResponder, and chapter
4.12.1 about command controllers.

$countMode

This attribute allows individual windows to override the default value
of the COUNT attribute in the <BATCH> element of the schema class (see
chapter 5.3.1). This allows individual windows to control whether or not
they should count (and display) the total number of records in the
database.

$currentRecordCanceled

When the user cancels editing of a record, MasterStudio calls
$currentRecordCanceled. (Of course, when a record is saved,
MasterStudio calls $update or $insert of the table instance instead)

$currentRecordChanged

This delegate method is called right after a new record (line of list
iMdListRef) has become current, but before any MD panes or grids
receive the corresponding notification.

$currentRecordCanceled

When the user cancels editing of a record, MasterStudio calls
$currentRecordCanceled.

⇒ When a record is saved, MasterStudio calls $update or $insert of
the table instance instead.
$currentRecordDeleted

This method is called when the user toggles the delete state of a record.
Parameter pkDelete is kTrue when toggled to delete state and kFalse
when the delete state is undone.
The second parameter pkRecordState contains the record's state
(kMdStateInsert, kMdStateModify, or empty) before the delete toggle.

$defaultRecord

This template method is called right after a new empty line is added to
the entity list. While this method is being executed, the current line of
iMdListRef is set to the new line. Do not count on this being the last
line; this may not necessarily be the case in the future!

⇒ The list manager will call $mdDefaultRecord in the list (table class)
before calling $defaultRecord for the entity delegate.
$entityWasActivated
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This delegate method is called right after the entity becomes inactive.
See chapter 4.6.3 about activating and deactivating components.
This template method is called right after records are fetched from the
database. iMdListRef contains all newly fetched records. You may filter
the list by removing unwanted records, update calculated values, etc. To
accept the (remaining) records, return kTrue. Return kFalse (or remove
all lines) to reject the new records.
This method is called right before any data is accepted from another
MD list, after the user selects records from another window. If you
return kFalse, then the “paste” action is aborted. If you return kTrue,
then the list manager starts calling
$shouldAcceptListForCurrentRecord for each selected record in the
entity list (see below).
This method receives parameters prReturnedList,
prReturnedListManager, pRequestedAlias_opt, and
pForeignKeyName_opt (see $shouldAcceptListForCurrentRecord
below). The default return value is kFalse.

⇒ See chapter 4.5.1 for more information about exchanging data between
objects.
$mayDeleteRecord

Override this method and return kFalse if a record may not be deleted
(even if the table class allows the privilege). This method is called right
after the user executes the delete command. The current record is in the
current line of iMdListRef.

$mayPrintPane

Override this method and return kFalse if the entity may not be
printed (even if there is a pane or grid that can be printed). This method
receives parameter pPaneId, corresponding to the pane in which the
print is requested.

$mayUpdateRecord

$reportPrototype

Override this method and return kFalse if a record may not be updated
(even if the table class allows the privilege). This method is called right
before the tries to modify a field. The current record is in the current line
of iMdListRef.
Override this method to have the entity use a non-standard report
layout. See chapter 5.4.3 for more information about entity reports.
This method receives one parameter pPaneId that matches the id of the
pane in which the print command was executed. If you do not override
this method, the entity uses
MdClassFactory.$nameOfEntityReportPrototype.

$reportShouldPrint

Override this method to print your own report, or to open your own
print destination dialog window. If you return kFalse, then the
standard report is not printed. This method receives parameters
pPaneId, pkfAskForJobSetup, pkfAskForPageSetup, and
prPaneController. See chapter 5.4.3 for more information about entity
reports.
This method is never called if $mayPrintPane returns kFalse.
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This delegate method can be used to override the FIXED attribute of the
BATCH element in the schema class.
Return kTrue if you don't want Find mode to be available. If you return
kFalse (default), then the value of the FIXED attribute for the BATCH
element in the schema is used. See chapter 5.3.1.

$searchMode

This delegate method can be used to override the MODE attribute of the
BATCH element in the schema class. The value you return here is one of
the kMdSearchMode constants. By default, the list manager reads the
MODE attribute from the schema class. The schema's attribute value is
passed into this delegate method as parameter pSchemaSearchMode.
For more information about search modes, see chapter 5.3.1.

$shouldAcceptListForCurrentRecord

This method is called for each selected record in the list after you return
kTrue from $mayAcceptList. In this method, you may copy the values
from the returned list (prReturnedList) into the current line of
iMdListRef.
Note: The .$line of the returned list (prReturnedList) is
automatically restored after this method is called, so you may loop
through its records. However, do not change its selected lines or
otherwise change the list.
$shouldAcceptListForCurrentRecord receives the following
parameters:
- prReturnedList: A reference to the list from which the user made a
selection (usually this list is in another window context belonging to
a pick list that was opened using a hyperlink button).
- prReturnedListManager: A reference to the list manager of the
returned list.
- pRequestedAlias_opt: The name of the join alias for which the
other list was selected (usually by clicking on a hyperlink button).
- pForeignKeyName_opt: The name of the foreign key column in the
returned list that matches the alias of the current list.

⇒ If you return kTrue, a future version of the list manager may paste
known fields from the other list into the current record (this is not
implemented in the current version of MasterStudio). If you copy list
values yourself, or if you don't want this to happen in the future,
return kFalse.
$showAppend

By returning kFalse from this method, you can remove the "Append"
option from Find mode. Users will no longer be able to append records
found to the previous result set.

$showPreviousNext

By returning kFalse from this method, you can remove the "Previous"
and "Next" commands from the entity's window.

$showRefresh
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This delegate method allows you to change each SQL AND condition that
is added by the list manager after the user enters a search value for a
column in Find mode. You can replace the default condition by your
own, or you can omit the condition entirely. See the source code for
parameters and other details.
This delegate method receives an optional parameter
pSearchCriterion_opt that indicates the search criterion used by the
current search (one of the MdConstants.kMdCriterion... constants
indicating And, Or, Not, Larger Than, or Smaller Than).

$sqlAppendConditionsForRow

This delegate method allows you to append your own search conditions
to the default SQL where clause. You can also modify or replace the
default AND-conditions that were generated by the list manager. See the
source code for parameters and other details.

$windowClassName

You may override this method to specify a non-standard window class
to be used for the MD window. By default, an MD window context uses
MdClassFactory.$nameOfWindow. Normally, the window class you
specify must inherit from MdWindowMainSuperclass.
Note that this attribute is only used by the main entity in the
MD window.

5.2.3

Generic Pane & Grid Controllers

MasterStudio comes with generic controllers that control MD pane
windows and MD grid windows. You seldom need to subclass these
controllers, since they work with the entity delegate to adjust their
entity-specific behavior.
Class MdEntityPaneControllerGeneric manages a subclass of
window class MdEntityPaneSuperclass, used to display and edit
fields for the current record.
Class MdEntityGridControllerGeneric manages a subclass of
window class MdEntityGridSuperclass, used to display and edit
entity records in a complex grid. Entity grids and their controllers
inherit attributes and methods from entity panes and their controllers.

⇒ Methods and attributes of generic MD pane and grid controllers are
beyond the scope of this manual. Please contact
Master Object Consultancy if you need additional help or training
creating your own framework components that subclass MD pane
components.
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MD Model Classes
This chapter describes how classes in the Master-Detail framework layer
implement the model in the MVC paradigm. MasterStudio comes with a
generic table class MdEntityTableGeneric that works with the list
manager MdManagerListGeneric and the record manager
MdManagerRecordGeneric to allow an entity controller (described in
the previous chapter) to do all its work by reading definitions from a
schema class (described below).

⇒ Before reading this chapter, please read chapter 4.10.1 about table
classes and schema classes.
5.3.1

Entity Schemas

To create MD windows, you use standard Omnis Studio schema classes.
As described in chapter 5.1.4, MD components assume that each schema
has a single-column primary key, which may be numeric or
alphanumeric. Components in the Master-Detail framework layer rely
on specific elements that are added to the description field for each
column in each schema class.
If a non-text column in a schema class allows #NULL values (i.e., its
$nonull attribute is kFalse), then MasterStudio will accept 0 (zero) as a
valid value if that column is mandatory.
Supported Schema XML Elements

A Master-Detail table instance (subclass of MdEntityTableGeneric)
and its list manager instance automatically read the following XMLformatted elements from the description fields in the associated schema
class. Class MdEntitySchemaTemplate serves as a quick reference to
these elements.

⇒ The following XML elements are copied into attributes of the
MoDatabaseSchema and MoDatabaseSchemaColumn instances
managed by the schemas manager. The column objects make it very
easy to read the column attributes (you do not need to do any XML
parsing yourself). See chapter 4.10.1 for a full list of column attributes.
⇒ For additional elements supported by the fields manager superclass, see
chapter 4.5.5. Chapter 3.2.2 explains MasterStudio's handling of XML
attributes.
<BATCH>

Use <BATCH MODE="0" COUNT="0" FIXED="0">XXX</BATCH> element
in the primary key column of a schema to allow the list manager to fetch
records in batches. This automatically activates Find mode in any
windows that use the schema as their main entity. Matches the
$batchSize attribute of the schema object.

⇒ “Find mode” is described in chapter 5.1.1.
⇒ An entity delegate may override the BATCH value by using delegate
method $entitySearchBatchSize.
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Using the MODE attribute, you change the behavior of windows that
perform searches (which can either be initiated by users in Find mode,
or by opening windows as a pick list, i.e., from a hyperlink). If a
dynamic pick list doesn't find any values, then it is usually opened in
Find mode with cleared search values.
If the optional attribute MODE="0" or
"MdConstants.kMdSearchModeFind" or if you omit the attribute, a
window that is based on a table that has the <BATCH> element will open
in Find mode. If the window was opened as a pick list and no records
were found, then the window also enters Find mode.
If you do not want the window to initially open in Find mode, add
MODE="1" or MODE="MdConstants.kMdSearchModeView" to the
element. The window will enter Viewing mode unless no records were
found in a pick list, in which case the window enters Find mode.
If you set MODE="2" or MODE="MdConstants.kMdSearchModeNew", then
the window used as a pick list will only perform a search if a value is
supplied as a search value (e.g., if the window is opened as a pick list).
Otherwise, the window opens as an empty list showing a blank line,
rather than a static list containing all values.

⇒ In short: This mode will open a pick list window showing an empty
new record, unless search values were specified and the corresponding
record was found.
You can also combine the two modes, by setting MODE="3" or
MODE="MdConstants.kMdSearchModeView +
MdConstants.kMdSearchModeNew". When the window is opened, then
a new (empty) record is displayed, even if search values were passed
into it and no records were found.
The MODE attribute matches the $searchMode attribute of the schema
object.

⇒ An entity delegate can override the schema's search mode by
implementing the $searchMode entity delegate method (see chapter
5.2.2).
If you set the optional COUNT attribute to "1", MasterStudio windows
will perform a count of the total number of records in the database. The
total number of records is displayed at the top of the entity grid. For an
example, see the "Employees" window in the demo application. Matches
the $countMode attribute of the schema object.
If you set the optional FIXED attribute to "1", the window will not have
a Find mode (i.e.: the search is fixed and users cannot perform a "query
by example"). This attribute matches $searchIsFixed of the schema
object.

⇒ An entity delegate can override the schema's FIXED attribute by
implementing the $searchIsFixed entity delegate method (see
chapter 5.2.2).
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All searches performed by the Master-Detail list manager are case
insensitive by default. On Oracle, queries automatically use the UPPER()
function. On OmnisSQL, the where-clause uses multiple AND
comparisons. To enable case sensitive searching, add the <CASE/>
element to the primary key in the schema class.
Matches the $caseMode attribute of the schema object.

<COMMIT>

By default (i.e., if you leave out the <COMMIT> element), database actions
are committed to the database after all records are saved. By adding a
<COMMIT/> element for the primary key column, you tell the list
manager to commit database actions after each individual record of the
main entity. Matches the $commitMode attribute of the schema object.
You can use any of the kMdCommit… constants to influence transaction
behavior. The following options are supported:
- <COMMIT/>: Same as MdConstants.kMdCommitMasterRecord: A
commit is done after each successful save of a master record and all
of its detail records. A rollback is performed if one of the detail
records or the master record could not be saved.
-

<COMMIT>MdConstants.kMdCommitAll</COMMIT>: A commit or
rollback is only performed after changes (updates, inserts, deleted)
are executed for all records.

-

<COMMIT>MdConstants.kMdCommitImmediately</COMMIT>: A
commit or rollback is performed after each record. This is not
recommended in Master-Detail windows where you probably only
want to commit a master record if all of its details could be saved as
well.

⇒ This element only works with databases that support transactions
(Rollback/Commit).
<COPY/>

Add this element to any columns that users can copy from one record to
other records through drag & drop. See chapter 1.4.5. Matches the
$copyable attribute of the schema column object.

<FETCH>

If you do not specify any <FETCH> elements, then the MD list manager
always fetches all columns from the database when building the entity
list. If the database table has many columns, then fetching a large
number of records may take a long time. To increase speed, you can
force MasterStudio to only fetch specific columns initially, and to fetch
remaining columns later. Matches the $fetchLevel attribute of the
schema column object.
The <FETCH> element must contain a single bit (represented by its
corresponding number 1, 2, 4, 8, etc.) that matches the following
options:
- <FETCH>1</FETCH> or
<FETCH>MoConstants.kMoFetchImmediately</FETCH> or
<FETCH/>: The column is fetched immediately, i.e. when the list is
built.
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- <FETCH>2</FETCH> or
<FETCH>MoConstants.kMoFetchWhenDisplayed</FETCH>: The
column is fetched as soon as the corresponding row is displayed in
an MD grid (MasterStudio determines this by checking $firstvis
and $lastvis of the complex grid object).
- <FETCH>4</FETCH> or
<FETCH>MoConstants.kMoFetchWhenSelected</FETCH>: The
column is fetched when the record is made current.
- <FETCH>8 or 16 or 32 or 64</FETCH>: The column is fetched by
manually calling $refetch of the list manager (see chapter 5.3.3).
- <FETCH>MoConstants.kMoFetchCustom</FETCH>: This value is used
for schema columns that should only be fetched upon request. This is
the default for any columns that do not have a specific fetch level
(<FETCH> element), unless no column in the schema contains the
<FETCH> element.
This default makes it easy to create MasterStudio applications using
schemas with many columns that should not be fetched immediately,
or at all.

⇒ The <FETCH> element can be added to any number of columns. If any
column has a <FETCH> element, then columns that have no <FETCH>
element are assumed to have value kMoFetchCustom, so they are not
fetched automatically.
<JOIN>

This element is used for foreign key columns, i.e. columns that contain a
key that points to another schema. Once you define a join, the list
manager automatically fetches joined columns (columns from the other
table) that you specify using $addJoinColumns (see chapter 5.2.2).
Once you have created a join, then MasterStudio can automatically open
a corresponding Hyperlink (see chapter 5.4.5). This opens a MasterStudio
window context that is determined by the <VIEW> element in the other
schema.
<JOIN OUTER="0" ALIAS="A">SchemaOrTableClassName</JOIN>

If you specify attribute OUTER="1", then MasterStudio performs an
outer join on the database, meaning that records will also be included if
no corresponding joined records are found.
The optional ALIAS attribute allows MasterStudio to use a specific alias
when forming its select query. By having multiple aliases, you can
implement multiple joins. If you do not specify an alias, then
MasterStudio uses the server table name of the joined schema.
The optional CONSTRAIN attribute allows an individual schema to
override the default behavior determined by
$constrainMasterForDetail of the session (see chapter 4.10.2). If
omitted, this attribute defaults to the session's behavior, corresponding
to attribute value MoConstants.kMoConstrainByDatabase.
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The $joinClassName and $joinSchemaName attributes of the column
object match the join value. The join alias matches the $joinAlias
attribute. The column object $joinIsOuter attribute matches the OUTER
attribute.
<MENU>

By adding element <MENU/> to the primary key
column in a schema, you can influence whether or
not an MD window shows a command menu. By
default (if you do not provide a <MENU> element),
the MD window manager instantiates a menu
when an MD window context is activated by the
user. This menu shows commands controlled by
the main command controller. Normally, this
menu derives its title from the
MoMdTCTRLMENU_WIN and MoMdTCTRLMENU_MAC
variables in file class MdManagerLanguages (see
chapter 5.1.2). On windows, the default title is "Ctrl". On the Mac, the
default title is "Commands" (see screen shot).
If you want your window's command menu to have a title that matches
the window title, simply add <MENU/> or
<MENU>MdConstants.kMdMenuTitled</MENU> to the primary key
column of the schema class. Of course, you can also enter a different
string as the menu title.
If you do not want your MD window to have a command menu at all,
you must use <MENU>MdConstants.kMdMenuNone</MENU>.
This element matches the $menuMode attribute of the schema object.

<LOCK>

By adding a <LOCK> element to the primary key column of a schema,
you can activate automatic record locking. MasterStudio provides
kMdLocking… constants that allow you to specify the kind of record
locking that is used. You include one of these constants in the <LOCK>
element: <LOCK>MdConstants.kMdLocking…</LOCK>. The default is
kMdLockingNone. Matches the $lockingMode attribute of the schema
object. The locking column object has its $isLockField attribute set.

⇒ MasterStudio currently supports two types of record locking:
optimistic using an update counter (kMdLockingRecordCounter)
or pessimistic, using a negative value for the same update counter
(kMdLockingPessimistic). The other constants are reserved for
future use.
- kMdLockingRecordCounter: MasterStudio automatically increments
a counter after each modification to a record. The column that is used
as the counter must have the <LOCKFIELD/> element in its
description.
- kMdLockingPessimistic: MasterStudio offers a built-in way to
enforce pessimistic record locking: This option ensures that while a
record is being modified, it is locked for modifications by other users.
This record locking option is activated by entering
MoConstants.kMdLockingPessimistic into the <LOCK> element in
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the primary key of the schema class. Like
MoConstants.kMdLockingRecordCounter, this uses a separate
update counter column that must be present in the schema indicated
by the <LOCKFIELD> element. As soon as a user starts editing a
record, its update counter is updated to its negative value. If a user
starts editing a record while its update counter in the database is a
negative number, an error message is displayed:

In the demo application, the "Employees" entity uses this new option
so you can easily try it out. Note that the user may still update the
record by clicking the "Override" button. This is implemented in
method $mdAllowLockedRecordEdit of the entity table superclass.
So if you do not like this option, you can easily override the message.
For performance reasons, the record lock check takes place after
leaving the first field that is being edited. If a user starts editing a
record that is no longer current (because someone else updated it
after fetching it from the database), it is re-fetched automatically:

In this case, the field being edited keeps its new value. Of course, the
user can still cancel the modification, either by right-clicking the
master record and choosing "Restore Record" or by canceling all
modifications.
It is possible to implement your own pessimistic record locking
mechanism (perhaps using Oracle's "select for update" method)
instead of using MasterStudio's kMdLockingPessimistic method. In
that case, you should override methods $mdLockCurrentRecord and
$mdUnlockCurrentRecord of class MdEntityTableGeneric.
- kMdLockingNativeOptimistic: Reserved for future use. MasterStudio
does a field-by-field comparison right before an update is performed
on the database. The update is only performed if current field values
in the database match those of the snapshot in the record manager.
- kMdLockingNativePessimistic: Reserved for future use.
MasterStudio automatically locks a record in the database when it is
first modified. The record is unlocked when the modification is
undone (e.g., when the user reverts all changes).
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- kMdLockingUserId: Reserved for future use.
This pessimistically locks a record as soon as the user tries to modify
it by maintaining a column that contains the user id while the record
is locked and #NULL when the record is unlocked. The column that is
used as the user id must have the <LOCKFIELD/> element in its
description.
<LOCKFIELD>

<MEANINGFUL>

This element is only used if the primary key column contains a <LOCK>
element with values kMdLockingRecordCounter,
kMdLockingPessimistic, or kMdLockingUserId, i.e. when using
record locking using a separate locking column. <LOCKFIELD/> must be
added to the column that is used for record locking. Matches the
$lockFieldName attribute of the schema object. The corresponding
column object has its $isLockField attribute set.
Add this element to the column that meaningfully describes the record
to a user. The value in this column is used in prompts and error
messages, as in “Employee 'Gates' could not be saved”.
By default (if you do not add the <MEANINGFUL> element to a column)
the primary key column is used, which usually is not very meaningful
to the user.
The meaningful column name can be retrieved from the
$meaningfulColumnName attribute of the schema object. The
corresponding column object has its $meaningful attribute set.

<MODAL>

By default, MD windows are completely modeless: Users can start
modifying records by simply typing them. Typing in the last row of the
entity list creates new records. Users undo their modifications by
clicking the Cancel button (or by pressing <Esc>).
After we add <MODAL/> to the primary key column in a schema,
corresponding windows will be modal: Users must click Edit before
modifications are allowed.
If a user tries to modify a record without entering Editing mode first,
the following dialog still allows the user to go on with the modification:

Matches the $isModal attribute of the schema object.
<REFETCH/>
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Matches the $refetchMode attribute of the schema object.
<SORT>

You add the <SORT> element to any columns that you want to be sorted
automatically. For the first sort column, specify 1 or use <SORT/>. For
additional sort columns, add the sort number, as in <SORT >2</SORT>.
This element accepts an optional attribute DESC which may be used to
indicate descending sorting, as in: <SORT DESC="1">1</SORT>.
The schema column object has matching getter attributes $sortOrder
and $sortDescending.

<VIEW>

You can add this optional element to the primary key column of a
schema class to allow MasterStudio to automatically open the
appropriate window when you call $entityContextForClass with the
name of this schema class (see chapter 5.1.3 for more information about
$entityContextForClass).
In the view element, you enter the name of the class to be uses as the
default view for the schema, such as
<VIEW>DemoMdPlanningSlotsGrid</VIEW>. Matches the $view
attribute of the schema object.
The class specified can either be:
- An MD grid window.
- An MD grid controller (in which $paneWindowClassName determines
the window to be used).
- An MD pane window (if the entity only consists of a single record).
- An MD pane controller (in which $paneWindowClassName
determines the window to be used).
- An MD entity delegate object (in which $initFrameset determines
the window classes to be used).
The <VIEW> element accepts an optional attribute CONTEXT allowing you
to have the schema use a custom window context rather than the default
window context (MdWindowContext):
<VIEW CONTEXT="MyWindowContextClass"
>MyEntityDelegate</VIEW>.
Matches the $viewContext attribute of the schema object.

5.3.2

Entity Tables

MasterStudio offers a generic
MD entity table class
MdEntityTableGeneric that
inherits from
MoDatabaseTableSuperclass
. This table class works with the MD list manager to do its work fully
automatically. An entity table otherwise works exactly like a standard
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Omnis table. To implement custom database methods, you may
subclass MdEntityTableGeneric and override any of its database
methods.
The entity table class itself is very small: Most list-specific features are
provided by the list manager. The main responsibility of the table class,
is to provide database-specific functions. Along with the session object,
a table class acts as the sole abstraction layer between an
Omnis/MasterStudio application and the specific database used.

⇒ See chapter 4.10.1 for more information about the MasterStudio table
superclass.
$mdAllowLockedRecordEdit

$mdCurrentRecordChanged

$mdDefaultRecord

This method is called when someone starts editing a record that is
locked using the kMdLockingRecordCounter locking mode (see chapter
5.3.1). This method should generate an error message to the user,
indicating that the current record was locked. Return kFalse if the
record should not be overridden. Return kTrue to overwrite the record,
even though someone else has locked it.
Override this new template method to adjust variables whenever the
current record changes. This method is called before
$currentRecordChanged in the entity delegate or any of the entity
panes.
This template method is called right after a new line is added to the
entity list. While this method is called, the current line is set to the new
line.

⇒ Do not count on this being the last line; this may not necessarily be the
case in the future!
$mdDidModify

$mdDidModifyFind

Override this template method to take action after a column value is
modified. If parameter pColumnName_opt is empty, then an unspecified
column has changed.
Override this template method to take action after a column value is
modified in Find mode. If parameter pColumnName_opt is empty, then
an unspecified column has changed.

$mdDidRefetch

Method $mdDidRefetch is called after one or more columns were refetched from the database. If parameter pColumnName_opt is empty,
then an unspecified column has changed. After each row refresh,
$mdDidRefetch is called with fetch level pFetchLevel as its parameter.

$mdMayModifyColumn

Override this template method to influence whether a column may be
modified. The method takes a single parameter: pColumnName. Return
kFalse if the column may not be modified: The user will not be able to
modify the column and it is reverted to its previous value.
Note that this method is only called for single columns that are handled
by the fields manager. If you modify the value of a column yourself (i.e.
hard-coded), it is your own responsibility to call this list method. You
usually would do this by calling $setModified('COLUMN_NAME') of the
record manager.
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This template method is called right before changes are committed to
the database, i.e. right before a transaction is finished. You could use
this method to call a stored procedure in the database, or to calculate
custom list columns to reflect the new records. Return kTrue if the
commit may take place. Return kFalse if you want a rollback to occur.
Change parameter pfrDidCommitNY into kTrue if the database commit
is already performed as part of this method call. The MasterStudio list
manager will not perform the commit again, but will properly handle
the list changes as if the commit was handled by MasterStudio.

5.3.3

List Manager

The MD list manager, class MdManagerListGeneric (unless overridden
by the entity delegate), is responsible for handling entity list specific
work that is not already performed by the table class. The list manager
implements functions that work with the entity list.
The list manager is constructed by the entity controller and operates on
the entity list contained in an entity controller instance variable. The list
manager instantiates a separate record manager to which it delegates
record-specific functions and methods (described in the next chapter).
Below is a summary of the main responsibilities of the list manager.

⇒ The list manager has many responsibilities that are handled fully
automatically in typical MD windows. You seldom need to access the
list manager directly.
Reading schema
and delegate
attributes

When the list manager is constructed, it reads the schema class and
caches its attributes. The list manager also reads information from the
entity delegate object (which may specify columns to be added to the
entity list).

⇒ Because the list manager instance caches most of the schema definition,
you should destroy the MD window context and reopen it after you
make changes to one of the schema classes it uses.
Defining the entity
list and the search
list

The list manager defines the entity list and binds it to the appropriate
schema class or table class. The list manager adds join columns and
custom attributes (additional columns) to the entity list.
The list manager maintains a second list instance that is used to store
search values (entered by the user while the MD window is in Find
mode).

Managing MasterDetail relationships

Detail list managers register themselves with their parent when they are
constructed. During record changes, saves, commits, and rollbacks, the
list manager automatically calls the appropriate actions in nested detail
lists.

Managing the
current record

The list manager manages the current record and sends out a
notification whenever the current record changes. The list manager also
manages the empty row at the end of entity lists, which allows users to
insert new records.
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Database
transactions

The list manager is responsible for activating saves, commits, and
rollbacks by calling corresponding record manager functions for
appropriate lines in the list.

Goto-Return
mechanism

The list manager implements a goto-return mechanism to allow one entity
list to request data from another entity list ("pick list" that was opened
using a hyperlink button. This mechanism depends on the root managers
manager to keep track of the requesting list manager and the supplying list
manager. This is further explained in chapter 4.5.1.

List sorting

The list manager keeps track of sort columns and automatically sorts the
entity list accordingly.

List commands

The list manager adds and maintains appropriate commands for the
command controller (see chapter 4.12). Commands added by a list
manager instance are active as long as the entity is active, i.e. as long as
the cursor is located in any of the entity's panes or grids.
List Manager Attributes

The list manager contains many attributes that you are not likely to call
directly. Below is a listing of some attributes that you are likely to use
from within your own components.
Note that while the window is in Find mode, the entity list is swapped
with the internal search list. Most attributes (with the notable exception
of $recordsFound) return values for the currently active list.

⇒ From your delegate object and from an MD pane or grid you may
access the list manager using instance variable iMdManagerListRef.
$foreignKeyName

Only for detail entities: Returns the name of the foreign key column that
links the current entity to its parent entity.

$fullPrompt

Returns a full-text description of the current selection, such as “employee
Bush of occupation Politician”.

$isModal

$managerDetail

$managerParentFields
$managerParentList
$managerParentRecord
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This attribute returns kFalse if the list can be modified in Viewing
mode without any warning message. The attribute returns kTrue is the
user must enter Editing mode before making any modifications.
This attribute returns a reference to the list manager of a named detail
entity. Parameter pEntityId must be the entity id of the detail entity, as
it was specified as the paneId in $initFrameset of the entity delegate.
This attribute returns a reference to the fields manager of the parent
entity.
This attribute returns a reference to the list manager of the parent entity.
(Use ...$managerParentList().$list to get a reference to the parent
list itself).
This attribute returns a reference to the record manager of the parent
entity.
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The reference returned by this attribute points to the object that
requested data from a pick list. Usually, this is the list manager that
requested the data.
This attribute returns the name of the meaningful column, as defined by
the <MEANINGFUL/> element in the schema class.

$parentKey

Only for detail entities: Returns the value of the parent entity's primary
key.

$previousRecord

This attribute returns the record that was current before the one that is
current right now, or a reference to an empty record if none exists. You
can use this getter to copy values from the previous line as default
values into a new line.

$primaryKeyName
$recordsFound
$recordsToBeDeleted

Returns the name of the primary key column.
This attribute returns the number of records that were found, regardless
of whether the user is currently in Find mode or not.
This attribute returns the number of records that have been marked for
deletion.

$schemaClassName

Returns the name of the main schema used by the entity.

$searchConditionsCount

Returns the number of search conditions that were entered by the user
in Find mode. A table class might use this to warn the user if no search
values were entered (i.e., if this method returns 0).
List Manager Operators

The list manager contains many methods that you are not likely to call
directly. Below is a listing of those methods that you are likely to call
from within your own components.

⇒ From your delegate object and from an MD pane or grid you may
access the list manager using instance variable iMdManagerListRef.
$addColumn

You use this method to add your own column to the entity list. This
ensures that your custom column is also added to the internal search
list.

⇒ Note that you normally add custom columns using the
$addCustomColumns method of the entity delegate object. See
chapter 5.2.2.
$addJoinColumn

You call this method from the entity delegate object to add joined
columns to the entity list. See $addJoinColumns in chapter 5.2.2.
This method has an optional fifth parameter pkCouldBeNull_opt. Pass
kTrue if #NULL is a valid value for the joined column. If you do not pass
any parameter, then this attribute is derived from the column's $nonull
setting in the schema.

$changeCurrentRecord
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- pLine_opt: Pass the line number of the record to be activated. If you
do not pass a line number, then the list manager assumes that the
value of $line of the entity list is the new record.
- pkDoImmediatelyYN_opt: Pass kFalse if the line change may be
delayed until after event handling using a queued notification.
- pkGetDetailsMode_opt: Normally (kMdRetrieveDetailsVisible),
the list manager will automatically retrieve detail lists for the new
current record, for any details whose component is currently active.
Specify MdConstants.kMdRetrieveDetailsExisting if you only
want to retrieve detail lists if they have been retrieved previously.
Specify MdConstants.kMdRetrieveDetailsAll if you want to
retrieve all detail lists.
- pkCoalesceNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want MasterStudio to only
send a single "record changed" notification. This will speed up loops
during which you iterate amongst many entity records. Note that no
notifications will be sent during such a loop, so you cannot rely on
detail records to be fetched until your loop finishes (and at that time,
only for the then-current record).
$…Command
$performSearch

Methods whose name ends in …Command match commands that are
added to the command controller by the list manager.
This method allows you to perform a search, as if the user has clicked
on the Start Search button. You can pass in your own list containing the
search criteria to be used.
Method $performSearch allows the search list to contain multiple
search criterion rows. To use this feature, pass in the column number for
the column containing the search criterion.

$refetch

This method is used to programmatically (re-)fetch specific columns
from the database. $refetch can either re-fetch columns for a single
record, or for a range of records.
$refetch accepts the following optional parameters:
- pkForceRefreshYN_opt: By default this parameter is kTrue,
meaning that columns will be re-fetched from the database, even if
they have previously been fetched from the database already. If you
pass kFalse, then only columns that have not been fetched before are
fetched.
- pkFetchLevel255_opt: By default, $refetch re-fetches all columns.
You may specify a bit mask to only fetch specific columns. For more
information, see the explanation for the <FETCH> schema element in
chapter 5.3.1.
- pFirstRow_opt: You may optionally pass a range of records to be refetched from the database. Pass the first line number to be re-fetched.
If you omit this parameter, then the current record is re-fetched.
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- pLastRow_opt: If you specified pFirstRow_opt, then you must pass
the last line to be re-fetched here.
Here are some examples of $refetch:
Do iMdManagerListRef.$refetch()
;; re-fetches any columns that have been fetched before
for the current record.
Do iMdManagerListRef.$refetch(kTrue,255)
;; (re)fetches all columns for the current record.
Do iMdManagerListRef.$refetch(kFalse,255,1,100)
;; fetches all columns from the database that have not
been fetched before for rows 1 through 100.
Do iMdManagerListRef.$refetch(kTrue,
MoConstants.kMoFetchWhenDisplayed+
MoConstants.kMoFetchWhenSelected)
;; refetches those columns that have <FETCH> 2 and 4,
even if they had been fetched before.

⇒ Also refer to the <FETCH> schema element described in chapter 5.3.1.
$revert
$setListSortColumn

Call this method to unconditionally reset all records to their original
state. Normally, you should use $warnRevert.
You can use this method to programmatically change sorting columns.
This method accepts the following parameters:
- pColumnName: Pass the name of the column to be sorted on. Note that
joined columns have a name that consists of their schema name or
join alias followed by two underscores (__) and their normal column
name.
- pkDescendingNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the column to be
sorted in descending order.
- pkToggleNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want the column's current sort
order to be toggled if the column was already sorted before (from
ascending to descending or vise versa).
- pkAddNY_opt: Pass kTrue if you want this column to be added to any
other sort columns that were set before. If you pass kFalse, then this
column becomes the only sort column.
Note that you must call $sort before $setListSortColumn takes any
effect.

$sort

Call this method to sort the list according to the current sort columns
(that were defined using $setListSortColumn).

$warnDelete

Call this method to mark selected records for deletion, after the user
confirms a warning message.

$warnRevert

Call this method to revert all records to their original state, after the user
confirms a warning message.
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Record Manager

The MD record manager, class MdManagerRecordGeneric (unless
overridden by the entity delegate), is responsible for handling record
specific work that is not already performed by the table class or the list
manager.
The record manager is constructed by the list manager (described in the
previous chapter) and, just like the list manager, operates on the entity
list.
Below is a summary of the main responsibilities of the record manager.

⇒ The record manager has many responsibilities that are handled fully
automatically in typical MD windows. You seldom need to access the
record manager directly.
Managing detail list
columns

Managing snapshots

The record manager stores nested detail lists by automatically adding
list columns to the entity list. Before the current record changes, detail
lists store themselves into the appropriate parent columns. When a
master record becomes current, its corresponding detail lists are
retrieved from these columns.
The record manager maintains a copy of each record so that records can
be reverted to their original state after a user modifies any values.

Managing record
state

The record manager keeps track of record state, allowing the list
manager to iterate over modified records and providing an icon id for
display in entity grids.

Performing
database actions

Initiated by the list manager and depending on record state, the record
manager calls the appropriate database actions in the table class.
Record Manager Attributes

The record manager contains many attributes that you are not likely to
call directly. Below is a listing of some attributes that you are likely to
use from within your own components.
Note that while the window is in Find mode, the list manager swaps the
entity list with the internal search list. Most attributes return values for
the currently active list.

⇒ From your delegate object and from an MD pane or grid you may
access the record manager using instance variable
iMdManagerRecordRef.
$columnWasModified

$detailsWereModified
$isExisting
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This attribute returns kTrue if the meaningful column (specified by the
<MEANINGFUL> element) contains no value.

$mayDelete

This attribute returns kTrue if the record may be deleted.

$mayInsert

This attribute returns kTrue if the record may be inserted.

$mayUpdate
$needsAction
$needsCommit

$snapshot

$state

This attribute returns kTrue if the record may be updated (modified).
This attribute returns kTrue if the record or any detail entities require a
database action.
This attribute returns kTrue if the record's database action was
performed successfully (meaning that the list manager should perform a
commit later).
This accessor returns a reference to the snapshot row for the current
record. This is a row whose definition matches that of the entity list,
containing values that were fetched from the database before the user
changed them.
This attribute returns the current state of the record: kMdStateInsert,
kMdStateModify, or kMdStateDelete in Viewing/Editing mode;
kMdStateAnd, kMdStateOr, or kMdStateNot in Finding mode.
State kMdStateWasDeleted is used internally to indicate the state
during which a record is deleted but before the database transaction is
committed.

$stateIconId

This attribute returns an appropriate icon id for the record's state. The
icon id is one of the MoMdIconId… variables defined in MoMdPublic,
which can be changed in the MD class factory (see chapter 5.1.2).
Record Manager Operators

The record manager contains many methods that you are not likely to
call directly. Below is a listing of those methods that you are likely to call
from within your own components.

⇒ From your delegate object and from an MD pane or grid you may
access the list manager using instance variable
iMdManagerRecordRef.
$makeSnapshot

$revert

$revertColumn
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You must call this method before you change any values in the record
programmatically. This method does nothing if a row snapshot was
already made. If you pass kTrue for optional parameter
pkForceNY_opt, then a new snapshot is made from the current row
values, even if a row snapshot was made earlier.
This method reverts the current record to its original values (as they
were stored in the snapshot). The method returns kFalse if no snapshot
was made, i.e. if the record was still in its original state. Note that this
method does not redraw any fields.
This method, which takes a single parameter pColumnName, reverts a
named column back to its original value (as it was stored in the
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snapshot). The method returns kFalse if no snapshot was made, i.e. if
the column was still in its original state. Note that this method does not
redraw any fields.
$setModified

Before you make any modifications to a record, you must call
$setModified. If modifications are allowed, this updates the record's
state so that it displays the appropriate state icon.
This method optionally accepts the name of the column that is to be
modified.
The method returns kFalse if no modifications are allowed. So if the
column or record may not be modified, this method returns kFalse.
Otherwise, the record is marked "modified".

5.4

MD View Classes
This chapter explains view classes provided in the Master-Detail
framework layer. Like most view classes, these classes contain very little
code.

5.4.1

Entity Panes

An entity pane is a window
class that is used as a
component in an entity
frameset. An entity pane is a
subclass of
MdEntityPaneSuperclass.
An entity pane contains
fields for working with a
single record.
The window superclass
contains no fields: You drag
your own fields from the
MasterStudio Component
Store into your own subclasses. See chapter 5.4.5.
Instance Variables

An entity pane inherits method $mdConstruct which is called by the
entity pane controller (MdEntityPaneControllerGeneric) to set a
number of references to relevant instances that are accessible to your
window fields:
- iMdEntityControllerRef points to the entity frameset controller
instance.
- iMdEntityDelegateRef points to your entity frameset delegate
instance.
- iMdListRef points to the entity list.
If you add your own fields and objects to the MD pane, you can link
them to the entity list by referring their $dataname property to this
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variable: iMdListRef.COL_NAME.
You do not use $dataname if your fields register themselves with the
fields manager (or if you dragged them from the MasterStudio
Component Store). See chapters 5.4.4 and 5.4.5.
- iMdManagerFieldsRef points to the fields manager instance.
- iMdEntityListRef points to the list manager instance.
- iMdManagerListRef points to the record manager instance.
- iMdP points to the $prompt attribute of the fields manager, providing
an easy way to display dynamic text in field labels and buttons. To
display a prompt to the user, use iMdP and pass the column name as
a parameter:
[iMdP('EMP_NAME_LAST')] results in: Last name (assuming that the
schema class contains <PROMPT>'last name'</PROMPT>).
[iMdP('EMP_SEQ',2,kFalse)] results in: employees (assuming that
the schema class contains
<PROMPT>'employee,employees'</PROMPT>).
See chapter 4.5.5 for more information about the $prompt element.
- iMdStateIconIdRef points to the state icon id of the current record.
Entity Pane Methods

As with any component, non-view specific code must not reside in the
window class. If possible, implement code that is not related to the user
interface in the entity delegate object. Alternatively, you can subclass
the pane controller and add your custom logic there.
However, code that is specific for the view (i.e., code that manages the
user interface) should be implemented in the entity pane window class.
The superclass provides the following methods that you may override
at will.
$currentRecordChanged

$paneShouldBeRedrawn

Grid template
methods
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Each entity pane has a $currentRecordChanged method that you can
override to change your own object attributes whenever the current
record changes and right after the component is constructed (i.e. right
after the subwindow is opened).
Normally, an entity pane is redrawn automatically by the entity
controller. By overriding $paneShouldBeRedrawn and returning
kFalse, you can prevent redraws of your entity pane. You may want to
do this if you already redraw the pane notationally in the
$currentRecordChanged method, thus avoiding unnecessary
“flashing”.
The pane superclass provides a number of methods that are only
intended for use by entity grid subclasses (see below). These methods
($adjustGridColors, $initGridMode, $setGridMode, $grid, and
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$gridHeader) are only called by the entity grid controller and should
not be used in entity panes.
5.4.2

Entity Grids

A standard entity grid is a
subclass of
MdEntityGridSuperclass,
which inherits from entity
pane. Attributes and methods
described in the previous
chapter therefore also apply to
entity grids.

⇒ To make it easier to create custom grid classes with a different look and
feel, entity grid window methods are implemented in the superclass
MdEntityPaneSuperclass.
An entity grid is a window class that is intended to display and manage
multiple records. The superclass contains a header, which is used to
display list status and optional grid mode: Depending on the value
returned from $gridMode in the entity grid delegate, an entity grid
allows the user to toggle the grid between Selection mode and Entry mode.

The entity grid superclass with its standard header
The entity grid superclass itself does not contain any custom fields: You
drag a complex grid object from the MasterStudio Component Store to
build fully functional grid windows. See chapter 5.4.5.
Grid Methods

5.4.3

Apart from the methods inherited from entity pane (described in the
previous chapter), none of the entity grid's superclass methods are
intended to be overridden. However, you can easily create your own
grid subclasses in which you change the look and feel of the entity grid
window. The entity grid controller does not have any hard-coded links
to the objects in the entity grid superclass.
Entity Reports

MasterStudio allows users to print any Master-Detail grid. This can be
done by clicking the Print button in the toolbar, or by using the context
menu of the individual grid pane. Users can hold <Alt> (<Option> on
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the Mac) and/or <Shift> to open the Page Setup and/or Job Setup
dialogs, respectively. This is indicated by the Print button's tooltip.
The report generator automatically generates fields for entry or display
fields, radio buttons and checkboxes in a grid. When a report is
generated, its column widths are adjusted to those of the current
window. To omit a column from the report, the user can temporarily
reduce its width to the minimum allowed by Omnis.

Employees window with corresponding grid report
Generating reports

By default, MasterStudio uses report class MdEntityReportPrototype,
which is a subclass of MdEntityReportSuperclass. The superclass
contains methods that are needed to generate the fields of the report.
The subclass contains prototype fields for the column header and record
fields. These prototype fields are replaced by actual fields during report
generation. The actual fields copy their attributes from their prototypes.
Printing code is implemented in MdEntityGridControllerGeneric.
When a report is first printed (or if the user holds <Alt>/<Option>
when clicking the Print button), a new report class is generated. This
report class is stored in a separate scratch library in the user's
Preferences folder. The next time the same report is printed,
MasterStudio will use the previously used report with its stored page
setup and column widths.

⇒ See chapter 4.14 for more information about scratch libraries.
Changing the
default report

MdEntityReportPrototype can be replaced using the class broker
(create a copy in your own library and make sure that its version
number is higher) or by overriding $nameOfEntityReportPrototype
in a subclass of the Master-Detail class factory.
It is also possible to use a non-standard report prototype for an
individual entity. In that case, you must override the
$reportPrototype method in the corresponding entity delegate object.
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Apart from allowing you to change to a different report prototype, the
entity delegate allows you to control printing in the following ways.
Method $mayPrintPane is called before the Print command is activated.
You can return kFalse if you don't want printing to be available for a
specific pane. If no panes in a window allow printing, then no Print
button will appear.
Method $reportShouldPrint is called right before a report is printed.
If you return kFalse, then the default report is not printed (so you can
print your own report instead). Method $reportShouldPrint also
allows you to ask for a print destination. In fact, the entity delegate
superclass opens the MasterStudio print destination selection window,
allowing the user to send the report to the screen, to the printer, or to a
file (which is always tab-delimited for these standard reports).

5.4.4

Fields Manager

The MD fields manager is instantiated by the entity controller to
manage the relationship between database columns (the model defined
in the schema) and window objects (fields that provide the view).
The MD fields manager (class MdManagerFieldsGeneric unless
overridden by the entity delegate) inherits from MoManagerListFields.
See chapter 4.5.5 for a detailed overview of the schema attributes that
are cached by the fields manager.

⇒ In most cases, the fields manager does its work fully automatically.
When you drag window objects from the MasterStudio Component
Store (explained in chapter 5.4.5), they are already completely
functional. You only need to enter the corresponding database column
name into their $text attribute.
This chapter helps you understand how the fields manager works, so
you can enhance it and make it work with your own window objects.
How fields register
themselves

As explained in chapter 4.5.5, individual objects (entry fields, radio
buttons, checkboxes, etc.) register themselves with a global fields
manager instance that is instantiated by the window context. In
MD windows, the MD window manager instantiates a global fields
manager that is accessible from the $mdManagerFields attribute of the
window context: MoContext.$mdManagerFields.
When an MD window is constructed (after $openWindow of the
MD window context is called), each component is constructed
dynamically as described in chapter 4.6.2. Entity panes and entity grids
are instantiated into their entity frameset.
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While a subwindow is being opened, Omnis constructs its fields first. A
field's $construct method runs before the subwindow's $construct, so
a field's $construct method cannot use any of the instance variables
that are defined in its window class: The window instance does not exist
yet. Fields therefore register themselves with the global field manager in
the window context, which is also the current task $ctask:
Field $construct

Quit method $ctask.$mdManagerFields().$registerCheckBox($cfield)

The global fields manager instance temporarily stores the fields registry
in a class variable list, until the corresponding pane controller tells its
fields manager instance to finish preparing the pane by calling
$prepareFieldsForComponent.
At this point, the fields manager updates the attributes of its pane fields
so that they correspond to the corresponding schema definitions. Fields
automatically receive a $dataname property that points to the entity list
and the corresponding column name. Fields get the appropriate field
styles depending on schema attributes such as <MANDATORY/> or
<DISPLAY/>.

⇒ Mandatory or display-only fields automatically become regular entry
fields as long as Find mode is active. See “Find mode” in chapter 5.1.1.
Fields Handled by the Fields Manager
Sort Buttons

Sort buttons derive their name and tooltip from the schema class. They
also register themselves with the fields manager (using
$registerSortButton) so that the list manager can draw their state.
The control responder in the grid controller handles click events on sort
fields.
If you set the $tooltip attribute for a sort button managed by the fields
manager, then this $tooltip will be used as the sort button text instead
of the label from the schema <PROMPT> element. This allows a foreign
key sort button (which often points to a field that has "Name" or
"Description" in its <PROMPT> element) to have a label that is more
specific than the prompt defined in the schema.

Entry Fields

Radio Buttons

Entry fields assume a field style depending on attributes in the schema
class. They also register themselves with the fields manager (using
$registerEntryField) so that they get the appropriate $dataname.
The pane controller or grid controller forwards user events for these
fields to the fields manager, so that modifications and redraws are
handled automatically.
Radio buttons derive their text from the schema class. Their $dataname
property and user events are handled by the fields manager after they
register themselves using $registerRadioButton.
Note that radio buttons must always be grouped together: Their $order
attributes must be in consecutive order. As is always the case in Omnis,
the first radio button corresponds to value 0 in the database. This button
is sometimes made invisible to the user by manually setting its
$visible attribute to kFalse.
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In the <PROMPT> element of a schema class, the first string in the commaseparated list corresponds to the name of the radio button group. The
second string corresponds to the name of the first radio button
(database value 0). Additional strings (indices 3 and up) correspond to
database values 1 and up.
Checkboxes

Check boxes also derive their text and tooltip from the schema class.
Their $dataname property and user events are handled by the fields
manager after they register themselves using $registerCheckBox.
In the <PROMPT> element of a schema class, the first string in the commaseparated list corresponds to the description of the checkbox (shown in
its tooltip). The second string corresponds to database value 0. The third
string corresponds to database value 1 and is displayed as the label of
the checkbox.

5.4.5

MasterStudio Component Store

Rather than having to manually set attributes for window objects used
in MD entity panes and entity grids, MasterStudio comes with a
separate window class (MdWindowComponentStore) containing
prototype window objects. These window objects already have their
attributes set so they fit well into the “look” of typical MD windows.
You can simply drag components from the MasterStudio Component
Store into your own windows.
Installing the
Component Store as
a tool

Library MoDevelopmentClasses contains a task called
ToolMsComponentStore1, which is used to add the MasterStudio
Component Store option to the Omnis Studio IDE as a so-called Add-On
Tool.

⇒ The class broker automatically opens any tasks that have a
<STARTUP/> element in their description. If you have the
MoDevelopmentClasses library installed, then the MasterStudio
Component Store is automatically installed as an add-on tool as soon
as you open the root context.
1
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After opening the task, the tool appears in the Omnis Studio Tools
menu (shown below), as well as in the tools toolbar, if you have it
installed (shown above).

MasterStudio Component Store Tool
The tool automatically creates a copy of the original component store
window class. If you accidentally remove or modify any of the objects it
contains, you can simply close the window and re-open a fresh copy
from the Add-Ons menu.

MasterStudio Component Store (opened from the Add-On Tool)
Complex Grid

Pane Prompts and
Fields
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To create an entity grid, you drag the complex grid object from the top
of the MasterStudio Component Store into your entity grid subclass. See
chapters 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
The MasterStudio Component Store includes two regular entry fields
that are grouped with a corresponding label field. The fields are
automatically ungrouped after you drag them into your own entity
pane subclass.
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A third masked entry field can be used if you need input masking. Note
that you need to specify the column name in the method behind this
object, because the masked field does not have a $text attribute.
Check Box

See the explanation of <PROMPT> in chapter 4.5.5.

Radio Buttons

The radio button group assumes that you do not want the first radio
button (representing database value 0) to be visible. See the explanation
for <PROMPT> in chapter 4.5.5.

Hyperlink

As explained in chapter 4.5.1, you can provide hyperlinks that allow
users to open the entity window for any joined table as a "pick list". The
complex grid prototype includes a small header button that you can use
to implement this feature. The MasterStudio Component Store also
includes a label-like button that you can use to link to another window.
To create a working Hyperlink, you simply enter the name of the
foreign key column into the $tooltip attribute. If you enter anything
into the $text attribute, then the Hyperlink button will automatically
derive its text from the <PROMPT> element of the foreign key in the main
schema class.
When the cursor is in a joined field, the user can press <Alt>-<Return>
(<Option>-<Return> on the Mac) to open the corresponding pick list.
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Programming Conventions
This section describes programming conventions and development
standards used throughout MasterStudio and PlanBoard. By
consistently adhering to these standards, we have improved the
understandability and usability of our frameworks. Once you
understand these standards, you will have conquered a significant part
of the MasterStudio learning curve. And by adhering to these standards
yourself, your applications will be more easily maintainable and
understandable to other developers.
As you'll see, most conventions mentioned here were adopted from
others'. We have been careful not to reinvent the wheel. Rather, we have
taken existing standards where they worked well. Where conventional
Omnis Studio conventions didn't work well, we have tried to adopt
standards that are also accepted outside the Omnis Studio community.

6.1

Naming Conventions
Consistent naming conventions make it easier to understand your own
code, and especially code written by others. By strictly adhering to
naming conventions, complex frameworks such as MasterStudio and
PlanBoard become easier to understand. This chapter describes naming
conventions used by Master Object Consultancy.
When it comes to naming conventions, programmer opinions tend to
vary greatly. Still, often it makes more sense to use conventions already
used by others than to think of entirely new conventions. In deciding
what naming conventions to use, we were influenced strongly by
conventions found in the Java developer community. But sometimes it
makes sense to do things differently in Omnis Studio. The ways in
which Omnis interactively presents class names, method names and
variable names are very different from the way other development tools
work. Readability of Omnis code can often be greatly improved by
using Omnis-specific naming conventions.

StudioTips
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Local and parameter variable naming conventions match those found in
StudioTips from Vencor Software. This should make it easy to
interchange Master Object Consultancy code with code from other
developers who follow StudioTips naming conventions. StudioTips are
available at http://studiotips.net
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Libraries, Classes, Variables: Significant part on the right

Omnis does not allow names to be sorted by extension. Neither does
Omnis offer a way to “group” logical sets of names so that they appear
together. Omnis does allow classes to be sorted by type or other
attributes, but this often does not present a logical order for the
developer. Often a complex framework component consists of multiple
items of different class types. To easily find items that belong together,
you could store them together in a separate library. Or you have to find
another way to group them. An easy solution is to sort items by name.
This is why Master Object Consultancy generally uses a naming
convention where the “most significant part” of the name is on the right
and the “least significant part” is on the left. Associated items thus
appear together after sorting on the name column. Parts of compound
names are simply concatenated after capitalizing the first character of
each part (as is usually done in Java).
Note that this naming convention does take getting used to: Most
western languages put the noun on the right. Where you would say
“MasterStudio root context” in English, our naming convention turns it
into MoContextRoot because there are several context classes that we
want to appear together when listed in the Studio Browser. There are
important exceptions to this rule, however. See chapter 6.1.4.
In situations where the name of a Master Object Consultancy item may
be used among items from other suppliers, we prefix it by a two-letter
combination that matches the name of the framework (Md for classes in
the Master-Detail framework layer, Pb for classes in the PlanBoard
framework layer, or Mo for classes in the MasterStudio foundation layer
and for Master Object Consultancy library names). We strongly
recommend using your own set of standardized prefixes that make it
easier to locate your own items.
Unfortunately, the Studio Browser initially sorts classes by their class
type. So you need to specifically click the Name column to see
Master Object Consultancy classes in their intended order. The Omnis
Catalog (accessed by <F9>) is always sorted by name, as is the variable
pane in the method editor (notable exception: parameter variables are
displayed in the order in which you created or dragged them).
6.1.2

Abbreviations

Inspired by the Apple/NeXT™ foundation frameworks,
Master Object Consultancy frameworks avoid the use of abbreviated
names, except as part of a technical prefix or suffix. As a result, item
names can be quite long. If plain-text abbreviations are used, only their
first character is capitalized (as in iPictureFlagUsa or iSqlList).
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Here's a listing of “technical” prefixes and suffixes used in
Master Object Consultancy classes:
Md…
Mo…
MoF
MoNC
Pb…
Xxxx…
t…
c…
i…
r…
p…
pf…
pfr…
pk…
pr…
…List
…NY
…Obj
…Path
…Prototype
…Ref
…Row
…YN
…_opt

Master-Detail class name, or superclass task or instance
variable pointing to a Master-Detail object or file class;
Master Object Consultancy library name, MasterStudio
base class name, or superclass task or instance variable
pointing to a base object or file class;
Shortcut to the MasterStudio functions manager,
MoManagerFunctions;
Shortcut to the notification center of the current
MasterStudio context;
PlanBoard class name, or superclass task or instance
variable pointing to a PlanBoard object or file class;
Library, class, or superclass task or instance variable
belonging to a component, framework or application
whose abbreviation is XXXX;
Task variable (always followed by a capitalized letter);
Class variable (always followed by a capitalized letter);
Instance variable (always followed by a capitalized
letter);
Local variable of type Item reference (always followed by
a capitalized letter);
Parameter variable (always followed by capitalized
letter);
Parameter variable of type Field reference (always
followed by a capitalized letter);
Parameter variable of type Field reference that is
primarily used to return a value from a function method
(always followed by a capitalized letter);
Parameter variable that uses a constant value (any k…
variable);
Parameter variable of type Item reference (always
followed by a capitalized letter);
Variable of type list;
Boolean variable that is kFalse by default;
Item reference pointing to a class or instance object (an
item in any notation group);
Task, class, instance, or file class variable of type
character containing the notation path to an item;
Task, class, instance, or file class variable that contains a
prototype object, i.e. a prepared object instance of the
class the preceding name refers to;
Task, class, instance, or file class variable of type Item
reference;
Variable of type row;
Boolean variable that is kTrue by default;
Optional parameter variable.

Occasionally, variable names will use abbreviated words that are also
used by Omnis Notation (such as iIconIdInsert or iPaletteWind). To
avoid confusion, only use Omnis abbreviations to hold the same things
that Omnis notation uses. So don't use …Wind for an item reference that
points to a window class (as opposed to a window instance).
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Libraries

MasterStudio components use a class broker that dynamically finds
classes, regardless of the Omnis library in which they are stored. So
essentially, Master Object Consultancy recommends giving your library
a name that clearly describes its contents. If you create a class in a
library in which it doesn't belong, the class broker allows you to move
the class into another library without the need to change any code.
If your libraries are ever used with libraries from other suppliers (if
you're reading this, you probably do!), we recommend prefixing their
names by (an abbreviation of) your company name or a few letters that
indicate the module or application they belong to.
Master Object Consultancy libraries are usually stored in subdirectories
that each have a logical name describing their contents.
Be aware that a library's file name does not necessarily match its
“internal name” defined by the $defaultname property in the Prefs
tab of the Property Manager. Still, to avoid confusion we recommend
that you assign the same file name as $defaultname and add the .lbs
extension. Never rely on the file name of a library in your code because
end users can so easily change it. Always assign a $defaultname that is
unique and is very unlikely to be chosen by other Omnis developers.
6.1.4

Classes

As mentioned in chapter 6.1.1, Master Object Consultancy classes have a
name that has a “general” part on the left and a “specific” part on the
right. Although classes are usually stored in an appropriate library that
matches the name of the module or the name of the framework,
Master Object Consultancy classes are also prefixed by a two-letter code
that helps you distinguish them from other classes including your own.
It also helps you determine their original location after you move classes
into a single deployment library.
The following screen shot shows MasterStudio classes, sorted
alphabetically. Note that classes that “belong together” often have
different class types:

"Command" folder in library MoBaseClasses
Sometimes it makes sense to group a subclass with the other objects it
belongs to. This is the case for MoCommandController (a controller that
manages commands visualized in MoCommandMenu or MoCommandBar). It
is prefixed by MoCommand, even though most controllers in MasterStudio
have the MoController prefix. Those controller classes are grouped into
a different folder, as shown below.
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"Controller" folder in library MoBaseClasses
Grouping
Subclasses

The alphabetic class naming convention suggested above works very
well for frameworks and other classes of which you only have one or
two subclasses in your library. However, if you subclass a superclass
repeatedly, it no longer makes sense to prefix each subclass by the name
of its superclass (the “general” part of its name). In the example above,
you've seen that abstract controller superclasses all start with
MoController. But final subclasses have a name that matches their
function (followed by Controller, the general part, at the end).
In many cases, application components consist of multiple classes of
different class types. Consider an application consisting of model-viewcontroller components, where each application component consists of a
window (window class), a controller (object or task class) and a
corresponding model (table or object class). Instead of having each item
within an application component start with a different “general” part
(such as window, controller, model), making it hard to find the classes of
the application component, we now move the general part to the right
so that each component item starts with the same name.

“Final” subclasses end with their “general” part and start with the name of the
application component they belong to
Abstract Classes

The word “abstract” is a Java term that describes a class that is never
used by itself. Abstract classes provide common methods and attributes
that are only useful after you create one or more subclasses. In
MasterStudio, abstract classes have a name that ends in …Superclass.

Generic Classes

Often, MasterStudio classes provide a default implementation that is
useable in your application, without needing to create a subclass. Such
classes have a name that ends in …Generic, indicating that you could
create your own subclass if you need to enhance the class, but that you
don't need to.
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Classes that make up the model (mostly, database classes) follow a
naming convention where the class name ends in the Omnis Studio
class type. So these classes end in …Schema, …Table, or …Query.
View classes provide anything that is ultimately visible to the user, i.e.
the user interface.
In MasterStudio, view classes are often grouped with other classes
(mostly: controllers or related views) that together form a working
framework component. In such cases, the view classes (windows,
menus) are named starting with the name of the framework component,
followed by a meaningful word such as …Window, …Pane, …Grid, …Bar,
…Report, or …Menu.
MoViewSuperclass is the abstract class that most MasterStudio window
classes inherit from. Stand-alone view classes that are useable without a
controller object start with MoView…; generic view classes that require a
dedicated component controller all start with MoWindow…

Controller Classes

Controller classes control a specific part of an application or its interface
by being part of the MasterStudio controller hierarchy. The controller
superclass (MoControllerSuperclass) implements the controller
interface. Contexts are special controllers, in that they provide the “outer
environment” for other controllers to live in. Contexts thus also
implement the controller interface.

⇒ Here, the term “interface” is used as it is
used in Java. By saying a class implements
an interface, we are really saying that the
class has the same methods and attributes
that were specified by the interface.
Omnis Studio does not support defining
interfaces. Therefore, you'll find that both
the controller superclass and the root
context have a copy of the same controller
methods, as is shown on the right here.
Note that variable names used by the
controller interface are all preceded by
iController…, and thus are easily
distinguished from other variables.
The root of the MasterStudio controller
hierarchy is MoContextRoot. From this root
context, other subcontexts are instantiated. These
subcontexts typically instantiate controller
objects, called component controllers if they
manage part of the user interface (such as an
Omnis subwindow).
In MasterStudio, controller classes may be
grouped with other classes (mostly: related
views) that together form a working framework component. In such
cases, the controller classes (tasks, objects) end in …Context or
…Controller.
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In the base classes library, context superclasses start with MoContext…
and most controllers start with MoController….
Manager Classes

Manager classes, like controllers, add intelligence to parts of an
application. In MasterStudio, the word manager is used to signify an
object that manages a specific function without implementing the
controller interface (see above). Thus, a manager is a lightweight
controller that cannot have further subcontrollers. A manager usually
belongs to (i.e., is instantiated by) a controller and adds specific
functionality to it.
MasterStudio manager classes start with MoManager… (in the
foundation layer) or MdManager… (in the Master-Detail layer).

Delegate Classes

A delegate class does not offer functionality by itself. Rather, it adds
intelligence to another class (usually, another controller), by
implementing specific methods and attributes that the other class
derives its behavior from. MasterStudio comes with a number of
delegate object superclasses, providing prototypes for these delegate
methods.

⇒ Note that you could implement the required delegate methods in your
own object or task, and then use your own object or task as another
object's delegate. This is not recommended, as MasterStudio's delegate
superclasses may be enhanced in the future. The corresponding
controller may expect a new method to be present in your delegate. By
using a subclass from a MasterStudio delegate superclass, you ensure
that the method's default implementation is used.
See chapter 3.2.1 for a detailed explanation of the delegation concept.
A delegate object may be generic, in that you do not need to create a
specific subclass for it. In that case, its name ends in …DelegateGeneric.
Other delegates in MasterStudio are provided for you to override. These
have a name that ends in …DelegateSuperclass. It is recommended
that your subclasses simply end in …Delegate, preceded by the name of
your application component.
File Classes

MasterStudio uses file classes for global variables and constants, easily
accessible from the Variables tab in the Omnis Studio Catalog. To
ensure that MasterStudio file classes appear together when you press
<F9> to open the Omnis Studio Catalog, all MasterStudio file class
names start with Mo….
File classes in the base classes library start with MoBa…, those in the
Master-Detail classes library start with MoMd…, and those in the
PlanBoard library start with MoPb….

6.1.5
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Objects stored in the .$objs group of view classes have a
descriptive name, which is targeted towards helping us
locate the right method in the method list. The name of
these objects is prefixed by a two-letter acronym that
represents the object type. An entry field starts with ef, a
dropdown list with dl, a complex grid with cg, etc.
To avoid confusion, it is better not to make an object's
name the same as its corresponding $text or $dataname
property. So in the event where an object's text or data
name changes, you don't need to go through the hassle of
changing the object name also. Note that if you change the name of an
object, you must do a search and replace to also change it in object
references in methods of its view class.
Important Notes

If you obey to the model-view-controller design paradigm, you should
not refer to the name of view objects from outside of their class. You
must be able to move, modify or even delete objects in a view class,
without needing to worry that its corresponding controller stops
working. If a controller object needs access to an object in its view class,
then you should add a dedicated accessor method to the view class
which returns a reference to the individual object in the .$objs group.
Note that an object should still work if you decide to move it into a
container object (such as a scroll box or complex grid) later. We
recommend that an object's name does not reflect the name of its
container.

6.1.6
Boolean variables

Variables

Boolean variables often use a verb to clarify their meaning. For instance,
a variables iWindowIsOpen unambiguously says that the value is kTrue
if the window is open and kFalse if
the window is not open.

Local variables

Local variables start with a
lowercase character, just like they do
in Java. Master Object Consultancy
classes use additional conventions
from StudioTIPS, such as prefixing
item references by r. See chapter
6.1.2 for a full list of abbreviations.

Parameter variables

Parameter variables start with a p.
Like local variables, they use
conventions from StudioTIPS,
making it easy to cut and paste code
between Master Object Consultancy
classes and other frameworks that
follow StudioTIPS conventions. See
chapter 6.1.2 for a full list of
abbreviations.

Instance variables

Instance variables are prefixed by
the letter i, often followed by a
compound name that starts with the
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name of the “object interface” they implement. The “object interface”
can be described as a set of functions implemented by a class. A subclass
always inherits the interfaces implemented by its parents, and often
adds more functionality.
By including the interface name in an instance variable name, variables
in subclasses are easily distinguished from variables that were declared
in the superclass, as shown below.
The screen shot on the right shows instance variables for a framework
subclass called MoContextWindowSuperclass. It's a subclass of
MoContextSubSuperclass, which in turn is a subclass of the
MasterStudio Root Context MoContextRoot, as shown by the
Inheritance Tree:

The subclass has several groups of instance variables that each start
with a common prefix, such as iComponent…, iContext…,
iContextWindow…, iController… and iDelegate…. The
Master Object Consultancy alphabetic naming convention groups
instance variables by their function, and thus by their object interface.
Most variables colored blue were declared in the super-superclass
(MoContextRoot), which implements several interfaces such as the
controller interface and the delegate interface. Each subclass inherits those
interfaces, and thus also inherits the corresponding instance variables.
By using alphabetic instance variable naming, subclass variables no
longer show up between other variables like they do in most Omnis
applications.

⇒ Adhering to this Master Object Consultancy convention prevents you
from following StudioTIPS guidelines for instance variables. Apart
from starting instance variables with character i, you should not
prefix instance variable names with a type abbreviation. For example,
instance variables of type item reference end in …Ref instead of
starting with ir. See chapter 6.1.2 for a full list of abbreviations.
Class variables

Class variables start with a c, and otherwise follow exactly the same
guidelines as instance variables (see above).
Master Object Consultancy frameworks often use class variables to
define list column names. Although Omnis Studio doesn't need
variables to match list columns, defining a class variable for each list
column makes it easier to enter the column name into the method editor
without misspelling the column name. It also allows you to use the
Omnis lst() and totc() functions.

Task variables
“Global” task
variables
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MasterStudio and PlanBoard provide similar variables whose names
start with Md and Pb, respectively.
6.1.7

Method Names

Method (and custom attribute) names define the interface of objects and
thus cannot easily be governed by naming conventions. If a UML model
of a class is available, then its method names should match those
defined in the UML model, even if those method names no longer
conform to Omnis naming conventions.
Master Object Consultancy method names follow similar conventions
used by the Apple/NeXT™ frameworks, which were originally
implemented in the Objective C language and are now being ported to
Java. Method names are usually very descriptive and include both verbs
and nouns to specify their function, often including names of
parameters required. For instance, an $xmlAttributesForTag method
might return the XML attributes from the XML text passed as its first
parameter identified by the element passed as its second parameter.
Master Object Consultancy avoids using abbreviations in method
names, as they are subject to misunderstandings and especially spelling
errors. By using plain English words, we avoid much of that problem.
Delegate methods

Delegate methods are methods that are called by other objects at
predetermined moments. They often extend the functionality of a
complex superclass, without having to subclass it. Delegate methods
often include a verb that clearly describes the moment at which the
method is called. For instance, the $windowDidConstruct method
might be called right after a window was constructed. The “did” implies
that the event has happened and cannot be undone. Similarly, if a
window will be opened but is not open yet, a delegate method called
$windowWillOpen might be called. Such a delegate method could
dynamically add objects to the window class, for example.
Often, delegate methods can return either kFalse or kTrue, depending
on whether the action should still be performed or not. In those cases,
the word “should” is used: If the $windowShouldOpen method returns
kFalse, then the window will not be opened.

⇒ See chapter 3.2.1 for a detailed explanation of the delegation concept.
Notification Events
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Master Object Consultancy frameworks rely heavily on the Observer
design pattern, where methods are called automatically after their object
has registered an interest in certain events. When such an event occurs,
the notification center object automatically calls all methods that were
registered as observers of the event. An observer method can
theoretically have any name, but Master Object Consultancy classes
usually prefix its name by $ev…. For instance, the
$evColorSchemeChanged method of the PlanBoard button bar is called
whenever PlanBoard's color scheme changed event occurs, allowing the
button bar (or any other object that registered an interest) to redraw
itself in the appropriate colors.
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Coding Conventions
This chapter provides general “tips and tricks” for programming in
Omnis Studio. Although they are not necessarily related to
MasterStudio or PlanBoard, we have consistently applied these
conventions throughout our code.

6.2.1

Method Grouping and Ordering

As a general rule, MasterStudio and PlanBoard classes
divide their methods into logical groups. Groups are
separated by an empty method whose name is in all
caps.
The screen shot on the right shows some of the methods of the
root context. Within a group, methods typically use one
of the following recommended ordering methods:
- Calling order: Methods that are typically called first
(such as $construct) are at the top. Methods that
are typically called last (such as $destruct or
$willDestruct) are at the bottom.
- Dependency order: Methods that are called by other
methods (such as subroutines) are ordered right
below the calling method.
- Logical order: Methods or attributes that clearly
belong together (without forming a specific group)
are also ordered next to each other.
- Alphabetically: Where the above ordering methods do not make any
sense, methods and attributes are listed alphabetically.
6.2.2

Real Numbers

There are two potential pitfalls when using real (floating point)
numbers in your Omnis Studio code. Below are brief descriptions and
recommended workarounds.
Comparing Real
Values

You should never compare the equality of real (floating point) values,
because numbers that look the same may actually have different
internal representations in your computer's memory, causing
comparisons such as iRealVar1=iRealVar2 to fail. This is caused by
the way a microprocessor handles real values with a different precision
than used by programming languages such as Omnis Studio.
Before comparing real values for equality, round or truncate them using
functions such as rnd() or int().
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Decimal Separator

When using real numbers in your code, avoid the use of periods to
indicate the decimal point, because in certain countries Omnis Studio
may be set to use commas as the decimal separator. Your code will fail,
unless you specify real numbers as fractions:
Calculate iVersion as 1.01
Calculate iVersion as 101/100
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;; not recommended
;; recommended

Reference Passing

When you pass a reference to an instance method (using $cinst or
similar as a field parameter), you often don't get a "persistent" reference,
but a reference that only works as long as the method is still on the
method stack. Such a reference to an object is "invalid" if you try to use
it later. This is especially true for references to object instances stored in
a list.
You can circumvent this problem by using the notation path to the
object instance as a string. Often the object path for an instance is not the
same as its $fullname. So an object needs some other way to know its
own path, before it can tell other objects (such as a notification center)
how it can be reached later. In MasterStudio, we do this by passing the
object path to every new instance as the first parameter of its
$construct. The object path is then stored in an instance variable
iObjectPath. So iObjectPath contains the path to the object instance
itself: Essentially, it's what $cinst should have been in the first place.
$objectPath

Objects in MasterStudio and PlanBoard implement the $objectPath
attribute to return their persistent notation path. You can compare the
use of iObjectPath and $objectPath to the "this" statement in Java.
Example 1:
A manager object instance within a task instance

The task already has its path stored in iObjectPath:
$itasks.TaskName.
Do referenceToManagerClass.$new(con(iObjectPath,'.',nam(iManager))
returns iManager

The new object instance is stored in instance variable iManager of the
task. The manager object instance has now stored its path in its own
iObjectPath instance variable: $itasks.TaskName.iManager.
The manager object can now send its iObjectPath to other objects,
since it contains a reference path that always works. Other objects can
refer to it using square brackets, as in:
Do [pObjectPath].$methodName

Or they can set a reference to the object using:
Set reference rManagerReference to [pObjectPath].$ref
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Example 2:
A sub manager, i.e. an object within another object

The object already has its path stored in iObjectPath:
$itasks.TaskName.iManager.
Do referenceToSubmanagerClass.$new(
con(iObjectPath,'.',nam(iSubmanager)
)
returns iSubmanager

The new object instance is stored in instance variable iSubmanager of
the object. The sub manager object instance has now stored its path in its
own iObjectPath instance variable:
$itasks.TaskName.iManager.iSubmanager.
The manager object can now send its iObjectPath to other objects,
since it contains a reference path that always works. See example 1
above.
Example 3:
An object instance stored in a list

The task already has its path stored in iObjectPath:
$itasks.TaskName. Create the new object instance into a local object
variable:
Do referenceToManagerClass.$new(
con(iObjectPath,'.',nam(iObjectsList),
'.',iObjectsList.$linecount+1,'.C1')
returns localObjectVar

The new object instance is stored in local variable localObjectVar
Do iObjectsList.$add(localObjectVar)

The list now contains the object instance in the first column of its last
line. The object instance has filled its own iObjectPath variable with its
uniquely identifying path: $itasks.TaskName.iObjectsList.1.C1.
The manager object can now send its iObjectPath to other objects,
since it contains a reference path that always works. Other objects can
refer to is using square brackets, as in:
Do [pObjectPath].$methodName

Or they can set a (non-persistent) reference to the object using:
Set reference rManagerReference to [pObjectPath].$ref
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⇒ You can store object instances in a list, but you may run into these
issues:
- Accessing object instances stored in a list using $sendall or a loop
can be very slow. Omnis doesn't cache the class belonging to object
instances stored in a list. For greater speed, you can set their
$selfcontained property to kTrue. This does take a lot of
additional memory, however.
- An object instance stored in a list loses its "scope" if you call other
objects stored in the same list while executing a method of an object in
the list.
The above problems are fixed by the object reference data type that was
introduced in Omnis Studio 4.0. MasterStudio 2.x uses object
references for controller objects.
6.2.4
Object and List
References

Return Values

When you return a list or object variable from a method, we recommend
returning a reference to it (unless it's stored in a local variable). This
allows callers to set a reference to the object or list, instead of getting a
copy.
;; Method $list in instance “otherObject”
Quit method iList.$ref

The calling method can then set a reference to the list using:
Set reference iListRef to otherObject.$list
;; do not include parentheses () if you want a reference

Empty Return
Values

When you look at a method, you can easily determine what it returns by
looking at Quit method its source code. In MasterStudio, methods that
are not intended to return any value explicitly include the following line
(note void in the comment):
Quit method ;; void

By explicitly stating the word void, we avoid confusion later: Anybody
who calls such a method cannot rely on it having any return value. A
second advantage to explicitly including a Quit method statement at
the end of each method is that you can be sure that you are looking at
the entire method and that the person who created it did not leave it
unfinished.
6.2.5

Reversible Blocks

MasterStudio uses Omnis reversible blocks to temporarily change the
value of global variables and attributes. Below are a few examples that
you may find useful for your own code.
Current List
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When changing the current list, we must therefore ensure that we
always use a reversible block:
Begin reversible block
Set current list iList1
End reversible block
...
Set current list iList2

Note that once a variable is changed in a reversible block, you do not
need another reversible block if you change it again in the same method.
Omnis will restore the value when the method pops off the stack.
Fixed Cursor

Whenever Omnis calls a method and whenever we enter a loop, Omnis
automatically changes the cursor into a hourglass icon (clock icon on the
Mac). For short methods and loops, this causes unnecessary “flickering”
of the cursor. MasterStudio therefore often temporarily fixes the cursor,
by adding the following reversible block to the start of methods and
event handlers:
Begin reversible block
Calculate $root.$modes.$fixedcursor as kTrue
End reversible block

Loops

By default, whenever Omnis performs a loop, users may exit the loop by
hitting the <Break> key (<Command>-. on the Mac). This can be
influenced by the Disable cancel test at loops and Enable
cancel test at loops methods. Because MasterStudio loops should
not normally be interruptible by the user, MasterStudio loops are often
preceded by the following reversible block:
Begin reversible block
Disable cancel test at loops
End reversible block

6.2.6

Testing Object Instances

In Omnis Studio, object classes have a $construct method, but they do
not have a $destruct method. This makes it difficult to test whether an
object is currently valid or not: An object may have a limited lifespan
and may even invalidate itself after you explicitly call its $destruct
method (which is often implemented in MasterStudio objects).
$objectIsValid

To solve the problem of not being able to test an object instance's
validity, MasterStudio objects often implement an iObjectIsValid
instance variable that holds kTrue if the object instance is valid and
#NULL if the object is no longer valid. This allows us to test
isnull(objectRef.$objectIsValid) to test whether an object needs
to be constructed or not. This works well, because the isnull() will
also be kTrue if the object instance variable has not been used yet.

⇒ Note that testing an object's existence using
isnull(objectRef.$objectIsValid) will raise a notation error
with #ERRCODE 25207 if the object has not been used yet. This
notation error is not serious and may be ignored.
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The demo application does this to determine whether a PlanBoard
delegate object has already been initialized, as follows:
If isnull(iDemoPlanBoardSingleDelegate.$objectIsValid)
;; create the object using .$new(…) returning
iDemoPlanBoardSingleDelegate
End If

$class

6.2.7

If you have an item reference that points to an object, you can test
whether the instance it points to (still) exists by testing
reference.$class. This notation will evaluate to kFalse if the object
the item reference pointed to no longer exists.
Using Parentheses when Calling Methods

When calling a default method or attribute of an object, you must end
the method call with two parentheses, as in:
Do iObjectRef.$close()

When calling non-standard methods (i.e. those that were provided by
MasterStudio or by yourself), the parentheses may be omitted:
Do iContextRef.$openWindow

If an attribute or method returns a reference to an object, you must set
your own reference to it by omitting the parentheses:
Set myRef to iObjectRef.$theList
;; the reference correctly points to iList in the other object,
assuming that $theList returns iList.$ref
Set myRef to iObjectRef.$theList()
;; WRONG: myRef now has a copy of the list!
Set myRef to iObjectRef.$theList().$ref
;; This does work, but the first variant above is recommended

6.3

User Interface Guidelines
By concentrating platform-specific values in a platform manager
(MoManagerPlatform.$…), MasterStudio automatically adopts dialog
messages and command bars to local platform conventions. The look of
an application is further standardized by centralized icons, colors, and
field styles, controlled by the theme manager
(MoClassFactory.$theme().$…).
This chapter gives you further guidelines in designing your own
windows. These are just guidelines: There is nothing stopping you from
creating your own set of rules. But whatever you do, be consistent. By
carefully designing standards once, you no longer need to worry about
the look of your applications in the future. Perhaps even more
importantly: By adopting well-tested standards, your applications look
good on any platform supported by Omnis.
Although Omnis applications unavoidably compromise between UI
standards defined by Microsoft and Apple, MasterStudio's platform
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manager subclasses allow you to easily create applications that fit in
well with the operating system.
This chapter includes quotes from Aqua Human Interface Guidelines,
published at http://developer.apple.com. Microsoft's guidelines for
Windows applications can be found at
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/enus/dnwue/html/welcome.asp.
6.3.1

Aligning Window Objects

When designing our own windows, we use field alignment guidelines
and field styles that have been painstakingly designed so they work
well on every platform. Text has similar sizes on Windows and Mac;
even if Windows uses the Tahoma font and Mac OS X uses Lucida
Grande. Entry field text displays at the same base line as the text of
corresponding labels.
The following screen shot shows pixel distances between fields.
Numbers indicate the number of free pixels between objects. The
MasterStudio demo application adopts a suggested convention from
Apple's Aqua guidelines: Objects and distances are consistently sized in
multiples of 4. Generally, MasterStudio uses somewhat smaller distances
than those recommended by Apple. We have found the following
values to work well:
- 0 pixels is used for entry fields that belong to the same group. Note
that entry fields thus fit snugly together, leaving no room between
them, yet not overlapping.
- 4 pixels are used as the distance between labels and corresponding
fields, as well as the vertical distance between small objects such as
radio buttons and checkboxes.
Note 1: If radio buttons do not belong to the same group, there should be a
distance of 12 pixels between them.
Note 2: To align labels with their corresponding MasterStudio edit fields,
their $top attribute must be 5 pixels higher than that of the corresponding
edit field.
- 8 pixels are used to separate objects within a group (such as the gap
between entry fields and related radio buttons or checkboxes).
- 12 pixels are used to separate groups of objects, and as the minimum
margin between the edge of a pane and its objects. The topmost
object thus has its $top attribute set to 13.
Note: This is a compromise. Apple recommends leaving 20 pixels or more
for pane margins. Although this leads to better-looking applications, it
leaves less space for fields.
- 20 pixels are used for header widths and heights, as well as the
default row height for grids. Note that fields in a grid typically do not
use a 3D border, whereas fields on a pane do use a minor 3D effect.
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By using a row height of 20 and a standard entry field height of 22,
this consistently leaves 18 pixels as the vertical space for text within a
field.

Group Spacing

The screen shot above shows that fields within a group (first name, last
name, occupation) are generally sized to the same width. The same is true
for button groups, where buttons generally should have the same height
and width (size X in the previous screen shot).
Groups themselves should start at consistent locations, leaving a
consistent space for field labels. In this example, distance Y leaves 120
pixels for field labels (with 12 pixels of margin on the left and 4 pixels of
space before the corresponding entry fields). This leads to a $left
coordinate of 136 for the first block of entry fields.

6.3.2

Dialog Messages

Layout of MasterStudio dialog messages automatically adjusts itself to
the current platform. Dialog buttons are positioned automatically,
where the OK button is placed on the left for Windows and Linux, and
on the right for Mac OS.
As always, there are a few compromises that affect each platform:
- According to Apple's Aqua guidelines, dialog boxes are not
supposed to display a status icon. Rather, the dialog should display
the application logo. We felt this creates too much of a difference
between our applications on Windows and Mac, and thus we do use
dialog icons, which were especially crafted in 48 pixels for Mac OS X.
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- Dialog boxes show the name of the corresponding application in
their title bar. This Apple convention is unusual on Windows.
- On Windows, dialog box text is usually displayed in a single small
font. MasterStudio dialog boxes use the System font to display the
first line of text.
- Following Apple's guidelines, “alternate” buttons are offset from the
Cancel and OK buttons, because they often represent a dangerous
choice.

- Dialog box buttons can be navigated using Tab and Shift-Tab or the
arrow keys, even on Mac OS.
Dialog Text

MasterStudio dialogs display the first paragraph in a large font, and
subsequent dialogs in a smaller font. We have found this Apple
guideline to be very effective. To quote Apple's guidelines, dialog text
should include:
- Alert message text: “This text, in emphasized (bold) system font,
provides a short, simple summary of the error or condition that
summoned the alert. Often the message is presented as a question.”
- Informative text: “This text appears in the small system font and
provides a fuller description of the situation, its consequences, and
how to get out of it. For example, a warning that an action cannot be
undone is an appropriate use of informative text.”
To create separate paragraphs, include four slashes in the message
string:

Two text paragraphs, separated by ////
Dialog Buttons

In MasterStudio, the dialog panel's command controller manages dialog
buttons. From Apples Human Interface Guidelines:
“Button names should be verbs that describe the action performed—Save,
Close, Print, Delete, and so on. If a button acts on a single setting, label the
button as specifically as possible; “Choose Picture…” for example, is more
helpful than “Choose…” Because most buttons initiate an immediate action, it
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shouldn't be necessary to use “now” (“Scan Now,” for example) in the label.
Don't use push buttons to indicate a state such as On or Off.”
6.3.3

Field Styles

MasterStudio comes with a comprehensive set of field styles that have
been tested on Windows and Mac platforms. Some field styles, whose
names start with Ctrl, were originally provided with Omnis Studio.
MasterStudio-specific field styles have names starting with Mo. Before
creating your own field styles, we recommend that you find a current
field style that suits your application.

⇒ If you find a certain application or object for which MasterStudio does
not offer a fitting field style yet, feel free to submit new field styles to
MasterStudio. We will happily add them to the default set so they are
included in the next release of the #STYLES table.
CtrlCheckBox

Standard Check Box. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards. For
vertical spacing, see CtrlRadioButton below.

CtrlCheckList

Standard Check List Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlComboBox

Standard Combo Box Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.
Recommended vertical size is 22 pixels.

CtrlDataGrid
CtrlDropDownList
CtrlEditLabel

CtrlEditText

Standard Data Grid Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.
Standard Dropdown List Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio
standards. Recommended vertical size is 22 pixels.
Standard Edit Text Object used as Label Object. Fonts adapted to
MasterStudio standards. Provides the same look at CtrlLabel. This
style is also used for the small font for informative text in dialog
messages.
Standard Edit Text Object. For objects on a MasterStudio pane, use
MoMdEditField, MoMdDisplayField, or MoMdEditFieldMandatory. Or
leave the field style at MoMdEditField if the field registers itself with the
fields manager in its $construct. Recommended vertical size for edit or
display fields: 22 pixels.

CtrlEditTextNoBorder

Standard Edit Text Object without Border. Use this field style for entry
fields in a complex grid. If the fields are controlled by the fields
manager, their style will be changed to MoMdEditField,
MoMdDisplayField, or MoMdEditFieldMandatory at runtime.
Recommended vertical size is 20 pixels (or set $edgefloat to
kEFposnClient).

CtrlGroupBox

Standard Group Box Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.
When placing a group box, align its border with other objects, rather
than the top of its text. Where you normally leave 12 pixels between
vertical groups, you should leave only 6 pixels above the $top of a
group box.

CtrlHeadedListBox
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CtrlIconArray

Standard Icon Array Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlLabel

Standard Background Label Object. Used throughout MasterStudio.
Note that label fields should have a $top that is 5 pixels lower than the
corresponding MoMd… edit field. Provides the same look as
CtrlEditLabel.

⇒ For labels in MasterStudio fields, use MoMdLabel, which includes
label alignment.
CtrlListBox
CtrlModifyReport
CtrlPagedPane
CtrlPicture
CtrlPopupList

Standard List Box Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.
Standard Modify Report Object. Not changed by MasterStudio.
Standard Paged Pane Object. Not changed by MasterStudio.
Standard Picture Object. Not changed by MasterStudio.
Standard Popup List Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlPopupMenu

Standard Popup Menu Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio
standards.

CtrlPushButton

Standard Push Button Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlRadioButton

CtrlScreenReport

Standard Radio Button. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.
Vertical free space between radio buttons of a group: 4 pixels.
Otherwise: 8 pixels if they belong to surrounding fields, or 12 pixels if
they are not related to surrounding fields.
Standard Screen Report Object. Not changed by MasterStudio.

CtrlStringGrid

Standard String Grid Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlSubwindow

Standard Sub Window Object. Should be used for nested subwindows,
where the subwindow automatically inherits the background from its
container.

CtrlTabStrip

Standard Tab Strip Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlTabPane

Standard Tab Pane Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

CtrlTreeList

Standard Tree List Object. Fonts adapted to MasterStudio standards.

MoDialogText
MoMdButtonBar
MoMdComplexGrid
MoMdDisplayField
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MasterStudio Dialog Text. Used for the first paragraph in dialog
messages. Additional paragraphs use style CtrlEditLabel.
MasterStudio MD window header background.
MasterStudio complex grid. Use this style for Master-Detail grids.
MasterStudio display field. Automatically selected by the fields
manager for display-only columns (containing the <DISPLAY/>
element). Note that this field style does not determine the $effect
(border) of the field: It only affects font, background and text color (i.e.,
the “inside area” of the field).
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MoMdDataGrid

MasterStudio data grid, providing a similar look as MoMdComplexGrid.

MoMdEditField

MasterStudio edit field. Automatically selected by the fields manager
for non-mandatory editable columns. Note that this field style does not
determine the $effect (border) of the field: It only affects font,
background and text color (i.e., the “inside area” of the field).

MoMdEditFieldEmpty

Field in which the user has indicated that
only empty values should be found (in
Find mode). See chapter 1.4.3.

MoMdEditFieldLarger

Field into which the user has typed a
"larger than" value while in Find mode.
See chapter 1.4.3.

MoMdEditFieldMandatory

MasterStudio mandatory edit field.
Automatically selected by the fields
manager for mandatory columns (containing the <MANDATORY/>
element). Note that this field style does not determine the $effect
(border) of the field: It only affects font, background and text color (i.e.,
the “inside area” of the field).

MoMdEditFieldMultiple

Field into which the user has typed both a
"greater than" and "smaller than" value
into a field in mode. See chapter 1.4.3.

MoMdEditFieldSmaller

Field into which the user has typed a
"smaller than" value while in Find mode.
See chapter 1.4.3.

MoMdEditText
MoMdEditTextDisabled

These field styles can be used to assign the appropriate font to a field
whose other attributes (background color and pattern) are controlled by
the developer or by notation.

MoMdGridHeader

Status text above MD grids, based on CtrlEditLabel, using a different
text color.

MoMdHyperlink

MasterStudio hyperlink, placed to the left of the corresponding field,
which uses the same font and alignment as MoMdLabel. The font color of
hyperlinks is dynamically altered according to the values of
$rgbHyperlink and $rgbHyperlinkFollowed in the theme manager.

⇒ Note that due to a bug in Omnis Studio, this style does not show an
underscore on Mac OS X
MoMdLabel

MasterStudio label that includes alignment (normally, right justified).
Use this field style for labels to the left of fields. For other labels, use
CtrlLabel or CtrlEditLabel.
Note that label fields should have a $top that is 5 pixels lower than the
corresponding MoMd… edit field.
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⇒ When using MoMdLabel or MoMdHyperlink, always size the object
so that it is both right-aligned and left-aligned, using the maximum
amount of space available for label text:

All labels using field style MoMdLabel must have the same width.
MoMdPaneHeader

MoMdPopUp

MoMdReportColumnHeader
MoMdReportField

MasterStudio pane header. Uses a large font that stands out, yet fits
with the rest of the look & feel. Apply this style to a label field, and set
its vertical size to at least 20 pixels. This style is not used in the demo
application.
This style is applied to objects that
"hover" over other objects, such as the
"larger/smaller" search popup in Find
mode.
MasterStudio column header, used by the report prototype and thus by
automatically generated grid reports.
MasterStudio record field text style, used by the report prototype and
thus by automatically generated grid reports.

MoMdReportFooter

MasterStudio report footer text style, used by the report prototype and
thus by automatically generated grid reports.

MoMdReportHeader

MasterStudio large header text, used by the report prototype and thus
by automatically generated grid reports.

MoMdTextEditSize
MoPb…
MoTabArea
MoTabBackground
MoTabs
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Style that provides a font-only setting that matches the size of edit text.
Corresponds to the font name, size, and style of MoMdEditField.
Field styles prefixed by MoPb are reserved for use by PlanBoard for
Omnis Studio.
MasterStudio contents of a tabbed pane. Matches the color of a regular
nested pane.
MasterStudio background of tabs. Used by the pane selector component.
MasterStudio tab pane buttons, used by the pane selector component.
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Use of Color

The default MasterStudio theme is based on a subtle combination of
blacks and blues. On Windows, MasterStudio uses dark blue and black
for field styles. On Mac OS X, subtle shades of blue were inspired by
Apple's Aqua and Graphite themes.
Icon Colors

To fit in with Windows XP and Mac OS X, we recommend that you stick
with a consistent and subdued set of colors for your applications, such
as those used by MasterStudio's built-in icons and field styles.

Window and Report
Objects

If you assign colors notationally, you can derive them from the color
attributes of the theme manager (MoClassFactory.$theme().$color…
and ….$rgb…).

Text Colors

We recommend that you use black for editable text and text in grids, as
different text colors may result in unpredictable side-effects when
shown inversed with the user's selection color.
For labels, use a color that matches that of field style MoMdLabel.

⇒ To retrieve the attributes of a MasterStudio field style, you can use
MoManagerPlatform.$attributesOfFieldStyle().
$attributeName.
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System Tables
#ICONS

MasterStudio comes with a comprehensive set of high quality icons,
included in the #ICONS system table of class MoBaseClasses. You may
use these icons in your own applications by setting the $iconlib
property of your library to MoBaseClasses.

MasterStudio Buttons Icon Page
As defined in the Omnis Studio manual, custom icons should use ids
above 10000. Master Object Consultancy default icon ids are all in the
39000 to 39999 range.
You may subclass the theme manager and have MasterStudio use your
own icon ids. See chapter 4.15.

⇒ Do not add your own icons to the MasterStudio #ICONS system table:
The next MasterStudio update would override them. Instead, we
recommend creating a custom #ICONS table in your own library, or
using the UserPic.df1 file. For more information, see the “Icon
Editor” chapter in the “Using Omnis Studio” manual.
Note that you cannot use your own #ICONS system table to replace
icons that are being used by classes in the MasterStudio libraries. If
you add icons that replace default MasterStudio icons, we recommend
you store them in USERPIC.DF1.
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#STYLES

MasterStudio comes with a custom #STYLES table that includes field
styles that have been meticulously designed to provide a consistent look
and feel across all supported platforms. Using these field styles ensures
that fields look similar on Windows and Mac platforms, while still
complying with native operating system conventions.
Omnis automatically copies styles into a library when individual objects
and classes are copied. Instead of relying on this mechanism, however,
we recommend copying the #STYLES table from the MasterStudio
library into your own library, so that you can more easily take
advantage of MasterStudio field styles when creating your own
windows.
Combining your
own field styles
with MasterStudio
field styles

If you add your own field styles, then we recommend keeping a
separate development-only library in which you include a window that
uses each of your custom styles. Create a window class in which you
add objects that have your styles assigned to them: One object per
custom field style. You will use this window class to add your own
styles to the MasterStudio field styles whenever you override the
#STYLES table in your application libraries.
When you receive a MasterStudio update, you still copy its #STYLES
table into your application libraries. After copying the MasterStudio
field styles, simply copy your window class (containing your custom
styles) into your application library. This will add your custom field
styles to those provided by MasterStudio.
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MasterStudio Class Reference
UML Class Diagrams
The following pages contain UML class diagrams showing relationships
between classes and instances in MasterStudio, divided into pages Base,
Contexts, Managers, Windows, Database, and Master-Detail.
The following diagram can be used as a “cheat sheet” for understanding
UML notation.
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Database
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Master-Detail
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Class Chapter Index
This chapter contains alphabetic listings for all classes of the Foundation
and Master-Detail framework layers, with references to the chapters of
this manual that describe them.

7.2.1

Foundation framework layer (Mo…)
#ICONS..................................................................... 4.15, 6.4.1
#STYLES .......................................................... 4.15, 6.3.3, 6.4.2
MoBaClassFactory ...................................................... 3.1.5, 4.2.7
MoBaConstants ....................................................................4.4.1
MoBaPublic................................................................. 4.4.2, 4.13
MoBaTheme ...................................................... 3.1.5, 4.2.7, 4.15
MoClassBroker ............................................3.1.5, 4.1.2, 4.2, 4.3.3
MoCommand ..................................................................... 4.12.2
MoCommandBarLargeHorizontal
MoCommandBarLargeVertical
MoCommandBarSmallHorizontal
MoCommandBarSuperclass.................................................. 4.12.3
MoCommandController........................................................ 4.12.1
MoCommandMenu.....................................................3.1.3, 4.12.3
MoContextApplicationSuperclass .................................. 4.3.3, 4.3.6
MoContextRoot ........................................ 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.3.2, 4.3.5
MoContextSubSuperclass ............................................ 4.3.5, 4.3.8
MoContextWindowSuperclass.................................................4.3.7
MoControllerComponentSuperclass ......................... 3.1.2, 4.6.3, 4.8
MoControllerFrameset................................................. 4.7.1, 5.2.1
MoControllerFramesetDelegateSuperclass...................... 4.7.3, 5.2.2
MoControllerPaneDelegateSuperclass ......................................4.7.2
MoControllerPanelDialogBox ................................................. 4.8.2
MoControllerPanelDialogSuperclass.........................................4.8.1
MoControllerPanelSuperclass ................................................... 4.8
MoControllerPaneReportDestination ........................................4.8.3
MoControllerPaneSelector
MoControllerPaneSelectorDelegateSuperclass...........................4.7.4
MoControllerPaneSuperclass ..................................................4.7.2
MoControllerSubwindowSuperclass ............................... 4.6.2, 4.6.3
MoControllerSuperclass.........................................................4.6.1
MoDatabaseLoginPanelOmnis
MoDatabaseLoginPanelOracle
MoDatabaseLoginPanelSuperclass................................4.8.4, 4.10.2
MoDatabaseMenu ............................................................... 4.10.3
MoDatabaseSchema ................................................ 4.5.10, 4.10.1
MoDatabaseSchemaColumn...................................... 4.5.10, 4.10.1
MoDatabaseSchemaTemplate .................. 3.2.2, 4.5.5, 4.10.1, 5.3.1
MoDatabaseSequencesSchema ............................................ 4.10.1
MoDatabaseSequencesTable ................................................ 4.10.1
MoDatabaseSessionOracle
MoDatabaseSessionOmnis
MoDatabaseSessionPostgreSQL
MoDatabaseSessionSuperclass ............................................. 4.10.2
MoDatabaseStatement...............................................4.10.5, 5.3.2
MoDatabaseTableSuperclass ................................................ 4.10.1
MoDictionary ......................................... 3.2.3, 4.5.9, 4.8.4, 4.10.4
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MoManagerContexts ................................. 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.3
MoManagerFunctions ......................................... 4.3.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.4
MoManagerLanguages ...........................................................4.13
MoManagerLanguageSuperclass ........................... 4.13, 4.5.1, 5.1.2
MoManagerLicense ......................................3.1.3, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.5
MoManagerListFields.............................................................5.4.4
MoManagerPalette
MoManagerPalettes ........................................... 4.3.3, 4.3.7, 4.5.6
MoManagerPaneObjComplexGrid
MoManagerPaneObjSuperclass ...............................................4.5.7
MoManagerPlatformMacOsClassic
MoManagerPlatformMacOsX
MoManagerPlatformMacSuperclass
MoManagerPlatformPcSuperclass
MoManagerPlatformSuperclass
MoManagerPlatformUnix
MoManagerPlatformWindows9xMe
MoManagerPlatformWindowsNt2000
MoManagerPlatformWindowsSuperclass
MoManagerPlatformWindowsXP .................. 3.1.5, 4.3.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.8
MoManagerPreferencesLocal ...................... 3.2.3, 4.3.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.9
MoManagerSchemas .......................................4.3.2, 4.5.10, 4.10.1
MoManagersRoot........................................................ 4.3.2, 4.5.1
MoManagersSubcontexts ............................................. 4.3.8, 4.5.2
MoManagerSuperclass ............................................................ 4.5
MoManagerWindows ............................... 4.3.2, 4.3.6, 4.5.1, 4.5.11
MoMasterStudioLicense ............................................... 4.1.2, 4.1.5
MoNotification............................................................. 3.1.4, 4.11
MoNotificationCenter ....................................... 3.1.4, 4.3.3, 4.11.1
MoScratchLibrary ..................................................................4.14
MoViewDynamicPopupList .....................................................4.9.4
MoViewExpandingIcon ..........................................................4.9.1
MoViewExpandingText ..........................................................4.9.2
MoViewLcdStatus .................................................................4.9.3
MoViewProgressBar ..............................................................4.9.5
MoViewSuperclass .................................................................. 4.9
MoWindowFramesetDouble
MoWindowFramesetDoubleWide
MoWindowFramesetDoubleWideHeader
MoWindowFramesetHorz
MoWindowFramesetSingle
MoWindowFramesetSuperclass
MoWindowFramesetTriple
MoWindowFramesetTripleHeader
MoWindowFramesetTripleInverted
MoWindowFramesetTripleInvertedHeader
MoWindowFramesetTripleWide
MoWindowFramesetTripleWideHeader
MoWindowFramesetTripleWideInverted
MoWindowFramesetVert........................................................4.7.1
MoWindowPaletteSuperclass ..................................................4.5.6
MoWindowPanelDestinationPane.............................................4.8.3
MoWindowPanelDialogBottomLargeSuperclass
MoWindowPanelDialogBox .....................................................4.8.2
MoWindowPanelDialogBoxWithPane ........................................4.8.5
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MoWindowPanelDialogSuperclass ............................................. 4.8
MoWindowPaneSelectorIcons
MoWindowPaneSelectorInvisible
MoWindowPaneSelectorSuperclass
MoWindowPaneSelectorTabs ..................................................4.7.4
MoWindowSuperclass ........................................ 4.3.7, 4.6.2, 5.1.1
7.2.2

Master-Detail Framework Layer (Md…)
MdEntityController...................................................... 4.7.1, 5.1.1
MdEntityDelegateGeneric
MdEntityDelegateSuperclass ........................................ 4.7.3, 5.2.2
MdEntityGridControllerGeneric ..................................... 5.2.3, 5.4.2
MdEntityGridModeSelector.............................................. 4.9, 5.4.2
MdEntityGridSuperclass ........................................................5.4.2
MdEntityPaneControllerGeneric ........................... 4.7.2, 5.2.3, 5.4.1
MdEntityPaneSuperclass........................................................5.4.1
MdEntityReportPrototype
MdEntityReportSuperclass .....................................................5.4.3
MdEntitySchemaTemplate .....................................................5.3.1
MdEntityTableGeneric ................................................4.10.1, 5.3.2
MdManagerFieldsGeneric ............................................. 4.5.5, 5.4.4
MdManagerLanguages ................................................. 4.13, 5.1.2
MdManagerListGeneric ..........................................................5.3.3
MdManagerRecordGeneric .....................................................5.3.4
MdManagerWindow ..............................................................5.1.1
MdWindowComponentStore ...................................................5.4.5
MdWindowContext................................................ 4.3.7, 5.1.1, 5.2
MdWindowHeaderHorizontal
MdWindowHeaderVertical
MdWindowMainHorizontal
MdWindowMainSuperclass
MdWindowMainVertical .........................................................5.1.1
MoMdClassFactory............................................. 3.1.5, 4.2.7, 5.1.3
MoMdConstants ............................................................ 4.4, 5.1.2
MoMdPublic .................................................................. 4.4, 5.1.2
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Index
#ERRCODE ................................56, 205, 269
#ICONS...................................25, 44, 97, 279
#STYLES ..........25, 44, 45, 97, 104, 274, 280
<BATCH COUNT= attribute.....188, 226, 230,
231
<BATCH FIXED= attribute188, 225, 228, 230,
231
<BATCH MODE= attribute 188, 228, 230, 231
<BATCH>.188, 217, 224, 225, 226, 228, 230,
231
<CASE> ............................................188, 232
<COMMIT> .......................................188, 232
<COPY/>.....................................37, 188, 232
<DISPLAY>.........48, 134, 188, 224, 251, 275
<FETCH>..................188, 232, 233, 242, 243
<HIDE> .............................................135, 188
<JOIN OUTER= attribute ..........189, 233, 234
<JOIN>.......48, 134, 188, 189, 192, 193, 220,
224, 233
<LOCK> ....................................188, 234, 236
<LOCKFIELD>..................188, 234, 235, 236
<MANDATORY>.48, 135, 189, 224, 251, 276
<MEANINGFUL> 48, 188, 189, 236, 241, 245
<MENU> ...........................................188, 234
<MO> .....46, 51, 54, 56, 59, 92, 97, 100, 102,
103, 104, 192
<MODAL> .........................................188, 236
<MS> ................................29, 46, 47, 92, 134
<PROMPT> .47, 48, 134, 135, 189, 247, 251,
252, 254
<REFETCH/>....................................188, 236
<SEQ TABLE= attribute....................187, 188
<SEQ> ......46, 47, 48, 57, 129, 187, 188, 247
<SORT DESC= attribute...........189, 224, 237
<SORT>................................33, 48, 189, 237
<STARTUP/> class tag.............101, 104, 252
<VIEW CONTEXT= attribute ............188, 237
<VIEW> element.......188, 218, 223, 233, 237
$activateComponent .................150, 155, 171
$activatePane ...........................172, 173, 204
$activateTarget .........................................206
$addAccessIcon........................................194
$addClass .................................................103
$addColumn......................................223, 241
$addCommand .................................149, 226
$addContextCommands ...........................226
$addCustomColumns .......................223, 241
$addJoinColumn ...............................224, 241
$addJoinColumns .....................224, 233, 241
$addListColumnsFromList ........................129
$addModelDefinition .................133, 134, 223
$addObserver ...........................109, 200, 205
$addPalette...............................................136
$addPane..................................171, 172, 173
$addPaneForFrame..........55, 57, 60, 88, 169
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$addQuotes...............................................130
$addSubcontroller ......88, 117, 147, 148, 150,
154, 155, 165, 170, 174, 206
$adjustGridColors......................................247
$adjustWindowWidth/Height .....................131
$attributesOfFieldStyle..............................140
$bindToList........................189, 194, 198, 199
$bringtofront ......................................118, 131
$bringViewToFront....................................118
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